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Proto-Tai is the ancestor of the Tai languages of Mainland Southeast Asia. 
Modern Tai languages share many structural similarities and phonological 
innovations, but reconstructing the phonology requires a thorough understanding of 
the convergent trends of the Southeast Asian linguistic area, as well as a theoretical 
foundation in order to distinguish inherited traits from universal tendencies, chance, 
diffusion, or parallel development. 
This dissertation presents a new reconstruction of Proto-Tai phonology, based 
on a systematic application of the Comparative Method and an appreciation of the 
force of contact. It also incorporates a large amount of dialect data that have become 
available only recently. In contrast to the generally accepted assumption that Proto-Tai 
was monosyllabic, this thesis claims that Proto-Tai was a sesquisyllabic language that 
allowed both sesquisyllabic and monosyllabic prosodic words. 
In the proposed reconstruction, it is argued that Proto-Tai had three contrastive 
phonation types and six places of articulation. It had plain voiceless, implosive, and 
voiced stops, but lacked the aspirated stop series (central to previous reconstructions). 
As for place of articulation, Proto-Tai had a distinctive uvular series, in addition to the 
labial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal series typically reconstructed. In the onset, 
these consonants can combine to form tautosyllabic clusters or sequisyllabic 
structures. Regarding the rime, PT had seven vowel qualities that contrasted in height, 
backness, and rounding. A vowel length contrast also existed for each quality. Palatal 
 and lateral consonants also occurred in the coda in addition to the final consonants 
generally assumed. Furthermore, Proto-Tai was a tonal language whose four tonal 
categories *ABCD contrasted both in terms of pitch and voice quality. 
Many of these Proto-Tai traits are not attested in modern Tai languages. The 
current reconstruction of Proto-Tai phonology is thus a demonstration of the power of 
the Comparative Method as well as the role that phonological theory can play in 
reconstruction. This thesis presents a picture of the history of Tai languages as 
characterized by divergent changes overridden by waves of convergent trends that 
transformed Proto-Tai into a network of typologically homogenous dialects that differ 
markedly from their parent. This analysis offers a comprehensive account of the 
transformation of the Proto-Tai phonology into modern systems. 
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CHAPTER 1  
BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 Introduction 
The hardest task in comparative linguistics is to distinguish between types of 
similarities: universal tendencies, chance, diffusion, genetic retention, parallel 
development (Aikhenvald & Dixon 2001). Only when these different possible types of 
similarities are considered can we understand the role of common ancestry. The 
magnitude of this difficulty is reflected in the view that a similarity can be explained 
as shared inheritance only when other possibilities have been exhausted (Dench 2001). 
Successful reconstructions of proto-languages must therefore overcome this challenge. 
The reconstruction of Proto-Tai (PT), the ancestor of the Tai languages of Mainland 
Southeast Asia (SEA) is not an exception. Modern Tai languages share a great deal of 
structural similarities and identifiable phonological innovations. Yet, trying to 
reconstruct the phonology of PT has proven more challenging than it first seems. This 
is precisely because Tai languages have continually undergone the different waves of 
convergent trends that swept through the Mainland Southeast Asian linguistic area. 
In particular, various researchers have put forward their own reconstructed 
phonology of PT but these proposals disagree on major issues due in part to 
assumptions that they hold, be it explicitly or implicitly. These assumptions arose 
precisely from different interpretations of shared similarities among modern Tai 
languages by different researchers. Unfortunately, some of these assumptions have 
become axioms in the study of the history of Tai languages, and have thus kept those 
issues unsolved. With this in mind, this dissertation presents a new phonological 
reconstruction of PT constrained by explicit and motivated hypotheses. Essentially, it 
incorporates dialect data that have become increasingly available and discusses 
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explicitly the interpretation of these data. As suggested by the title, this dissertation 
takes as its task the reconstruction of the PT phonological system rather than detailed 
analyses of individual etyma, or a complete lexicon of PT. 
The widely accepted PT reconstruction is due to Li (1977). This reconstruction 
has been the basis of good scholarship on the history of the Tai languages but like 
other essays on PT reconstruction (Ferlus 1990; Haudricourt 1948; Liang & Zhang 
1996; Luo 1997; Nishida 1954; Sarawit 1973), it lacks sufficient consideration of the 
issues mentioned above. This study goes beyond Li and other historical research on 
Tai languages in that it takes into serious consideration the structure and the 
phonotactics of the PT prosodic word. In particular, I claim that PT was a 
sesquisyllabic language that allowed both sesquisyllabic and monosyllabic prosodic 
words. The PT prosodic word consisted of three main components: the onset, the rime, 
and the tone. The rime is, in turn, subdivided into the vocalic nucleus and the coda. 
While I show that the PT vocalism was much simpler and symmetrical than 
conventionally reconstructed, I claim that the onset and the coda systems are richer 
than previously assumed. Furthermore, I propose a concrete albeit preliminary 
reconstruction of the PT tonal categories.  
 
1.2 Tai languages 
Tai is a technical term that is used to refer to various related ethnolinguistic 
groups in SEA, although only some Tai-speaking groups call themselves “Tai” or its 
variants. Though pronounced identically in English, “Tai” is used to refer to the group 
as a whole or to any language belonging to the family, while “Thai” is preserved for 
the dominant language of Central Thailand, also known as “Siamese”. In SEA five 
language families have been identified: Sino-Tibetan, Austroasiatic, Austronesian, 
Hmong-Mien, and Kra-Dai (formerly known as Tai-Kadai). The Tai languages, a sub-
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branch of Kra-Dai, will be the subject of this dissertation. The hypothetical parent 
language from which all Tai languages develop is called Proto-Tai (PT). It has been 
speculated that PT was spoken in the area around the Guangxi-Vietnam border areas 
(Diller 2000; Gedney 1995). Nowadays Tai languages are currently spoken in China, 
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, Myanmar, and India. The best known 
members of this group are Thai, Lao, and Shan, of which the first two are the official 
languages of Thailand and Laos respectively. Some other better-known ethnonyms 
used to refer to Tai-speaking groups include Nung, Thu, Zhuang, Bouyei, Giay, and 
Saek (Edmondson & Solnit 1997). These Tai languages occupy the geographical 
center of the Southeast Asian mainland, and have been active adopters and spreaders 
of many areal traits with languages to their north, e.g. Chinese, Tibeto-Burman, and 
Hmong-Mien, as well as further south, e.g. Austroasiatic and Austronesian 
(Edmondson & Solnit 1988) 
Typologically, modern Tai languages share a number of phonological 
characteristics (Diller 2000; Gedney 1989b). All Tai languages are basically 
monosyllabic and tonal. A given modern language can best be described in terms of 
the distinction made between various parts of the syllables (Gedney 1989b: 13). Each 
syllable can be divided into onset, a vocalic nucleus, and an optional final consonant. 
With respect to the onset, most Tai languages have a fairly rich inventory which 
includes simple onsets and clusters of the stop-glide and/or stop-liquid types. As 
regards the vowel system, most languages make a three-way distinction in height 
(high, mid, and low) and a three-way distinction in tongue position and rounding 
(front, back rounded, and back unrounded). Some languages also show length contrast 
throughout their vowel systems, while others only contrast short /a/ and long /a:/. Final 
consonants are very limited in modern Tai languages. Most languages have stops and 
nasal finals in the labial, dental, and velar places of articulation. Some also have an 
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additional final glottal stop. Tones in Tai languages always show distinctions in both 
pitch height and contour. The number of tones in each language ranges from 4-7. In 
many better-studied varieties, the distributions of the tones are conditioned by the 
syllable structure; fewer tones can occur in checked syllables, i.e. syllables closed by 
an obsturent. However, as Diller (2000: 13) correctly points out, these characteristics 
are found widely throughout SEA. 
These Tai languages form a branch of the Kra-Dai1 language family, formerly 
known as Tai-Kadai. According to the subgroup structure proposed in Edmondson and 
Solnit (Edmondson & Solnit 1997: 2) shown in Figure 1-12, the closest relative of Tai 
according to this classification is the Be language (临高 Lín’gāo) of Hainan. The 
majority of Kra-Dai languages outside of Tai are spoken in the extreme South of 
China. The Kam-Sui group comprises Kam (侗 Dòng), Sui (水 Shǔi), Maonan (毛南
Máonán), Mulam (仫佬 Mùlǎo), Ai-cham (锦 Jǐn), Then (佯僙 Yánghuáng) and Mak 
(莫 Mò). Closely related to Kam-Sui is Lakkja (拉珈 Lājiā) and Biao (标 Biǎo), which 
form their own subgroups. The Hlai group (黎 Lǐ) consists of closely related dialects 
spoken by indigenous population of Hainan Island. Lastly, the Kra group consists of 
languages spoken by smaller populations, including Gelao (仡佬 Gēlǎo), Lachi (拉基 
Lājī), Buyang (布央 Bùyāng), Pubiao (普标 Pǔbiǎo), Yerong (耶容 Yēróng), and 
Laha. These smaller languages are scattered in Guizhou, Yunnan, and Guangxi 
Provinces of China, except for Laha which is spoken in Vietnam. 
 
                                                 
1 This label is due to Ostapirat (2000)’s seminal work on the reconstruction of 
Proto-Kra. 
2 See Ostapirat (2005: 108) for another possible subgroup structure. 
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Figure 1-1 The Kra-Dai family tree according to Edmondson and Solnit 
(Edmondson & Solnit 1997: 2) 
 
Although membership of Tai in the Kra-Dai family is not-controversial, the 
relationship of Tai to other language families is still open for investigation. Kra-Dai 
has been grouped with all the other families in SEA, including Hmong-Mien (Kosaka 
2002) and Austroasiatic (de Lacouperie 1886), but the most widely accepted views 
used to be that Tai belongs with Chinese in the Sino-Tibetan family (e.g. Conrady 
1896; Grierson 1903; Li 1976; Luo 1997; Manomaivibool 1975; Schmidt 1926; Wulff 
1934). However, the “Sino-Tai” view is becoming superseded by the competing view 
that links Kra-Dai with Austronesian (Benedict 1942, 1975, 1997b; Ostapirat 2005; 
Sagart 2004, 2005; Schlegel 1902; Wulff 1942).  This view is best represented by the 
“Austro-Tai” hypothesis proposed by Benedict (1942; 1975), who believes that Kra-
Dai, Austronesian, and Hmong-Mien form one linguistic stock. Although Benedict’s 
linguistic evidence and methodology has been severely criticized, his proposal to 
connect Kra-Dai with Austronesian merits close attention and has found support in 
more recent works by Ostapirat (2005) and Sagart (2004; 2005). Although this study 
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does not directly address the issue of the affinity of Kra-Dai, a non-trivial link between 
Tai and Austronesian will become progressively clearer all through the dissertation. 
Within the Tai branch, the conventional classification is that proposed by Li 
(1960; 1977). It divides Tai varieties into three primary subgroups: Southwestern Tai 
(SWT), Central Tai (CT), and Northern Tai (NT). The ancestral languages of SWT 
and NT have been proposed by various researchers (e.g. Brown 1965; Jonsson 1991; 
Kosaka 1992; Li 1977; Pittayaporn 2008b, to appear-b). However, other alternative 
subgrouping schemas have also been proposed (Chamberlain 1975; Haudricourt 1956; 
Luo 1997). Common among many of the alternative view is the recognition of 
similarities between Li’s SWT and CT as reflected by Haudricourt (1956)’s explicit 
claims that the two comprise a sister branches of NT 3 . Li’s and Haudricourt’s 
classification schemas are given in Figure 1-2.  
 
PT 
 
NT      CT     SWT 
Li (1977) 
PT 
    
 
NT      CT     SWT 
Haudricourt (1956) 
 
 Figure 1-2 Proposals for subgroup structure of Tai 
 
Note that, despite his bipartite subgroup structure, Haudricourt (1956) claimed 
that a few understudied dialects occupy an intermediate position between SWT/CT 
and NT. The result of this dissertation will show quite clearly that among Li’s three 
                                                 
3 Haudricourt (1956) uses “Thai” to refer restrictively to the subgroup consisting of 
Li’s SWT and CT and “Dioi” to Li’s NT. 
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subgroups SWT is the only valid one (see §7.3). However, Li’s subgroup labels are 
useful and convenient labels in describing the distribution of linguistic traits shared by 
modern Tai varieties, and help relate the current research to the existing body of 
literature on Tai languages. Therefore, in this dissertation I use the terms SWT, CT, 
and NT as generic labels to refer grossly to clusters of languages that share a certain 
set of developments. In particular, I define the three clusters using the same criteria 
that Li (1960) uses in his proposal but without adopting his claim that they constitute 
genealogical subgroups of Tai. The only genealogical subgroup that I assume is SWT, 
which I have shown elsewhere to be a valid one (Pittayaporn 2008b). The issue of Tai 
subgrouping will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
 
1.3 Conventional reconstruction of PT and pending issues 
Despite a number of competing reconstructions of PT, the most widely adopted 
is, beyond doubt, the system proposed by Li Fang-Kuei, especially in his Handbook of 
Comparative Tai (Li 1977). Not only does this monumental work embody the 
advances in the study of Tai languages from the 40’s through the 70’s, it has also been 
a basis for Tai linguistics from its first appearance to the present. Even though 
alternative reconstructions do exist (Ferlus 1990; Haudricourt 1948; Liang & Zhang 
1996; Luo 1997; Nishida 1954, 1955; Sarawit 1973), it is not amiss to refer to Li’s 
construction as the conventional reconstruction of PT. In this section, I first outline the 
conventional reconstruction of PT and then proceed to discuss open issues in the 
reconstruction of PT phonology. 
 
1.3.1 Li’s reconstruction 
The conventional reconstruction assumes that the development of PT etyma 
can be accounted for in terms of single syllables consisting of the onset, the vocalic 
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nucleus, the optional coda, and the tone (Edmondson & Solnit 1997; Li 1977). In this 
system, the onset position shows a four-way phonation-type contrast among 
consonants: 1) aspirated voiceless, 2) plain voiceless, 3) glottalized, and 4) plain 
voiced. However the phonation-type contrast is neutralized in coda position so that 
only plain voiceless stops and voiced nasals and glides are allowed. Table 1-1 gives 
the inventory of consonants of PT as conventionally reconstructed. Those sounds that 
can occur in the coda position are underlined. 
 
Table 1-1 PT consonant inventory according to Li (1977)4 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
stops 
aspirated *pʰ *tʰ *cʰ *kʰ  
voiceless *p *t *c *k *ʔ 
glottalized *ˀb *ˀd    
voiced *b *d *ɟ *g  
fricatives 
voiceless  *s  *x *h 
voiced  *z  *ɣ  
nasals 
voiceless *ʰm *ʰn *ʰɲ (*ʰŋ)  
voiced *m *n *ɲ *ŋ  
liquids and 
glides 
voiceless *ʰw *ʰr 
*ʰl *ˀj   
voiced *w 
*r 
*l 
*j   
 
These consonants can be combined into clusters of two consonants. While the 
initial consonants may be a stop, a fricative, or a nasal, the medial must either be a 
liquid or a glide. Note that Li (1977: 236-242) posits labiovelar units *kw-, *kʰw-, 
*gw-, *ŋw-, *xw-, and *ɣw- but states that it is not clear whether they are unitary 
phonemes or clusters consisting of a velar consonant followed by medial *-w-.  
                                                 
4 Li’s segments are re-transcribed as discussed in §1.4.3.  
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Table 1-2 PT consonant clusters according to Li (1977) 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
aspirated stops 
-r- 
*pʰl/r *tʰr  *kʰr  
-l- *tʰl  *kʰl  
-w-    *kʰw  
voiceless stops 
-r- *pr *tr  *kr  
-l- *pl *tl  *kl  
-w-    *kw  
glottalized 
-r- 
*ˀbl/r *ˀdl/r    
-l-    
-w-      
voiced stops 
-r- *br dl  *gr  
-l- *bl dr  *gl  
-w-    *gw  
voiceless fricatives 
-r- *fr-     
-l-      
-w-    *xw  
voiced fricatives 
-r- *vr     
-l- *vl     
-w-    *ɣw  
nasals 
-r- 
*ml/r *nl/r 
   
-l-    
-w- *mw   *ŋw  
 
In addition to clusters with medial liquids shown above, there are also clusters 
with medial glides. Li’s system has three glides altogether: *j, *w, and *ɰ. While *j, 
and *w can occur as onset, medial glide, or coda, *ɰ is allowed only medially and 
finally. This set of medial glides requires special consideration. In Handbook of 
Comparative Tai, Li (1977) posits only two medial consonants explicitly: *-l- and 
*-r-. However, the three medial glides can be uncovered in different parts of the 
system. The first and the main part is the vocalism. Li (1977: 298) distinguishes two 
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types of high vowel in diphthongs—accented *i, *ɯ, and *u on one hand, and 
unaccented *i̯, *ï̯, and *u̯ on the other. For example, he reconstructs a contrast between 
*ie (1977: 280-281) vs. *i̯e (Li 1977: 269-270). Since such a fine contrast seems 
implausible, I re-interpret Li’s unaccented *i̯, *ɯ̯, and *u̯ as glides *j, *ɰ, and *w 
respectively. According to this reinterpretation, the contrast between *ie and *i̯e is in 
fact a contrast between a diphthong *ie and a sequence *je. Therefore, under this 
interpretation the conventional reconstruction allows for three medial glides *-j-, *-ɰ-, 
and *-w-, in addition to the two medial liquids *-l- and *-r.- 
As for the rime, the conventional reconstruction of PT has nine simple vowels 
without length contrast, and a large number of complex vowels. These vowels can be 
optionally followed by a final consonant from the set of permissible codas shown in 
Table 1-1 (underlined). Among simple vowels, distinctions are made for three vowel 
heights, backness, and rounding as shown in Table 1-3. 
 
Table 1-3 PT inventory of simple vowels according to Li (1977) 
 
 front back 
unrounded unrounded rounded 
high *i  *ɯ *u 
mid *e *ɤ *o 
low *ɛ *a  *ɔ 
 
These simple vowels can be combined together to form diphthongs. One of the 
most prominent properties of Li’s inventory of complex vowels is the contrast 
between diphthongs with accented high vowels and those with unaccented high 
vowels (Li 1977: 298). However, I consider only the former as true diphthongs in the 
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conventional reconstruction. This is because the latter is re-interpreted as a sequence 
of a glide followed by a vowel. For comparison, these sequences are given in 
parentheses in Table 1-4. 
 
Table 1-4 PT inventory diphthongs according to Li (1977) 
 
second 
first 
high mid low 
*i *ɯ *u *e *ɤ *o *ɛ *a *ɔ 
high 
*i    *ie 
(*je) 
*iɤ  
(jo) 
 
(jɛ) 
  
*ɯ  *uɯ *ɯu 
(*ɰu) 
*ɯe *ɯɤ ɯo ɯɛ ɯa 
(ɰa) 
ɯɔ 
(ɰɔ) 
*u    *ue *uɤ 
(*wɤ) 
uo 
(wo) 
 ua 
(wa) 
uɔ 
(wɔ) 
 
In addition to the diphthongs shown in Table 1-4, more diphthongs and 
triphthongs are included in Li’s reconstruction. However, these complex vowels only 
end in *i, *ɯ, or *u. These final high vowels can be re-interpreted as post-vocalic *-j, 
*-ɰ, and *-w respectively, parallel to Li’s unaccented high vowels in the prevocalic 
position discussed above. Table 1-5 presents the inventory of these re-interpreted 
rimes with final glides in the conventional reconstruction. 
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Table 1-5 PT rimes with final glides according to Li (1977) 
 
  *-j *-ɰ *-w 
high *i   *iw 
*ɯ *ɯj   
*u    
mid *e *ej *eɰ *ew 
*ɤ *ɤj 
*wɤj 
*ɤɰ *ɤw 
*jɤw 
*o  *oɰ *ow 
low *ɛ *ɛj  *ɛw 
*a 
*aj 
*ɰaj 
 *aw 
*ɔ *ɔj   
diphthongs *iɤ *iɤj   
*ia *iaj   
*uɤ *uɤj   
*ua *uaj   
 
In addition to the onset and the rime, each PT word in the conventional 
reconstruction also has tone *A, *B, *C, or *D. While *A, *B, and *C occurred in 
syllables ending in a vowel or a nasal, or ‘non-checked’ syllables, *D only occurred in 
syllables with a final obstruents, or “checked syllables.” Li (1977: 25) states that *D 
only occurred in checked syllables, in which tonal contrast was neutralized, However, 
he posits *D as a separate tone because it is impossible to identify it with the one of 
the other three tones. Moreover, the conventional reconstruction does not provide 
concrete reconstruction of the abstract tonal categories *A, *B, *C, and *D. 
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1.3.2 Outstanding problems 
The conventional reconstruction of PT phonology outlined above has played a 
major role in the historical study of Tai languages but many questions still await 
solutions. These problems include the unaccounted onset correspondence sets, the 
complexity of the vocalic system, the peculiarities of the displaced NT language Saek, 
spoken in northeastern Thailand, and the abstractness of tones. In this sub-section, I 
briefly introduce the issues and then assess them from a holistic perspective. 
The first problem concerns onset correspondences. Although the conventional 
reconstruction nicely accounts for the majority of the correspondence sets, minor sets 
of data are still left as puzzles. The best-know of these sets is probably the so-called 
“voicing alternation,” which refers to an apparent discrepancy regarding voicing of the 
onsets in different dialects.  This discrepancy is generally described as a disagreement 
between SWT and CT on one hand, and NT on the other. For a sizeable set of eytma, 
reflexes in SWT and CT point to earlier voiceless onsets while their NT counterparts 
indicate original voiced onsets (Gedney 1989a). Take the etyma ‘to arrive’ and ‘ripe, 
cooked’ as examples. Based on SWT and CT reflexes alone, they should be 
reconstructed with *tʰ and *s- respectively. In contrast, they should be reconstructed 
as *d- and *z- respectively if only NT reflexes are taken into consideration. The 
conventional reconstruction fails to account for this set of data. 
In addition to the “voicing alternation” just described, there are many other sets 
of onset correspondences that still await explanation. These data sets often involve a 
small subset of etyma but the correspondence seems too systematic to be disregarded 
as irregular. One example is *tr- which Li reconstructs for etyma like ‘eye’ and ‘to 
die’. This cluster is reflected as /t-/ in the SWT language Siamese and the NT dialect 
of Po-ai, but as /h-/ in the CT dialect of Lungchow. At first glance this choice of 
reconstruction seems adequate but data from other varieties cast doubt on this 
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treatment of the correspondence. In particular, the CT dialect of Bao Yen from my 
own fieldwork regularly has /pʰj-/ for this set of etyma, indicating that the original PT 
onset must have contained a labial segment. The conventional reconstruction has no 
way to account for this correspondence. 
The second problem for the conventional reconstruction is the complexity of 
the vowel system. As apparent in the review above, Li’s reconstructed PT vocalic 
system contains a massive set of complex vowels with very fine phonemic contrasts. 
Even after re-interpreting many of his complex vowels as sequence of vowels and 
glides, the problem still remains equally damaging. A large part of this problem has to 
do with the paradigm of data sometimes referred to as “Gedney’s Puzzle” (Gedney 
1972b). This problematic paradigm of vowel correspondence consists of four sets of 
vowel correspondences involving high vowels. A number of Tai etyma unequivocally 
go back to PT simple vowels *i, *ɯ, and *u in the conventional reconstruction. 
Similarly, another set of etyma clearly go back to Li’s *ɤj, *ɤw, and *ɤɰ. However, in 
addition to these two sets, there are a number of items that seem to point to earlier *i, 
*u, and *ɯ in some languages but *ɤj, *ɤw, and *ɤɰ in others. To complicate the 
picture, the reverse patterns also exist. The massive vowel system in the conventional 
reconstruction is in large part an attempt to account for this paradigm of data. 
The third challenge for the conventional reconstruction of PT is the aberrancy 
of Saek, a displaced NT language spoken in northeast Thailand and central Laos. This 
language shows many peculiarities that cannot be reconciled within the conventional 
model of PT phonology (Gedney 1989c; Haudricourt 1963b). For example, there are 
two reflexes of the PT sound that Li reconstructs as *ˀb- in Saek. The first one is the 
expected /b-/ as in ‘leaf’ and ‘to fly’. The other reflex is /v-/ as in ‘shoulder’, and 
‘thin’. This pattern is left unexplained in Li (1977) as there does not seem to have been 
any conditioning environment for the split of PT *ˀb-.  Another example of Saek 
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peculiarities, is the famous /-l/, found nowhere else in Tai.  While recognizing that 
Saek final -l might have been inherited from PT, Li does not include a final liquid in 
the reconstruction due to lack of data.  
The last but in no way less challenging issue for the conventional 
reconstruction is the abstractness of PT tones. Although it is well-established that PT 
had four tonal categories, it is not clear what they were like. In other words, it is 
unknown what the contrastive characteristics of *A, *B, and *C, were and how *D 
related to the other three categories. The conventional reconstruction remains silent 
about the phonological content of these categories. 
From a holistic perspective, these problems largely stem from one serious 
shortcoming. In particular, Li does not address explicitly the structure of the PT 
prosodic word and its role in the reconstruction. Since words serve as the basic 
domains for comparative reconstruction, the researcher’s assumptions about the 
phonotactics of the prosodic word in the PT inevitably predetermine the 
reconstruction. Li’s reconstruction assumes at least implicitly that PT was 
typologically very similar to its modern descendants. Among other things, it assumes 
that like all modern Tai languages PT was monosyllabic. It also assumes a priori that 
the PT vowel system did not have a quantity contrast. These are assumptions that 
cannot be taken for granted. Recent research (e.g. Benedict 1982; Brunelle 2008; 
Ferlus 1975, 1992; Thurgood 1996, 2005) has shown how language contact leads to 
restructuring of the canonical word shape, how monosyllabic tonal languages arise 
from languages that have non-tonal polysyllabic canonical roots, etc. For example, all 
modern Chinese varieties have fully-developed tone systems, but it is uncontroversial 
that their ancestor Old Chinese was non-tonal (Baxter 1992). Therefore, from a 
holistic perspective, the issue of the PT prosodic word must not be taken for granted in 
the search for a solution to these problems. 
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In addition, these problems result from lack of comparative data. Li’s 
Handbook of Comparative Tai (Li 1977) is an honorable piece of work because it 
brings together lexicographical data from various dialects available during those early 
decades. However, as Gedney pointed out in 1967, most major Tai-speaking areas 
were still understudied (Gedney 1989b). Only for Thailand and southern Guizhou 
were dialect studies on fine geographical grids available. As evidenced by the 
discovery of Saek, data from previously unknown dialects may lead us to question old 
assumptions and provide new insights into the reconstruction of PT phonology. 
 
1.4 Methodology, data, and notation 
Given the challenges discussed above, it is imperative that assumptions about 
PT phonology be critically assessed. Moreover, it is of equal importance to minimize 
gaps in our knowledge of modern dialects. Therefore, this dissertation approaches the 
reconstruction of PT by using a large set of comparative data that have now become 
available as a basis for discussing the problematic aspects of the conventional 
reconstructions. In this section, I first describe the methodology and data used in this 
dissertation before proceeding to discuss the notation used. 
 
1.4.1 Methodology 
The method employed in this dissertation is the Comparative Method which 
first developed in the 19th century to study the history of Indo-European languages. 
However, it emphasizes three important methodological facets that are sometimes 
taken for granted in the reconstruction of proto-languages: 1) use of external evidence, 
2) role of diffusion, and 3) subgroup assumptions.  
With respect to use of external evidence, in this dissertation, cognates from 
Kra-Dai languages outside of Tai, shared vocabulary with other language families of 
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SEA, and typological considerations are used strictly as additional support for 
reconstructions proposed on the basis of Tai-internal evidence.  For example, the 
reconstruction of final *-l (see §5.5) is motivated by the presence of final /-l/ in Saek 
and the vowel reflexes in Qinzhou. Final /-l/ preserved in cognates in the Kra language 
Laha only lends additional yet strong support for positing PT *-l. Similarly, PT *C̥.d- 
(see §2.3.2 and §4.4.2) was reconstructed solely on the basis of sound 
correspondences among modern Tai dialects. By citing the Proto-Austronesian form 
*qudip ‘alive’ and *tidəm ‘dark’, I merely use the non-trivial similarities as additional 
support. I do not use these Proto-Austronesian forms as evidence for the 
reconstruction of PT complex onsets. Nor do I claim that Tai is genetically related to 
Austronesian. 
The role of diffusion is also a factor that cannot be ignored in applying the 
Comparative Method. Certain traits that are shared widely among Tai dialects may in 
fact be innovations. A good example is the case of PT uvular consonants (see §3.3). 
Although no attested modern Tai dialects have a distinctive uvular series, cases of 
velar stop /k-/ in some dialects corresponding to /h-/ in others unequivocally indicate 
that PT must have had uvular consonants *q-, *χ-, and *ɢ-, which contrasted with 
velar *k-, *x-, *g-, and *ɣ-. Another example is PT final *-c (see §5.5), which is not 
attested in any modern Tai varieties. However, cases where Saek /-k/ corresponds to 
/-t/ in other varieties must go back to a final palatal *-c. This interpretation is 
supported by the Kra-Dai languages Be and Hlai. The lack of uvular series and final 
*-c must undoubtedly be explained as traits that diffused from one Tai dialect to 
another throughout the Tai-speaking area. These two cases are good illustrations of 
why one should not underestimate the effect of diffusion in applying the Comparative 
Method.   
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Furthermore, the interpretation of sound correspondences in this dissertation 
does not make references to any particular proposal of genealogical subgrouping of 
Tai languages. This is because arriving at a subgroup structure without establishing the 
proto-language is theoretically highly problematic. In particular, interpreting shared 
similarities as retentions or innovations depends entirely on the reconstructed PT 
language. As subgrouping arguments take shared innovations as evidence, it is not 
possible to assume subgroups of Tai languages without having a clear understanding 
of the proto-language. Although I have established elsewhere (Pittayaporn 2008b) that 
SWT forms a valid subgroup within Tai (and I will, for presentational purposes, 
occasionally refer to Proto-SWT), the status of SWT varieties as a subgroup is never 
used here as evidence for PT reconstruction.  
 
1.4.2 Data and fieldwork 
The data used in this dissertation cover a broad geographical area. Figure 1-3 is 
a map of all dialects included in this study. The varieties included in this dissertation 
belong to all three dialect groups: SWT, CT, and NT. They represent most of the 
different geographical areas where Tai languages are spoken, including Thailand, 
Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, northeast India, Yunnan, Guangxi, and Guizhou. The only 
two areas for which availability of data does not permit close examination include 
Central and Eastern parts of Laos, Central Vietnam, and the interior of northern 
Vietnam. However, reports on varieties from these areas (Chamberlain 1984; Đoàn 
1996; Haudricourt 1960; L'Écôle Française d'Extême-Orient 1938; Simmonds 1965) 
have also been taken into account. 
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Figure 1-3 Tai dialects included in this study (see Appendix A) 
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The dialect data used in this dissertation comes from both published materials 
and my own fieldwork. Appendix A lists all the varieties included in this study and 
their sources. In total, data from 68 dialects are used in the reconstruction.  
 
1.4.2.1 Published materials 
The main set of data used is from Gedney’s unpublished wordlist (Gedney 
n.d.), which has now been published as part of the William J. Gedney’s Comparative 
Tai Source Book (Hudak 2008). Another main source of lexical data comes from a 
comprehensive survey of Zhuang dialects of Guangxi and Yunnan 壮语方言研究 
Zhuàngyǔ Fāngyán Yánjiū (Zhang et al. 1999). In addition to these two sources, other 
resources that play invaluable roles in this dissertation include published and 
unpublished wordlists, dictionaries, and dialect descriptions in English, Thai, and 
Chinese (see Appendix A). Worth special mention is the survey of Bouyei dialects布
衣語調查报告 Bùyīyǔ Diàochá Bàogào (Chinese Academy of Sciences 1959) which 
includes 40 localities altogether. These Bouyei dialects will be referred by their 
numbers in the original source, e.g. Bouyei (point 4) or Bouyei(4) refers to dialect 
point 4 in Bùyīyǔ Diàochá Bàogào. 
 
1.4.2.2 Fieldwork 
Equally important is my own fieldwork carried out on a number of dialects in 
Thailand, Vietnam, and China. Altogether I carried out fieldwork on five Tai varieties. 
Three of them are spoken in northern Vietnam, one of the most understudied Tai-
speaking areas. During the winter of 2008, I collected data from the Tai dialects of 
Sapa, Bao Yen, and Cao Bang. The first two are spoken in Lao Cai province while the 
third is spoken in Cao Bang province. In Thailand, I carried out fieldwork on the 
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Kapong dialect of Phu Thai spoken in Sakon Nakhorn Province in 2005. In China, I 
collected data of the Shangsi dialect in southeastern Guangxi in spring of 2009. Data 
from these five varieties are invaluable for the task of reconstructing of PT phonology.  
 
1.4.2.3 Representative dialects 
Given the number of dialects included in this study, it is not possible to discuss 
and present all data in this dissertation. In the discussion, three dialects from the three 
clusters are consistently used: Siamese, Lungchow, and Yay. They represent SWT, 
CT, and NT respectively. These dialects are chosen mainly because of the richness and 
quality of the lexical data available. Moreover, choosing these dialects allows easy 
comparison between this dissertation and Li (1977). Siamese and Lungchow are used 
in Li (1977) as representative dialects. Yay is not included in Li (1977) but his NT 
representative Po-ai, is closely related to it.  
 
1.4.2.4 Tai-external data 
In addition to data from Tai varieties, data from other Kra-Dai languages as 
well as languages from other families are also used as additional evidence. Although 
this dissertation frequently makes references to the Kra-Dai language Lakkja (L-
Thongkum 1992; Liu 1999; Pittayaporn 2008a), Proto-Austronesian (Wolff in press), 
Late Middle Chinese (Pulleyblank 1991), (Early) Middle Chinese (Schuessler 2009), 
Later Han Chinese (Schuessler 2007, 2009) and Old Chinese (Schuessler 2007, 2009), 
the reconstruction is based solely on Tai-internal evidence. As discussed above, the 
Tai-external data are used only as clues, or to help confirm certain choices of 
reconstruction. Unless otherwise indicated, forms cited in this dissertation from these 
languages are from the above sources. Sino-Tai etyma are cited from Li (1976) and/or 
Manomaivibool (1975), except where indicated. 
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1.4.3 Notation 
Because this dissertation incorporates data from diverse sources and compares 
reconstructions by different researchers, it is necessary to establish notational 
conventions that facilitates comparisons between different Tai dialects and different 
studies on PT phonology. All modern dialect forms as well as reconstructed PT forms 
that appear in this dissertation have been re-transcribed according to the IPA standard 
(International Phonetic Association 1999) as detailed below. 
 
1) Aspiration is transcribed as a superscripted [ʰ] rather than a normal [h], e.g. 
Siamese /pʰa:B1/ ‘to split’ rather than /pha:B1/, and PT *ʰma: ‘dog’ rather 
than *hma:. 
2) Glottalization is transcribed as a superscripted [ˀ] rather than a normal [ʔ], 
e.g. Debao /ˀja:A1/ ‘medicine’ rather than /ʔja:A1/. 
3) The palatal semivowel is transcribed as [j] rather than [y] which represents 
the high front rounded vowel, e.g. Siamese /ja:A1/ ‘medicine’ rather than 
/ya:A1/. 
4) Syllable-final semivowels are treated as glides [j], [ɰ], and [w], e.g. Li’s 
*vɛiA ‘fire’, *mɛuA ‘cat’, and *hmoɯB ‘new’ are retranscibed as *vɛjA, 
*mɛwD, and *ʰmoɰB respectively. 
5) Li’s unaccented high vowels *i̯, *ï̯, and *u̯ are re-transcribed as glides *j, 
*ɰ, and *w respectively, e.g. Li’s *pi̯etD ‘duck’, *fï̯aC ‘cloud’ and *dlu̯omA 
‘wind’ are written as *pjet D, *fɰaC, and *dlwomA respectively (see 
§1.3.1). The undermark diacritic indicates that Li considers these 
semivowels. 
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6) High and mid back unrounded vowels are transcribed as [ɯ] and [ɤ] rather 
than [ï] and [ə], e.g. Lungchow /mɯ:A2/ ‘hand’ rather than /mï:A2/, and 
/fɤnA2/ ‘firewood’ rather than /fənA2/.  The symbol [ə] is reserved for 
reduced and neutral vowels only. 
7) [tɕ] and [č] both represent the same voiceless palatal affricate but are 
considered stops phonologically and re-transcribed as [c], e.g. Siamese 
/comA1/ ‘to sink’ rather than /tɕomA1/ or /čomA1/. Similarly, [dʑ] and [ǰ] are 
re-transcribed as [ɟ]. In addition, [ɕ] is used instead of [š], e.g. /ɕamA1/ ‘to 
sink’ rather than /šamA1/. Two exceptions are Li’s *č- and *ǰ-, which are 
retranscribed as *tɕ- and *dʑ- because Li (1977: 164-173) explicitly states 
that the two PT phonemes were affricates. 
8) Long vowels are indicated by [:] rather than double vowels, e.g. Siamese 
/ja:A1/ ‘medicine’ rather than /jaaA1/. 
 
The notation of tones in modern dialects deserves special attention. It is the 
area where the largest number of different practices co-exists. These conventions 
range from using diacritics, numbers, or tone letters, to using syllable-final letters 
(Edmondson & Solnit 1997). To allow for ease of analysis and presentation, notations 
containing etymological information are widely used in historical work. A few 
systems of this sort are available, but all share one common characteristic: they make 
reference to PT tone categories *A, *B, *C, and *D and the laryngeal features of the 
leftmost onset consonants.  
An essential method used in approaching the onset-tone interactions in the 
history of Tai languages is known as the ‘tone-box’ method, formalized by Gedney 
(1972a). It is well-established that PT had a system of three tones on non-obstruent-
final syllables, or “non-checked syllables”: *A, *B, and *C. There is no tonal contrast 
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on obstruent-final syllables, or “checked syllables”; this type of syllables are then said 
to be toneless, or conventionally to have *D tone. Some time after PT had diversified 
into various languages, sound changes involving splits in the tonal system conditioned 
by the laryngeal feature of the initial consonants took place and spread through out the 
SWT-speaking territory (Gedney 1991; Pittayaporn 2008b). Each of the four PT tones 
then split into two or more tones. Some of the resulting tones then merged or further 
split. Checked syllables usually underwent an additional split conditioned by vowel 
length.  
In talking about initials and tones in Tai languages, it is useful to draw a chart 
showing the laryngeal features of the initials at the time of tone split and the original 
PT tone categories. In Table 1-6, the order of the laryngeal features presented 
vertically, and the order of the PT tones, presented horizontally, must not be altered. A 
lexical item is then annotated with the name of the box that corresponds to its PT 
initials and tones. For example, Thai /ma:5/ ‘dog’ which comes from PT *ʰma:A is 
written as /ma:A1/ to signal that the original tone was the *A tone and the original 
initial was voiceless. Note that *DS and *DL represent PT *D on syllables with short 
and long vowels respectively. 
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Table 1-6 Chart showing the laryngeal features of the initials at the time of 
tone split and the original PT tone categories. 
 
  *A *B *C *DS *DL 
1 
aspirated 
*f-, ʰm-, pʰ-,… A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 
unaspirated 
*p-,… A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 
glottalized/implosive 
*ɓ-,… A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 
2 voiced *v-, m-, b-,… A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 
 
 Although it is well established that the basic type of tone split is the so-called 
“register split”, which is conditioned by voicing of the initials, splits conditioned by 
aspiration, glottalization, and frication have also been reported for Tai languages 
(Gedney 1989b; L-Thongkum 1997). However, in reconstructing initial consonants, 
knowing what the original voicing specification of those initials was is generally 
sufficient. Therefore, this dissertation adopts Li (1977)’s convention, in which 1 is the 
assigned code for tones developed from original voiceless stops and 2 for those 
developed from voiced stops. When there is a need to allow for more fine-grained 
categorization of the proto-initials, additional notation will be introduced.  
Note that the notation described above only applies to forms in Tai dialects.  
Reconstructed forms from languages other than Tai are presented in their original 
notation. Also, note the use of Chinese characters in this dissertation. While simplified 
characters are used generally in this dissertation, traditional characters are used in 
discussions regarding etymology of those characters. For example, the Tai dialect of 
Lungchow is written in Chinese with simplified characters 龙州 Lóngzhōu but the 
Chinese etyma for ‘needle’ and ‘pair’ are written with traditional characters 鍼 zhēn 
and 雙 shuāng respectively. 
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1.5 Overview of dissertation 
The remainder of this dissertation consists of six chapters. The next chapter, 
Chapter 2, addresses the issue of the PT prosodic word while the following three, 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5, deal with the segmental components of the PT prosodic word: the 
onset and the rime. These are followed by a chapter that addresses the issue of the PT 
tones, Chapter 5. The last chapter then discusses the contributions and implications of 
this dissertation. An overview of each chapter is as follows: 
Chapter 2 discusses the structure of the PT prosodic word. I first discuss the 
importance of the prosodic word in the reconstruction of PT. Then, I show that the 
monosyllabic view espoused by the conventional reconstruction fails to account for 
the range of comparative data and argue that PT was in fact a sesquisyllabic language. 
I also provide a brief typological survey of the canonical shape of the prosodic word in 
SEA languages. Lastly, I claim that PT was a sesquisyllabic language whose prosodic 
word can be either monosyllable or sesquisyllable and then outline the phonotactics of 
PT onsets, rimes, and tones.  
Chapter 3 deals with the PT onset system focusing on simple onsets. I propose 
a system of PT simple onsets that departs from the conventional reconstruction in a 
number of major respects. First, I reconstruct a contrastive series of uvular consonants 
in addition to the five places of articulation in Li’s system.  Second, I argue that the 
so-called “voicing alternation” is in fact two distinct phenomena—borrowings and 
reduction of sesquisyllables. Last but not least, I claim that PT did not have contrastive 
aspiration. 
Chapter 4 takes up the issue of complex onsets in PT. I first show that the 
monosyllabic hypothesis with only canonical clusters fails to account for the existing 
range of onset correspondences. I then present the inventory of reconstructible PT 
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complex onsets that includes two types of PT complex onsets: tautosyllabic clusters 
and sesquisyllabic clusters. Lastly, I show that the process through which Tai 
languages became monosyllabic cannot be viewed as a unified process of 
monosyllabification.  
Chapter 5 discusses the rime system of PT. I first argue that PT had a full-
fledged vowel length contrast which interacted closely with syllable structure. I 
account for the so-called “Gedney’s puzzle” by positing four sets of rimes that do not 
add any complexity to the system. Lastly, I propose that final *-l, *-c, and perhaps *-ɲ 
also existed in PT in addition to those codas assumed in the conventional 
reconstruction. Crucially, the proposed system takes seriously the effect of medial and 
coda consonants on the development of the vowels.  
Chapter 6 proposes a concrete reconstruction of the PT tonal categories *A, 
*B, *C, and *D, already well-established in the conventional reconstruction. I argue 
that the contrast between PT tones was based not solely on pitch but also on voice 
quality. In particular, I posit a modal tone with a mid level contour for *A, a creaky 
tone with a low rising contour and a relative long vowel duration for *B, and a high 
falling contour ending with a glottal constriction with a relatively short vowel duration 
for *C.  As for checked syllables, I posit a low rising contour for *D.  
Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the contributions of this reconstruction. I first 
compare the proposed reconstruction of PT phonology with Li’s conventional 
reconstruction. Then, I propose a preliminary subgrouping schema of Tai languages as 
well as a historical scenario that explains the diversity and the convergence among 
modern Tai dialects. 
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CHAPTER 2  
THE PROTO-TAI PROSODIC WORD 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Never seriously discussed in historical studies of Tai languages is the structure 
of the PT prosodic word. In reconstructing Proto-Tai, the focus has always been on 
reconstruction of individual segments to account for individual correspondences. This 
lack of attention to the organization of segments into larger units has ironically 
hindered progress in solving the mysteries in segmental reconstruction. This is 
because in all natural languages individual segments must be organized within larger 
domains such as syllables, and words. These prosodic domains crucially pose certain 
constraints on how segments are combined. Therefore, reconstruction of segments and 
consequently individual etyma depends largely on the researchers’ implicit or explicit 
assumptions about possible phonological shapes of prosodic words in the proto-
language.  
A well-known example is the case of the *DVD constraint on the Proto-Indo-
European (PIE) root, which has been used as important evidence for the Glottalic 
Theory (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1972). In the Standard Theory of PIE stops 
(Mayrhofer 1986), PIE phonology had three contrastive phonation types in stop 
consonants—voiceless, plain voiced, aspirated voiced. These stops, when combined, 
yield nine logically possible CVC root types.  Nevertheless, it has been generally 
assumed that there was a constraint against CVC roots having two plain voiced stops, 
i.e. *deg (Iverson & Salmons 1992). The Glottalic Theory, in contrast, believes that 
the three contrastive series of stops in PIE was in fact (aspirated) voiceless, ejectives, 
and (aspirated) voiced. In support of this segmental reconstruction, the Glottalic 
Theory claims that the *DVD constraint is common in ejective languages. In this view 
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*DVD root would have in fact been *T’VT’, which is not allowed in ejective 
languages.  This putative *DVD constraint has however been challenged by various 
Indo-Europeanists such as Iverson and Salmons (1992), Barrack (2002), and Cooper 
(to appear). As the root is an obligatory part of a prosodic word, this example from 
Indo-European illustrates how assumptions about possible phonological shapes of the 
prosodic word, or some part of it, could influence the reconstruction of the segments. 
Another example closer to Tai is the case of Old Chinese (OC). Karlgren 
(1964), Li (1980) and Baxter (1992) all assume that the OC was a monosyllabic 
language, while Sagart (1999), and Handel (1998) argue that OC allowed for 
sesquisyllabic words. The different hypotheses about the shape of the OC prosodic 
word have led to major differences in segmental reconstruction. An example comes 
from cases of etyma whose Middle Chinese (MC) onsets point to OC *t- or *th-, but 
whose word-family connections point to another initial consonant. Assuming that OC 
was strictly monosyllabic, Karlgren (1964) reconstructs *təp and *t̑’i̯wət for 答 dá ‘to 
respond’ and 出 chū ‘to exit’ respectively. In contrast, Sagart (1999: 90), who holds 
that sesquisyllabic words were common in OC, posits *at-gɨp and *bt-khut for the two 
etyma. This OC case is especially relevant not only because of the geographical 
proximity to Tai but also because a case can also be made for reconstructing PT either 
as a monosyllabic or sesquisyllabic language.  
Therefore, it is crucial that possible shapes of the PT prosodic word be 
established before proceeding to reconstruct the onset, the rimes, and the tones. In this 
chapter, I first review the structure of the prosodic word as assumed by earlier 
proposals on PT reconstruction and show that the conventional view that PT words 
were all monosyllables cannot account for the comparative data. Crucially, I argue that 
the view that PT was a sesquisyllabic language is the best hypothesis regarding the PT 
prosodic word.  Then, I briefly discuss the prosodic word and its typology from the 
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metrical and prosodic points of view (Hayes 1995; Liberman 1975; McCarthy & 
Prince 1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986; Ussishkin 2005). Lastly, I put forward a proposal 
establishing an explicit characterization of the PT prosodic word. In particular, I claim 
that PT prosodic words can be either monosyllables, or sesquisyllables. Each word 
contained exactly one iambic foot headed by a heavy syllable. The phonation-type and 
place contrasts in the onset were neutralized in the coda position. Lastly, each prosodic 
word is specified for one lexical tone.  
 
2.2 The prosodic word 
In the framework of Prosodic Phonology (Inkelas 1989; McCarthy & Prince 
1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1981), the prosodic word is described as “the 
lowest constituent of the prosodic hierarchy which is constructed on the basis of 
mapping rules that make substantial use of non-phonological notions (Nespor & Vogel 
1986: 109).” It is also characterized formally as the prosodic category that is larger 
than the foot but smaller than the phonological phrase. It is the phonological domain 
that roughly corresponds to the morphological word, and thus the smallest prosodic 
constituent that can stand alone (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2002: 24-25; Zec 2005)5 . 
Establishing the PT prosodic word, therefore, means figuring out what possible PT 
words may look like phonologically. In this section, I first discuss the importance of 
the prosodic word in synchronic phonology. Then, I outline some well-formedness 
conditions relevant to the discussion of the PT prosodic word. 
 
                                                 
5 According to Dixon and Aikhenvald (2002: 24-25), a morphological word can stand 
alone only when it is also a prosodic word. For examples, lexical words and free 
function words in standard Serbian can stand alone and carry a pitch accent but bound 
function words must be cliticized to a host prosodic word (Zec 2005). 
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2.2.1 The importance of  the prosodic word 
The prosodic word is very important from a synchronic perspective. It is the 
domain in which rules and/or constraints are applied to maintain the syllables and the 
feet in conformity with universal or language-specific phonological principles. 
Finnish, for instance, requires that vowels within a prosodic word be all front or all 
back (van der Hulst & van de Weijer 1995: 498). Examples of permissible words are 
väkkärä ‘pinwheel’ and pöytä ‘table’, both of which have only front vowels. Similary, 
makkara ‘sausage’ and pouta ‘fine weather’ exemplify Finnish words with back 
vowels. This means that words like *väkkara or *poutä do not exist in the language. 
Some other examples of rules that make references to the prosodic word include vowel 
harmony in Hungarian and stress assignment in Latin (Nespor & Vogel 1986).   
Furthermore, the prosodic word is important in synchronic phonology because 
individual languages impose certain phonotactic requirements on their prosodic words. 
The Austroasiatic language Kammu described by Svantesson (1983) is a good 
example. In this language, prosodic words must contain exactly one iambic foot 
(Pittayaporn 2005c). In other words, a simple Kammu word must either be a heavy 
monosyllable, i.e. /jìm/ ‘red’ and /cè:m/ ‘wet’, or a sesquisyllable, i.e. /kʔí:p/ 
‘centipede’ and /k.màʔ/ ‘rain’. Words like */bi/ or */tu/ are not permissible because 
they only have one short vowel, which makes them too light for a Kammu prosodic 
word. Similarly, non-compound words like */(pə)(təban)/, or */(sa:)(kətum)/ do not 
exist in Kammu because they consist of two feet6, exceeding the weight maximum for 
the Kammu prosodic word. In addition to the case of Kammu, some additional 
examples of phonotactic requirements imposed on the prosodic word include the ban 
of lax vowels at the end the prosodic word in German (Hall 1997) and the constraint in 
                                                 
6 The foot is represented here by ( ). 
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Dutch that within a prosodic word the first consonant in a heterosyllabic consonant 
sesquence has to be more sonorous than the second (Booij 1997). 
In short, the prosodic word is a prosodic domain that plays an important role in 
determining word-level phonotactics and other phonological phenomena within the 
word. Any comparative reconstruction therefore needs to take seriously the shape of 
the prosodic word in the proto-language. For example, if we were to reconstruct 
Finnish, we must therefore not posit words that contain both front and back vowels. 
Similarly, if we were to reconstruct Kammu, we must include only heavy 
monosyllabic words and sesquisyllabic words in the reconstructed lexicon. 
 
2.2.2 Well-formedness 
A well-formed prosodic word in a given language is one that simultaneously 
satisfies all the well-formedness requirements of that language including the well-
formedness requirements imposed on the syllables (Goldsmith 1995). In this sub-
section, I discuss three most relevant phonological concepts: size requirements, 
sonority, and foot typology. 
 
2.2.2.1 Size requirements 
Numerous languages of the world exhibit restrictions on the size of possible 
prosodic words. Many impose restrictions on the minimal size a prosodic word can 
have, while fewer prohibit prosodic words that exceed a certain size. These types of 
restrictions can be referred to as word minimality and word maximality, respectively. 
These size requirements should not be thought of as primitive phonological conditions 
but should be characterized as effects of interactions among various prosodic and 
metrical constraints (de Lacy 2004; McCarthy & Prince 1986).  
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Between the two types of size requirements, word minimality is found more 
generally cross-linguistically. Although cross-linguistic surveys have shown that there 
is no strong correlation between the minimal word size and the minimal foot 
(Downing 2006:48-58, 94-100), diverse languages from all over the world require that 
their prosodic words be minimally one well-formed metrical foot. In SEA, a number 
of languages including Burmese (Green 2005), Thai (Bennett 1994, 1995), Kayah Li 
(Bennett 1995), Khmer (Huffman 1972), Indonesian (Cohn & McCarthy 1998) and 
Moken (Pittayaporn 2005a) prosodic word have been shown to contain at least one 
well-formed bimoraic foot.  
 The maximality requirement is not found as commonly as its minimality 
counterpart. Maximality effects have been shown to operate in Maori and perhaps in 
Ura (de Lacy 2004). Although unfortunately very few studies have been done on 
maximality, especially in Southeast Asian languages, some languages including 
Burmese (Green 2005), Kammu (Pittayaporn 2005c), Moken (Pittayaporn 2005a) and 
Indonesian (Cohn in progress) have been shown to have at least a strong dispreference 
for prosodic words that exceed one metrical foot. 
Although literature on interaction between word minimality and word 
maximality is lacking, many languages seem to show effects of both resulting in a 
situation where the well-formed word is equal to a well-formed foot. For example, in 
Maori, word minimality requires that a prosodic word be at least one metrical foot 
while word maximality bans any prosodic words that are larger than one foot. As a 
result of the interaction, normal prosodic words in Maori contain one single foot and 
optionally one unfooted syllable. Prosodic words with two feet are allowed only under 
special circumstances (de Lacy 2004). In Modern Hebrew, prosodic words optimally 
consist of two syllables that form one metrical foot. Trisyllabic words are allowed 
only to realize trisyllabic affixes (Ussishkin 2005). Similarly, in Khoekhoe, lexical 
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words must be exactly one metrical foot (Brugman 2009) due to the joint effect of 
minimality and maximality. In SEA, languages that require their prosodic word to be 
exactly one metrical foot are very common. Some clear cases of such languages 
include Kammu (Pittayaporn 2005a), Moken (Pittayaporn 2005a), and, to a large 
extent, Burmese (Green 2005) and Indonesian (Cohn in progress). 
 
2.2.2.2 Sonority 
A well-formed prosodic word is one that can be divided exhaustively into one 
or more well-formed syllables (Booij 1997). One of the ingredients in the well-
formedness of the syllables and the prosodic word is sonority. In particular, strings of 
segments are syllabified into syllables according to constraints on the relative sonority 
of the segments. These syllables are then combined to form the prosodic word. 
Although its definition is an issue of much debate, it is clear that sonority is linked at 
least partly to intensity or loudness (Clements 1990; Parker 2002). Sonority can be 
understood, and can be characterized in terms of hierarchy or scales. Many versions of 
this hierarchy have been proposed (e.g. Hooper 1976; Selkirk 1984; Steriade 1982), 
but in this dissertation I adopt Clements (1990)’s proposal that arranges non-syllabic 
segments from less sonorous to more sonorous classes as given Figure 2-1. 
 
Obstruent Nasal Liquid Glide 
0 1 2 3 
 
Figure 2-1 Sonority scale (based on Clements 1990: 292) 
 
In the scale given here, obstruents are the least sonorous and can be said to 
have the sonority value of 0. On the opposite end of the scale, glides are the most 
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sonorous among non-syllabic segments and have the sonority value of 3. Nasal and 
liquid consonants occupy intermediate positions along the scale, having the sonority 
values of 1 and 2 respectively. These sonority values are very useful in describing the 
sonority profile of segments or string of segments.  
Most relevant to the issue at hand is the relative sonority among consonants 
that form a complex onset in a well-formed syllable. Cross-linguistically, permissible 
consonant clusters are subject to an important constraint, generally known as the 
Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), which states that “in any syllable, there is a 
segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of 
segments with progressively decreasing sonority values (Selkirk 1984: 116).” In other 
words, in a given syllable sonority is lowest at the edges and highest at the syllabic 
nucleus. Because well-formed syllables are subject to SSP, as part of the syllable 
complex, onsets are generally expected to follow the same principle as well.  
The role of SSP in well-formedness of complex onsets can be illustrated by the 
case of Spanish initial clusters. Spanish strictly obeys SSP so that all permissible 
complex onsets consist of a stop followed by a liquid or a glide. For instance, /kl-/, /kr-/ 
and /kw-/ are well-formed initial clusters as in /klabe/ ‘key’, /krisis/ ‘crisis’, and 
/kwota/ ‘quota’. This is because /k-/ has lower sonority than /-l-/, /-r-/ and /-w-/, which 
are closest to the syllabic nucleus. In contrast, /lk-/, /rk-/, /wk-/, are not allowed 
because the /k-/ is less sonorous than /-l-/, /-r-/, and /-w-/ violating SSP (Harris 1983; 
Hualde 1991). 
In addition to SSP, languages may further impose a minimal sonority distance 
on complex onsets (Levin 1985; Selkirk 1984; Venneman 1972; Zec 2007). Such 
constraint requires that members of complex onsets meet a certain difference in sonority 
values. Recall the sonority values of different types of consonants in Figure 2-1. In 
Spanish, /kl-/, /kr-/ are well-formed clusters because the sonority distance between the 
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obstruent /k-/ and the following liquids is exactly 2. Similarly, the difference in sonority 
values between the initial obstruent /k-/ and the glide /w-/ is 3, exceeding the required 
minimal sonority distance. On the other hand, */pn-/ and */ml-/ are banned in Spanish, 
even though they do not violate SSP. This is because the sonority distance within each 
of the consonant sequences is only at 1 respectively (Harris 1983).  
Although the role of sonority in syllable well-formedness is robustly attested 
across languages, clusters that are not predicted by sonority-based generalizations are 
relatively common. The most well-known case is English clusters /sp-/, /st-/, and /sk-/ 
as in spy, star, and sky respectively. In these clusters, the /s-/ and the following stops 
form sonority plateaus in violation of SSP, but they are still well-formed (Halle & 
Vergnaud 1980; Steriade 1982). Modern Hebrew allows biconsonantal clusters that 
consist of an obstruent followed by another obstruent, e.g. /dg-/ as in /dgalim/ ‘flag’, 
/ks-/ as in /ksamim/ ‘magic’, and /pg-/ as in /pgarim/ ‘carrion’. Instead of a rising 
sonority, such clusters form sonority plateaus as both the first and the second 
consonants have the sonority value of 0.  
A more extreme case is Polish, which allows long strings of segments that 
violate SSP to precede the vocalic nucleus, e.g. bdzura ‘nonsense’, fstręt ‘repulsion’. 
Interestingly, these complex onsets in Polish have been analyzed as consisting of two 
separate onsets (Gussmann 1992) or a degenerate syllable followed by an onset (Cho 
& King 2003). Sesquisyllabic structure (see §2.4.3) found widely in SEA has been 
similarly analyzed as comprising a degenerate syllable followed by an onset (Cho & 
King 2003; Pittayaporn 2005c). Because in these cases, the consonants in each 
sequence are not all linked to the same syllable nodes, they in fact do not form syllable 
clusters in the strict sense. 
Kreitman (2008) surveys 62 languages with complex onsets and concludes that 
there is an implicational hierarchy for the occurrence of different types of consonant 
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clusters (S = sonorant, O = obstruent): SO  SS  OO  OS. According to this 
typology, OS clusters, e.g. /pr-/, /kl-/, /kw-/ etc. are the most basic type of clusters. 
The presence of OO clusters, e.g. /pg-/, /st-/, /kt-/ etc. implies the presence of SO 
clusters. Similarly, the presence of SS clusters, e.g. /ml-/, /nl-/, /rl-/ etc., implies the 
presence of OS and OO clusters. Lastly, the presence of SO clusters, e.g. /rt-/, /ld-/ 
etc., implies the presence of the other three cluster types. In this dissertation, I refer to 
OS clusters as “canonical” or “unmarked” clusters, and refer to the other types of 
clusters as “marked” clusters. 
 
2.2.2.3 Foot typology 
In Prosodic Phonology (McCarthy & Prince 1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986), a 
prosodic word is made up of one or more metrical feet, each of which is made of one 
or more syllables. By transitivity, a well-formed prosodic word consists of one or 
more well-formed syllables. According to Hayes (1995), cross-linguistically a well-
formed foot belongs to one of the following three types: syllabic trochee, moraic 
trochee, and iamb. This foot typology is based on quantity sensitivity and dominance. 
The three basic foot types can be illustrated in Figure 2-2. 
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 Quantity-insensitive Quantity-sensitive 
Left dominant syllabic trochee 
( .)  
σ σ 
moraic trochee 
( .) or ()        ̮  ̮       ˍ 
Right dominant  iamb 
(. ) or ()        ̮ σ     ˍ 
   = stressed syllable .  = unstressed syllable 
   ̮  = light syllable ˍ = heavy syllable 
 
Figure 2-2 Foot typology according to Hayes (1995) 
 
A syllabic trochee is a metrical foot with initial prominence that counts 
syllables regardless of their weight (Hayes 1995). Pintupi is an example of languages 
that have this type of foot as illustrated by the following words: /('paɳa)/ ‘earth’, 
/('maɭa)('wana)/ ‘through from behind’. The former word consists of one syllabic 
trochee while the latter consists of two (Hayes 1995). Among Southeast Asian 
languages, Indonesian is an example of a language that has syllabic trochees (Cohn & 
McCarthy 1998). 
A moraic trochee refers to a metrical foot that consists of two moras and, 
similar to a syllabic trochee, has initial prominence. A moraic trochee can either 
consist of two light syllables or one heavy syllable (Hayes 1995). Cairene Arabic is a 
good example of a language that have this type of foot as illustrated by the following 
words: /(kata)('bitu)/ ‘she wrote it (m.)’ and /(ʔad)(wiya)('tuhu)/ ‘his drugs (nom.)’. In 
the former each of the two feet had two light syllables while the latter consists of one 
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foot with one single heavy syllable followed by two feet of two light syllables (Hayes 
1995). In SEA, Tondano, spoken in Sulawesi, is an example of languages with moraic 
trochees (Ball 2003).  
Lastly, an iamb is a metrical foot with final prominence. It can either consist of 
two syllables with a light first syllable, or one single heavy syllable (Ball 2003). In 
Creek, the prosodic word consists of iambic feet as exemplified by the following 
words: /(ni'ha:)/ ‘lard’ and /(ti:)(ni:t)(ki:)/ ‘thunder’. While the first  word consists of 
one iambic foot with a light syllable followed by a heavy one, the second word 
consists of three feet, each of which is a heavy syllable (Hayes 1995). In SEA, 
numerous languages belong to this type, including Thai (Bennett 1994, 1995), Kayah 
Li (Bennett 1995), Burmese (Green 2005), Moken (Pittayaporn 2005a), Kammu 
(Pittayaporn 2005c; Svantesson 1983), and others. 
 
2.3 Reconstructing the PT prosodic word 
Assumptions about the canonical shape of the PT prosodic word are a central 
factor underlying the controversies about the reconstruction of PT. Unfortunately, they 
are not usually discussed and to my knowledge not explicitly compared. Although the 
conventional view represented by Li (1977) among others holds that PT was 
monosyllabic, alternative proposals have also treated PT as sesquisyllabic (Ferlus 
1990), or disyllabic (Haudricourt 1975; Strecker 1983).  
Advances in the study of Kra-Dai languages have shown that Proto-Kra-Dai 
cannot have been a strictly monosyllabic language. Evidence for such a conclusion 
comes from comparative studies of lesser-known relatives of Tai. Ostapirat (2000) 
reconstructed Proto-Kra with sesquisyllables on the basis of onset correspondence and 
tonal reflexes in modern languages. For example, he posits *p.laA ‘afraid’ to account 
for Gelao /lauA2/ and Paha /pja:A2/, in contrast to *platD ‘blood’ for Gelao /plɒD1/ and 
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Paha /pɛ:D1/. While reflexes of the sesquisyllabic *p.l- have tone in the second series 
according to the voicing of the non-initial *.l-, the reflexes for the tautosyllabic cluster 
have tone in the first series according to the initial *p-.   Edmondson and Yang (1988) 
present initial correspondences among Kam-Sui languages as evidence for 
“preconsonants” which perhaps reflect disyllabic or sesquisyllabic structure. For 
example, Mulam /khɣətD1/ corresponding to Kam /sətD1/ suggests Proto-Kam-Sui *k-
jətD ‘tail’. Similarly, Ferlus (1989; 1996b) shows convincingly that Proto-Kam-Sui 
was a sesquisyllabic language although all modern Kam-Sui languages are 
monosyllabic. For example, he reconstructs *k.s- as onset of Kam-Sui etymon ‘sour’ 
which is now reflected as /səmC/ in Kam, /humC/ in Sui, and /khɣəmC1/ in Mulam. 
Similarly, L-Thongkum (1992) proposes a scenario in which Lakkja nasalized vowels 
developed from earlier sesquisyllabic forms, e.g. /kʰũA1/ ‘pig’ from earlier *kh-mu. 
Further, Osaka (2007) proposes that Be /vəiA2/, Siamese /pi:A1/ and Saek /pi:A1/ comes 
from Proto-Be-Tai *Cə̆pii ‘year’. 
 This growing consensus that prosodic words in Proto-Kra-Dai were not all 
monosyllabic is clearly at odds with the strict monosyllabicity of cognates found 
among modern Tai languages. This raises the issue of what the situation at the PT 
stage was. In other words, it is still unclear whether the Proto-Kra-Dai prosodic word 
had reduced to monosyllables by the PT period. In this section, I show that the 
monosyllabic view of PT fails to account for the range of comparative data and argue 
in favor of the sesquisyllabic hypothesis.  
 
2.3.1 The PT prosodic word in earlier proposals 
The conventional view of the PT sound system holds that the proto-language 
was strictly monosyllabic. Li does not explicitly state in the Handbook of Comparative 
Tai (Li 1977) that PT was strictly monosyllabic, but all of his reconstructed forms are 
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monosyllables. Other linguists working on PT reconstruction also share this view 
despite their disagreement about segmental reconstruction. Nishida (1954; Nishida 
1955), Liang and Zhang (1996), Luo (1997), and Sarawit (1973) all posit only 
monosyllables in their reconstruction. Gedney, who rarely gives precise 
reconstructions of PT “morphemes,” always talk about PT in terms of syllables 
(Gedney 1972a, 1989b). 
Although the motivation for the monosyllabic view has never been discussed, 
it is safe to say that it stems from the fact that cognates found in modern Tai varieties 
are almost always monosyllables (Gedney 1989b: 15). This view clearly affects 
segmental reconstructions proposed by different authors. For example, Li (1977) 
proposes PT *dl- to explains cases in which some daughter languages indicate PT *l- 
but others indicate PT *r-. Li’s choice is motivated by the fact that *dl- is the only 
canonical alveolar cluster that he has not reconstructed. Similarly, Liang and Zhang 
(1996) reconstruct a marked cluster *xkr- to account for etyma that Li considers to be 
a special development of his *kʰl-. 
An alternative to the monosyllabic view is to reconstruct sesquisyllabic words 
for PT. The term “sesquisyllable”, literally “one-and-a-half syllable”, was originally 
coined by Matisoff (1973) to refer to words that consist of an unstressed “minor” 
syllable followed by a fully stressed “major” syllable. Crucially, the minor syllable is 
characterized as lacking a contrastive vowel, e.g. Palaung (Shorto 1960) /k.tɛ/ ‘earth,’ 
and /kr̩.taʔ/ ‘tongue’7 (see §2.4.3). Many languages in SEA have been described as 
showing sesquisyllabic words, e.g. Khmer (Henderson 1952), Kammu (Svantesson 
1983), Palaung (Shorto 1960), Burmese (Green 2005), Lahu (Matisoff 2001) etc., but 
the precise formal characterization of sesquisyllables is unclear. In fact, it is likely that 
                                                 
7 Shorto transcribe these forms as /kətɛ/ and /kərtaʔ/ respectively but states that “a 
minor syllable has no vowel other than an anaptyctic one.” 
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the so-called sesquisyllables differ structurally from one language to another. In this 
dissertation, I define a sesquisyllable as a prosodic word that consist of two syllables, 
the first of which is unstressed and lacks a phonological vowel. Under this definition, 
the sesquisyllabic structure differs from tautosyllabic clusters in that the consonants in a 
sequence at the beginning of a sesquisyllable are not all linked to a single syllable node. 
Ferlus (1990) proposes a reconstruction of the PT system of initial consonants that 
includes both monosyllabic and sesquisyllabic etyma8. This view leads him to interpret 
many correspondence sets differently from Li. For example, he posits *k.t- for etyma for 
which Li proposes *tl-. The reflexes in daughter languages, however, can be accounted for 
equally well by the two accounts. In addition, the sesquisyllabic view also faces the same 
challenge posed by the reconstruction of vowels. Since the minor syllable of a 
sesquisyllabic word does not have a contrastive vowel, the problematic vowel 
correspondences must be accounted for in the rime of the major syllables only.  
Another alternative holds that PT was disyllabic. Haudricourt (1956; 1963b) 
proposes that disyllabic roots be reconstructed for PT to account for some onset 
correspondence sets (see Chapter 4). For example, he links the Tai etyma for ‘bird’ and 
‘water’ to Malay /danum/ and /manuk/ to explain the fact that the medial /-n-/ is reflected 
in these two etyma as /n-/ in Siamese but /r-/ in Yay, a NT—/na:mC1/ and /ramC1/ 
respectively.  Furthermore, Haudricourt (1975) proposes that disyllabic roots be 
reconstructed for PT to account for the so-called “Gedney’s Puzzle (see Chapter 5).” For 
instance, he proposes that PT *apui ‘fire’ went through two different paths in different 
subgroups: 1) *apui > *apwi > *pwai > *vai in SWT and CT but 2) *apui > *apwi > *pwi 
> *vi in NT. However, it is not clear whether according to this account monosyllabic 
words were allowed in PT. Similar to the sesquisyllabic view, this disyllabic view seems 
to be motivated by the need to account for segmental correspondences, rather than by 
                                                 
8 He refers to sesquisyllables as “disyllables”. 
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typological considerations as is the case for the monosyllabic view. Examples of 
reconstructed forms under different assumptions are given in Table 2-1 for comparison. 
 
Table 2-1: Reconstruction of certain etyma under different assumptions about 
the PT prosodic word 
 
 Li Ferlus9 Haudricourt10 
‘fire’ 
‘bear’ 
‘moon’ 
‘bird’ 
*vɛjA 
*ʰmwiA 
*ˀblɯənA 
*nrokD 
*vɛjA 
*ʰmwiA 
*ɓlɯənA 
*C.nokD 
*apwiA 
*tumajA 
*bulanA 
*manukD 
 
In this section, I have reviewed the three views regarding the canonical shape 
of the PT prosodic word. All of them basically constrain how the segmental materials 
are to be reconstructed. In the following section, I will argue that the sesquisyllabic 
view is the best hypothesis regarding the PT prosodic word. 
 
2.3.2  Sesquisyllabicity in PT 
The monosyllabic view of PT that underlies the conventional reconstruction 
has contributed enormously to the understanding of the history of Tai languages. 
However, it cannot account for the whole range of comparative data, and therefore 
fails to provide an accurate picture of PT phonology and its development into daughter 
languages. In particular, many onset correspondences show traces of PT words that 
                                                 
9 Ferlus (1990) does not reconstruct PT rimes. The rimes given in this table are taken 
from Li (1977).  
10 Except for ‘fire’, Haudricourt does not propose PT forms. Forms found in this table 
are provided for illustration only. 
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were larger than monosyllables. Specifically, there is too wide a range of onset 
correspondences to be accounted for by positing a monosyllabic template for the PT 
prosodic word. Although these data are problematic for the monosyllabic hypothesis, 
they can be captured quite straightforwardly by the sesquisyllabic view. 
The first set of onset correspondences that is problematic for the monosyllabic 
view of the PT prosodic word is that in which most dialects point to PT *ɗ- (see 
§3.6.2.2), except for Saek. In Table 2-2, Siamese represents SWT, Lungchow 
represents CT, and Yay together with Saek represent NT. Li’s PT and the 
reconstructed Proto-Southwestern Tai (Pittayaporn 2008b, to appear-b) onsets are also 
provided for comparison. This correspondence cannot be accounted for if the 
reconstruction of PT is limited to monosyllables with unmarked clusters.  
 
Table 2-2:  Correspondences involving PT *ɗ- 
 
  PSWT Siamese Lungchow Yay Saek Li 
1 
‘handle’ 
*ˀd- 
da:mC1 da:mC1 da:mC1 da:mC1 
*ˀd- ‘to acquire’ da:jC1 dajC1 dajC1 dajC1 
‘single, only one’ diəwA1 de:wA1 dewA1 diəwA1 
2 
‘red’ 
*ˀd- 
dɛ:ŋA1 dɛ:ŋA1 diŋA1 ri:ŋA1 
*ˀdr- 
‘bone’ du:kDL1 dukDL1 dokDL1 rɔ:kDL1 
‘raw’ dipDS1 dipDS1 dipDS1 ripDS1 
3 
‘star’ 
*ˀd- 
da:wA1 da:wA1 da:wA1 tra:wA1 
‘to transplant’ damA1 damA1 damA1 tramA1 
‘earthworm’ dɯənA1 dɤ:nA1 dɯənA1 truəlA1 
 
Li (1973; 1977: 107-110, 129-131) reconstructs PT *ˀd- for the first set and 
*ˀdr- for the second and third sets. This set of data has also been observed by Gedney 
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(1989c). With respect to the contrast between the second and third sets, Li (1977: 129) 
simply states that *ˀdr- gives /r-/ in Saek but is occasionally reflected as /tr-/. If we 
assume that the PT prosodic word was strictly monosyllabic with only canonical 
clusters, we have no way of explaining why Saek shows the contrast and why the stop 
in the third set is a plain voiceless instead of a glottalized stop. On the other hand, the 
sesquisyllabic view accounts for this paradigm by positing a coalescence of 
sesquisyllabic structure *t.n- into *ˀd- for set 311.  
The second set of correspondences that cannot be accounted for by the 
monosyllabic hypothesis with unmarked clusters, shown in Table 2-3, involves the 
uvular consonants (see §3.3). In addition to the NT language Saek, Siamese, 
Lungchow, and Yay data represent SWT, CT, and NT respectively. Li’s PT and 
PSWT reconstructions are given for comparison.  
 
Table 2-3:  Correspondences with *q- 
 
  PSWT Siamese Lungchow Yay Saek Li 
1 
‘to kill’ 
*q- 
kʰa:C1 kʰa:C1 ka:C1 ka:C1 
*kʰ- ‘torn’ kʰa:tDL1 kʰa:tDL1 ka:tDL1 ka:tDL1 
‘arm’ kʰɛ:nA1 kʰe:nA1 cenA1 ke:nA1 
2 
‘to hang’ 
*qw- 
kʰwɛ:nA1  venA1 ve:nA1 
*xw- ‘face down’ kʰwamC1 kʰumC1 hamC1 (ŋamC1) 
‘soul’ kʰwanA1 kʰwanA1 vanA1 hɔnA1 
3 
‘leg’ 
*q- 
kʰa:A1 kʰa:A1 ka:A1 kwa:A1 
*kʰ- 
‘to sell’ kʰa:jA1 kʰa:A1 ka:jA1 kwa:jA1 
 
                                                 
11 Dempwolff and Dyen reconstructs this form as PAN *taNem ‘to plant’ (Wurm & 
Wilson 1975: 153) but it does not appear in Formosan languages. 
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The above table shows three correspondences that must be reconstructed with PT 
*q- (see §3.6.1.5)12. The first set is quite straightforwardly accounted for by positing PT 
simple *q-. The uvular stop is reflected as /kʰ-/ in most SWT and CT dialects including 
Siamese and Lungchow, and as /k-/ in NT. The second set should go back to PT *qw- 
although the NT reflexes at first glance seem irregular. The usual reflex of this uvular 
cluster is /kʰw-/ in CT and SWT dialects and /v-/ in NT. Yay /hamC1/ ‘face down’ lost the 
medial /-w-/ early probably due to the labial quality of the final /-m/. The sequence *-wa- 
in ‘spirit’ thus must have become /ɔ/ in Saek before *ʰw- became *w-, i.e. PT *qwanA > 
*ʰwanA > hɔnA. The third set of correspondences shows unexpected reflexes in Saek, as 
noted by Haudricourt (1952), Li (1965; 1977: 195), and Gedney (1989c). Their reflexes in 
the rest of Tai point unequivocally to *q- but Saek shows a labial element in its reflex. It 
does not help to reconstruct any cluster with */-w-/ because medial */-w-/ are normally 
kept in daughter languages, cf. Siamese /kʰwanA1/ ‘spirit’. 
If PT prosodic words must be monosyllabic with unmarked clusters, these two 
forms must be treated as an unsystematic development as assumed by Li (1977: 195). 
However, data from the Kam-Sui branch of the Kra-Dai family indicate that the 
labiality of the Saek clusters is a retention. The modern Sui forms for ‘leg’ and ‘to 
sell’ are /pa:1/ and /pe1/ respectively (Institute of Language and Culture for Rural 
Development & Thailand and the Kam-Tai Institute 2003; Li 1965; Thurgood 1988). 
In contrast, if we assume that PT is sesquisyllabic, we are allowed to posit */p.q-/ for 
these two etyma. Note that Ostapirat (2005) connects PT ‘leg’ to PAN *paqa ‘thigh’. 
Note that the etyma in set 2 are not found in Kam-Sui. 
The third paradigm that argues against the monosyllabic view involves 
complex clusters whose reflexes in some daughter languages indicate PT *br- (see 
§4.2.1.6) but others indicates PT *ɟ- (see §3.6.3.3). The data are given in Table 2-4. 
                                                 
12 For arguments for reconstructing PSWT uvulars, see Pittayaporn (to appear-b).  
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Table 2-4:  Correspondences involving *br- and *ɟ-  
 
  PSWT Siamese Lungchow Yay Saek Li 
1 
‘to separate’ 
*br- 
pʰra:kDL2 pja:kDL2 pja:kDL2 pʰra:kDL2 
*br- ‘to deceive’ pʰra:ŋA2 pja:ŋA2   
‘deficient pʰrɔŋA2 pjoŋA2 pjoŋA2 pʰrɔ:ŋA2 
2 
‘machete’ 
*br- 
pʰra:C2 pja:C2 sa:C2 tʰa:C2 
*vr- ‘evening meal’ pʰrawA2 pjawA2 sawA2  
‘tomorrow pʰru:kDL2 pjukDL2 sokDL2 tʰɔ:kDL2 
3 
‘to hate’ 
*ɟ- 
cʰaŋA2 caŋA2 saŋA2 saŋA2 
*ɟ- ‘to taste’ cʰimA2 cimA2 simA2  
‘to soak’ cʰɛ:A2  se:A2 se:A2 
 
The reconstruction of set 1 and set 3 is straightforward. Li (1977) posits *br- 
(see §4.2.1.6) for set 1, and *ɟ- (see §3.6.3.3) for set 3. However, set 2 presents a 
serious problem to the simple monosyllabic view. While Siamese and Lungchow 
reflexes point to PT *br-, Yay and Saek reflexes all point to *ɟ-. To account for this 
problematic correspondence, Li tentatively reconstructs *vr- for these etyma, but it is 
not clear how *vr- could have developed into a palatal stop.  This correspondence, 
however, is not a problem for the sesquisyllabic view, which allow for complex 
structure *ɟm̩.r- in PT.  Under this view, *ɟm̩.r- simplified to *mr-, and became *br- in 
Siamese and Lungchow. The cluster took a different path in Yay and Saek, where it 
simplified to *ɟr, and became *ɟ-.  
The last set of sound correspondences involves labial clusters. Not only does it 
pose a challenge for the view that PT was a monosyllabic language that only allowed 
unmarked clusters, but it also shows that PT could not have been a monosyllabic 
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language that had marked tautosyllabic clusters, e.g. *pt-, *qs-, either. The data in 
this paradigm is given in Table 2-5. 
 
Table 2-5:  Correspondences involving labial clusters 
 
  PSWT Siamese Lungchow Yay Saek Li 
1 
‘vegetable’ 
*pʰ- 
pʰakDS1 pʰjakDS1 piəkDS1 pʰrakDS1 
*pʰr- ‘to walk’ pʰa:jC1 pʰja:jC1 pja:jC1  
‘head hair’ pʰomA1 pʰjumA1 piəmA1 pʰramA1 
2 
‘eye’ 
*t- 
ta:A1 ha:A1 ta:A1 pra:A1 
*tr- ‘to die’ ta:jA1 ha:jA1 ta:jA1 pra:jA1 
‘grasshopper’ takDS1  takDS1  
3 
‘to be exposed’ 
*t- 
ta:kDL1 pʰja:kDL1 ta:kDL1 pra:kDL1 
*pr- ‘to burst’ tɛ:kDL1 pʰe:kDL1 te:kDL1 pre:kDL1 
to hunt  pʰjawB1 tawB1  
 
Assuming the view that PT only had monosyllabic prosodic words with 
canonical clusters, Li (1977) reconstructs the data in set 1, set 2, and set 3 as *pʰr-, *tr-, 
and *pr- respectively. It should be immediately clear that such a view cannot account 
for the correspondences in set 2 and set 3. Specifically, both of these sets must have 
gone back to consonant sequences that contain a labial consonant as suggested by the 
fact that Saek has /pr-/ for both. The labiality in the NT language Saek in set 2 cannot 
be viewed as an innovation because the labial stop is also attested in the CT dialect of 
Bao Yen, e.g. /pʰja:A1/ ‘eye’, as well as in the Kam-Sui language Lakkja, e.g. /pla:A1/ 
‘eye’. The simple monosyllabic view clearly cannot account for the distinction 
between set 2 and set 3, and would have to reconstruct *pr- for both. Although one 
may argue for positing *fr- for set 2, such an ad hoc solution can be easily ruled out. 
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Crucially, it is hard to imagine how *fr-13 could have become *t- in SWT and CT. 
Moreover, it will become clear in §3.6.9.3 that *f- did not exist in PT. 
In contrast, the sesquisyllabic hypothesis straightforwardly accounts for this 
paradigm of data. As Li’s *pʰr- must in fact be reconstructed as *pr- (see discussion 
on lack of contrastive aspiration in PT in §3.5), Li’s *tr- and *pr- can be reconstructed 
with *p.t- and *p.r- respectively. According to this scenario, the etyma in sets 2 and 3 
must go back to two sesquisyllabic sequences-- *p.t- and *p.r-. These two PT onsets 
merged in some languages but are kept distinct in others. In Siamese and Yay, *p.t- 
and *p.r- merged into *p.t-, and later simplified to /t-/. Similarly, Saek merged *p.t- 
and *p.r- but now reflects the result of merger as /pr-/. In contrast, Lungchow keeps 
*p.t- and *p.r- distinct, and now shows /h-/ and /pʰj-/, respectively. In short, the 
sesquisyllabic view can successfully accounts for both labial reflexes without losing 
the distinction between set 2 and set 3. 
Although the disyllabic view can account for this paradigm as well as the 
sesquisyllabic view, the monosyllabic view with marked clusters fails to capture the 
distinction between the three sets of data. As will become clear in §3.5, PT did not 
have contrastive aspiration, meaning that Li’s *pʰr- was in fact *pr-. The elaborate 
monosyllabic view can posit *pr- for set 1, and *pt- for set 2, but it must leave set 3 
unaccounted for. Because by definition all members of a true cluster must be linked to 
the same syllable node, a distinction between *pr- and *p.r- is thus ruled out. 
Essentially, the data in set 1 must be reconstructed with PT tautosyllabic *pr- 
contrasting with set 3 which goes back to PT sesquisyllabic *p.r- respectively. One 
may propose an ad hoc solution that perhaps the etyma in set 2 may go back to marked 
tautosyllabic cluster *fr-, *fpr-, or even *fpt-, but as pointed out earlier PT did not 
                                                 
13 Li (1977) does in fact reconstruct *fr- but he uses it to account for a different set of data.  
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have *f-. Therefore, it is now clear that the view that PT was strictly monosyllabic but 
allowed marked clusters is also not tenable. 
Not only does the empirical evidence provided so far show that PT cannot have 
been strictly monosyllabic, it also shows that the sesquisyllabic hypothesis can 
effectively account for the whole range of comparative data. Unfortunately, empirical 
evidence that would allow us to compare the sesquisyllabic view against the disyllabic 
view does not exist. However, the sesquisyllabic hypothesis is much more plausible if 
the chronology of the shift toward monosyllabicism is taken into account. More 
specifically, the sesquisyllabic hypothesis offers a more plausible scenario of how 
modern languages evolved from the PT system. 
In SEA, the typical path of evolution is from disyllabicism to 
sesquisyllabicism, and then to monosyllabicism (Ferlus 1996a; Matisoff 2001). This 
evolutionary scenario has been amply attested in the different language groups of 
SEA, e.g. Chamic (Haudricourt 1956; Lee 1966; Thurgood 1999), Tibeto-Burman 
(Matisoff 2001), and Vietic (Ferlus 1975). Assuming this evolutionary path, it goes 
without saying that the monosyllabic hypothesis is the most straightforward of the 
three. Because all attested daughter languages of PT are monosyllabic at least in the 
inherited portion of the lexicon, we can derive modern monosyllabicity directly from a 
monosyllabic proto-language. Well-known cases of non-monosyllabic Tai languages 
are Siamese and Lao, but it is clear that polysyllabic words in these two languages are 
either loanwords—mostly from Indic languages (Gedney 1965) and Khmer (Varasarin 
1984)—, or results of reduction of earlier compounds (Kullavanijaya 1992b). This fact 
alone would suggest that the hypothesis that the PT prosodic word was strictly 
monosyllabic is the most likely one.  
However, I have shown earlier that the monosyllabic view is insufficient as it 
fails to capture the range of comparative data. Therefore, the sesquisyllabic and 
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disyllabic view became the only remaining candidates for the characterization of the 
PT prosodic word. Although the two hypotheses conflict with the typological fact that 
all attested modern languages are monosyllabic, they still are not implausible. There 
are numerous cases of typological mismatches between a proto-language and the 
attested modern languages. Old Chinese, for example, was uncontroversially a non-
tonal language (Baxter 1992; Haudricourt 1954a; Pulleyblank 1962; Sagart 1999; 
Schuessler 2007) but no modern Chinese dialect attests such a typological profile. 
Between the two remaining hypotheses, the sesquisyllabic hypothesis offers a 
more chronologically plausible scenario than the disyllabic hypothesis. The 
sesquisyllabic view has to assume that different branches underwent 
monosyllabicization separately. However, it is still not impossible because it only 
takes one evolutionary step to reduce sesquisyllables to monosyllables, and there are 
many well-documented cases. In contrast, the disyllabic view would have to assume 
that different subgroups went all the way from disyllabicity to monosyllabicity 
separately without any modern language that would attest intermediate, perhaps 
sesquisyllabic, steps. Therefore, the chronological plausibility renders the disyllabic 
hypothesis only marginally possible.  
In this section, I have shown that among the different views of the PT prosodic 
word, the sesquisyllabic view is the best hypothesis as it captures nicely the range of 
comparative data and at the same time offers a plausible scenario of the shift toward 
the monosyllabicism in modern dialects. In contrast, the monosyllabic view is at first 
glance the most plausible hypothesis, if we only take the typology of modern Tai 
dialects into account. However, it fails to capture the whole range of sound 
correspondences among the dialects. On the other hand, the disyllabic can capture the 
comparative data quite nicely but it is very unlikely from the point of view of 
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chronological plausibility. Therefore, I argue that PT should be characterized as a 
sesquisyllabic language.  
 
2.4 The prosodic word in Southeast Asia 
As an integral part of the Southeast Asian linguistic area, Tai languages in all 
probability must have experienced some of the convergent currents that have swept 
through the area.  It is therefore important in establishing the canonical shape of the 
PT prosodic word to examine prosodic types attested in languages of SEA. With 
respect to the prosodic word, Matisoff (2001) views syllable structure and word 
structure of Southeast Asian languages as constantly changing concomitantly with 
emergence and disappearance of tonal contrast. The Chamic branch of Austronesian is 
an excellent case that illustrates this constant restructuring of the prosodic word. 
Proto-Chamic evolved from a disyllabic language with stress mainly on the penult into 
the various types of Chamic languages found today (Lee 1966). Today, Chamic 
languages are either monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, or disyllabic but always with 
ultimate stress (Lee 1966; Thurgood 1999). This difference among these closely-
related languages highlights the fact that the canonical shape of the prosodic word is a 
property that is susceptible to change.  
In this section, I review the three most common types of languages in SEA—
monosyllabic, disyllabic, and sesquisyllabic. These types are defined by the canonical 
shape of their prosodic words.  They will be discussed in relation to concepts relating 
to well-formedness in §2.2.2. It is crucial to remember that taking other languages in 
the area as models for reconstruction is not the same as forcing alien characteristics 
into the proto-language being reconstructed. Although the proto-language we are 
reconstructing may be structurally very different from other languages in the linguistic 
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area, areal typology helps contextualize the reconstruction and provide models against 
which the plausibility of the reconstruction can be checked. 
 
2.4.1 Monosyllabic languages 
Monosyllabic languages refer to linguistic varieties whose prosodic words are 
canonically monosyllabic words. Examples of monosyllabic languages in SEA include 
Dehong Tai (Luo 1997), Nhahuen (Ferlus 1998), Vietnamese (Ðoàn 1992), Muong 
(Tài 1982), White Hmong (Ratliff 1992), Tsat (Thurgood 2005), among others. In 
these languages, both word maximality and word minimality must work together to 
ensure that each prosodic word is exactly one metrical foot. Logically a metrical foot 
can consist of one or two syllables, but obviously in monosyllabic languages a 
prosodic word canonically consists of only one syllable. According to the foot 
typology discussed in §2.2.2.3, only a heavy syllable can be a well-formed foot by 
itself. This means that the prosodic word in monosyllabic languages must be heavy. 
This indicates that there is an additional prosodic restriction in these languages that 
forces each syllable to be heavy.  
Although monosyllabic languages share the word size requirements, they differ 
with respect to foot type, and permissible onsets and codas. With regards to foot 
typology, a monosyllabic language in theory can be either trochaic or iambic. 
However, evidence for analyzing a monosyllabic language as trochaic or iambic is 
usually not available. With respect to codas and onsets, they may differ in what 
consonant combinations are permissible as syllable onsets, and what kinds of codas 
are allowed. Monosyllabic languages in SEA may or may not allow complex onsets, 
but in the majority of languages only canonical clusters exist. In other words, the 
clusters in the overwhelming majority of monosyllabic languages in SEA respect SSP 
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and show the sonority distance of at least 2. To my knowledge, Khmer is the only 
language that potentially has marked clusters (Henderson 1952; Nacaskul 1978).  
Some monosyllabic languages allow only simple onsets while others allow a 
wide range of consonant clusters. Dehong Tai (Luo 1999), spoken in Yunnan, is an 
example of a monosyllabic language that does not allow complex onsets. In addition 
to the constraints enforcing monosyllabicity, this Tai language also has a very strict 
constraint against complex onsets.  As initial clusters do not exist in the language, the 
prosodic word in Dehong Tai is canonically CV(C) or CV(:)C. Table 2-6 provides the 
inventory of onsets in Dehong Tai.  
 
Table 2-6 Permissible onsets in Dehong Tai (based on Luo 1999: xiii) 
 
 labial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
plain p- t-  k- ʔ- 
aspirated pʰ- tʰ-    
affricate  ts-    
fricative f- s-  x- h- 
nasal m- n-  ŋ-  
liquid  l-    
glide w-  j-   
 
Nhahuen (Ferlus 1998) on the other hand allows two consonants to occur in the 
onset position, e.g. /cr-/ in /criəw/ ‘cliff’, /gj-/ in /gje:t/ ‘to kill’, /ɲw-/ in /ɲwɤ/ ‘bat’. 
Therefore, the Nhaheun word canon is C(C)V(C). Table 2-7 presents the inventory of 
complex onsets in Nhaheun.  
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Table 2-7: Complex onsets in Nhaheun (edited from Ferlus 1998: ii) 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar 
voiceless stops -r- pr- tr- cr- kr- 
-l- pl-   kl- 
-w-    kw- 
voiced stops -r- br- dr- ɟr- gr- 
-l- bl-   gl- 
-w-  dw- ɟw- gw- 
-j-    gj- 
aspirated stops -j- pʰj-   kʰj- 
fricatives -r-  sr-   
nasals -r- mr-  ɲr- ŋr- 
-w-  nw- ɲw- ŋw- 
geminate sonorants mm- nn- 
ll- 
ɲɲ- ŋŋ- 
fricatives -r- wr-    
 
The inventory in Table 2-7 shows that this dialect of Nhaheun, except for 
geminates, obeys SSP outlined in §2.2.2.2. This means that in this language the first 
consonant in a complex onset is expected to be less sonorous than the consonants 
following it. For example, /gr-/ is possible because /g/ is less sonorous than /r/, cf. 
/grah/ ‘to bite’. On the same principle, the tautosyllabic cluster /rg/ does not occur in 
this language because /r/ is more sonorous than /g/. Similarly, /dw-/ is a permissible 
complex onset because /d/ is less sonorous than /w/. The geminate nasals are apparent 
exceptions to this generalization.  
Unlike the onsets, the set of permissible codas in each language seems 
unrelated to the fact that the language is monosyllabic. While Vietnamese only allows 
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final stops, nasals, and glides (Ðoàn 1992), prosodic words in Kammu may take either 
a stop, a fricative, a nasal, a liquid, or a glide as coda (Svantesson 1983).In the 
extreme case, Lahu (Matisoff 2001, 2006) disallows codas altogether. However, there 
are in fact some characteristics with regards to codas that are shared by monosyllabic 
languages of SEA. First, these languages lack phonation-type contrast in coda stops 
(Matisoff 2001; Pittayaporn 2005a; Rhee 2003). Second, it is perhaps safe to say that 
these languages quite consistently disallow complex codas (Rhee 2003). Nevertheless, 
these charactieristics are independent of the monosyllabicism because they are found 
in disyllabic and sesquisyllabic languages as well. 
In sum, the canonical word shape in monosyllabic languages in SEA tends to 
be either CV(C) or CCV(C). That is, the prosodic word must be exactly one heavy 
syllable, but it is not clear what kind of a foot it is. When complex onsets are allowed, 
the second consonants almost always have relatively high sonority. Whether complex 
onsets are allowed or not depends on the individual languages. As for codas, there 
does not seem to be any correlation between monosyllabicism and possible final 
consonants. 
 
2.4.2 Disyllabic languages 
Disyllabic languages refer to linguistic varieties in which the prosodic word 
predominantly consists of exactly two syllables. This type of languages is found only 
rarely in Mainland SEA but is widely attested in languages of Insular SEA. Examples 
of disyllabic languages in SEA include Acehnese (Durie 1985), Northern Roglai 
(Awơi-hathe et al. 1977), and Moken (Chantanakomes 1980; Pittayaporn 2005a). As 
in monosyllabic languages, both word maximality and word minimality must work 
together to keep each prosodic word exactly one metrical foot.  For instance, Northern 
Roglai (Awơi-hathe et al. 1977), an Austronesian language of Central Vietnam, allows 
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only heavy monosyllables and disyllables consisting of a light syllable followed by a 
heavy one. Words that consist of only one light syllable, e.g. */bĭ/ or */mŭ/, do not 
exist in this language. 
In terms of foot typology, a bisyllabic foot can be either iambic or trochaic. 
Moken (Pittayaporn 2005a), Acehnese (Durie 1985), and Northern Roglai (Awơi-
hathe et al. 1977; Lee 1966) are clear examples of iambic disyllabic languages. In 
these languages, the stressed syllable of a foot is always heavy, a fact which follows 
directly from Hayes’s typology in §2.2.2.314. Indonesian is an example of a disyllabic 
language with syllabic trochees (Cohn in progress). Although words can be longer 
than two syllables, an overwhelming majority of morphologically-simple words are 
bisyllabic. Interestingly, to my knowledge, no language with moraic trochees is 
attested in SEA. Also, note that these example languages all belong to the 
Austronesian language family. 
Like their monosyllabic counterparts, disyllabic languages differ from one 
another by whether they allow complex onsets or not. Northern Roglai is an example 
of a disyllabic language with iambic feet. Morphologically simple words in Northern 
Roglai are predominantly disyllabic, although monosyllabic words are also common. 
Some disyllables are /rawak/ ‘bridge’, /publɤj/ ‘to sell’ and /tijuh/ ‘seven’, contrasting 
with the following monosyllabic words /wak/ ‘blade for weeding’, /blɤj/ ‘to buy’, and 
/joh/ ‘to break’. According to my preliminary examination of the vocabulary, there is 
no restriction on what consonants can function as onsets of the two syllables. In other 
words, C1 does not limit the choice of C2 in disyllabic C1V.C2VC forms. Table 2-8 
gives the inventory of northern Roglai complex onsets.  
 
                                                 
14 Hayes (1995: 82) acknowledges iambs consisting of two light syllables, i.e. even 
iambs, but states that they are rare and unstable.  
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Table 2-8 Complex onsets in Northern Roglai 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar 
C- 
-r- 
pr- tr- cr- kr- 
ˀC-     
C̬- br- dr- ɟr- gr- 
C- 
-l- 
pl- tl-  kl- 
ˀC- ˀbl-    
C̬- bl- dl-  gl- 
 
Examples of Northern Roglai words with complex onset include /ɓlop/ ‘hold in 
mouth’, /trom/ ‘trunk’, and /kacreh/ ‘sarong, skirt’. This means that onsets in Roglai 
also obey SSP and have the sonority distance of at least 2. In other words, the second 
element of a cluster must be more sonorous than the first consonant. In particular, only 
complex onsets that consist of a stop followed by a liquid are allowed. 
In contrast to Roglai, Indonesian is a good example of a disyllabic language 
that by and large does not have complex onsets.  The canonical shape of the 
Indonesian prosodic word is C1VC2.C3VC4. While only one consonant is allowed 
syllable-initially, there is no restriction on what consonants can function as onsets of 
the two syllables, i.e. C1 and C3. This lack of co-occurrence restriction of the two 
onsets is identical to the situation in Northern Roglai but is in sharp contrast with the 
situation in sesquisyllabic languages (see §2.4.3). 
As in monosyllabic languages, the set of permissible codas in each language 
seem unrelated to the disyllabicism. While Mishmi (Sastry 1984) only allows final 
stops and nasals, prosodic words in Indonesian may take a stop, a fricative, a nasal, a 
liquid, or a glide as coda (Rhee 2003). Moreover, disyllabic languages also share with 
monosyllabic languages the lack of phonation-type contrast in coda stops (Matisoff 
2001; Pittayaporn 2005a; Rhee 2003) and the ban against complex codas (Rhee 2003). 
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These exact same characteristics are also found in monosyllabic and sesquisyllabic 
languages. 
In short, the canonical shape of the prosodic word in disyllabic languages is 
C(C)V(C).C(C)V(C). When complex onsets are allowed, the second consonants have 
relatively high sonority. However, the onsets of the two syllables do not constraint 
each other.  Many disyllabic languages do allow monosyllabic words although they 
often require their prosodic word to be no smaller than a heavy syllable. 
 
2.4.3 Sesquisyllabic languages 
Sesquisyllabic languages are languages whose prosodic words canonically 
consist of one syllable and a half. The term “sesquisyllable”, literally “one-and-a-half 
syllable”, was originally coined by Matisoff (1973) to refer to words that consist of an 
unstressed “minor” syllable followed by a fully stressed “major” syllable. The 
syllabicity of the minor syllable is carried by a neutral vowel or a syllabic consonant 
(Diffloth 1976: 232; Svantesson 1983: 27). Even though a priori the minor syllable 
can be located on either side of the major syllable, in the context of SEA the minor 
syllable always precedes the major syllable. Although Sloan (1988), Shaw (1994), 
Cho and King (2003), and I (Pittayaporn 2005c) have all argued that the minor 
syllable is a prosodically degenerate syllable of some kind, similar to the case of 
Polish clusters discussed in §2.2.2.2, it is likely that the so-called sesquisyllables differ 
structurally from one language to another. In this dissertation, I define a sesquisyllable 
as a prosodic word that consist of two syllables, the first of which is unstressed and 
lacks a phonological vowel. According to this definition, a sesquisyllable contrasts 
with a disyllable in that the first syllable of a disyllable does have a contrastive vowel.  
An important typological observation is that sesquisyllabic languages usually 
allow for monosyllabic words while monosyllabic languages do not allow 
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sesquisyllabic forms. This difference is clearly illustrated by comparing the 
sesquisyllabic Kammu and its monosyllabic relative Vietnamese. A good example of a 
sesquisyllabic language is Kammu discussed above in relation to the importance of the 
prosodic word. Other examples of sesquisyllabic languages include Burmese (Green 
2005), Palaung (Kasisopa 2003), Tariang (L-Thongkum 2001), Chru (Jrang et al. 
1983), and Jingpho (Maran 1978), to cite a few. 
With respect to the word size requirements, sesquisyllabic languages show 
effects of both word maximality and word mininallity so that well-formed prosodic 
words are exactly one metrical foot. For example, a Kammu prosodic word is either 
C(C)VV, C(C)V(V)C, C(C).C(C)VV or C(C).C(C)V(V)C as discussed in §2.2.1. 
Assuming that the minor syllable is light, a sesquisyllable must be considered a 
prototypical iamb. This means that sesquisyllabic languages require their prosodic 
words to be exactly one iambic foot: either a single heavy syllable or a light syllable 
followed by a heavy syllable. Iambic feet consisting of two light syllables, also known 
as even iambs do not appear to be allowed in these languages (Pittayaporn 2005c). 
Although the formal analysis of sesquisyllables may still leave room for 
discussion what sesquisyllables are formally, it is important to draw a distinction 
between sesquisyllables and disyllables (see §2.4.2). The crucial difference between 
the two types of prosodic word is that the onsets of the major and minor syllables 
interact very closely. While the onsets of the two syllables in disyllables are usually 
independent from each other, the onsets of the minor and major syllables in 
sesquisyllabic words may pose restrictions on each other. The Kammu language 
exemplifies such interaction very clearly.  Prosodic words whose minor syllable and 
major syllable onsets are identical, i.e. */p.p-/, */t.t-/, */s.s-/ etc., are not attested in 
Kammu as described by Svantessoon (1983). Second, sesquisyllabic words often 
violate SSP or show lower sonority distance than 2 (see §2.2.2.2). Therefore, the 
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minor syllable and the major syllable onsets together will be referred to in this study as 
“sesquisyllabic clusters”. This term is used in opposition to “tautosyllabic clusters”, 
which refers to true clusters that function as the onset of a single syllable. 
Sesquisyllables also differ quite markedly from prototypical monosyllables. 
While complex onsets of monosyllables, i.e. monosyllables with unmarked initial 
clusters, obey SSP and show sonority distance of at least 2, complex onsets of 
sesquisyllables do not necessarily follow the generalizations. This distinction is shown 
in Table 2-9. 
 
Table 2-9: Onsets and syllables in Kammu (from Pittayaporn 2005c) 
 
Initials monosyllabic sesquisyllabic 
obstruent+obstruent   
obstruent+nasal   
obstruent+liquid   
 
We see that when a consonant sequence in Kammu violates SSP or has 
relatively low sonority distance among its members, it is parsed as sesquisyllabic. For 
instance, a sequence of two obstruents are always realized as sesquisyllabic, e.g /p.téʔ/ 
‘earth’, never */ptéʔ/. Similarly, a sequence of a liquid followed by an obstruent is also 
parsed as a sesquisyllabic cluster, e.g. /l.cɔ̀:t/ ‘to become snotty’, never */lcɔ̀:t/. On the 
other hand, if the consonant sequence obeys the SSP, it may be realized either as a 
sesquisyllabic or tautosyllabic cluster. Kammu in particular contrast /kl-/ as in /kló:k/ 
‘bamboo bowl’ and /k.l-/ as in /k.ló:k/ ‘slit drum’. Independent evidence in Kammu 
for this contrast comes from tone patterning. Furthermore, in words whose major 
syllables have onset clusters, those onset clusters must respect the sonority hierarchy. 
For example, /s.kró:/ ‘to suddenly bend down head’ has an initial sesquisyllabic 
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cluster, which in turn consists of an initial /s-/ and a well-formed tautosyllabic cluster 
/kr-/. These generalizations are based only on Kammu, but to my knowledge they 
seem to hold for other sesquisyllabic languages as well. They play a crucial role in the 
reconstruction of PT complex onsets in §2.3.2 and Chapter 4.  
In addition, many sesquisyllabic languages allow minor syllables that are more 
complex than a single consonant. For example, Jahai (Burenhult 2005), a Mon-Khmer 
language of Malaysia, has an abundance of sesquisyllabic words whose minor 
syllables consists of two consonants, e.g. /sl.tuh/ ‘to attack’, /cn.rɔs/ ‘nail’, /ʔn.teŋ/ 
‘ear’. However, the second consonant has to be a sonorant and must agree in place of 
articulation with the onset of the major syllable if it is a nasal. Similarly, Kammu also 
allows for minor syllables that consist of two consonants but in addition to sonorants it 
also permits obstruents as the second consonant, cf. /rt̀.ʔàt/ ‘plug’, /pc̀.rà:c/ ‘mesentry’. 
However, in Kammu these obstruents must be identical to the coda of the major 
syllable (Svantesson 1983: 28-29)15. 
As in the other types of languages, the set of permissible codas in each 
language seem unrelated to the fact that they are sesquisyllabic. While Buyang only 
allows final stops and nasals (Li 1999), the coda of the major syllable of prosodic 
words in Nyah Kur may take a stop, a fricative, a nasal, a liquid, or a glide as coda 
(Diffloth 1984). Furthermore, sesquisyllabic languages also share with monosyllabic 
and disyllabic languages the lack of phonation-type contrast in coda stops (Matisoff 
2001; Pittayaporn 2005a; Rhee 2003) and the ban against complex codas (Rhee 2003). 
These restrictions on codas are clearly a Southeast Asian phonological trait (Matisoff 
2001; Rhee 2003). 
                                                 
15 This type of Kammu minor syllables is always morphologically complex, created 
either by prefixation or infixation (Svantesson 1983: 29). 
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In sum, the canonical shape of a prosodic word in sesquisyllabic languages is 
exactly one iambic foot, and may have one of the following shapes: C(C)VV, 
C(C)VC, C(C).C(C)VV, or C(C).C(C)V(V)C. While tautosyllabic clusters in 
sesquisyllabic languages obey SSP, and have the sonority distance of 2, sesquisyllabic 
clusters may or may not. 
 
2.5 PT as a sesquisyllabic language 
Having argued in §2.3.2 that the sesquisyllabic hypothesis is the best 
hypothesis for the reconstruction of PT, in this section I characterize PT as a 
sesquisyllabic language, very similar typologically to Kammu discussed in §2.4.3. The 
PT prosodic word can be either a monosyllable or a sesquisyllable, as argued for in 
§2.3. Moreover, comparative data discussed in detail in the following chapters permits 
us to view the PT word as having the following characteristics. First, each prosodic 
word contained exactly one iambic foot headed by a heavy syllable. Second, 
phonation-type and place contrasts in the onset were neutralized in the coda position. 
Last, each prosodic word is specified for one lexical tone. This section provides an 
explicit characterization of the PT prosodic word.  
Diachronically speaking, this stage is one step away from the monosyllabicism 
observed in modern languages along the evolutionary path taken by Chamic languages 
and others outlined above. In synchronic terms, the PT prosodic word was exactly one 
foot. In other words, word minimality and maximality both required that a prosodic 
word be a well-formed metrical foot, as in other sesquisyllabic languages. 
Furthermore, the metrical foot in PT was iambic as in sesquisyllabic languages (see 
§2.4.3). The prominent syllable of the PT prosodic word must have been the final 
syllable, i.e. the major syllable. Monosyllabic words were also permissible in PT 
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because a heavy syllable can by itself be an iamb. Possible shapes of PT prosodic 
words according to the current proposal are given in Table 2-10. 
 
Table 2-10  Canonical shape of PT prosodic word 
 
 Open syllable Closed syllable 
Monosyllable *C(C)(C)VT C(C)(C)VVT C(C)(C)V(V)CT 
Sesquisyllable *C(C).C(C)(C)VT C(C).C(C)(C)VVT C(C).C(C)(C)V(V)CT 
 C = consonant, V = vowel, T = tone, * = not a possible word 
 
The PT prosodic word can be divided into three parts for the purposes of 
reconstruction: 1) onset, 2) rime, and 3) tone. The onset consists of any consonant that 
precedes the vocalic nucleus including the minor syllable. That is, it includes both the 
tautosyllabic and sesquisyllabic onsets as characterized above. The rime includes both the 
vocalic nucleus and the final consonant, if any. Lastly, the tone is the suprasegmental 
contrast linked to the major syllable; the minor syllable does not carry tone.  
The PT prosodic word contained exactly one iambic foot. Comparative data 
discussed in §5.3 indicates that PT prosodic words ended in either open or closed 
syllables as schematized in Table 2-10. The only prohibition is against open syllables 
with one short vowel. In other words, only a heavy syllable can stand as a prosodic 
word by itself in the case of monosyllables, or function as the major syllable in the 
case of sesquisyllables. This is a clear manifestation of the minimality and maximality 
requirements. In terms of foot typology, this means that even iambs, i.e. iambic feet 
consisting of two light syllables, were not allowed. In the following subsections, I will 
outline the phonotactics of each of the three components according to the current 
proposal. An explicit characterization of the PT prosodic word is given in Figure 2-3. 
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PrW 
! 
φ 
! 
σ                            T 
                                  gy         
                                 μ    μ 
                                 !   ! 
                   C(C)(C) V   V   
 
PrW 
! 
φ 
! 
σ                            T 
                                  gy         
                                 μ      μ 
                                 !     ! 
                   C(C)(C)V(V)C   
 
a. open monosyllable 
 
Examples: *ʰma:A ‘dog’, *pi:A ‘year’, 
*ɗa:B ‘to scold’ 
b. closed monosyllables 
 
Examples: *ʰmatD ‘flea’, *ɓlo:kD 
‘flower’, *gapD ‘narrow’ 
 
PrW 
! 
φ 
  ty 
                         σ               σ                T 
                         !                gy         
                         μ                μ    μ 
                         !               !   ! 
                C     (C) C(C)(C)V   V   
 
PrW 
! 
φ 
  ty 
                         σ               σ                   T 
                         !                gy         
                         μ                μ      μ 
                         !               !     ! 
                (C)   C   C(C)(C)V(V)C   
 
c. open sequisyllable 
 
Examples: *p.ta:A ‘eye’, *k.ro:A ‘to beg’, 
*C̥.ba:B ‘shoulder’ 
d. closed sesquisyllables 
 
Examples: *p.ta:jA ‘to die’, *k.temA 
‘full’, *gm.ra:C ‘orphan’ 
 
Figure 2-3 Phonological representation of PT prosodic word 
 
2.5.1.1 Onset 
The PT prosodic word may have simple or complex onsets. A simple onset 
may be any of the consonants in the PT sound inventory16. PT had a three-way 
phonation type contrast among stops—voiceless, implosive, and voiced (see §3.5). 
                                                 
16 The proposed inventory of PT consonants is given in Table 3-1. 
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Moreover, it contrasted altogether six places of articulation—labial, alveolar, palatal, 
velar, uvular, and glottal (see §3.3).  Complex onsets may be either tautosyllabic or 
sesquisyllabic. A tautosyllabic cluster is a sequence of consonants that functions as 
onset of a single syllable as illustrated in Figure 2-3a and Figure 2-3b. A tautosyllabic 
cluster in PT may consist of up to three consonants and must be canonical clusters. In 
other words, they respect SSP and show a minimum sonority distance of 2. Exceptions 
are tautosyllabic clustes containing a liquid followed by /-w-/, e.g. *lw-, *rw-, to cite a 
few. In these cases, the sonority distance between the liquid and the glide is only 1 on 
the sonority scale. Examples of permissible PT tautosyllabic clusters include *kr-, *kl-
,*kw-, and *krw- (see §4.2).  
In contrast, a sesquisyllabic cluster is a sequence of consonants that makes up 
the minor syllable plus the major syllable onset. A PT sesquisyllabic cluster in theory 
can have up to two consonants in the minor syllable, and up to three consonants in the 
major syllables, even though no sesquisyllabic clusters with five consonants is posited 
in this study. Examples of sesquisyllabic clusters are *k.t-, *p.k-, *k.r-, and *gṃ.r- 
(see §4.4). Crucially, in PT a contrast between *kt- and *k.t- is not possible but 
tautosyllabic *kr- did contrast with sesquisyllabic *k.r-. 
 
2.5.1.2 Rime 
The PT rime consists of two sub-parts—the vocalic nucleus and the coda. As 
represented in Figure 2-3, only the major syllable of a sesquisyllabic word has a 
vocalic nucleus. Therefore, the rime of a sesquisyllable refers specifically to the rime 
of the major syllable. PT vocalism shows a three-way vowel height contrast as well as 
a vowel length distinction (see §5.3).  Any vowel in the PT phoneme inventory can 
occupy the nucleus of the syllable. However, the size requirement dictates that each 
prosodic word be exactly one iambic foot as represented in Figure 2-3. One 
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consequence is that open syllables with short vowels are banned. Open monosyllables 
with short vowels were banned because they are smaller than a foot. Similarly, 
sesquisyllabic forms with open major syllables ending in short vowels were not 
allowed because light syllables cannot head an iambic foot. Examples of words 
allowed by the PT phonotactics are *ka:A, *katD, and *ka:tD, but not *kaA. 
The second part of the rime is the coda. For each syllable, one coda consonant 
was allowed as represented in Figure 2-3 Not all PT consonants can occupy the final 
position of a prosodic word as phonation-type and place contrasts were neutralized in 
this position. Only the voiceless stops, the nasals, the lateral liquid, and the glides 
could function as codas. Similarly, not all places of articulation are found in the coda 
position. Of the six series, only labial, alveolar, palatal, and velar consonants can 
occupy the final position of a syllable (see §5.5). 
 
2.5.1.3 Tone 
Each PT prosodic word contained one lexical tone as represented in Figure 2-3. 
In sesquisyllabic words, only the major syllables carried distinctive lexical tones. A 
syllable ending in a vowel or a sonorant, “non-checked syllable”, could have either 
tone *A, *B, or *C. In contrast, a “checked syllable”, or stop-final syllable, is 
conventionally said to have had only one tone *D. From the point of view of 
phonological contrast, we can say that PT checked syllables did not contrast for tone. 
The distinction between *D on one hand, and *A, *B, and *C, on the other, was 
therefore one of syllable structure (§6.2). The three tones on non-checked syllables are 
tentatively posited as a modal tone with mid level contour, a creaky tone with low 
rising contour and relatively long vowel duration, and a finally glottalized tone with a 
high falling contour and short vowel duration (see §6.5). 
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2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, I discussed the structure of the prosodic word in PT. I first 
discussed the importance of the prosodic word in the reconstruction of PT. I reviewed 
the monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, and disyllabic views of PT and showed that the 
sesquisyllabic view can account for the range of comparative data as well as offer a 
plausible scenario of how PT developed into daughter languages. I have thus proposed 
that PT was a sesquisyllabic language whose prosodic word can be either a 
monosyllable or sesquisyllable. After providing a brief typological survey of the 
canonical shape of the prosodic word in SEA languages, I outlined the phonotactics of 
PT onsets, rimes, and tones. In contrast to earlier reconstruction, this dissertation 
addresses the issue of the PT prosodic word explicitly.  The canonical shape of the PT 
prosodic word that has been established will be the framework for the segmental 
reconstruction. Detailed discussion of each part together with their reconstruction will 
be given in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3  
PROTO-TAI SIMPLE ONSETS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Among the three components of the PT prosodic word, the onsets are probably 
the best understood. However, many issues await solutions. The best-known problem 
regarding the onsets of PT is the so-called “voicing alternation,” which involves 
discrepancies in the voicing of the onset initial between different groups of dialects as 
discussed in §1.3.2. In addition, one issue that has usually been overlooked is the 
number of places of articulation. In contrast to the conventional view that PT had 
labial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal series, Haudricourt (1952), and Ostapirat 
(2007) posit a distinct series of uvular consonants, which seems to be preserved in 
PSWT (Pittayaporn 2008b, to appear-b). Moreover, I have elsewhere discussed gaps 
in the inventory of PSWT initial consonant clusters that need to be accounted for at the 
PT level (Pittayaporn 2008b, to appear-b).  
In this chapter, I propose an inventory of simple PT onsets that effectively 
accounts for these outstanding problems. As a point of departure, I present the 
inventories of simple and complex onsets of PT and outline the phonotactics of the PT 
onsets. Then, I discuss three aspects of the present system: 1) the reconstruction of the 
uvular series, 2) the treatment of the so-called “voicing alternation,” and 3) the lack of 
contrastive aspiration. Lastly, I present the reconstructions of each of the PT simple 
onsets.  
 
3.2 Inventory of PT simple onsets 
Each PT syllable had an onset. I propose that there were 36 consonants in PT, 
all of which can occur alone as simple onsets. The proposed PT inventory is given in 
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Table 3-1. This section gives an overview of the onset system of PT, highlighting 
notable characteristics involving the manners and places of articulation as well as the 
phonation types. In the table, three consonants are put in parentheses because their 
reconstruction is tentative.  
 
Table 3-1 PT consonant inventory 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 
stops 
voiceless *p *t *c *k *q  
voiced *b *d *ɟ *g *ɢ  
glottalized *ɓ *ɗ *ˀj   *ʔ 
fricatives 
voiceless  *s (*ɕ) *x *χ *h 
voiced  *z (*ʑ) *ɣ   
nasals 
voiceless *ʰm *ʰn *ʰɲ (*ʰŋ)   
voiced *m *n *ɲ *ŋ   
liquids 
and glides 
voiceless *ʰw *ʰr 
*ʰl     
voiced *w 
*r 
*l 
    
 
In this proposal, PT consonants can be divided into four groups according to 
their manner of articulation: 1) stops, 2) fricatives, 3) nasals, and 4) liquids and glides. 
Unlike Li who views the two palatal obstruents as affricates (Li 1977: 164), I consider 
them as stops phonologically. The choice is based mainly on the fact that these palatal 
consonants behave like stops in other places of articulation. First, the voiceless *c can 
occur as a coda, like *-p, *-t and *-k, as discussed in Chapter 5. Second, the voiced *ɟ 
always follow the same devoicing pattern as *b-, *d- and *g-. In languages where 
devoicing yields aspiration, *ɟ-, like *b-, *d-, and *g-, is reflected as an aspirated stop 
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/cʰ-/ or its derivative /s-/, e.g. Siamese /cha:jA2/ ‘male’ and Lao /sa:jA2/ (from earlier 
*cʰa:jA2). Similarly, these voiced obstruents are reflected as plain in languages that do 
not aspirate their reflexes of PT voiced *b-, *d-, *ɟ- and *g-, e.g. Black Tai /ca:jA2/ and 
Lungchow /ca:jA2/. Lastly, treating *c and *ɟ as stops makes the system economical 
and symmetrical. If they were considered affricates, a separate manner of articulation 
must be posited only for the two of them. Treating *c and *ɟ as stops also makes the 
palatal series very similar to other places of articulation. However, this is not to argue 
that PT *c and *ɟ were not affricated phonetically. 
As for places of articulation, six different categories are posited for the 
proposed PT consonants: 1) labial, 2) alveolar, 3) palatal, 4) velar, 5) uvular, and 6) 
glottal. This reconstruction differs from most proposals (Haudricourt 1948; Li 1977; 
Nishida 1954; Sarawit 1973) by positing a distinct series of uvular consonants, but 
agrees with Haudricourt (1952)’s and Ostapirat (2007)’s proposals that uvular 
consonants be reconstructed for PT. The reconstruction of uvular consonants will be 
discussed in §3.3. Note that uvular and glottal places of articulation are defective in 
that they lack many consonant types found in the other places of articulation. Most 
notable is the lack of sonorants, which seems to be typologically common for places of 
articulation further back in the vocal tract. 
As for phonation type, there was a three-way contrast in PT: 1) voiceless, 2) 
implosive/glottalized, and 3) voiced. When occurring as simple onsets, PT voiceless 
stops are reconstructed as unaspirated because they are reflected as unaspirated in all 
modern languages. In contrast, PT voiceless sonorants, except for *ˀj- are 
reconstructed as phonetically pre-aspirated because, as far as tonal development is 
concerned, they behave like aspirated stops in the modern varieties that have both 
plain and aspirated stops (Gedney 1972a; Li 1977). Moreover, the pre-aspiration is 
attested in loanwords from Tai to Austroasiatic languages, e.g. Red Palaung /ʰlа:n/ 
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‘grandchild’ and /ʰnoŋ/ ‘lake’ ultimately from PT *ʰla:nA and *ʰno:ŋA respectively 
(Pittayaporn to appear-a). In addition, the implosives stops are viewed as half-voiced 
and half-voiceless. Specifically, they behave like voiceless consonants in terms of 
tonal development when occurred with certain tonal categories but like voiced 
consonant when occurred with others (Gedney 1972a).  
The implosives *ɓ- and *ɗ- correspond to *ˀb- and *ˀd- in earlier constructions. 
Although the choice between implosive or glottalized stops does not have any 
implication to the rest of the system, reconstructing these sounds as implosives is 
preferable from a typological point of view. Specifically, cross-linguistically 
implosive /ɓ/ and /ɗ/ are more common than their counterparts further back (Croft 
1990: 159; Maddieson 1984b: 111-114), However, these PT implosive stops pattern 
with *ʔ- and *ˀj- in relation to tonal splits and mergers (see §6.2). For convenience, the 
series that consists of the implosives and the two glottalized consonants is referred to 
here as glottalized. 
 
3.3 A richer dorsal series 
Among the five contrastive series of consonants proposed in Li’s 
reconstruction, the velar series is the most problematic one. There are many 
inexplicable split reflexes for the many simple and complex velar onsets that he 
reconstructs. For example, each of Li’s *kʰ- and *x- may be reflected as either /kʰ-/ or 
/x-/ in White Tai, but the conditioning environment for the split cannot be identified. 
Another example is Li’s cluster *kr- which is reflected irregularly across dialects. 
Based on data from newly-described SWT languages, I have argued elsewhere that 
PSWT had two contrastive uvular consonants *q- and *χ- (Pittayaporn 2008b, to 
appear-b). At the PT level, Haudricourt (1952) proposes that there was one distinctive 
uvular stop *q- while Ostapirat (2007) believes that both the voiceless *q- and the 
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voiced *ɢ- existed. Comparing the SWT data with data from NT dialects, I posit three 
uvular consonants for PT: *q-, *χ-, and *ɢ-. Table 3-2 shows clearly that the velar 
series alone cannot account for the range of correspondences that involve dorsal 
onsets. 
 
Table 3-2 Voiceless dorsal correspondence sets 
 
 Li Gloss PT PSWT 
SWT NT 
White 
Tai 
Kapong Yay Wuming
1 
*x-, 
*kʰ- 
‘rice’ 
‘to open’ 
‘guest’ 
- *kʰ- 
kʰawC1 
kʰajA1 
kʰɛʔDL1 
kʰawC1 
kʰajA1 
kʰɛʔDL1 
hawC2 
ha:jA1 
hekDL1 
xawC2 
ka:jA1 
hekDS1 
2 
*x- 
‘white’ 
‘galangal’ 
‘green’ 
*x- *x- 
xa:wA1 
xa:B1 
xɛwA1 
kʰa:wA1 
kʰa:B1 
kʰe:wA1 
ha:wA1 
- 
hewA1 
ha:wA1 
haA1 
hewA1 
3 
‘to cross’ 
‘to enter’ 
‘ginger’ 
*χ- *χ- 
xa:mC1 
xawC1 
xiŋA1 
ha:mC1 
hawC1 
hi:ŋA1 
ha:mC1 
hawC1 
hiŋA1 
ha:mC1 
hawC1 
- 
4 
 
*kʰ- 
‘to kill’ 
‘torn’ 
‘arm’ 
*q- *q- 
xa:C1 
xa:tD1 
xɛnA1 
ha:C1 
ha:tD1 
hɛ:nA1 
ka:C1 
ka:tD1 
cenA1 
ka:C1 
ka:tD1 
kenA1 
  
The etyma in set 1 must be reconstructed as *kʰ- at the PSWT level. However, 
this PSWT aspirated velar stop cannot be projected back to PT because the etyma in 
this set either show voicing alternation (see §3.4), or are clearly relatively recent loans. 
The etymon for ‘rice’ along with many others have initials that go back to original 
voiceless onsets in SWT and CT but original voiced onsets in NT. The forms for ‘to 
open’ and ‘guest’ must be considered later borrowings from Chinese 開 kāi and 客 kè 
because they are irregular in NT. In addition to the aberrant initial /k-/ in Wuming, the 
vowels are unexpectedly long in ‘to open’ in both Yay and Wuming. The form for 
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‘guest’ in Wuming is also irregular as it shows DS1 tone rather than the expected 
DL1. 
Although we can safely follow Li (1977: 207-214) in reconstructing /x-/ for 
etyma in set 2, Kapong forms in set 3 point to a different proto-phoneme. For both 
sets, White Tai, Yay, and Wuming show /x-/, /h-/, and /h-/ respectively. However, the 
Kapong dialect of Phu Thai, spoken in northeastern Thailand, shows two different 
reflexes for the two sets of etyma—/kʰ-/ for set 2, and /h-/ for set 3. To account for 
Kapong /h-/, which is produced further back in the vocal tract, I posit a uvular *χ- for 
etyma having the correspondence pattern of ‘to cross’, ‘to enter’, and ‘ginger’. PT *x- 
can be kept for ‘white’, ‘galangal’, and ‘green’. Although one may argue that the split 
reflex in Kapong is an innovation, neither a segmental nor a tonal conditioning 
environment can be identified. For example, the variation in vowels in these forms 
precludes positing a conditioned backing of *x- in Kapong.  
The data in set 4 shows yet another pattern of correspondence. While the SWT 
dialects White Tai and Kapong have fricative reflexes /x-/ and /h-/ respectively, the 
NT dialects Yay and Wuming both show a stop /k-/. While one may be tempted to 
posit PT *kʰ- to account for this disprepancy, data from the CT dialects of Long’an 
and Yongnan in central Guangxi rule out the possibility. In these two dialects, 
aspiration is contrastive, e.g. Yongnan /kʰatDS1/ ‘section’ vs. /katDS2/ ‘tight’. Forms that 
are reconstructed with aspirated stop in Li’s system mostly show aspirated onsets as 
illustrated by Yongnan /pʰla:A1/ ‘stone mountain’, /pʰlakDS1/ ‘vegetable’, /tʰrənA1/ 
‘stone’, and /tʰa:nB1/ ‘charcoal’ for Li’s *pʰraA, *pʰrəkD, *tʰrinA, and *tʰanB 
respectively. If the etyma in set 4 had had *kʰ- as onsets in PT, we would expect to see 
aspirated reflexes in Long’an and Yongnan. However, the two dialects regularly show 
unaspirated reflexes in etyma belonging to set 4 as exemplified by Yongnan /ka:C1/ ‘to 
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kill’, /ka:tD1/ ‘to tear’, and /ke:nA1/ ‘arm’. These two crucial dialects are therefore 
strong evidence for a lack of aspiration in the PT onsets of etyma belonging in set 4.  
Therefore, I posit an unaspirated uvular *q- for this correspondence. Moreover, 
positing PT *q- for this set of etyma is also preferable from a typological perspective. 
That is, it is very unlikely for a language to have a fricative but lack the corresponding 
stop, except for the glottal series. The development of these voiceless initial dorsal 
consonants in White Thai, Kapong, and Yay is schematized in Figure 3-1. 
 
PT White Tai PT Kapong PT Yay 
*k- k- *k- *k- *k- 
k- 
*x- 
x- 
*x- *kh- *x- 
*q- *q- 
*h- 
*q- 
h- *χ- *χ- *χ- 
*h- h- *h- *h- 
 
Figure 3-1 Development of dorsal onsets in White Thai, Kapong, and Yay 
 
Not only is there evidence for the voiceless uvular set, data from modern 
dialects also point to voiced uvular onsets that contrasted with voiced velar onset in 
PT. Ostapirat (2007) shows that correspondence sets that Li assigns to *ɣ- in fact 
consist of two correspondence patterns. For one pattern, White Tai shows /x-/ 
regularly, pointing to PSWT *ɣ-. For the other pattern, the regular White Tai reflex is 
/k-/ suggesting PSWT *g-. He argues that there is no evidence for treating the two 
patterns as reflexes of two variants of the same sound and proposes that Li’s *ɣ- must 
in fact be reconstructed as two different phonemes, *ɣ- and *ɢ-. Data from a wider 
range of dialects given in Table 3-3 support this position. 
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Table 3-3 Voiced dorsal correspondence sets 
 
 Li Gloss PT PSWT 
SWT CT NT 
White 
Tai 
Leiping Debao Yay 
1 *g- 
 ‘pair’ 
‘swollen’ 
‘to chew’ 
*g- 
*g- 
ku:B2 
kaɰB2 
kɛwC2 
kʰu:B2 
kʰaɰB2 
kʰe:wC2 
kowB2 
kɔjB2 
kewC2 
ku:B2 
- 
cewC2 
2 
*ɣ- 
‘carry pole’ 
‘chin’ 
‘human’ 
*ɢ- 
ka:nA2 
ka:ŋA2 
kunA2 
kʰa:nA2 
kʰa:ŋA2 
kʰɤnA2 
ka:nA2 
ka:ŋA2 
kɔnA2 
ha:nA2 
ha:ŋA2 
hunA2 
3 
‘night’ 
‘thatch grass’ 
‘shin’ 
*ɣ- *ɣ- 
xɔA2 
xa:A2 
xɛŋB2 
ho:A2 
ha:B2 
he:ŋB2 
vo:A2 
ja:A2 
- 
hɔA2 
haB2 
heŋB2 
 
The etyma in set 1 clearly go back to voiced velar stop *g-. This PT onset is 
reflected regularly as a stop in White Tai, Leiping, Debao, and Yay. Note that original 
voiced stops regularly yield aspirated stops in Leiping, cf. /pʰi:A2/ ‘fat’ from *bwi:A, 
and /tʰo:ŋC2/ ‘stomach’ from *dwu:ŋA. The etyma in set 2 show initial /k-/ and /kʰ-/ in 
SWT and CT languages, indicating that the original onset was a stop. However, the 
regular Yay reflex for this set is /h-/, indicating that that stop cannot be *g-. Therefore, 
I follow Ostapirat (2007) in positing PT *ɢ- for these items. Lastly, the etyma in set 3 
are reflected as /x-/ in White Tai and /h-/ in Leiping and Yay, indicating that Li was 
correct to list them under *ɣ-. Note that the Debao reflex of PT *ɣ- is determined by 
the following segment. It is reflected as /v-/ before labial sounds and as /j-/ elsewhere. 
Interestingly, the corresponding Sui forms for ‘thatch grass’ /ja:/ and ‘dike between 
fields’ /jan/ cited as examples of PT *ɣ- in Ostapirat (2007) also have sonorant onsets. 
The development of the voiced dorsal onsets in White Tai, Debao, and Yay is 
schematized in Figure 3-2. 
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PT White Tai PT Debao PT Yay 
*g- 
k- 
*g- 
k- 
*g-  k- 
*ɢ- *ɢ- *ɢ- 
h- 
*ɣ- x- *ɣ- v- *ɣ- 
  j-   
 
Figure 3-2 Development of dorsal onsets in White Thai, Debao, and Yay 
 
Although none of the attested daughter languages have distinctive uvular 
consonants, I have provided solid comparative evidence for a distinct series of uvular 
consonants in PT. For this place of articulation, at least three phonemes must be 
posited: the voiceless stop *q-, the voiceless fricative *χ-, and the voiced stop *ɢ-. 
Unlike its velar counterpart, the uvular place of articulation seems to be defective as it 
lacks sonorants altogether. Given that the acoustic structures of velar and uvular 
consonants are very similar (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 36-37), we can view the 
lack of uvular sonorants as neutralization of dorsal consonants. Refer to §3.6.1.5, 
§3.6.3.5, and §3.6.4.4 for reflexes of individual etyma in different languages. 
 
3.4 “Voicing alternation” revisited 
One of the major problems in the field of Comparative Tai is the so-called 
“voicing alternation,” which refers to an apparent discrepancy regarding the voicing of 
onsets in different dialects. This discrepancy is generally described as a disagreement 
between SWT and CT on one hand, and NT on the other.  For approximately 50 etyma 
found widely among Tai languages, tonal reflexes in SWT and CT points to earlier 
voiceless onsets while their NT counterparts indicate original voiced onsets (Gedney 
1989a). For illustration, some cases of voicing alternation are given in Table 3-4.  
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Table 3-4 Examples of voicing alternation 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai 
‘male’ 
‘to carry’ 
‘to ride’ 
‘ripe, cooked’ 
*pʰ- 
*tʰ- 
*kʰ- 
*s- 
pʰu:C1 
tʰɯ:A1 
kʰi:B1 
sukDS1 
pʰu:C1 
tʰɯ:A1 
kʰwi:B1 
ɬukDS1 
pu:C2 
tɯ:A2 
kɯjB2 
ɕukDS2 
 
The etymon ‘male’ is reflected in Siamese and Lungchow as /pʰ-/ with tone C1 
indicating earlier voiceless *pʰ- but reflected in Po-ai as /p-/ with tone C2 pointing to 
original voiced *b-. Similarly, ‘to carry’ and ‘to ride’ are reflected in the two non-NT 
dialects as /tʰ-/ and /kʰ-/ with tones in the first series, indicating *tʰ- and *kʰ- at an 
earlier stage. For these same two etyma, Po-ai shows /t-/ and /k-/ with tones belonging 
to the second series, which are regular reflexes of voiced *d- and *g-. As for ‘ripe, 
cooked’, the /s-/ and /ɬ-/ with tone DS1 in Siamese and Lungchow point to earlier *s-, 
but /ɕ-/ with tone DS2 in Po-ai indicates an original voiced initial17. These cases of 
etyma showing voicing alternation have remained a serious problem in the 
reconstruction of PT onsets. 
Li (1977: 36-39) suggests that the voicing alternation was perhaps a 
derivational morphological process. He points out that there are doublets in Siamese 
that seem to show both the voiced and voiceless reflex. He cites Siamese pairs like 
/camA1/ ‘to confine, retain’ vs. /cʰamA2/ ‘food susceptible of storage’, and /kʰiəwC1/ 
‘fang’ vs. / kʰiəwC2/ ‘to chew’. Gedney (1989a), however, argues convincingly that the 
so-called voicing alternation cannot be morphological in nature. First, no specific 
                                                 
17 NT points to *ɟ- rather than *z-. 
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morphological or syntactic function can be assocaited with these the alternating etyma. 
Second, it is rarely the case that a given modern language shows both the voiced and 
the voiceless variants. He also pointed out that it is rarely the case that both members 
of the pairs of Siamese words cited by Li are reconstructible at the PT level. In 
addition to Gedney’s arguments, it should also be pointed out that even when both 
members of the alleged pairs go back to PT, often the similarity between the 
reconstructed forms is not as great as the similarity between their corresponding 
Siamese forms. In such cases, it is doubtful I speculate that voicing alternationthat the 
two members of the alleged pairs actually go back to a single proto-form. For 
example, among Li’s Siamese doublets /kʰiəwC1/ ‘fang’ must be reconstructed with a 
uvular onset and a monophthong while /kʰiəwC2/ ‘to chew’ goes back to a velar onset 
and a diphthong: PT *χe:wC and *giəwC respectively. In cases such as these, there is 
no reason to posit a voicing alternation because the words were completely distinct at 
the PT level. Therefore, facts like these cast doubt on the claim that the observed 
pattern of voicing alternation has a morphological origin. 
In addition to Li (1977), a few proposals have been put forward. Ferlus (1990) 
posits sesquisyllabic forms to account for this voicing alternation, without providing 
any argument18. Gedney (1989a) in contrast, proposes that etyma showing the voicing 
alternation had a phonation type different from the four assumed in the conventional 
reconstruction. He speculates that this additional series might have been voiced and 
aspirated. Li (1989)’s later proposal closely resembles this position; the difference is 
largely notational. Lastly, Thurgood (2002a; 2007) proposes that forms showing the 
voicing alternation are post-PT borrowings, arguing that these etyma show internal 
                                                 
18 In the cited papers, he writes prenasalized stops as PT onsets of these voicing 
alternation items. However, he explains in a personal communication that the 
prenasalized stops are notational formulas for sesquisyllables of the type C.CVC or 
CN.CVC, where N represents any nasal. 
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irregularities and that many of them occur in other language families. Although a 
closer look at data from a wider range of Tai varieties seems to support Thurgood’s 
position, not all cases of voicing alternation can be explained away as loans. I 
conclude that voicing alternation items that cannot be treated as borrowings are native 
etyma that go back to PT sesquisyllables as Ferlus suggests. Examine the first set of 
data, given in Table 3-5. 
 
Table 3-5 Voicing alternation items that show additional irregularities 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai 
‘chopsticks’19 *tʰ-   tɯ:B2 
‘log’ *kʰ- kʰɔ:nA1  ku:nB2 
‘to rake’  *f- fɯəA1 pʰɯ:A1 fɯ:A1 
‘to cross the arms’ *kʰ-   ce:wB2 
‘pole’ *s- sawA1  ɬa:wA2 
‘boil, ulcer’  *f- fi:A1  pajA2 
‘to sharpen’ *f- fonA1 pʰɤnA1  
‘eggplant’  *kʰ- kʰɯəA1  kɯəA2 
‘cloth’ *pʰ- pʰa:C1  pɯ:B2 
‘person’  *pʰ- pʰu:C1 pu:C1 puC2 
‘late in the morning’ *s- sa:jA1 ɬa:jA1 kwa:jA2 
 
Among the etyma showing voicing alternation, many show other irregularities 
in addition to the initial consonants. Thurgood (2002a; 2007) shows convincingly that 
roughly a quarter of the etyma listed above should be eliminated. For example, 
‘chopsticks’ points to *u: in SWT and CT but *ɯ: in NT. This irregularity in the 
                                                 
19 This etymon is missing in Siamese and Lungchow. For SWT, see White Tai /tʰu:B1/. 
For CT, see Lungming /tʰowB1/. 
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vowel suggests that these modern forms for ‘chopsticks’ are later borrowings. The 
etymon ‘log’ cannot be reconstructed for PT because the modern forms do not agree in 
tone and show various other minor problems. This suggests that they might not be 
related at all. The etymon ‘eggplant’ is reflected with an /e:/ in Saek instead of the 
expected /uə/. The SWT and NT forms for ‘cloth’ also disagree with respect to tones 
suggesting that they may not be related. Another example is ‘late in the morning’, 
which shows irregularities in vowel length, and tone, as well as onsets. The NT form, 
which suggests earlier *gw-, may not be related at all. Refer to Thurgood (2007: 246-
248) for discussions of individual cases.  
Thurgood also points out that many etyma were borrowings from outside of 
Kra-Dai. Although the etymologies he proposed for many cases are not convincing20, 
it is clear that many of the voicing-alternation items are loans from other language 
families. The most important donor is of course Chinese. Table 3-6 presents etyma 
that have clear Chinese origins.  
 
                                                 
20 For example, he erroneously links the Tai etymon for ‘ear’ (*k.rwɯ: in SWT and 
CT) to Chinese 耳 ěr (MC ńźɨB < OC nəʔ) and Proto-Tibeto-Burman *g-na. Another 
example is the Tai etymon for ‘compartment’ (*suəmC in CT and SWT), which he 
connects to PAN *ɣumaq ‘house’. In this case, the Tai and Austronesian forms have 
very little in common. Their meanings also do not match well. 
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Table 3-6 Voicing alternation items that have clear Chinese origins21 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai MC 
‘bean’ *tʰ- tʰuəB1 tʰu:B1 tu:B2 荳 dəuC 
‘bowl’ *tʰ- tʰuəjC1 tʰu:jC1 tu:jC2 斗 təwB 
‘young male animal’ *tʰ- tʰɯkDS1 tɤkDS2 takDS2 特 dək 
‘chopsticks’22 *tʰ-     tɯ:B2 箸 ḍjwoC 
‘sugar’23 *tʰ-   tʰɤ:ŋA1   糖 daŋ 
‘pond’ *tʰ-   tʰumA1  tamA2 潭 dậm 
‘row’24 *tʰ- tʰɛwA1 te:wA2 te:wA2 條 diew 
‘to ride’ *kʰ- kʰi:B1 kʰwi:B1 kɯ:jB2 騎 gje 
‘eggplant’ *kʰ- kʰɯəA1   kɯ:A2 茄 gj 
‘to dig’25 *kʰ- kʰut D1 kutDS2 hutDS2 堀 kʰwət, or
掘 gjwət 
‘cooked, ripe’ *s- sukDS1 ɬukD1 sukD2 熟 źjuk 
‘ten’ 
‘enemy, war’26 
*s- 
*s- 
sipDS1 
sɯk DS1 
ɬipD1 sipD2 十 źjəp 
賊 dzək 
‘right (hand)’ *kʰw- kʰwa:A1 ɬa:A1 kwaA2 右 jəuB 
 
The etyma in the table above all clearly have Chinese origins. Most items 
follow the regular tonal correspondences for shared Sino-Tai vocabularies (see §6.2), 
but many show unexpected tonal categories. For example, modern Tai forms for ‘to 
                                                 
21 The etymologies given in this column are from Thurgood, unless otherwise indicated. 
22 For SWT, see White Tai, Black Tai, and Shan /tʰuB1/. For CT, see Leiping /tʰu:B1/, 
Lungming /tʰowB1/, Ningming /tʰaɰB1/, among others. 
23 The MC form is from Pulleyblank (1991). 
24 Author’s etymology 
25 Author’s etymology 
26 The etymology is my own. For CT, see Western Nung /sɤkDS1/, Ningming /sakDS2/, 
and Qinzhou /ɕakDS2/, etc. For NT, see Yay /sakDS2/, Wuming /ɕakDS2/, Yongbei 
/tsakDS2/, etc. The forms in Ningming, Qinzhou, Wuming, Yongbei, and other NT 
dialects, all means ‘to steal’. Also see no. 685 in Appendix B. 
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ride’ all point to *B, which usually corresponds to MC Departing tone (C). However, 
the MC form has the Level tone instead. Another case of tonal disagreement is ‘right’. 
Forms in Tai dialects all show *A, but the reconstructed MC form has the Departing 
tone. Note that the onset of this etymon is aberrant in CT varieties, i.e. /ɬa:A1/ instead 
of the expected /kʰwa:A1/. The CT forms may have been contaminated by *za:jC ‘left’, 
cf. Lungchow /ɬa:jC2/ (Gedney 1989a: 245). 
The form ‘to dig’ deserves special attention. It is very likely that the modern 
Tai forms have different etymological sources. Siamese as well as other SWT varieties 
go back to original voiceless onsets, pointing to堀 kū from MC kʰwət. In contrast, the 
Po-ai and other NT varieties, the etymological source for ‘to dig’ seems to be 掘 jué 
from MC gjwət. As for CT, some varieties side with SWT while others side with NT. 
For example, the Lungchow form /kutDS2/ points to an earlier voiced onset but 
Yanshan Nung /kʰutDS1/ indicates an earlier voiceless onset. One very important 
generalization regarding the etyma with clear Chinese etymologies is that their MC 
forms all have voiced onsets. In addition to the etyma found in Table 3-6, a number 
other forms may have also come from Chinese. Table 3-7 presents voicing alternation 
items with possible Chinese origins. 
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Table 3-7 Voicing alternation items with possible Chinese origins 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai MC 
‘person’ *pʰ- pʰu:C1 pu:C1 pu:C2 父  bjuB or  
夫 pju 
‘male’ *pʰ- pʰu:C1 pʰu:C1 pu:C2 夫 pju 
‘to come into contact’ *tʰ- tʰu:kDL1 tʰukDL1 tɯkDL2 觸 tśʰjwok 
‘to braid, harrow’ *f- fɯəA1 pʰɯ:A1 fɯ:A2 杷 ba(C) 
‘to carry, to hold’27 *tʰ- tʰɯ:A1 tʰɯ:A1 tɯA2 戴 tậiC 
‘hole, pit’ *kʰ kʰumA1 kʰumA1 kumA2 坎 kʰậmB 
 
The etymon ‘person’ may be related to Chinese 父 fù from MC bjuC (Thurgood 
2007: 251). According to Schuessler (2007: 243), 父 was used to mark respected 
persons engaging in certain activities, e.g. 農父  nóngfù ‘minister of agriculture’. 
Phonologically, this Chinese etymon is a good match for Tai ‘person’ but the meaning 
does not match very well. Another possibility is suggested by Qin (1992), who argues 
that this etymon comes from夫 fū, which functions as a suffix for men of various 
occupations, e.g. 農夫 nóngfū ‘farmer’. This etymology offers a better match in 
meaning but has the Level tone instead of the expected Rising tone. Similarly, the Tai 
etyma for ‘male’ most likely also goes back to 夫 fū but suffers the same sound 
correspondence problem as ‘person’. Tai ‘to hit, to touch’ may go back to Chinese觸 
chù but the onset is unexpected, though note that the reconstructed OC form has *tʰ-. 
The etymon for ‘to braid’ may go back to Chinese 杷 pá but both the onsets and 
vowels are unexpected. Lastly, the etyma ‘to carry, to hold’, and ‘hole, pit’ may come 
from Chinese 戴  dài, and 坎  kǎn respectively but both the onset and tone are 
problematic.  
                                                 
27 This is author’s etymology. Thurgood (2007) links this etymon to 帶 dài ‘belt, 
girdle’ (MC tâiC). 
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The distribution of these etyma also reveals their post-PT origin. Both Gedney 
(1989a) and Li (1977: 36-39) claim that that there is a correlation between the voicing 
alternation and the classification of Tai languages. In particular, reflexes in SWT and 
CT are thought to point to earlier voiceless onsets, while their NT counterparts 
indicate earlier voiced onsets. Luo (1996), however, shows that these generalizations 
do not always hold because there are many cases in which some non-NT dialects also 
show reflexes of earlier voiced onsets. Following Luo, I show in Table 3-8 that 
different etyma show different distribution patterns with regards to the original voicing 
of the onsets. 
 
Table 3-8 Distribution patterns regarding original voicing of some voicing-
alternation items 
 
 SWT CT NT 
 Siamese White 
Tai 
Debao Lungchow Po-ai Wuming 
‘to carry’ tʰɯ:A1 tɯ:A2  tʰɯ:A1 tɯ:A2 taɰA2 
‘to ride’ kʰi:B1 kʰwi:B1 kʰwɤjB1 kʰwi:B1 kɯ:jB2 kɯjB1 
‘bean’ tʰuəB1 tʰoB1 tʰuB1 tʰu:B1 tu:B2 tuB2 
‘thick, dense’ tʰi:B1 tʰiB1 tɤjB2 tʰi:B1 ti:B2 tojB2 
 
The reflexes of ‘to carry’ in White Tai as well as many other SWT dialects 
unexpectedly shows /t-A2/ pointing to an earlier voiced onset, agreeing with NT rather 
than other SWT/CT dialects. For ‘to ride’, the Wuming form has /k-B1/ indicating an 
earlier voiceless stop, disagreeing with other NT varieties. For ‘bean’, SWT/CT 
varieties have /tʰ-B1/ from earlier voiceless onsets while NT dialects show /t-B2/ 
indicating an earlier voiced consonant. This is the expected pattern. Lastly, the modern 
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form for ‘thick, dense’ in Debao has /t-B2/ indicating an earlier voiced stop, siding with 
NT rather than SWT/CT. This kind of overlapping distribution is a signature of 
diffusion, and demonstrates that many etyma showing voicing alternation should be 
considered post-PT borrowings that were propagated throughout the Tai-speaking area 
after PT broke up into different languages. 
It has become clear that many voicing alternation items are post-PT 
borrowings as argued by Thurgood (2002a; 2007). It is now possible to consider how 
the Chinese etyma come to be reflected as voiced in some dialects but as aspirated in 
others. Taking the etymon ‘bean’ as a model case, I speculate that these Chinese 
etyma were borrowed into Tai when Chinese still preserved *NC̥- clusters. Sagart 
(1999: 185-187) proposes OC *N-tho[k]-s for 荳 dòu < MC *dəuB. In this scenario, 
CT/SWT dialects simply dropped the *N- and borrowed this etymon as *tʰuəB1 while 
NT dialects changed the prenasalized stop into a plain stop, and borrowed this word as 
*duəB1. The borrowing may have happened after the OC period but definitely before 
the MC period because this *N-th- had become d- by the time of MC. If this scenario 
for ‘bean’ is correct, we can assume that other etyma in this set followed the same 
path. 
However, there are many cases of voicing alternation that cannot be treated as 
post-PT loans. Firstly, they do not show other irregularities beside the voicing 
alternation. Secondly, they are also found in other branches of Kra-Dai. These etyma 
thus may have been part of the PT lexicon. Table 3-9 shows etyma that have Proto-
Kam-Sui (Thurgood 1988), Proto-Hlai (Norquest 2007), or Proto-Kra (Ostapirat 2000) 
counterparts. 
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Table 3-9 Voicing alternation items that may have been part of PT their Kra-
Dai cognates 
 
 Siamese Po-ai Kam-Sui Hlai Kra 
‘bitter’ kʰomA1 hamC2 *kam1 *C.ɦɤ:m *kəmA 
‘excrement’ kʰi:A1 haiC2 *ke4 *ɦa:jʔ *kajC 
‘to arrive’ tʰɯŋA1 taŋA2 *taŋ1   
‘ear’ hu:A1 rɯəA2 *kʰra:1  *k.raA 
 
These four etyma seem to be good candidates for true Kra-Dai cognates. In 
Proto-Kam-Sui, they had voiceless stop onsets, except for *ke4 ‘excrement’. Similarly, 
the three Proto-Kra forms all had voiceless stops onsets. In contrast, the two Proto-
Hlai forms cited both show voiced fricatives.  This situation is in sharp contrast with 
those that can be shown to be Chinese loans, which had voiced onsets in MC. 
Therefore, it is unclear whether the voiceless reflexes in Siamese and other non-NT 
languages, or the voiced reflexes in Po-ai and the rest of NT preserved the original 
voicing. In fact, it is possible that the original onsets were complex and consisted of 
both a voiced and a voiceless consonant. Similar to Ferlus (1990), I tentatively posit 
sesquisyllabic clusters of the type *C̬.C̥- for voicing alternation items that cannot be 
explained as borrowings. In this scenario, ‘bitter’, ‘excrement’, and ‘to arrive’ should 
be reconstructed at the PT level as *C̬.qɤmA, *C̬.qɯjC and *C̬.tɤŋA respectively (see 
§4.4.3). One exception is ‘ear’, for which I reconstruct *k.rwɯ:A and speculate that 
the *k.- was a prefix that was lost early on in NT but preserved in CT and SWT. Note 
that ‘to arrive’ might ultimately be related to PAN *datəŋ ‘to arrive’.  
In this section, I have shown that the so-called voicing alternation is not a 
unified phenomenon. On the contrary, it consists of two distinct sets of data. The first 
set consists of those that are post-PT borrowings and must not be reconstructed for PT. 
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Not surprisingly, most of the etyma came from Chinese. The second set consists of 
etyma that cannot be explained away as loans and may have been part of the PT 
lexicon. I tentatively account for these cases by positing sesquisyllabic clusters as 
onsets of these etyma.   
 
3.5 Lack of aspiration in PT 
Aspiration has long been viewed as contrastive in PT (Haudricourt 1948; Li 
1977; Nishida 1954, 1975a). In this conventional view, SWT and CT languages 
preserve the aspiration intact while their NT relatives lost it altogether. At first glance, 
this view of the PT consonant system seems to account for the dialectal diversity 
straightforwardly. However, Haudricourt (1963b: 157) and Ferlus (1990)28 believe that 
aspiration secondarily developed in SWT and CT varieties out of original consonant 
clusters. A close examination of the data reveals that viewing contrastive aspiration as 
a characteristic of Proto-Tai is problematic. 
The first problem is that loss of aspiration is not a common sound change. 
Recognizing that cases of de-aspiration are extremely rare, Ferlus (1990) argues that 
loss of aspiration is particularly implausible in Northern Tai languages, which have 
been heavily influenced by Chinese, where aspiration is very robust. The second 
problem is that the evidence for Li’s simple aspirated stops *pʰ-, *tʰ-, *cʰ-, and *kʰ- is 
not as robust as it appears to be. Many of the etyma listed under these onsets show the 
so-called voicing alternation, and must be considered either later loans or reflexes of 
complex onsets (see §3.4). Moreover, etyma on Li’s lists that invariably have aspirated 
onsets are attested by only a few examples, most of which are questionable or irregular 
(Gedney 1989a). Comparison with Kam-Sui also further casts doubt on the view that 
                                                 
28 In a personal communication, Ferlus explains that aspiration in his reconstruction of 
PT is not contrastive but serves as a “junction” between the stop and the medial *-r-, 
i.e. *pʰr- is in fact *pr-.  
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PT aspirated consonants were contrastive. Li (1965: 55) noted that etyma with 
aspirated onsets in Kam-Sui do not often agree with the Tai aspirated onsets. More 
radically, Thurgood (1988) claims that aspiration in Kam-Sui and other branches is not 
an inherited trait from Proto-Kra-Dai. Similarly, Liang and Zhang (1993; 1996) claim 
that aspiration developed independently in different Tai varieties from various 
complex onsets, e.g. *pr-, *tl-, *tr-, *tr-, *pw-, *xp-, *xpl-, and *xt-. 
In this section, I argue that PT lacked contrastive aspiration and that aspirated 
stops found widely among modern Tai languages are post-PT innovations. 
Specifically, I first show that etyma conventionally reconstructed with simple 
aspirated onsets that do not go back to original clusters were not part of the PT 
lexicon. I then propose that aspiration in CT and SWT developed mainly from 
aspiration of clusters with medial *-r-. 
 
3.5.1 Li’s simple aspirates as post-PT innovations 
Although Li (1977) lists a number of items under simple aspirated stops *pʰ-, 
*tʰ-, *cʰ-, and *kʰ-, reconstructing contrastive aspiration for PT is in fact very 
problematic.  As discussed earlier, the majority of these etyma show voicing 
alternation and therefore clearly do not go back to PT simple aspirates. Moreover, a 
number of etyma that Li reconstructed with *kʰ- should in fact be reconstructed with 
uvular onsets (see §3.3). In this subsection, I show that most of the remaining items 
must be viewed as post-PT lexical innovations, either borrowings or forms derived 
after the establishment of the contrastive aspiration. These etyma can be divided into 
two groups—those that are found only in SWT and CT and those that are found in all 
the three groups. Table 3-10 lists etyma with aspirated onsets that are not found in NT.  
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Table 3-10 Forms with Li’s simple aspirated onsets not found in NT 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai 
‘carpenter's square’ *cʰ- cʰa:kDL1   
‘sing’ *kʰ-  kʰapDS1   
‘cloudy, dark’ *kʰ-   kʰamA1  
‘turban’ *kʰ-  kʰɯnA1  
‘to dry on fire’ *kʰ- kʰa:ŋA1 kʰa:ŋB1  
‘frog’ *kʰ- kʰiətDL1 kʰi:tDL1  
‘to coil’ *kʰ- *kʰotDS1   
‘mother's younger 
brother’ 
*kʰ-   kʰu:C1  
‘spicy hot’ *pʰ- pʰetDS1 pʰitDS1  
‘not exact, wrong’ *pʰ- pʰitDS1   
‘to sweep’29 *pʰ-  pʰɛ:wC1   
‘to knit’30 *tʰ- tʰakDS1   
 
The etymon ‘carpenter’s square’ is most likely a Siamese innovation. It is 
found only in Siamese and Lao. The Dioi form cited by Li (1977: 167) is probably not 
related. It may be related to Chinese 尺 chǐ (< MC tśʰjäk) ‘foot measure’. The forms 
‘to sing’, ‘turban’, and ‘to coil’ are reflected with /x-/ in White Thai, pointing to either 
earlier *x-, *q-, or *χ-, rather than *kʰ-. The /h-/ in the Saek reflex for ‘to sing’ also 
supports this interpretation. As for ‘turban’ and ‘mother’s younger brother’, it is 
difficult to identify their original onsets because they are found exclusively in CT 
dialects, which have all lost the distinction. However, these etyma are ultimately from 
                                                 
29 For Po-ai, Li (Li 1977: 64) gives /pewC1/ ‘to move residence’. In addition to the 
semantic problem, the short vowel is also unexpected. Therefore, this form is not 
related. 
30For NT, Li (Li 1977: 102-103) cites  Po-ai /takDS1/ ‘knot’, which may not be related. 
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Chinese巾 jīn (< MC kjen) and 舅 jiù (< MC gjəuB) respectively. Note that ‘turban’ is 
mostly likely borrowed via Vietnamese, cf. xăn. The entry ‘to dry on fire’, found only 
in CT and SWT only, shows irregularity with respect to the tone. While the Siamese 
form goes back to *A, the Lungchow form indicates *B. The NT forms for ‘frog’ go 
back to PT *krwe: but are not related to their CT/SWT counterparts. The form ‘to 
knit’ might not be found outside of Siamese. Manamaivibool (1975: 346) links this 
word to Chinese 織 zhī (< MC tśjək) ‘to weave’. The forms for ‘spicy hot’ are found 
only in SWT and CT, assuming that the Saek forms for these etyma are loans from 
Lao or Thai. Similarly, ‘not exact’ is exclusively a SWT word. While ‘spicy hot’ 
might have been borrowed from an Austronesian source, cf. Malay /pahit/ ‘bitter’, the 
etymology of ‘not exact’ is unclear. 
The crucial point is that the etyma in this set only occur in CT and SWT, never 
in NT. Many of them point to initials other than *kʰ-, i.e. *x-, *q-, or *χ-. Although it 
is not possible to explain the etymological sources of every etymon, the words in this 
set cannot be regarded as cases of retention from PT on the part of CT and SWT. This 
is because they are the only instances of Li’s simple aspirates. If these particular forms 
were retentions, we also would expect to see in NT a sizeable number of other etyma 
shared with either CT or SWT that fit this correspondence pattern. Since no such item 
is found, these etyma must be considered post-PT vocabulary that were innovated after 
CT and SWT dialects had developed contrastive aspiration through independent 
processes (see §3.3 and §3.5). Unlike the set of data just discussed, the second set, 
given in Table 3-11 consists of etyma reconstructed with simple aspirated stops by Li 
that are shared by SWT, CT, and NT. 
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Table 3-11 Forms with Li’s simple aspirated onsets that are found in all the 
three groups 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Po-ai MC 
‘to split’ *pʰ- pʰa:B1 pʰa:B1 paB1 破 pʰwâC 
‘to roll, to twist’ *pʰ- pʰanA1 pʰanA1 panA1 翻 pʰjwɐn
‘clf. for boards, flat 
objects, etc.’ 
*pʰ- pʰɛnB1 pʰe:nB1 pe:nB1 片 pʰienC 
‘charcoal’ *tʰ- tʰa:nB1 tʰa:nB1 ta:nB1 炭 tʰânC 
‘to pull out’ *tʰ- tʰɔ:nA1  tʰo:nB1  
‘to retreat’ *tʰ- tʰɔ:jA1 tʰo:jB1 tʰo:jB1 退 tʰwậiC 
‘to remove’ *tʰ- tʰɔ:tDL1 tʰutDS1 to:tDL1 脫 tʰwât 
‘granary’ *cʰ- cʰa:ŋA1 ɕa:ŋA1 ɕa:ŋA1 倉 tsʰâŋ 
‘to tear’31 *cʰ- cʰi:kDL1 ɕi:kDL1 ɬi:kDL1  拆 ṭʰɐk 
‘to lie athwart, broad’32 *kʰw- kʰwa:ŋA1 kʰwa:ŋB1 kwa:ŋB1 橫 ɣwaɨjŋ
 
Although the etyma in Table 3-11 are found in all three groups and are 
reflected with the expected onsets, they cannot be reconstructed at the PT level. First 
of all, a few of them show unexpected vowels or tones. For ‘to pull out’, the tones in 
Siamese and Po-ai do not agree. Similarly for ‘to retreat’ and ‘to lie athwart, broad’, 
Siamese points to *A while Lungchow and Po-ai indicate *B. As for ‘to remove’, the 
Lungchow form has short /u/ instead of the expected long /o:/. More crucially, it 
cannot be coincidental that all but one has clear Chinese etymologies. This strongly 
argues for treating these etyma as post-PT borrowings. In other words, they were not 
part of PT but were borrowed from Chinese separately after the break-up of PT into 
                                                 
31 This etymology is my own. Pulleyblank reconstruct tʰrɛ:jk. 
32 This etymon is not listed in Li (1977) but follows the same pattern. 
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different branches. In CT and SWT, the borrowing must have occurred after 
contrastive aspiration had emerged (see §3.5.2 below). This allows these Chinese 
loans to maintain their aspiration when incorporated into the recipient Tai dialects. On 
the other hand, NT dialects, which never acquired contrastive aspiration, lost the 
Chinese aspiration in the process of loanword adaptation. 
 
3.5.2 Aspiration of original PT clusters 
Having established in the previous section that Li’s simple aspirated onsets in 
fact cannot be reconstructed for PT, we must then expect clusters with aspirated stops 
found in modern Tai languages to have developed secondarily. In the conventional 
reconstruction of PT onsets (Haudricourt 1948; Li 1977; Sarawit 1973), the aspirated 
stops can be combined with medial *-r-, *-l-, and *-w- to form complex onsets. In 
contrast to simple aspirated onsets discussed above, evidence for clusters consisting of 
an aspirated consonant followed by a medial *-r- are very robust. This is suspicious 
because clusters should consist of simple consonants that exist independently in the 
language. This indicates that Li’s clusters with aspirated stops plus medial *-r- must in 
fact be reconstructed differently. Similarly, Ferlus (1990) does not reconstruct simple 
aspirates but posits clusters of type aspirated stops plus *-r-. However, he explains in a 
personal communication that he considers the aspiration in those clusters to be a 
“junction sound”. 
In this section, I argue that native Tai etyma that are reflected with aspirated 
onsets in CT and SWT languages must have had medial *-r- at an earlier stage. The 
sets of data in Table 3-12 illustrate this process. It is this medial *-r- that caused PT 
plain voiceless stops to become aspirated. From the point of view of this proposal, 
Ferlus’s system represents an intermediate stage when the aspiration induced by the 
medial *-r- is still sub-phonemic.  
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Table 3-12 PT clusters with medial */-r-/ 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Debao Po-ai Saek PT 
‘vegetable’ *pʰr- pʰakDS1 pʰjakDS1 pjakDS1 pʰrakDS1  *pr- 
‘forehead’ *pʰr- pʰa:kDL1 pʰja:kDL1 pja:kDL1 pʰra:kDL1 *pr- 
‘head hair’ *pʰr- pʰomA pʰjamA pjɔmA pʰram A *pr- 
‘headlouse’ *tʰr- hawA tʰawA lawA  rawA  *tr- 
‘tail’ *tʰr- ha:ŋA tʰa:ŋA lɯ:ŋA ruəŋA *tr- 
‘stone’ *tʰr- hinA tʰɤnA  lamA   *tr- 
‘plough’ *tʰl- tʰajA tʰajA sajA tʰajA *cr- 
‘to wait’ *tʰl- tʰa:C tʰa:C sa:C tʰa:C *cr- 
‘to seek’ *xr- ha:A kʰja: la:A ra:A *kr- 
‘six’ *xr- hokDS1 kʰjokDS1 lɔkDS1 rɔkDS1 *kr- 
‘to laugh’ *xr- huəA kʰu:A li:wA ruəwA *kr- 
 
In the table above, Siamese represents SWT, Debao represents CT, and Po-ai 
and Saek represent NT. The first set of etyma must go back to PT *pr- rather than 
*pʰl/r- as reconstructed by Li. The medial *-r- had an effect on the preceding *p- such 
that it became aspirated in Siamese, Debao, and Saek. This process of aspiration 
apparently did not occur in Po-ai. For the second set, the PT cluster *tr-, which 
correspond to *tʰr- in Li’s system became aspirated in Debao before the loss of *-r-. In 
Siamese and Saek, the *tr- may have first also became aspirated to *tʰr- and then 
developed into a voiceless *ʰr-. In contrast, it is clear that in Po-ai the *tr- did not 
aspirate but became simplified directly to *ʰr-, which is now reflected as /l-/. In other 
words, the initial *t- was lost but the voicelessness is preserved on the medial *-r-. 
This is because, as evidenced in the case of PT *pr-, Po-ai did not participate in the 
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aspiration process. Skipping to the fourth set, for which Li reconstructs *xr-, we see a 
very similar situation. In all languages shown except for Debao the velar onset in the 
cluster *kr- was lost, resulting in a voiceless sonorant *ʰr-. Lastly, the third set 
presents cases of PT *cr- for Li’s *tʰl-. The cluster simply lost the medial *-r- in Po-ai 
but became *cʰr- through the aspiration process in Siamese, Debao, and Saek. This 
palatal cluster later became *tʰr-, and then *tʰ-.  
Another source of aspiration in CT dialects is sesquisyllabic clusters that at 
some stage simplified to tautosyllabic cluster with medial *-r- (see Chapter 4). In Li’s 
system, most of these clusters are reconstructed as plain stops plus medial liquids; 
however this reconstruction cannot account for the observed data. For example, Li’s 
*tr- cannot account for the labiality of the Saek forms, which should in fact be 
reconstructed with a labial consonant. Following Haudricourt (1956), and Ferlus 
(1990), I reconstruct this PT complex onset as *p.t-, cf. Lakkja *plejA1 ‘to die’ and 
PAN *matáy ‘to die’. In Debao, this *p.t- must have first become *tr- due to 
monosyllabicizing pressure and assimilation of the initial stop to *-r-, merging with 
original *tr-. In Saek, *p.t- became *pr- rather than *tr- but was kept apart from 
original PT *pr- which had already gone through the process of aspiration. Table 3-13 
gives examples of sesquisyllabic clusters that are reflected as aspirated clusters in 
modern languages.  
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Table 3-13 Examples of PT sesquisyllabic clusters that are reflected with 
aspiration 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Debao Po-ai Saek PT 
‘to die’ *tr- ta:jA tʰa:jA ta:jA pra:jA  *p.t- 
‘eye’ *tr- ta:A tʰa:A ta:A pra:A  *p.t- 
‘grasshopper’ *tr- takDS2 -t tʰakDS1 takDS1  *p.t- 
‘centipede’ *kʰr- kʰepDS1  ɬipDS1 tʰripDS1 *q.s- 
‘to imprison’ *kʰl-A kʰaŋA1 kʰjaŋA1 caŋA1 tʰraŋA1 *k.r- 
‘to drive away’ *kʰl-A kʰapA1  capA1  *k.r- 
 
Similar to the case of *p.t-, PT *q.s- in ‘centipede’ became *q.r- merging with 
original *q.r-, which is now reflected as /kʰ-/ in Siamese and /kʰj-/ in Debao. In Po-ai, 
*q.s- simplified to *s-, which is now reflected as /ɬ-/. In addition, some sesquisyllabic 
clusters that had *.r- as onset of the major syllable were reduced to tautosyllabic 
clusters with medial *-r- as illustrated by the case of ‘to imprison’ and ‘to drive away’ 
above.  In these cases, the PT sesquisyllabic cluster *k.r- was reduced to a 
tautosyllabic cluster *kr- before becoming *kʰr-. This intermediate cluster is now 
reflected as /kʰ-/ in Siamese, /kʰj-/ in Debao, /c-/ in Po-ai, and /tʰr-/ in Saek33. For 
more discussion on reduction of sesquisyllabic clusters, refer to §4.5. 
Further evidence for this proposal comes from Kam-Sui languages. Etyma that 
are reconstructed with *-r- clearly correspond to unaspirated clusters in Thurgood 
(1988)’s preliminary reconstruction of Proto-Kam-Sui. For example, PT *prɤmA ‘head 
hair’, *pra: ‘stone mountain’, *cra:C ‘to wait’, and *krɯəw ‘to laugh’ correspond to 
*pram1, *pra1, *kra3, and *kru1 in Proto-Kam-Sui respectively. These Kam-Sui forms 
                                                 
33 Saek changed *kʰr- to /tʰr-/ regularly.  
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strongly support the view that the aspiration in clusters with medial *-r- developed 
secondarily in the CT and SWT of daughters of PT. The lack of aspiration in the NT 
reflexes of these etyma is therefore an inherited trait from Proto-Kra-Dai. 
Aspiration induced by medial -r- is a not an unusual sound change. Many cases 
have been reported, especially in SEA. In Tai Yuan34, the SWT dialect of Thailand, 
clusters consisting of an unaspirated stop followed by a medial *-r- 35  are now 
pronounced as aspirated stops, e.g. /pʰe:tDL1/ from earlier *pre:tDL (< Sanskrit preta-) 
‘hungry ghost, /kʰiŋB1/ ‘to be suspicious’ from *kriŋB, /kʰa:pDL1/ ‘to pay respect’ from 
*kra:pDL, and /pʰɛ:A1/ ‘to vary’ from *prɛ:A. These words are still pronounced as 
/pre:tDL1/, /kriŋB1/, /kra:pDL1/, and /prɛ:A1/ in Siamese. Moreover, the first three etyma 
are spelled as pre:t, kriŋ, and kra:p in Tai Yuan palm-leaf manuscripts respectively. 
Another example of aspiration induced by medial *-r- is from Khmer. In the colloquial 
Phnom Penh dialect, initial stops /p-, t-, k-/ when followed by /-r-/ are pronounced as 
[pʰ-, tʰ-, kʰ-], e.g. /pram/ ‘five’ pronounced as [pʰeam], and /prap/ ‘to tell’ as [pʰeap] 
(Guion & Wayland 2004; Wayland & Guion 2005). In other words, the /-r-/ aspirated 
the initial stops before dropping off, causing a change in the vowel quality. 
Phonetically, aspiration of *-r- clusters is a very plausible sound change. 
Wayland and Guion (Guion & Wayland 2004; Wayland & Guion 2005) propose with 
respect to the Khmer case just discussed that aspiration in Cr- clusters helps facilitate 
the production of the medial /-r-/. From an acoustic point of view, a period of 
aspiration develops between the stop and the medial /-r-/ because the glottis remains 
open throughout the production of the cluster. Moreover, from an aerodymamic point 
of view, the aspiration increases the airflow needed in the production of the medial /-r-/. 
Specifically, spread glottis, which is associated with aspiration, allows for relatively 
                                                 
34 The modern Tai Yuan forms are taken from Wichiankhiaw et al (1996). 
35 These clusters are found in loanwords only. Original PT clusters of this type had 
gone through several changes by the time of PSWT. 
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strong and high volume of airflow needed to initiate the trill. Therefore, the aspiration 
of original Cr- clusters found in CT and SWT dialects is a natural sound change. 
The view that PT had no distinctive series of aspirated onsets has a few 
structural advantages over the conventional view that four contrastive phonation types 
existed at the PT level. Firstly, it explains curious gaps in the PSWT stop system I 
have discussed elsewhere that would otherwise be unexplained (Pittayaporn 2008b; to 
appear-b). Despite the rich PSWT consonant inventory, only labial and velar stops can 
be combined with medial *-l- and *-r- as illustrated in Table 3-14. The unaspirated 
stops were combined only with medial *-l- and never with *-r-. In contrast, aspirated 
stops only took medial *-r-, as the only aspirated cluster in PSWT is *kʰr-. 
 
Table 3-14 Clusters consisting of a stop plus a liquid in PSWT 
 
 labial velar 
*Cʰ- 
*-r- 
 *kʰr- 
*C-   
*C̬- *br- *gr- 
*Cʰ- 
*-l- 
  
*C- *pl- *kl- 
*C̬- *bl- *gl- 
 
In the proposed reconstruction, these gaps are accounted for straightforwardly 
as consequences of the aspiration of PT *pr-, and *kr-. Specifically, these two clusters 
aspirated and became *pʰr-, and *kʰr-, each leaving a gap behind. These intermediate 
clusters then simplified to *pʰ- and *ʰr- in PSWT respectively. The gap in the velar 
series left behind by the simplification of *kʰr- was filled by orginal *qr-, *k.r-, and 
*q.s all of which became *kʰr- in PSWT (see Chapter 4).  Similarly, the fact that 
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aspirated clusters with medial *-l- did not exist in PSWT is accounted for very nicely 
as in this proposal PT *-l- did not aspirate its preceding stops. Note that, on this view, 
the PSWT simple aspirated series came from different sources, including PT *cr-, PT 
*qr-, and later Chinese loans, etc. This scenario is schematized in Table 3-15. 
 
Table 3-15 Schematization of the development of PSWT stop system from PT 
 
  labial velar  
*C- 
 
pʰ-  *kʰ- loanwords, voicing alternation 
*Cʰ- *p- *k- loanwords 
*C̬- *b- *g-  
*C- 
-l- 
*pl- *kl-  
*Cʰ-    
*C̬- *bl- *gl-  
*C- 
-r- 
(PT *pr-) *kʰr- (PT *kr-) 
PT *qr-, *q.r-, 
*ks- 
*Cʰ-   PSWT *ʰr- 
*C̬- *br- *gr-  
     
 
The second advantage of the reconstruction proposed above is that the PT 
palatal series is no longer defective when compared to other places of articulation. 
Each of the five places of articulation in PT had a plain voiceless stop, and a voiced 
stop, except for the labial and alveolar series which also had an implosive. All these 
PT stops can be combined with either an *-l- or an *-r-. In this system, the fact that 
*cʰ- is not reconstructible for PSWT is then explained as a result of the change from 
PT *cr- to *tʰ- instead of *cʰ-. This change can be understood as a ban against palatal 
clusters, which are phonologically marked. 
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Another appeal of the proposed PT reconstruction is that it offers an 
explanation for why some Chinese loanwords with aspirated initials unequivocally go 
back to earlier unaspirated stops in Tai. Among the Sino-Siamese vocabulary 
identified by Manomaivibool (1975) a few etyma have aspirated initials in Chinese but 
unaspirated initials in Siamese as shown in Table 3-16. 
 
Table 3-16 Forms showing aspirated initials in Chinese but unaspirated in Tai. 
 
Gloss Siamese Lungchow Po-ai MC OC 
‘seven’ cetD1 citD1 ɕɛtD1 tsʰjət 七 *tshit 
‘lung’ pɔ:tD1 pɯtD1 pɯtD1 pʰjwɐiC 肺 *phots 
‘duck’  pet D1  pɯtD1 pɯtD1  pʰjiet 鴄 *phit 
 
Manomaivibool (1975: 124) notes that such alternations in the 
correspondences between Chinese and Thai forms occur frequently and hints that it 
may possibly indicate a morphological process yet to be identified. In contrast, the 
reconstruction proposed here explains this phenomenon quite nicely by treating these 
etyma as early loans into PT before aspiration was developed. Because PT did not 
have aspirated stops, Chinese words with aspirated stops must have gone through a 
process of loanword adaptation whereby the initials were converted into the most 
similar unaspirated stop. The implication is then that all Chinese borrowings in Tai 
languages that show aspiration were incorporated after the break-up of PT. 
In sum, we can see that all of Li’s clusters with aspiration must be given an 
alternative set of reconstructions. For example, *pʰr- and *tʰr- must be replaced by 
*pr- and *tr- while *tʰl- must be rewritten as *cr-. Li’s clusters that consist of a plain 
stop followed by medial *-r- must be reconstructed as sesquisyllabic onsets. For 
instance, Li’s *tr- corresponds to *p.t- in the current system while some of the etyma 
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with *kr- must in fact be reconstructed with *q.s-. Some clusters with fricatives must 
also be replaced by complex onsets with plain stops followed by *-r-. For example, 
Li’s *xr- is reconstructed as *kr- in the system proposed here. 
 
3.6 Reconstructions of PT simple initials 
Etyma from Siamese (SI), Lungchow (LC), and Yay (Y), are provided in each 
section to represent the three clusters of the modern varieties. Remember that this is 
not to say that they represent three genealogical subgroups of Tai (See §1.4.2.3).  
 
3.6.1 Voiceless stops 
There were altogether five voiceless stops that could function as onsets in PT: 
*p-, *t-, *c-, *k-, and *q-. Except for the palatal *c- and the uvular *q-, these PT stops 
are kept intact in all modern varieties. The glottal stop is *ʔ- is grouped with the 
glottalized/implosive consonants because it always pattern with them with respect to 
tonal splits and mergers. The etyma that go back to these PT voiceless stops all have 
tones in the first series. 
 
3.6.1.1 *p- 
PT voiceless labial stops are preserved as /p-/ without change in all attested 
modern Tai varieties. Etyma that go back to this PT initial show tones in the first 
series, which indicate that this PT phoneme was voiceless. PT *p- in the current 
reconstruction corresponds to Li’s *p- (1977: 61-63). Examples of PT etyma with *p- 
are given in Table 3-17. 
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Table 3-17 Etyma with PT *p- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘parent’s older sister’ *pa:C pa:C1 pa:C1 pa:C1  
‘mouth’ *pa:kD pa:kDL1 pa:kDL1 pa:kDL1  
‘year’ *pi:A pi:A1 pi:A1 pi:A1  
‘eight’ *pe:tD pɛ:tDL1 pe:tDL1 petDL1  
‘to peel’ *po:kD pɔ:kDL1 po:kDL1 pokDL1  
 
3.6.1.2 *t- 
PT voiceless alveolar stops are reflected as /t-/ in all attested modern Tai 
varieties. Etyma that go back to this PT initial show tones in the first series, which 
indicate that this PT phoneme was voiceless. It is also reconstructed as *t- in Li (1977: 
97-102). Examples of PT etyma with *t- are given in Table 3-18. 
 
Table 3-18 Etyma with PT *t- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to scoop’ *takD takDS1 takDS1 takDS1  
‘low’ *tamB tamB1 tamB1 tamB1  
‘door’ *tu:A tu:A1 tu:A1 tuA1  
‘to drop’ *tokD tokDS1 tukDS1 tokDS1  
‘to nibble’ *to:tD tɔ:tDL1 to:tDL1 totDL1  
 
3.6.1.3 *c- 
The reflexes of the PT voiceless palatal stop in modern varieties differ 
considerably. In most SWT and CT dialects and Saek, it is preserved as a palatal stop 
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/c-/, which is usually phonetically affricated [tɕ-]. Some examples of dialects that have 
this conservative reflex are Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, Aiton, Lungchow, Lungming, 
Western Nung, etc. In many dialects, however, it has become a true affricate /ts-/. 
Some modern dialects that show this reflex include Tai Ya, Debao, Shangsi, 
Chongzuo, Qinzhou, Fusui, Wenma, Liujiang, Rong’an, etc. Many Shan dialects as 
well as many NT varieties have gone one step further and turn the affricate into a 
fricative, either /s-/ or /ɕ-/. Southern Shan, Tai Mao, Po-ai, Yay, Longsheng, and 
Hechi are examples of varieties that show /s-/, while Wuming, Tiandong, Lingyue, 
and Du’an represent dialects that show /ɕ-/. Li (1977: 164-167) reconstructs an 
affricate *tɕ-36 (see §3.2). Examples of PT etyma with *c- are given in Table 3-19. 
 
Table 3-19 Etyma with PT *c- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘breath, heart’ *caɰA cajA1 caɰA1 sɯA1  
‘to kiss’ *cupD cu:pDL1 cupDS1  Rong’an /tsupDS1/ 
‘to sink’ *cɤmA comA1  sam Rong’an /tsamA1/ 
‘insipid’ *cɯ:tD cɯ:tDL1   Rong’an /tsitDS1/ 
‘seven’ *cetD cetDS1 citDS1 satDS1 Rong’an /tsatDS1/ 
 
3.6.1.4 *k- 
PT voiceless velar stops are reflected as /k-/ in all attested modern Tai 
varieties. Etyma that go back to this PT initial show tones in the first series, which 
indicate that this PT phoneme was voiceless. It is also reconstructed as *k- in Li 
(1977: 186-192). Examples of PT etyma with *k- are given in Table 3-20. 
                                                 
36 *č- in Li’s notation 
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Table 3-20 Etyma with PT *k- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘crow’ *ka:A ka:A1 ka:A1  Wuming /ka:A1/ 
‘to take a bite’ *katD katDS1 katDS1 katDS1  
‘old (for living being)’ *ke:B kɛ:B1 ke:B1 ceB1  
‘frog’ *kɤpD kopDS1 kupDS1 kapDS1  
‘to hug’ *ko:tD kɔ:tDL2 ko:tDL2 kotDL2  
 
For ‘crow’, Yay and most other NT dialects has /ʔaA1/. This form is probably 
not related to PT *ka:A, but most likely a case of onomatopoeia. Yay regularly 
palatalized velar consonants preceding front vowels37, thus showing /ceB1/ for ‘old (for 
people)’. 
 
3.6.1.5 *q- 
The PT voiceless uvular stop is reflected either as /kʰ-/, /x-/, /h-/, or /k-/ in 
different varieties.  In CT, it is generally reflected as /kʰ-/ as in Lungchow, Lungming, 
Debao, Chongzuo, Daxin, etc. In a few CT dialects including Shangsi, Yongnan, 
Fusui, Qinzhou, and Long’an, as well as all NT dialects, i.e. Yay, Wuming, Bouyei, 
Longsheng, etc., however, this PT onset merged with *k- to give modern /k-/. Note 
that *q- merged into *k- in Yay and became palatalized in front of front vowels. PT 
*q- remains *q- in PSWT but later became affricated to *χ- (Pittayaporn 2008b; to 
appear-b).  This *χ- is now reflected as /kʰ-/ in Siamese, Lao, and Black Tai, and /x-/ 
in some Shan dialects such as Dehong. Only in a handful of SWT dialects is *q- kept 
                                                 
37 PT uvular consonants merged with the velar consonants in time to participate in this 
change (see §3.6.1.5). 
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distinct from *kʰ-, which is the PSWT reflex of PT *C̬.k- and *C̬.q-. For example, in 
White Tai, PSWT *q- is reflected as /x-/ and PSWT *kʰ- as /kʰ-/.  In contrast, the 
Kapong dialect of Phu Thai shows /h-/ for *q- but /kʰ-/ for PSWT *kʰ- (< PT *C̬.k- 
and *C̬.q-). Refer to §3.3 and §3.4 for discussion. Table 3-21 presents examples of 
etyma reconstructed with PT *q-. Etyma with PT *q- are reconstructed with *kʰ- or 
*x- in Li (1977: 192-197, 208-214). 
 
Table 3-21 Etyma with PT *q- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to kill’ *qa:C kʰa:C1 kʰa:C1 ka:C1 Kapong /ha:/ 
‘torn’ *qa:tD kʰa:tDL1 kʰa:tDL1 ka:tDL1 Kapong /ha:tDL1/ 
‘horn’ *qawA kʰawA1  kawA1 Kapong /hawA1/ 
‘needle’ *qemA kʰemA1 kʰimA1 cimA1  
‘arm’ *qe:nA kʰɛ:nA1 kʰe:nA1 cenA1 Kapong /hɛ:nA1/ 
 
3.6.2 Implosive/glottalized 
Two implosive stops are posited for PT—*ɓ-, and *ɗ-. These phonemes are 
interesting in terms of tonal development. They usually pattern with voiceless onsets 
in tonal splits but there are plenty of cases where they pattern with voiced onsets, 
especially for tone *A (see §6.2 and §6.4). In addition to these two implosives, two 
glottalized consonants *ʔ- and *ˀj- are reconstructed. These two consonants always 
pattern with the implosives with respect to tonal splits and mergers. Phonologically, 
the glottalized palatal glide *ˀj- can be considered a palatal counterpart of the 
implosives.  
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3.6.2.1 *ɓ- 
The PT labial implosive *ɓ- remains an implosive or preglottalized stop in 
many dialects, such as Debao and Wuming. In most dialects, it is simplified to plain 
voiced /b-/. These dialects include Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, White Tai, Lungchow, 
Leiping, Saek, Yay, Qiubei, Huanjiang, Bouyei, etc. Some dialects have turned this 
sound into a sonorant. For example, Southern Shan, Lungming, Yongnan, Fusui, 
Yongbei, and Long’an all reflect PT *ɓ- as /m-/. Similarly, Longsheng’s reflex of PT 
*ɓ- is /w-/. Some dialects such as Yuanyang and Menglian have gone one step further 
and turned this resulting /w-/ into /v-/. That the implosive *ɓ- became sonorants in 
some languages is consistent with Clements and Osu (2002)’s view that implosives are 
neither obstruents nor sonorants. Li (1977: 68-71) reconstructs *ˀb- for this onset. 
Table 3-22 gives examples of PT etyma with *ɓ-. 
 
Table 3-22 Etyma with PT *ɓ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘village’ *ɓa:nC ba:nC1 ba:nC1 ba:nC1 Wuming /ˀba:nC1/ 
‘unmarried man’ *ɓa:wB ba:wB1 ba:wB1 ba:wB1 Wuming /ˀba:wB1/ 
‘leaf’ *ɓaɰA bajA1 baɰA1 baɰA1 Wuming /ˀbaɰA1/ 
‘to fly’ *ɓinA binA1 binA1 binA1 Wuming /ˀbinA1/ 
‘disgusted’ *ɓɯəB1 bɯəB1 bɯ:B1 bɯəB1 Wuming /ˀbɯB1/ 
 
Note a semantic change in Siamese from ‘village’ to ‘house’. In addition, the 
Siamese form for ‘unmarried man’ now means ‘servant’. It is also found in the 
compound /ca:wC1 ba:wB1/ ‘groom’. 
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3.6.2.2 *ɗ- 
The PT alveolar implosive *ɗ- remains an implosive or preglottalized stop in 
many dialects, such as Debao and Wuming. In most dialects, it is simplified to plain 
voiced /d-/. These dialects include Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, White Tai, Lungchow, 
Leiping, Saek, Yay, Qiubei, Huanjiang, etc. Parallel to *ɓ-, some dialects have turned 
this sound into a sonorant. For example, Southern Shan, Tai Nüa, Liujiang, Yishan, 
Rong’an, and Bouyei all reflect PT *ɗ- as /l-/. In Qinzhou, Yongnan, and Long’an, the 
PT *ɗ- is reflected as /n-/. In addition, Longsheng is quite unique in having /r/ as reflex 
of PT *ɗ-. Like its labial counterpart, the fact that *ɗ- is reflected as a sonorant in some 
dialects but an obstruent in others is consistent with the view that implosives are non-
obstruent and non-sonorant (Clements & Osu 2002). Li (1977: 107-111) reconstructs 
*ˀd- for this onset. Table 3-23 gives examples of PT etyma with *ɗ-. 
 
Table 3-23 Etyma with PT *ɗ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to scold’ *ɗa:B da:B1 da:B1 da:B1 Wuming /ˀda:B1/ 
‘nose’ *ɗaŋA daŋC1 -t daŋA1 daŋA1 Wuming /ˀdaŋA1/ 
‘good’ *ɗɤjA di:A1 -v dajA1 di:A1 Wuming /ˀdojA1/ 
‘forest’ *ɗoŋA doŋA1 doŋA1 doŋA1  
‘late at night’ *ɗɯkD dɯkDS1  dakDS1 Debao /ɗakDS1/ 
 
The meaning of ‘nose’ has been narrowed in Siamese to ‘nose bridge’, which 
also shows an unexpected tonal reflex, i.e. C1 rather than A1. 
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3.6.2.3 *ˀj- 
This glottalized glide *ˀj- is the palatal counterpart of the implosives *ɗ- and 
*ɓ-. It is usually simplified to a simple /j-/, as in Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, White Tai, 
Lungming, Lungchow, Shangsi, Long’an, Jingxi, Wenma, etc. In Qiubei, the /j-/ has 
been hardened to /dʑ-/. Moreover, younger speakers of Sapa and Bao Yen, both 
spoken in Vietnam, now have a fricative pronunciation /z-/. In some dialects, it is still 
preserved as /ˀj-/. These conservative dialects include Wuming, Daxin, Pingguo 
Tiandong, Donglan, etc. Li (1977: 181-185) also reconstructs *ˀj- for this set of data. 
Examples of PT *ˀj- are given in Table 3-24. 
 
Table 3-24 Etyma with PT *ˀj- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘medicine’ *ˀjɯa:A ja:A1 ja:A1 jiəA1 Wuming /ˀjɯA1/ 
‘hungry’ *ˀjɯəkD ja:kDL1 ja:DL1 jiəkDL1 Wuming /ˀjɯəkDL1/ 
‘to be at’ *ˀju:B ju:B1 ju:B1 ju:B1 Wuming /ˀjawB1/ 
‘to stretch’ *ˀjiətD jiətDL1 ji:tDL1  Wuming /ˀjiətDL1/ 
‘to roast’ *ˀjɯa:ŋC ja:ŋC1  jiəŋC1 Wuming /ˀjɯəŋC1/ 
 
In addition to *ˀj-, Li (1977: 178-181) also reconstructs *j- for the following 
set of data. He includes more etyma than those listed in Table 3-25 but most of them 
show irregularities, only occur in SWT, or should be reconstructed with other onsets. 
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Table 3-25 Some etyma that Li reconstructs with *j- 
 
Gloss SI LC Y Others 
‘paternal grandmother’ ja:B2  ja:B2  
‘to mend’ ja:A1 ja:A2   
‘difficult’ ja:kDL2   Lingyue /ˀja:kDL1/ 
‘web’ jajA2    
‘slack’ ja:nA2   Saek /ja:lA2/ 
 
The above data show clearly that the reconstruction of PT *j- is dubious as 
most etyma are found only in SWT. Etyma that are found outside of SWT either show 
irregularities in the correspondence, or can be identified as loans. For example, the 
etymon ‘difficult’ is also found outside SWT, but the NT forms point to *ˀj- rather 
than *j-. As for ‘paternal grandmother’, it is found in both SWT and NT and clearly 
points to *j-. However, it most likely have a Mon-Khmer origin, cf. Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*yaʔ ‘grandmother’ (Shorto 2006). Therefore, Li’s *j- cannot be reconstructed for PT. 
 
3.6.2.4 *ʔ- 
The PT glottal stop is retained intact in all attested modern Tai varieties. Etyma 
that go back to this PT initial show tones in the first series, which indicates that this 
PT phoneme was voiceless. It is also reconstructed as *ʔ- in Li (1977: 243-250). 
Examples of PT etyma with *ʔ- are given in Table 3-26. 
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Table 3-26 Etyma with PT *ʔ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to bathe’ *ʔa:pD ʔa:pDL1 ʔa:pDL1 ʔa:pDL1  
‘to open the mouth’ *ʔa:C ʔa:C1 ʔa:C1 ʔa:C1  
‘satiated’ *ʔi:mB ʔimB1 ʔimB1 ʔimB1  
‘chest’ *ʔɤkD ʔokDS1 ʔɤkDS1 ʔakDS1  
‘to exit’ *ʔo:kD ʔɔ:kDL1 ʔo:kDL1 ʔokDL1  
 
3.6.3 Voiced stops 
The PT voiced stops *b-, *d-, *ɟ-,*g-, and *ɢ- have been devoiced in most 
modern Tai varieties, except for a few dialects on the Sino-Vietnamese border. 
Dialects that have not gone through devoicing include Cao Bang, Wenma, and various 
Budai dialects (Haudricourt 1960; Kosaka 1997; L'Écôle Française d'Extême-Orient 
1938; L-Thongkum 1997; Ross 1996; Zhang et al. 1999). For example, Cao Bang still 
retains voicing but has developed breathiness in all PT voiced stops. Therefore, PT *b- 
is realized as [b̤-] while PT *ɓ- is now realized as [b-] (Pittayaporn 2007d). Other 
dialects reflect PT voiced stops either as plain /p-/, /t-/, /c-/, and /k-/, or as aspirated 
/pʰ-/, /tʰ-/, /cʰ-/, and /kʰ-/. Etyma that go back to PT voiced stops have tones in the 
second series. 
 
3.6.3.1 *b- 
This PT labial consonant has been devoiced in most Tai varieties. Most 
dialects including Shan, Black Tai, White Tai, Sapa, Lungming, Lungchow, Yay, 
Wuming, etc. have an unaspirated reflex /p-/, but many others such as Siamese, Lao, 
Southern Thai, Phuan, Nyo, Phu Thai, Leiping, and Saek show an aspirated stop /pʰ-/. 
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Cao Bang and Wenma still keep this sound as voiced /b̤-/ and /b-/, respectively. 
Examples of etyma with PT *b- are provided in Table 3-27. Li (1977: 65-67) also 
reconstructs *b- for this set of etyma. 
 
 Table 3-27 Etyma with PT *b- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘expensive’ *be:ŋA pʰɛ:ŋA2 pe:ŋA2 peŋA2  Cao Bang /b̤ɛŋA2/ 
‘blistered’ *bo:ŋA pʰɔ:ŋA2  poŋA2  
‘to fold’ *bapD pʰapDS2  papDS2 Cao Bang /b̤apDS2/ 
‘father, man’ *bo:C pʰɔ:B2 -t po:C2 poC2 Wenma /bɤwC2/ 
‘to lay across’ *ba:tD pʰa:tDL2  pa:tDL2 Cao Bang /b̤a:tDL2/ 
 
The etymon ‘father’ has *B in SWT but *C elsewhere. The original tone was 
probably *C but SWT changed to *B due to contamination by *me:B ‘mother’ 
 
3.6.3.2 *d- 
PT *d- has become devoiced in most Tai varieties. Most dialects including 
Southern Shan, Black Tai, White Tai, Sapa, Lungming, Lungchow, Yay, Wuming, etc. 
have an unaspirated reflex /t-/, but many others such as Siamese, Lao, Southern Thai, 
Phuan, Nyo, Phu Thai, Leiping, and Saek show an aspirated stop /tʰ-/. Cao Bang, and 
Wenma still keep this sound as voiced /d̤-/ and /d-/, respectively. Examples of etyma 
with PT *d- are provided in Table 3-28. Li (1977: 104-107) also reconstructs *d- for 
this set of data. 
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Table 3-28 Etyma with PT *d- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘river’ *da:B tʰa:B2 ta:B2 ta:B2 Wenma /doB2/ 
‘ashes38 *dawB tʰawB2  tawB2 Wenma /dɤwB2/ 
‘open field *doŋB tʰuŋB2  toŋB2 Cao Bang /d̤oŋB2/ 
‘to pound *dupD tʰupDS2  tupDS2 Cao Bang /d̤upDS2/ 
‘stomach, belly’ *dwu:ŋC tʰɔ:ŋC2 to:ŋC2 tuŋC2 Wenma /duŋC2/ 
 
Note a semantic shift from ‘river’ to ‘pier’ in Siamese. 
 
3.6.3.3 *ɟ- 
PT *ɟ- has become devoiced in most Tai varieties. A very common reflex of 
this PT sound is /c-/, which merged with the original *c-, as in Tai Yuan, Lue, White 
Tai, Lungming, Western Nung, Lungchow, Guangnan, and Yishan. In a few dialects, 
after merging with the original PT *c-, the secondary *c- from PT *ɟ- became 
affricated to /ts-/ as in Long’an, Debao, and Jingxi. In a number of dialects the 
affricate became a fricative /ɕ-/ as in Wuming, Tianlin, Lingyue, Donglan, Du’an, etc. 
Many CT and NT dialects including Shangsi, Chongzuo, and Daxin reflect this palatal 
stop *ɟ- as /s-/ possibly through an intermediate stage *z-. Cao Bang, which still 
retains original voicing, has /z-/, attests this intermediate step. In contrast, Wenma has 
a voiced affricate /dz-/ as the reflex of this PT voiced stop. In dialects that reflect 
voiced stops as aspirated, the voiced *ɟ- was also devoiced to *cʰ-. In Siamese, 
Southern Thai, and Leiping, it is reflected simply as /cʰ-/. In contrast, Lao, Phu Thai, 
                                                 
38 Li (1977: 95) cites Lunchow /pjawB2/ as the only example of *vl- but this form is in 
fact a different etymon— *brawB ‘leaf ashes’. Debao has both /tawB2/ from *dawB and 
/pjawB2/ from *brawB. 
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Phuan, Nyo etc. have changed the intermediate *cʰ- to /s-/. This PT onset corresponds 
to Li’s affricate *dʑ-39 (Li 1977: 168-173). Table 3-29 provides examples of PT *ɟ-.  
 
Table 3-29 Etyma with PT *ɟ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to weigh’ *ɟaŋB cʰaŋB2 caŋB2 saŋB2 Cao Bang /zaŋB2/ 
‘morning’ *ɟa:wC cʰa:wC2 cawC2 sawC2 Cao Bang /zawC2/ 
‘to taste’ *ɟi:mA cʰimA2 cimA2 simA2 Cao Bang /zimA2/ 
‘name’ *ɟɤ:B cʰɯ:B2  soB2 Lungming /cɤɰB2/ 
‘rope’ *ɟɤ:kD cʰɯəkDL2 cɤ:kDL2 sa:kDL2 Cao Bang /zɯəkDL2/ 
 
3.6.3.4 *g- 
This PT consonant follows the same pathway as other voiced stops. It became 
devoiced in most dialects, except for Cao Bang and Budai dialects. In Cao Bang, it is 
reflected as a breathy /g̈-/. In most other varieties including Southern Shan, Dehong, 
Black Tai, White Tai, Lungchow, Debao, Yay, Qinzhou, Shangsi, Wuming, 
Longsheng, etc, its reflex is a voiceless unaspirated stop /k-/. In dialects like Siamese, 
Lao, Phuan, Phu Thai, and Leiping, the reflex of this voiced velar stop is aspirated 
/kʰ-/. This PT onset corresponds to Li’s *g- (1977: 198-203). Table 3-30 presents 
examples of etyma with PT *g-. 
 
                                                 
39 *ǰ- in Li’s notation. 
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Table 3-30 Etyma with PT *g- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘stuck’ *ga:A kʰa:A2 ka:A2 ka:A2 Wenma /goA2/ 
‘handle, rod’ *galA kʰanA2  kanA2  
‘narrow, tight’ *gapD kʰapDS2 kapDS2  Cao Bang /g̈apDS2/ 
‘pair’ *gu:B kʰu:B2 ku:B2 kuB2 Wenma /guB2/ 
‘pliers, thongs’ *gi:mA kʰi:mA2 kimA2 cimA2  
 
Note that the initial /c-/ in the Yay form for ‘tongs’ is a result of regular 
palatalization before front vowels.  
 
3.6.3.5 *ɢ- 
The voiced uvular stop is reflected in a number of ways in modern languages. 
In SWT and most CT dialects, it merged with the velar *g-, which gives /k-/ or /kʰ-/ 
depending on whether voiced stops are reflected as plain or aspirated. Black Tai, 
White Tai, Lungming, Lungchow, Debao, etc. all have /k-/. On the other hand, 
Siamese, Lao, Nyo, Phuan, Phu Thai, etc. show /kʰ-/. In NT as well as a few CT 
dialects, PT *ɢ- was spirantized and merged with PT *ɣ-. The modern reflex of the 
merger is /kʰ-/ in Shangsi and Fusui; /x-/ in Wuming; /h-/ in Yay, Hechi, Tiandong, 
Longsheng, etc.; /ɣ-/ in Saek and Qiubei; and /g-/ in Huanjiang. Etyma with *ɢ- are 
included under *ɣ- in Li (1977: 214-219). See §3.3 for discussion of the reconstruction 
of uvular consonant. Table 3-31 presents examples of etyma that go back to PT *ɢ-. 
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Table 3-31 Etyma with PT *ɢ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘carrying pole’ *ɢa:nA kʰa:nA2 ka:nA2 ha:nA2 Saek /ɣa:nA2/ 
‘chin, jaw’ *ɢa:ŋA kʰa:ŋA2 ka:ŋA2 ha:ŋA2 Saek /ɣa:ŋA2/ 
 
It is interesting that only a few etyma with PT *ɢ- as onset can be 
reconstructed.  
 
3.6.4 Voiceless fricatives 
There were altogether five voiceless fricatives that can function as onsets in PT: 
*s-, *ɕ-, *x-, *χ- and *h-. Except for *h-, the reflexes of these fricatives in modern 
dialects are usually different from their original values. The etyma that go back to 
these PT voiceless fricatives all have tones in the first series. 
 
3.6.4.1 *s- 
The PT voiceless alveolar fricative *s- shows a wide range of reflexes in 
modern varieties. It is preserved as /s-/ in most SWT dialects including Siamese, Lao, 
Lue, Black Tai, White Tai, etc.; in CT varieties such as Lungming, Western Nung, 
Jingxi, Yishan, etc.; and in NT dialects including Longsheng, Laibin, and most Bouyei 
dialects. It is fronted to /θ-/ in many NT varieties including Wuming, Hengxian, 
Liujiang, Lianshan, etc., and in the CT dialects of Debao and Jingxi. Another common 
reflex of *s- is the lateral /ɬ-/, which is found generally in CT dialects, including 
Qinzhou, Shangsi, Ningming, Lungchow, etc., as well as a few NT dialect such as 
Yongbei and Tiandong. In Bao Yen, the lateral /ɬ-/ has become an aspirated stop /tʰ-/. 
A special development is found in Southern Shan, where PT *s- is now reflected as 
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aspirated /sʰ-/ in contrast with /s-/ which comes from PT *c-. The distinction between 
PT *s- and *c- is thus still preserved. Another special development is the case of 
Hechi and Huanjiang, where PT *s- is regularly reflected as /r-/.  Li (1977:152-161) 
also reconstructs this phoneme as *s-. Examples of PT *s- is given in Table 3-32. 
 
Table 3-32 Etyma with PT *s- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘unmarried woman’ *sa:wA sa:wA1 ɬa:wA1 θa:wA1 Bao Yen /tʰa:wA1/ 
‘intestine’ *sajC sajC1 ɬajC1 θajC1 Bao Yen /tʰɤjC1/ 
‘heel’ *sɤnC sonC1 ɬɤnC1 θanB1 Bao Yen /tʰɤnC1/ 
‘four’ *si:B si:B1 ɬi:B1 θi:B1 Bao Yen /tʰi:B1/ 
‘to order’ *saŋB saŋB1 ɬaŋB1 θaŋB1 Bao Yen /tʰaŋB1/ 
 
3.6.4.2 *ɕ- 
This voiceless palatal fricative is tentatively reconstructed to account for a 
discrepancy between SWT/CT on one hand and NT on the other. The only example is 
‘owner’ which is reflected as /ca:wC1/ in Siamese and /cawC1/ in Lungchow, but /θuC1/ 
in Yay and /su:C1/ in Saek. However, there are parallel cases in the voiced series (see 
§3.6.5.2). In this case, SWT/CT dialects point to earlier *c- (see §3.6.1.3) while their 
NT counterparts point to *s- (see §3.6.4.1). In this account, *ɕ- strengthened to *c- in 
SWT/CT but merged with *s- in NT. Li (Li 1977: 165, 167) includes this etymon 
under *tɕ-40. 
 
                                                 
40 *č- in Li’s notation 
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3.6.4.3 *x- 
The PT voiceless velar fricative is rarely preserved unchanged in modern 
dialects. It merged with PT *h- in all NT dialects including Yay, Wuming, Po-ai, 
Longsheng, Rong’an, etc. as well as some CT varieties such as Fusui, Shangsi, and 
Long’an. It is now reflected a /h-/ in these dialects. In most SWT and CT varieties, in 
contrast, it merged with secondary *kʰ- which came either from voicing alternation 
items (see §3.4), aspiration of *kr- (see §3.5.2), or borrowings (see §3.5.1). For 
instance, /kʰ-/ in Siamese came from PT *x- (> PSWT *x-), PT *q- (> PSWT *q-), PT 
*C.k- (> PSWT *kʰ-), *C.q- (> PSWT *kʰ-), PT kr- (> PSWT *kʰr-), or PSWT 
borrowing (e.g. PSWT *kʰajA ‘open’ from 開 kāi). Dehong and many other dialects in 
the area have /x-/ for *x-, but this /x-/ is an equivalent of Siamese /kʰ-/, an end result 
of multiple mergers. Only in White Tai and some Lue dialects (Li 1964; 1977: 192, 
207)  is the velar fricative still retained as a distinct phoneme. Li (1977: 207-214) 
listed etyma with this PT fricative under *x-. Table 3-33 gives examples of etyma with 
PT *x-.  
 
Table 3-33 Etyma with PT *x- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘green’ *xiəwA kʰiəwA1 kʰe:wA1 hewA1 White Tai /xɛwB1/ 
‘galangal *xa:B kʰa:B1  ha:B1 White Tai /xa:B1/ 
‘white’ *xa:wA kʰa:wA1 kʰa:wA1 ha:wA1 White Tai /xa:wA1/ 
‘hook’ *xo:A kʰɔ:A1   White Tai /xɔA1/ 
 
Note the additional examples for ‘hook’: Debao /kʰo:A1/, Lungming /kʰo:A1/, 
Saek /hɔ:A1/, and Lingyue /hɔA1/. They all point to PT *x-.  
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3.6.4.4 *χ- 
The voiceless uvular fricative *χ- merged with *x- in most dialects. Therefore, 
reflexes of *χ- is generally identical to those of *x- (see §3.3 and §3.6.4.3). Exceptions 
are Phuan and Phu Thai dialects (2008b; Pittayaporn to appear-b), as well as some 
SWT dialects of central Vietnam (1999; Ferlus 2008)41. In these dialects, PT *χ- 
merged with *h- (see §3.3) rather than *x-. Li (1977: 207-214) includes this set of 
etyma under *x-. Examples of PT *χ- are provided in Table 3-34. 
 
Table 3-34 Etyma with PT *χ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to cross’ *χa:mC kʰa:mC1 kʰa:mC1 ha:mC1 Kapong /ha:mC1/ 
‘to crow’ *χalA kʰanA1 kʰanA1 hanA1 Kapong /hanA1/ 
‘fang’ *χe:wC kʰiəwC1 kʰe:wC1 hewC1 Kapong /hɛ:wC1/ 
‘to go up’ *χɯ:nC kʰɯnC1 kʰɤnC1 hɯnC1 Kapong /hɯ:nC1/ 
‘ginger’ *χi:ŋA kʰiŋA1 kʰiŋA1 hiŋA1 Kapong /hi:ŋA1/ 
 
Data from the Kapong dialect of Phu Thai is given above. In this variety, *x- is 
reflected as aspirated stop /kʰ-/ but *χ- is reflected as /h-/. Contrast /hɛ:wC1/ ‘tooth’ 
from PT *χe:wC ‘fang’ and /kʰiəwA1/ ‘green’ from PT *xiəwA. 
 
3.6.4.5 *h- 
The voiceless glottal fricative is retained in almost all modern dialects. There 
are a few varieties where it is reflected as /x-/, /ɣ-/, or /ɦ-/. It is reflected as /x-/ in 
                                                 
41 Data from the SWT varieties in central Vietnam were not systematically examined 
in this study. Therefore, it does not appear on the map in Figure 1-3.   
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Wenma and Yishan, as /ɣ-/ in Qiubei and some Bouyei dialects (points 14, 18, 22, 23, 
24, etc. in Bùyīyǔ Diàochá Bàogào), and as /ɦ-/ in some other Bouyei dialects (point 7, 
15, 19, etc.). It is also reconstructed as *h- by Li (1977: 249-253). Etyma in Table 
3-35 are examples of PT *h-. 
 
Table 3-35 Etyma with PT *h- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘five’ *ha:C ha:C1 ha:C1 ha:C1 Bouyei(7) /ɦaC1/ 
‘goose’ *ha:nB ha:nB1 ha:nB1 ha:nB1 Bouyei(7) /ɦanC1/ 
‘to give’ *hajC hajC1 hɯ:C1 haɰC1 Bouyei(7) /ɦaɰC1/ 
‘fragrant’ *ho:mA hɔ:mA1 ho:mA1 homA1  
‘to cover with cloth’ *hɤmB homB1 humB1  Saek /hamB1/ 
 
3.6.5 Voiced fricatives 
There were perhaps only three voiced fricatives that can function as onsets in 
PT: *z-, *ʑ-, and *ɣ-. There is no evidence for voiced fricatives at the uvular and 
glottal places of articulation, the two places farthest back in the vocal tract. When 
these voiced fricatives were devoiced, they generally merged with their voiceless 
counterparts *s-, *ɕ-, and *x-, respectively. The etyma that go back to these PT voiced 
fricatives all have tones in the second series. 
 
 
3.6.5.1 *z- 
The PT voiced alveolar fricative *z- shows reflexes identical with those of PT 
*s- in most dialects. This is because *z- became *s- after devoicing of original voiced 
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consonants. Cao Bang and Saek are two special cases. In Cao Bang, *z- became 
rhoticized to /r-/, while the original *ɟ- became /z-/ to fill in the gap. Recall that Cao 
Bang retains the original voicing of PT obstruents. In Saek, *z- became /j-/ merging 
with PT *ˀj-, probably due to influence from North-Central Vietnamese, where 
original *z- has become /j-/ (Alves 2007)42. This PT fricative corresponds to Li’s *z- 
(1977: 161-164). Table 3-36 gives examples of PT *z-.  
 
Table 3-36 Etyma with PT *z- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to wash (clothes’ *zakD sakDS2 ɬakDS2 θakDS2 Saek /jakDS2/ 
‘straight’ *zɤ:B sɯ:B2 ɬɯ:B2 θoB2 Saek /jo:B2/ 
‘fish trap’ *zajA sajA2 ɬajA2 θajA2 Saek /jajA2/ 
‘to repeat’ *zamC samC2   Saek /jamC2/ 
 
3.6.5.2 *ʑ- 
The PT voiced palatal fricative is tentatively reconstructed to account for a 
discrepancy between SWT/CT on one hand and NT on the other. For etyma in Table 
3-37, SWT/CT dialects point to earlier *ɟ- (see §3.6.1.3) while their NT counterparts 
point to *z- (see §3.6.5.1). In this account, *ʑ- strengthened and merged with *ɟ- in 
SWT/CT but merged with *z- in NT. Li (1977: 165, 167) includes these etyma under 
*dʑ-43. Also, refer to the reconstruction of *ɕ- in §3.6.4.2. 
 
                                                 
42  According to Chamberlain (2000), Saek speakers in northeastern Thailand and 
Central Laos migrated from modern-day Thanh Hoa, Nghe An and Quang Binh 
Provinces of Vietnam. Also see Saek tales recorded by Gedney (Hudak 1993). 
43 *ǰ- in Li’s notation 
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Table 3-37 Etyma with PT *ʑ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘man, male’ *ʑa:jA cʰa:jA2 ca:jA2 θa:jA2  
‘eaves’ *ʑa:jA cʰa:jA2 ca:jA2 θa:jA2 SaekC2 /ja:jA2/ 
‘to commission’ *ʑaɰC cʰajC2 caɰC2 θaɰC2  
 
For ‘man’ and ‘to commission’, Saek has /sa:jA2/ and /sajC2/ respectively. The 
onset /s-/ is unexpected because we would expect Saek to show /j-/ (from *z- < PT 
*ʑ).  However, both cases can be viewed as influence from Lao or Siamese. The Lao 
forms for these two etyma are /sa:jA2/ and /sajC2/ respectively. The loan nature of the 
Saek form for the latter is especially obvious as the expected Saek vowel for this 
etymon is /ɤ:/, not /aj/. 
 
3.6.5.3 *ɣ- 
The PT voiced velar fricative generally merged with its voiceless counterpart 
after the devoicing of original voiced onsets (see §3.6.4.3). Only a few languages 
show special developments. Saek is conservative in that it retains PT *ɣ- intact. Black 
Tai and Lungchow reflect *x- as /kʰ-/ but regularly hardened *ɣ- to *g- before 
devoicing the merged phoneme to /k-/. Wuming merged PT *x- with *h- but preserved 
PT *ɣ- until it became /x-/ after the devoicing. Many CT dialects such as Leiping, 
Lungming, and Western Nung now have /h-/ for PT *ɣ- but /kʰ-/ for *x-. Debao is 
unique in having sonorant reflexes for PT *ɣ-. Now this PT fricative is reflected as /v-/ 
(from an intermediate *w-) before front vowels but /j-/ elsewhere. This PT fricative 
corresponds to Li’s *ɣ- (Li 1977: 214-219), but refer to the discussion of PT dorsal 
consonants in 3.3. Table 3-38 gives examples of PT * ɣ-. 
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Table 3-38 Etyma with PT *ɣ- 
   
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘night time’ *ɣamB kʰamB2 kamB2 hamB2 Saek /ɣamB2/ 
‘night’ *ɣɯ:nA kʰɯ:nA2 kɤnA2 hɯnA2 Saek /ɣɯnA2/ 
‘neck’ *ɣo:A kʰɔ:A2 ko:A2 hoA2 Saek /ɣɔ:A2/ 
‘dike between rice fields’ *ɣalA kʰanA2 kanA2 hanA2 Saek /ɣalA2/ 
‘thatch grass’ *ɣa:A kʰa:A2 ka:A2 haA2 Saek /ɣa:A2/ 
 
3.6.6 Voiced nasals 
There were altogether four plain voiced nasals that could function as onsets in 
PT: *m-, *n-, *ɲ-, and *ŋ-. After their voiceless counterparts became voiced, the 
newly created voiced nasals merged with these original plain nasals. However, etyma 
that go back to PT *m-, *n-, *ɲ-, and *ŋ- are generally reflected with tones in the 
second series while the voiceless ones are reflected with tones in the first series. 
 
3.6.6.1 *m- 
Without exception, the plain nasal *m- is retained in all modern dialects. Now 
PT *m- is reflected as /m-/ with tones in the second series in all modern dialects. Li 
(1977: 71-73) also reconstructs *m- for this set of data. Table 3-39 presents example 
of PT *m-. 
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Table 3-39 Etyma with PT *m- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘mother, woman’ *me:B mɛ:B2 me:B2 meB2  
‘ant’ *mɤcD motDS2 mɤtDS2 matDS2  
‘yam’ *manA manA2 manA2 manA2  
‘mucus’ *mu:kD mu:kDL2 mukDS2 mukDS2  
 
3.6.6.2 *n- 
The plain alveolar nasal *n- is preserved in most modern dialects. Only in a 
few Shan varieties did it merge completely with PT *l-. For example, in the Mengshi 
and Chefang dialects of Tai Nüa, PT *n- is reflected as /l-/. Etyma with PT *n- now 
show tones in the second series. This alveolar nasal corresponds to Li’s *n- (Li 1977: 
111-113). Table 3-40 presents example of PT *n-. 
 
Table 3-40 Etyma with PT *n- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘paddy field’ *na:A na:A2 na:A2 na:A2 Mengshi /la:A2/ 
‘otter’ *na:kD na:kDL2 na:kDL2 na:kDL2  
‘rotten’ *nawB nawB2  nawB2 Mengshi /lawB2/ 
‘slow’ *na:nA na:nA2  na:nA2  
‘small’ *no:jC nɔ:jC2 no:jC2   
 
The etymon ‘small’ shows a tonal irregularity, probably due to confusion with 
*ʰno:jB ‘few, little’. Lungming has /no:jC2/ for ‘minor’, and /no:jB1/ for ‘few, little’. 
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Similarly, in Siamese /nɔ:jC2/ occurs with /lekDS2/ ‘small’ in the co-ordinate compound 
/lekDS2 nɔ:jC2/ ‘small (size, degree)’ but /nɔjB1/ occurs with /nitDS2/ ‘litte (amount) in the 
expression /nitDS2 nɔjB1/ ‘small (amount)’. 
 
3.6.6.3 *ɲ- 
In modern Tai languages, the plain palatal nasal *ɲ- is either preserved as /ɲ-/ 
or denasalized to a palatal glide /j-/. While Lao, Black Tai, White Tai, Western Nung, 
Debao, Yishan, Tianlin, Huanjiang, Guigang, Saek, etc. show the conservative reflex 
/ɲ-/,  Siamese, Lue, Leiping, Lungchow, Qinzhou, Shangsi, Wuming, Hengxian, 
Tiandong etc. show the glide reflex /j-/. This palatal nasal corresponds to Li’s *ɲ- (Li 
1977: 173-176). Table 3-40 presents example of PT *ɲ-. 
 
Table 3-41 Etyma with PT *ɲ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to sew’ *ɲɤpD jepDS2 japDS2 ɲipDS2 Lao /ɲipDS2/ 
‘to shoot’ *ɲɯŋA2 jiŋA2 jaŋA2 ɲiŋA2 Lao /ɲiŋA2/ 
‘tip, highest point’ *ɲo:tD jɔ:tDL2 jo:tDL2  Lao /ɲɔ:tDL2/ 
‘mosquito’ *ɲuŋA juŋA2 juŋA2 ɲuŋA2 Lao /ɲuŋA2/ 
 
3.6.6.4 *ŋ- 
The plain velar nasal *ŋ- is preserved in almost all modern dialects. The only 
exceptions are Saek and certain Southern Thai dialects. While PT *ŋ- became /ɲ-/ in 
Saek, it became /h-/ with tones in the second series in some dialects of Southern Thai. 
This velar nasal corresponds to Li’s *ŋ- (Li 1977: 205-206). Table 3-42 presents 
example of PT *ŋ-. 
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Table 3-42 Etyma with PT *ŋ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘early meal’ *ŋa:jA ŋa:jA2 ŋa:jA2 ŋa:jA2  
‘easy’ *ŋa:jB ŋa:jB2  ŋa:jB2  
‘crocodile’ *ŋɯəkD ŋɯəkDL2 ŋɤ:kDL2 ŋɯəkDL2  
‘elephant tusk’ *ŋa:A ŋa:A2  ŋa:A2  
‘shadow’ *ŋawA ŋawA2 ŋawA2 ŋawA2  
 
Note a semantic shift from ‘crocodile’ to ‘snake-like mythical water creature’ 
in a great number of SWT and CT dialects, including Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, Tai 
Nüa, Lungming, Lungchow, Bao Yen, Sapa etc. Many CT dialects in Guangxi and all 
NT varieties except Saek still preserve the original meaning. The Chinese source for 
this etymon 鱷 è (MC ŋâk) also means ‘crocodile’ (Pulleyblank 1991: 87; Schuessler 
2007: 223). 
 
3.6.7 Voiceless nasals 
In addition to the plain nasals, PT had four voiceless nasals *ʰm-, *ʰn-, *ʰɲ-, and 
*ʰŋ-. These PT phonemes generally merged with their respective voiced counterparts 
so that etyma with these PT voiceless nasals have tones in the first series in modern 
dialects (see §6.2). Chronologically, the voicing of the voiceless nasals must have 
preceded the devoicing of voiced obstruents because of all the dialects that still 
preserve original voiced obstruents have voiced their sonorants. L-Thongkum (1997) 
argues convincingly that it is this voicing of voiceless sonorants that caused the sub-
phonemic pitch difference to become a binary register split.  
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3.6.7.1 *ʰm- 
The PT voiceless labial nasal *ʰm- fell together with its voiced counterpart *m-
. Therefore, its reflex in each dialect is identical to that of PT *m- (see §3.6.6.1). This 
labial sonorant corresponds to Li’s *ʰm- (Li 1977: 74-76). Table 3-43 presents 
example of PT *ʰm-. 
 
Table 3-43 Etyma with PT *ʰm- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘dog’ *ʰma:A ma:A1 ma:A1 ma:A1  
‘pig’ *ʰmu:A mu:A1 mu:A1 mu:A1  
‘pot’ *ʰmo:C mɔ:C1 mo:C1 moC1  
‘new’ *ʰmɤ:lB majB1 maɰB1 moB1  
‘soot’ *ʰmi:C mi:C1 mi:C1 miC1  
 
3.6.7.2 *ʰn- 
The PT voiceless alveolar nasal *ʰn- merged with its plain counterpart *n-. 
Therefore, its reflex in each dialect is identical to that of PT *n- (see §3.6.6.2). This 
alveolar nasal is also reconstructed by Li (Li 1977: 113-116) as *ʰn- Table 3-44 
provides example of PT *ʰn-. 
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Table 3-44 Etyma with PT *ʰn- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘heavy’ *ʰnakD nakDS1 nakDS1 nakDS1 Mengshi /lakDS1/ 
‘to steam’ *ʰnɯŋC nɯŋC1  naŋC1 Mengshi /lɯŋC1/ 
‘face’ *ʰna:C na:C1 na:C1 na:C1 Mengshi /laC2/ 
‘skin’ *ʰnaŋA naŋA1 naŋA1 naŋA1 Mengshi /laŋA1/ 
‘mouse’ *ʰnu:A nu:A1 nu:A1 nu:A1 Mengshi /luA1/ 
 
3.6.7.3 *ʰɲ- 
The PT voiceless palatal nasal *ʰɲ- fell together with its voiced counterpart *ɲ-. 
Therefore, its reflex in each dialect is identical to that of PT *ɲ- (see §3.6.6.1). This 
palatal sonorant corresponds to Li’s *ʰɲ- (Li 1977: 176-178). Table 3-45 presents 
example of PT *ʰɲ-. 
 
Table 3-45 Etyma with PT *ʰɲ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘grass’ *ʰɲɯəC ja:C1 ja:C1 ɲiəC1 Lao /ɲa:C1/ 
‘coarse, tough’ *ʰɲa:pD ja:pDL1 ja:pDL1 ɲa:pDL1 Lao /ɲa:pDL1/ 
‘to step on’ *ɲamB jamB2 jamB2 ɲamB2 Lao /ɲamB2/ 
‘to stretch out’ *ʰɲiətD jiətDL1 ji:tDL1 ɲiətDL1  
 
3.6.7.4 *ʰŋ- 
The PT voiceless velar *ʰŋ- has two main reflexes in modern Tai dialects: /ŋ-/ 
and /h-/. Many varieties simply voiced the nasal *ʰŋ- to /ŋ-/ merging with the original 
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*ŋ-. These dialects include Siamese, Lao, Lue, Western Nung, Debao, Long’an, 
Guangnan Nung, Tiandong, Tianlin, Lingyue, etc. In contrast, many dialects merged 
*ʰŋ- with *h- before the voicing of voiceless sonorants took place. Dialects in this 
group include Black Tai, White Tai, Leiping, Lungchow, Shangsi, Ningming, 
Chongzuo, Saek, etc. This voiceless velar nasal corresponds to Li’s *ʰŋ- (Li 1977: 
206-207). Table 3-46 presents example of PT *ʰŋ-. 
 
Table 3-46 Etyma with PT *ʰŋ- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘gum, gill’ *ʰŋɯək ŋɯəkDL1 hɤ:kDL1 ŋɯkDS1-t  
‘gray (hair)’ *ʰŋo:kD ŋɔ:kDL1   Saek /hu:kDL1/ 
‘to lie face up’ *ʰŋa:jA ŋa:jA1  ha:jA1  
‘to tilt head up’ *ʰŋe:nA ŋɛ:nA1    
 
Because examples of PT *ʰŋ- are very rare, its reconstruction is still tentative.  
It is possible that the set of etyma assigned to PT *ʰŋ- are secondary, as only a few 
examples exist, some of which are only found in SWT.  The regular reflex in Yay is 
perhaps /h-/; the irregularity in tone in the etymon ‘gill, gum’ indicates that it might be 
secondary, i.e. dialect borrowing or late loan from a Chinese dialect, cf. 顎 è (< MC 
ŋâk, OC *ŋâk) ‘palate’. Perhaps the true PT *ʰŋ- merged with PT *h- early on as 
suggested by the onset *h- in many PT etyma that go back to *ŋ- (perhaps from earlier 
*ʰŋ-) in Chinese, e.g. PT *ha:C from 五 wǔ (< MC ŋuoB, OC *ŋâʔ) ‘five’, and PT 
*ha:nB from 雁 (< MC ŋanC, OC *ŋrâns) ‘wild goose’ 
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3.6.8 Voiced liquids and glides 
There were two PT voiced liquids and one voiced glide in PT: *r-, *l-, and 
*w-. Each of them has a voiceless counterpart with which they usually merged. 
However, these plain voiced liquids and glides are generally reflected with tones in the 
second series while the voiceless ones are reflected with tones in the first series. 
 
3.6.8.1 *r- 
The PT voiced alveolar trill *r- shows a wide range of reflexes in modern 
dialects, including /r-/, /l-/, /h-/, /ʰl-/, /ɬ-/, /ʰj-/, /j-/, /z-/ and /ð-/. Many languages from 
the three clusters have a conservative reflex /r-/, including Siamese, Southern Tai, Bao 
Yen, Cao Bang, Jingxi, Yishan, Yay, Saek, Huanjiang, Longsheng, and some dialects 
of Wuming. Most SWT dialects aspirated the trill into /h-/, including Lao, Phuan, Phu 
Thai, Tai Yuan, Lue, Aiton, White Tai, Sapa, etc. In many CT and NT dialects, *r- 
became a lateral /l-/, as in Lungming, Debao, Qinzhou, Chongzuo, Shangsi, Yongbei, 
Lingyue, and Donglan, to cite a few. A few varieties attest /ʰl-/ from PT *r-, which is 
kept apart from original *l- which is reflected as plain /l-/ (see §3.6.8.2). Dialects in 
this group include Yongnan and Long’an. Some dialects in the NT group including 
Liujiang, Yishan, and Shanglin yodicized PT *r- to /j-/. A few also have a yodicized 
reflex but with pre-aspiration /ʰj-/, distinct from /j-/. Many dialects, mostly in the NT 
group, e.g. Western Nung, Hengxian, Qiubei, and Guangnan Sha, show an interdental 
fricative /ð-/ as the reflex of the PT trill. Rong’an went one step further and devoiced 
its intermediate *ð- to /θ-/. Another group of dialects merged PT *r- with *z-, which is 
now reflected as /ɬ-/ (see §3.6.5.1). Dialects in this group include the CT dialects of 
Leiping, Daxin, Lungchow, etc. The intermediate step is attested in Wenma, which 
still retains /z-/. This PT phoneme corresponds to Li’s *r- (Li 1977: 142-148). Table 
3-47 presents example of PT *r-. 
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Table 3-47 Etyma with PT *r- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘house’ *rɤ:nA rɯənA2 ɬɤ:nA2 ra:nA2 W. Nung /ðɯnA2/ 
‘hundred, to string’ *ro:jC rɔ:jC2 ɬo:jC2 rojC2 W. Nung /ðojC2/ 
‘to know’ *ru:wC ru:C2 ɬu:C2 roC2 W. Nung /ðu:C2/ 
‘long’ *rɯjA2 ri:A2 ɬi:A2 rajA2 W. Nung /ði:A2/ 
‘strength’ *re:ŋA2 rɛ:ŋA2 ɬe:ŋA2 reŋA2 W. Nung /ðeŋA2/ 
 
Note a semantic shift from ‘long’ to ‘oval’ in Siamese.  
 
3.6.8.2 *l- 
The PT voiced lateral *l- is retained as /l-/ in all attested Tai dialects. Li (1977: 
133-136) also reconstructs *l- for this set of data. Table 3-48 presents example of PT 
*l-. 
 
Table 3-48 Etyma with PT *l- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘child (offspring)’ *lɯ:kD lu:kDL2 lukDL2 lɯkDS2  
‘blood’ *lɯətD lɯətDL2 lɤ:tDL2 lɯətDL2  
‘monkey’ *li:ŋA liŋA2 liŋA2 liŋA2  
‘to fall’ *lɤmC lomC2  lamC2 Debao /lamC2/ 
‘to forget’ *lɯ:mA lɯ:mA2 lumA2 lumA2  
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3.6.8.3 *w- 
The PT labial glide has various reflexes in modern dialects but they can be 
considered end results of two main lines of development. The first line is an 
innovative one in which *w- became a fricative *v-. This intermediate step is attested 
in Cao Bang and Wenma as /v-/. Most dialects underwent further devoiced this *v- to 
/f-/ when devoicing occurred. These dialects include Siamese, Black Tai, White Tai, 
Lao, Lungchow, Lungming, Shangsi, Qinzhou, Debao, Yay, Pinguo, Liujiang, 
Rong’an, etc. However, in many Shan varieties including Southern Shan, Phake, and 
Aiton, the /f-/ has become /pʰ-/.  
Another line of development is attested in Qiubei and Saek. These two 
varieties did not go through the early change from *w- to *v-. Qiubei is more 
conservative because the PT labial glide is kept as /w-/. Saek deserves special 
attention. Although PT *w- is now reflected as /v-/, this voiced fricative is not a 
retention of the intermediate *v- of the other line of development above. In fact, PT 
*w- was kept as intact in Saek at least until the devoicing, when it merged with PT 
*ʰw- (see §3.6.9.3). The result of the merger between PT *w- and *ʰw- was *w-. It is 
this merged *w- that became /v-/ in Saek. This change from *w- to /v-/ is a much later 
change than the change from PT *w- to *v- in discussed above. Table 3-49 presents 
examples of PT *w-.  
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Table 3-49 Etyma with PT *w- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘fire’ *wi:A fajA2 fajA2 fi:A2 Qiubei /weiA2/ 
‘tooth’ *wanA fanA2 fanA2 fanA2  
‘swollen’ *wokD fokDS2  fokDS2 Qiubei /wokDS2/ 
‘firewood’ *wɯ:nA fɯ:nA2 fɤnA2 funA2 Qiubei /wənA2/ 
‘straw’ *wɯəŋA fa:ŋA2 fɯəŋA2 fɯəŋA2 Qiubei /ɣuŋA2/ 
 
These etyma also have *w- in Proto-Lakkja (L-Thongkum 1992), e.g. *wanA 
‘tooth’, and *wokD ‘swollen’. This PT labial glide corresponds to Li’s *v- (Li 1977: 
79-81). What he reconstructs as *w- (Li 1977: 81-82) is in fact not reconstructible for 
PT as there are very few etyma in this set.  Crucially, those etyma do not have regular 
correspondence, or can be shown to be borrowings. Table 3-50 gives examples of 
etyma that Li assigns to *w-.  
 
Table 3-50 Some etyma that Li reconstructs with *w- 
 
Gloss Siamese Lungchow Yay Others 
‘to say’ wa:B2 va:B2   
‘to place’ wajC2 vajC2   
‘deep pool’ waŋA2 vaŋA2   
‘work’  viəkDL2 viəkDL2  
‘free, idle’ wa:ŋB2 -t va:ŋB1  Longsheng /va:ŋB1/ 
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Among these, only two are found in NT. However, it is exactly those two that 
can be identified as loans from Chinese, i.e ‘work’ from 役 yì (< MC jiwäk) ‘corvée 
duty’ perhaps through Vietnamese việc, and ‘free, idle’ possibly from 亡 wáng (< MC 
mjwaŋ) ‘not present’ or 罔 wǎng (< MC mjwaŋB) ‘not have’. The etymon ‘deep pool’ 
is also clearly a Chinese loan from, i.e. 汪 wāng (< MC ʔwâŋ) ‘deep pool’. Further, 
the etymon ‘to say’ may also be a Chinese loan, cf. 話 huà (< MC ɣwaiC) ‘speech’.  
 
3.6.9 Voiceless  liquids and glides 
There were two voiceless liquids and one voiceless glide in PT: *ʰr-, *ʰl-, and 
*ʰw-. Each of them has a voiced counterpart with which they usually merged. 
However, these voiceless liquids and glides are generally reflected with tones in the 
first series while the voiced ones are reflected with tones in the second series. 
 
3.6.9.1 *ʰr- 
In most dialects, the PT voiceless trill *ʰr- fell together with its voiced 
counterpart *r-. Therefore, its reflex is identical to that of *r- (see §3.6.8.1). However, 
a number of dialects including Siamese, Lao, Lungchow, and Western Nung, 
underwent a change from *ʰr- to *h-, which occurred before PT voicedless sonorants 
became voiced. This PT trill corresponds to Li’s *ʰr- (Li 1977: 148-151). Table 3-51 
presents example of PT *ʰr-. 
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Table 3-51 Etyma with PT *ʰr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to yawn’ *ʰra:wA ha:wA1 ha:wA1 ra:wA1  
‘to  bark’ *ʰrawB hawB1 hawB1 rawB1  
‘dried up’ *ʰre:ŋC hɛ:ŋC1  reŋC1 W. Nung /hɛŋC1/ 
‘withered’ *ʰriəwB hiəwB1 he:wB1 rewB1  
‘to shrink’ *ʰrotD hotDS1  rutDS1 W. Nung /hotDS1/ 
 
3.6.9.2 *ʰl- 
The PT voiceless lateral *ʰl- fell together with its voiced counterpart *l-. 
Therefore, its reflex in each dialect is identical to that of *l- (see §3.6.8.2). This PT lateral 
corresponds to Li’s *ʰl- (Li 1977: 136-141). Table 3-52 presents example of PT *ʰl-. 
 
Table 3-52 Etyma with PT *ʰl- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘many, much’ *ʰla:jA la:jA1 la:jA1 la:jA1  
‘liquor’ *ʰlawC lawC1 lawC1 lawC1  
‘sharp-pointed’ *ʰle:mA lɛ:mA1 le:mA1 lemA1  
‘to be left over’ *ʰlɯəA lɯəA1 lɯ:A1 lɯəA1  
‘to fall off’ *ʰlɤnB lonB1  lanB1 Lungming /lɤnB1/ 
 
3.6.9.3 *ʰw- 
Parallel to PT *w- (see 3.6.8.3), PT *ʰw- went through three lines of development. 
The first line of development is characterized by an early change from *ʰw- to *f-. This 
intermediate *f- has two main reflexes. The first reflex is /f-/ as found in Siamese, Lao, 
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Lue, Black Tai, Wuming, Pingguo, Tiandong, etc. The second reflex is /pʰ-/. This further 
change from *f- to /pʰ-/ is found in Aiton, Phake, etc. CT dialects, in general, show the 
second line of development. In Lungchow, Debao, Lungming, Shangsi, Daxin, Jingxi, 
etc., the reflex of *w- is /f-/ but the reflex of PT *ʰw- is /pʰ-/. This indicates that *ʰw- did 
not become *w- when the original voiceless sonorants became voiced. Instead, PT *ʰw- 
must have developed into /pʰ-/ before the voicing took place. 
Another line of development is represented by many NT dialects including 
Qiubei, Tianlin, Guangnan, Lingyue, Longsheng, Du’an, Shanglin, etc. In these 
dialects PT *w- is retained as /w-/. Liujiang, Yishan, Laibin and a few other dialects 
support an original value *ʰw- as they preserve the pre-aspiration in the form of /h-/ in 
etyma with PT nucleus /ɯə/, e.g. Liujiang /huC1/ ‘cloud’ from *ʰwɯəC < PT *fɯəC.  In 
addition, Saek, Yay, and many Bouyei dialects have gone one step further and turned 
/w-/ into a fricative /v-/. This onset corresponds to Li’s *f- (Li 1977: 77-80). Examples 
of etyma with PT *ʰw- are given in Table 3-53. 
 
Table 3-53 Etyma with PT *ʰw- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘lid’ *ʰwa:A fa:A1 pʰa:A1 va:A1 Liujiang /wa:A1/ 
‘cloud’ *ʰwɯəC fa:C1 pʰa:C1  Liujiang /huC1/ 
‘dam’ *ʰwa:jC fa:jA1 pʰa:jA1  Liujiang /wa:jA1/ 
‘astringent’ *ʰwɯətB fa:tDL1  vɯət  
‘soft-shelled turtle’44 *ʰwɯəA fa:A1 pʰa:A1  Liujiang /hwɤA1/ 
 
                                                 
44 It is not clear why the rimes in Liujiang forms for ‘cloud’ and ‘soft-shelled turtle’ 
are different. 
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Zhang (1995) proposes that this phoneme should be reconstructed as *pw- at the 
PT level. This is probably not the case because Guigang and nearby dialects, which 
generally show /w-/ for this PT sound, have /f-/ in front of /ɯə/ as in ‘cloud’ and ‘soft-
shelled turtled’. If the original PT sound was *pw-, we would expect to see /p-/ in that 
environment. Rather, the /f-/ in Guigang forms for ‘cloud’ and ‘soft-shelled’ should be 
considered a special development of *ʰw- before /ɯ/.  The Proto-Lakkja (L-Thongkum 
1992) correspondent of ‘cloud’ lends further support to this interpretation, cf.  Proto-
Lakkja *ʰwa:C ‘cloud’. It is however very likely that one source of PT *ʰw- is *pw- at a 
level deeper than PT. Also, note an intriguing distributional fact about this PT voiceless 
glide. No instances of PT *ʰw- attested so far precede a PT front vowel. 
 
3.7 Summary 
In this chapter, I have proposed a system of PT simple onsets. The proposed 
system resembles the conventional reconstruction (Li 1977) in that it is a rich system 
which symmetrically contrasts voice and voiceless consonants, both among obstruents and 
sonorants. However, it departs from the conventional reconstruction in major respects. 
First, the current system of PT onsets has six contrastive places of articulation. I have 
shown that a series of uvular onsets must be reconstructed for PT.  Second, the proposed 
system of PT simple onsets views the so-called “voicing alternation” as two distinct 
phenomena—borrowings and reduction of sesquisyllables. While many etyma can be 
shown to be late borrowings from Chinese, others are viewed as results of reduction of 
C̬.C̥- sequences. Furthermore, this proposal holds that PT did not have contrastive 
aspiration. Aspirated consonants in modern Tai dialects have been shown to be either 
loans or to have had complex onsets in PT. PT clusters of the type *Cr- have been shown 
to be one of the sources that gave rise to modern aspirated onsets. The *Cr- and *C̬.C̥- 
sequences will be treated together with other PT complex onsets in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4  
PROTO-TAI COMPLEX ONSETS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In addition to simple onsets, PT phonology also allowed a rich array of 
complex onsets. Previous works on PT reconstruction propose a sizeable inventory of 
clusters in PT. Though differing in details, Li (1977), Haudricourt (1948), Nishida 
(1954), and Sarawit (1973) hold that a PT cluster consisted of an obstruent or a nasal 
followed by a liquid or glide, e.g. *kr-, *gr-, *xr-, *ŋr-, *kw-, *ɣw-, *w-, *ŋw-, etc. In 
contrast, Luo (1997) believes that more complex clusters existed, e.g. *zr-, *zɬ-, *ɟl-45, 
*ztr-, *ɕkʰr-46, *sb-, etc. Similarly, Liang and Zhang (1996) posit clusters like *zd-, 
*xpl-, *xkw- etc. However, it is safe to say that these proposals all assume, at least 
implicitly, that these PT clusters functioned as onsets of monosyllabic words. In 
contrast to this monosyllabic view is the view that the PT prosodic word could be 
larger than a simple monosyllable. 
As established in Chapter 2, the complex onset of a PT prosodic word, 
according to the current reconstruction, can be either a tautosyllabic or sesquisyllabic 
cluster. Each monosyllabic word consisted of an obligatory onset and a heavy rime. 
Similarly, the major syllable of a sesquisyllabic word was composed of an onset and a 
heavy rime. The minor syllable consisted of only one syllabic consonant or one onset 
plus an optional syllabic consonant. For convenience, the minor syllable and the onset 
of the major syllable in a sesquisyllabic word are treated as a single complex onset. A 
complex onset of a monosyllable is labeled here as a “tautosyllabic cluster” while a 
complex onset of a sesquisyllable is referred to here as a “sesquisyllabic cluster”.  
                                                 
45 *ǰl- in Luo’s notation 
46 *škhr- in Luo’s notation 
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In this chapter, I propose a system of PT complex onsets according to the 
phonotactics of the PT prosodic word established in Chapter 2. I first present an 
inventory of tautosyllabic clusters in PT before proceeding to identify their 
sesquisyllabic counterparts. Then, I discuss the processes involved in the reduction of 
sesquisyllables to monosyllables.  
 
4.2 Tautosyllabic clusters 
PT tautosyllabic clusters could consist of up to three consonants. As discussed 
in §2.3, these consonants strictly obeyed the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 
1990). Most consonants could function as the first element in a tautosyllabic cluster 
but only the most sonorous segments can be in medial positions. Therefore, only 
liquids and glides were allowed to occupy the second position in a cluster. Table 4-1 
presents the inventory of CC- clusters that can be reconstructed for PT. 
Permissible tautosyllabic clusters in PT consisted of either two or three 
consonants. Most clusters consist of two consonants. In these two-consonant clusters, 
only stops can be combined with medial *-r-, and *-l-, e.g. *pr-, *br-, *bl-, *ɓl- etc. In 
contrast, consonants of any manner of articulation can all be combined with medial 
*-w- to form clusters, e.g. *pw-, *bw-, *ʰmw-, *ʰlw-, etc. In addition, a few three-
consonant tautosyllabic clusters can be reconstructed, e.g. *krw-, and *klw-.  
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Table 4-1 CC- clusters in PT 
 
  labial alveolar palatal velar uvular 
voiceless stops 
-r- *pr- *tr- *cr- *kr- *qr- 
-l- *pl-   *kl-  
-w- *pw- *tw-  *kw- *qw- 
implosives -l- *ɓl-     
voiced stops 
-r- *br-   *gr-  
-l- *bl-   (*gl-)  
-w- *bw-    *ɢw- 
fricatives -w- 
 *sw  *xw-  
   *ɣw-  
nasals -w- 
*ʰmw-     
 *nw- *ɲw- *ŋw-  
liquid -w- 
 *ʰrw-    
 *rw-    
 
Although the second consonant of a cluster can be either *-r-, *-l-, or *-w-, 
only the labial glide *-w- can occupy the third position in a tautosyllabic cluster. Some 
three-part tautosyllabic clusters in PT included *krw-, *klw-, *crw-, *trw-, to cite a 
few. This is predicted because only *-w- combines as a second member of 
biconsonantal clusters with initial sonorants.   It is important that the medial liquids 
and glides in tautosyllabic clusters did not contrast for voicing. For example, there is 
no contrast between *k- plus *r-, and *k- plus *ʰr-. Although the medial consonants 
are transcribed as voiced *-r-, *-l-, and *-w-, these sonorants were not specified for 
voicing phonologically. As far as the tonal register split is concerned, the first 
consonant of a cluster determined the series of the tone reflexes in modern dialects. 
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For example, PT *pr- is reflected with tones in the first series while *br- is reflected 
with tones in the second series. In the following section, Siamese (SI), Lungchow 
(LC), and Yay (Y) represent SWT, CT, and NT, respectively. 
 
4.2.1 Clusters with medial *-r- 
There were numerous clusters with medial *-r- in PT but only stops were 
allowed to occupy the first position of such a cluster. Moreover, voicing and places of 
articulation both seem to have been an important factor. While all voiceless stops 
occurred with a medial *-r-, among voiced stops, only the voiced labial and velar ones 
were allowed to combine with the liquid. PT tautosyllabic clusters with medial *-r- 
included *kr-, *tr-, *cr-, *kr-, *qr-, *br- and *gr-. Recall that the *C̥r- clusters went 
through aspiration due to the medial *-r- in CT and SWT (see §3.5.2).  
 
4.2.1.1 *pr- 
This PT clusters developed along two paths in different dialects. In SWT, CT 
dialects, and Saek, it became aspirated to *pʰr- as discussed in §3.5.2. This aspirated 
cluster simplified to /pʰ-/ in all SWT dialects including Siamese, Lao, Aiton, Black 
Tai, and White Tai, and in such CT dialects as Shangsi, Western Nung, Guangnan 
Nung, and Yanshan Nung. Moreover, the medial *-r- also yodicized to /-j-/ in many 
CT dialects including Lungchow, Leiping, Debao, Chongzuo, and Daxin. In Yongnan 
and Long’an, PT *pr- is reflected as /pʰl-/. Saek is unique in showing /pʰr-/, attesting 
the intermediate stage immediately after the aspiration of *C̥r- clusters. In NT, the 
cluster did not aspirate and is now reflected as /pl-/, /pj-/, /pɣ-/, or simple /p-/. This 
cluster corresponds to Li’s *pʰl/r- (Li 1977: 87-89). Table 4-2 gives example of etyma 
with PT *pr-.  
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Table 4-2 Etyma with PT *pr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘vegetable’ *prakD pʰakDS1 pʰjakDS1 piəkDS1 Saek /pʰrakDS1/ 
‘head hair’ *prɤmA pʰomA1 pʰjumA1 piəmA1 Saek /pʰramA1/ 
‘lean’ *pro:mA pʰɔ:mA1 pʰjo:mA1 pjomA1 Saek /pʰrɔ:mA1/ 
‘bamboo’ *prajB pʰajB1 pʰajB1  Saek /pʰrajB1/ 
‘taro’ *prɯəkD pʰɯəkDL1 pʰɤ:kDL1 pɯəkDL1  
 
Note that in Lungchow the medial *-j- from PT *-r- was lost if the PT rimes 
contained a high unrounded vowel *ɯ or *i, or a final *-j, e.g. PT *prɯəkDL1 ‘taro’ > 
*pʰjɯəkDL1 > *pʰɯəkDL1 > Lungchow /pʰɤ:kDL1/. In addition, Yay -j- became absorbed 
into the rime if followed by /-a-/, e.g. *prakD ‘vegetable’ > pjakDS1 > Yay /piəkDS1/, 
and *prɤmA ‘head hair’ > pjamA1 > Yay /piəmA1/. 
 
4.2.1.2 *tr- 
In parallel with *pr-, this PT cluster developed along two paths in different 
dialects. In SWT, NT, and some dialects of CT, *tr- simplified to *ʰr- merging with 
the original PT voiceless trill (see §3.6.9.1). Siamese, Black Tai, White Tai, Lue, 
Wuming, Bouyei, Saek, Hechi, Tiandong, Laibin, Shangsi, Leiping, Lungchow, Yay, 
etc. all show this development. The modern reflexes of the merger include /r-/, /l-/, /ʰl-
/, /j-/, /ʰj-/, /ð-/, /ɣ-/ and /h-/. In contrast, a number of dialects kept the initial *t- and 
later aspirated it under the influence of *-r-. Western Nung, Debao, Guangnan Nung, 
Bao Yen, Wenma, etc. developed along this path. The resulting cluster is now 
reflected as a plain aspirated /tʰ-/. This cluster corresponds to Li’s *tʰr- (Li 1977: 121-
125). Table 4-3 gives example of etyma with PT *tr-. 
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Table 4-3 Etyma with PT *tr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘carrying pole’ *tra:pD ha:pDL1 ha:pDL1 ra:pDL1 Debao /tʰa:pDL1/ 
‘to see’ *tranD henA1 -v hanA1 ranA1 Debao /tʰanA1/ 
‘stone’ *tri:lA hinA1 hinA1 rinA1 Debao /tʰənA1/ 
‘head louse’ *trawA hawA1 hawA1 rawA1 Debao /tʰawA1/ 
‘loom’ *trukD hu:kDL1 hukDL1 rokDL1 Debao /tʰo:kDL1/ 
 
4.2.1.3 *cr- 
This PT cluster developed differently from the other *C̥r- clusters. In SWT and 
most CT varieties, this cluster became aspirated to *cʰr- in parallel with *pr-, *tr-, and 
*kr-. Ferlus (1990)’s *cʰr- reflects this intermediate step. This cluster later became 
*tʰr- and is now reflected as /tʰ-/. Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, Lue, Lungming, 
Lungchow, Jingxi, Ningming, Wenma, and Cao Bang are examples of varieties in this 
group. The only NT dialect that went through this development is Saek.  In many NT 
dialects including Liujiang, Rong’an, Nandan, Lianshan, etc. *cr- dissimilated to *kr- 
after the original *kr- had become *ʰr- (see §4.2.1.4). In these dialects, the cluster is 
now reflected /kj-/. Another development is found in some CT and NT varieties 
including Shangsi, Long’an, Wuming, Pinguo, Qiubei, Guigang, etc. In this group of 
dialects, the complex onset *cr- simplified and merged with PT *c- (see §3.6.1.3). It is 
now reflected as /c-/, /ts-/, /s-/, /ɕ-/. This cluster is attested only in a few examples in 
Table 4-4 and corresponds to Li’s *tʰl- (1977: 119-120). 
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Table 4-4 Etyma with PT *cr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to wait’ *cra:C tʰa:C1 tʰa:C1 sa:C1 Guigang /ca:C1/ 
‘bag’ *croŋA tʰuŋA1 tʰuŋA1 sɔŋC1  
‘senior’ *crawC tʰawC1 tʰawC1   
 
Note that ‘old’ is assigned here only tentatively because NT evidence is 
lacking. 
 
4.2.1.4 *kr- 
This PT cluster developed along two paths in different dialects. In SWT, NT, 
and many CT dialects, it was simplified to *ʰr- merging with the original PT voiceless 
trill (see §3.6.9.1). Siamese, Black Tai, White Tai, Lue, Yay, Wuming, Bouyei, Saek, 
Hechi, Tiandong, Laibin, Shangsi, Leiping, Lungming, Lungchow, etc. all show this 
development. The modern reflexes of the merger include /r-/, /l-/, /ʰl-/, /j-/, /ʰj-/, /ð-/, 
/ɣ-/ and /h-/. Another path is taken by a number of CT dialects including Western 
Nung, Debao, Guangnan Nung, Bao Yen, and Wenma, to cite a few. In these dialects, 
*kr- did not simplify but later went through aspiration due to the medial *-r- (see 
§3.5.2), which gave *kʰr-. The resulting aspirated cluster is now reflected as /kʰj-/ or / 
/cʰ-/. This cluster corresponds to *xr- in Li (Li 1977: 233-235)’s reconstruction.  
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Table 4-5 Etyma with PT *kr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to seek’ *kra:A ha:A1 ha:A1 ra:A1 Debao /kʰja:A1/ 
‘gust (of rain)’ *kra:B ha:B1 ha:B1 ra:B1 Debao /kʰja:B1/ 
‘six’ *krokD hokDS1 hokDS1 rokDS1 Debao /kʰjokDS1/ 
‘to laugh’ *krɯəwA huəA1 hu:A1 riəwA1 Debao /kʰuA1/ 
‘fish net’ *kre:A hɛ:A1 he:A1 reA1 Debao /kʰeA1/ 
 
4.2.1.5 *qr- 
This cluster went through two main lines of development. In SWT as well as 
many CT and NT dialects, *qr- changed to *kr-, but did not merged with the original 
*kr- (see §4.2.1.4). The intermediate cluster is still retained as /kr-/ and /kɣ-/ in 
Guigang and Laibin respectively but became /kl-/ in Hengxian. In a number of other 
dialects, the medial *-r- yodicized to *-j-, which further palatalized the *k- to /c-/. 
Thus, while Pingguo, Long’an, Longsheng, Du’an, etc. have /kj-/ for this PT cluster, 
Yay, Tiandong, Tianlin, Lingyue, etc. show /c-/. In SWT and most CT dialects, the 
intermediate cluster *kr- became aspirated due to the influence of *-r-. Now it is 
reflected as /kʰj-/ in Leiping, Lungchow, Debao, and Ningming; as /cʰ-/ in White Thai, 
Western Nung, Guangnan Nung, and Yanshan Nung; as /s-/ in Black Tai and Daxin; 
and as /kʰ-/ in Siamese, Lao, Lue, etc. The NT language Saek also went through 
aspiration and now reflects this cluster as /tʰr-/ from an intermediate *kʰr-. 
Another line of development is a full merger with *ʰr- as illustrated by a 
number of CT dialects which simplified *qr- to *ʰr- in parallel to PT *kr- (see 
§4.2.1.4). The reflex of PT *qr- in Lungming, Fusui, Qinzhou and Shangsi is a simple 
/l-/ while its reflex in Yongnan and Long’an is a /ʰl-/. Etyma that have this PT cluster 
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are listed under *kʰl- in Li’s reconstruction (Li 1977: 226-228). Only the two 
examples given in Table 4-6 have been attested for this PT cluster. Also see *k.r- in 
§4.4.4 for a similar development. 
 
Table 4-6 Etyma with PT *qr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘egg’ *qrajA kʰajB1 kʰjajB1 cajB1 Lungming /lajB1/ 
‘to sift’ *qrɤŋA kʰɯŋA1 kʰjɤŋB1  Lungming /lɤŋB1/ 
 
4.2.1.6 *br- 
The reflex of this cluster in modern dialects depends largely on whether PT 
voiced stops are reflected as plain or aspirated stops (see §3.6.3), and what the general 
reflex of medial *-r- is (see §4.2.1). In Lungchow, PT *b- was devoiced to voiceless 
*p-, and PT *-r- yodicized to /-j-/. Therefore, the modern reflex of *br- in these 
varieties is /pj-/, i.e. *br- > *bj-, > /pj-/. Similarly, it is reflected in Lao as a simple /pʰ-
/ because *b- regularly became /pʰ-/ and medial *-r- was regularly dropped, i.e. *br- > 
*pʰr- > /pʰ-/. Reflexes of this cluster found in modern dialects include /bj-/, /p-/, /pl-/, 
/pr-/, /pɣ-/, /pj-/, /pʰr-/, /pʰj-/, and /pʰ-/. This cluster is attested by only a few examples 
in Table 4-7 but they are attested in all groups of dialects and show regular 
correspondences. Li (1977: 89-91) also reconstructs *br- for these etyma.  
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Table 4-7 Etyma with PT *br- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to separate’ *bra:kD pʰra:kDL2 pja:kDL2 pja:kDL2 Cao Bang /b̤ja:kDL2/ 
‘to deceive’ *bra:ŋA pʰra:ŋA2 pja:ŋA2  Cao Bang /b̤ja:ŋA2/ 
‘deficient’ *bro:ŋB pʰrɔ:ŋB2 pjo:ŋB2 pjɔ:ŋB2 Cao Bang /b̤jɔŋB2/ 
 
4.2.1.7 *gr- 
Like *br-, the reflex of this cluster in modern dialects depends largely on what 
the reflexes of *g- (see §3.6.3.4) and *-r- (see §3.6.8.1) are.  For example, PT is 
reflected as *kj- in Debao because *g- and *-r- are reflected as *k- and *-j- 
respectively. Furthermore, some dialects palatalized the velar stop due to the influence 
of /-j-/, e.g. Leiping *gr- > *kʰj- > /cʰj-/.  Therefore, reflexes of this cluster found in 
modern dialects include /kj-/, /k-/, /kl-/, /kr-/, /kɣ-/, /kj-/, /kʰr-/, /kʰj-/, /kʰ-/, /c-/ and 
/cʰ-/. A special development is found in Lungming, where *gr- is reflected as /l-/. This 
PT cluster is attested by only few examples in Table 4-8. Li (1977: 230-232) also 
reconstructs *gr- for these etyma.  
 
Table 4-8 Etyma with PT *gr- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘mortar’ *grokD kʰrokDS2 kjukDS2 cokDS2  
‘to moan’ *gra:ŋA kʰra:ŋA2   Guigang /kra:ŋA2/ 
‘litter (of young animal)’ *gro:kD kʰrɔ:kDL2 kjo:kDL2 cokDL2  
‘half’ *grɯŋB kʰrɯŋB2   Wuming /klaŋB2/ 
‘indigo’ *gra:mA kʰra:mA2 kja:mA2 sa:mA2 -i  
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4.2.2 Clusters with medial *-l- 
There were a number of clusters with medial *-l- in PT but only stops were 
allowed to occupy the first position of such a cluster. Like cluster with *-r-, places of 
articulation seems to have been an important factor. PT tautosyllabic clusters with 
medial *-l- included only *pl-, *kr-, *bl-, *gl-, and *ɓl-. Recall that the medial *-l- did 
not aspirate the preceding stop (see §3.5.2). Therefore, in many dialects the contrast 
between *C̥l- and *C̥r- is still preserved, e.g. Lungchow /pja:A1/ from PT *pla:A ‘fish’ 
vs. /pʰja:A1/ from PT *pra:A ‘stone mountain’. 
 
4.2.2.1 *pl- 
This PT cluster is reflected as /p-/, /pl-/, /pj-/, /pr-/ or /pɣ-/ in modern dialects.  
While dialects like Siamese, Saek, Yongnan, and Hengxian still preserve the cluster as 
/pl-/, Lao, White Tai, Black Tai, Western Nung, Qiubei, and Du’an simplified it to 
/p-/. In a great number of varieties including Lungchow, Lungming, Bao Yen, 
Chongzuo, Jingxi, Tianlian, Rong’an, Nandan, etc., the medial *-l- yodicized to /-j-/, 
resulting in /pj-/. In Laibin and Guigang, *pl- completely merged with *pr- and is now 
reflected as /pɣ-/ and /pr-/ respectively. Li (Li 1977: 84-86) also reconstructs *pl- for 
this set of data. Table 4-9 presents examples of etyma with PT *pl-. 
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Table 4-9 Etyma with PT *pl- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘fish’ *pla:A pla:A1 pja:A1 pja:A1  
‘tip, end’ *pla:jA pla:jA1 pja:jA1 pja:jA1  
‘to take down’ *ploŋA ploŋA1 pjuŋA1 pjoŋA1  
‘to awaken’ *plokD plukDS1 pjukDS1 pjokDS1  
‘aquatic leech’ *pli:ŋA pliŋA1 piŋA1 piŋA1  
 
The Lungchow and Yay forms for ‘aquatic leech’ do not have medial /-j-/ 
because it was absorbed by the high front vowel /i/. 
 
4.2.2.2 *kl- 
This PT cluster is reflected as /k-/, /kl-/, /kj-/, /kr-/, /kɣ-/ or /c-/ in modern 
dialects. While dialects like Siamese, Yongnan, and Hengxian still preserve the cluster 
as /kl-/, Lao, White Tai, Black Tai, and Yongbei have simplified it to /k-/. Saek also 
still preserves the medial lateral but has changed the cluster to /tl-/.  In a great number 
of varieties including Lungchow, Lungming, Bao Yen, Chongzuo, Jingxi, Rong’an, 
Nandan, etc., the medial *-l- vocalized to /-j-/, resulting in /kj-/. In Leiping, Guangnan 
Nung, Tiandong, and Qiubei the cluster further palatalized to /c-/. Yay, Laibin and 
Guigang, to cite a few, completely merged medial *-l- and *-r- so that *kl- is now 
reflected /kɣ-/ and /kr-/ respectively. Li (Li 1977: 220-225) also reconstructs *kl- for 
this set of data. Table 4-10 presents examples of etyma with PT *kl-. 
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Table 4-10 Etyma with PT *kl- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘middle’ *kla:ŋA kla:ŋA1 kja:ŋA1 ca:ŋA1  
‘banana’ *kluəjC kluəjC1 ku:jC1 cuəjC1  
‘rice seedling’ *kla:C kla:C1 kja:C1 ca:C1  
‘drum’ *klo:ŋA klɔ:ŋA1 kjo:ŋA1 coŋA1  
‘last (year)’ *kla:jA kla:jA1 kja:jA1 ca:jA1  
 
4.2.2.3 *ɓl- 
There are three main lines of development for *ɓl-. The first one is 
simplification to *ɓ- in Black Tai, White Tai, and Shangsi. In these dialects, it is now 
reflected as plain /b-/. The second line of development is coalescence to *ɗ-, merging 
with the original PT *ɗ- (see §3.6.2.2). This development is found in Siamese, Lao, 
Western Nung, Debao, Yay, Rong’an, Hechi, etc. In these dialects, *ɓl- is now 
reflected as /d-/, /n-/, /l-/ or /ɗ-/. The third line of development is retention of *ɓl-. 
Dialects in this group reflect the PT cluster as /bj-/, /mj-/, or /bl-/. In most dialects, the 
medial *-l- later yodicizied to /-j-/, creating /bj-/. Examples of these dialects include 
Lungming, Lungchow, and Chongzuo. Saek is unique in still retaining the medial -l-. 
Li (1977: 91-94) includes this set of data under *ˀbl/r-. 
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Table 4-11 Etyma with PT *ɓl- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘moon’ *ɓlɯənA dɯənA1 bɤ:nA1 dɯənA1 Saek /bliənA1/ 
‘flower’ *ɓlo:kD dɔ:kDL1 bjo:kDL1 dokDL1 Saek /blɔ:kDL1/ 
‘to weed’ *ɓla:jA da:jA1 bja:jA1 da:jA1  
‘gall bladder, bile’ *ɓli:A di:A1 di:A1 -i di:A1 Saek /bli:A1/ 
‘to snap’ *ɓli:tD di:tDL1   Saek /bli:tDL1/ 
 
Note an unexplained split in Shan dialects, in which PT *ɓl- is reflected as 
either /m-/ (< *ɓ-) or l- (< *ɗ-) depending on the etyma, cf. Southern Shan /mɔkDL1/ 
from *ɓlo:kDL1 ‘flower’ vs. /lɤnA1/ from *ɓlɯənA1 ‘moon’. It is possible that the split 
represent a distinction in PT between *ɓr- as in ‘flower’ and *ɓl- as in ‘moon’. 
However, Saek, which normally preserves the distinction between medial *-l- and 
*-r-, only shows /-l-/. Therefore, I tentatively view the split reflex in Shan as an 
innovation47. 
 
4.2.2.4 *gl- 
This cluster is tentative because only two etyma are found. The first one is 
‘nearly alike’, which is reflected as /kʰlapDS2/ in Siamese compound /kʰlapDS2 kʰla:jC2/ 
‘vaguely resembling’ (Li 1977: 230), and as /capDS2/ ‘just right’ in Po-ai, and /kjapDS2/ 
‘just right’ in Dioi. Another etyma is ‘to lasso’, whose modern forms are / kʰlɔ:ŋC2/, 
                                                 
47 Li (1977: 91) says that Shan, Lao and Lue all show the split but disagree in their 
reflexes. In contrast, I believe that the regular reflex of *ɓl- in Lao and Lue is /d-/. The 
/b-/ reflected in some etyma is a special development. For example, Lao /bi:A1/ for 
‘gall bladder’ is probably contaminated by /bɯ:A1/ ‘umbilical cord’. 
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/kjo:ŋC2/, and /kløŋC2/ in Siamese, Lungchow, and Wuming respectively. This cluster 
is also reconstructed as *gl- in Li’s system (1977: 229-230). 
 
4.2.3 Clusters with medial *-w- 
Tautosyllabic clusters abound in PT as medial *-w- can be combined with 
many consonants including stops, fricatives, nasals, and liquids. However, it is 
important to note that some clusters are more robustly supported than others. While 
such clusters as *kw-, and *ɣw- are attested by many etyma, *ʰmw- is supported by 
only one example.  
 
4.2.3.1 Velar + *-w- 
The most common complex onsets with medial *-w- in PT had velar 
consonants as the first part of the cluster. These include *kw-, *xw-, *ɣw-, and *ŋw-. 
Interestingly, *gw- is not attested. It is possible that it merged with *ɣw- early on. 
While modern dialects usually preserve *kw- and *xw-, they have simplified one or 
more of the clusters *ɣw- and *ŋw-. For example, Siamese retains the medial *-w- in 
*kw-, *xw-, and *ɣw- but simplified *ŋw- to a simple /w-/. In contrast, Lungchow and 
Yay keep *kw- as /kw-/, but simplified the other three to a simple *w-, which is now 
reflected as /v-/. In Li’s system, these four clusters are also reconstructed as *kw- (Li 
1977: 236-237), *xw- (Li 1977: 240-241), *ɣw- (Li 1977: 241-242), and *ŋw- (Li 
1977: 239-240). These clusters are exemplified in Table 4-12. 
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Table 4-12 Etyma with PT *kw-, *xw-, *ɣw- and *ŋw- respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to sweep’  *kwa:tD kwa:tDL1  kwa:tDL1 Lungming /kwa:tDL1/ 
‘to cross over’ *kwa:B kwa:B1 kwa:B1 kwa:B1  
‘deer’ *kwa:ŋA kwa:ŋA1 kwa:ŋA1 vɯəŋA2  
‘axe’ *xwa:nA kʰwa:nA1 kʰwa:nA1 va:nA1 White Tai /xwa:nA1/ 
‘putrid’ *xwi:wA kʰiəwA1 kʰi:wA1  Bao Yen /xwi:wA1/ 
‘water buffalo’ *ɣwa:jA kʰwa:jA2 va:jA2 va:jA2 White Tai  /xwa:jA2/ 
‘smoke’ *ɣwanA kʰwanA2 vanA2  White Tai  /xɔnA2/ 
‘penis’ *ɣwajA kʰuəjA1   White Tai  /xwajA2/ 
‘daytime’ *ŋwanA wanA2 vanA2 vanA2 Yongnan /ŋonA2/ 
‘dumb’ *ŋwamC  vamC2  Yongnan /ŋamA2/ 
 
The Yay form for ‘deer’ shows a special development. The cluster *kw- must 
have been simplified to *w- due to the following vowel *ɯə48, i.e. PT *kwɯəŋA > 
*wɯəŋA > vɯəŋA2. Moreover, this form shows tone A2, indicating that *kw had 
simplified to *w- before the binary register split.  
 
4.2.3.2 Uvular + *-w- 
PT clusters with a uvular obstruent followed by *-w- are attested by a few 
examples in Table 4-13. *qw- completely merged with *xw- in most dialects but in 
Phu Thai and Phuan dialects they remain distinct. For example, the Kapong dialect of 
Phu Thai has /kʰw-/ for *xw-, but /w-/ for *qw- via an intermediate stage *ʰw-. The 
voiced cluster *ɢw- is found only in *ɢwɯn ‘human’ The medial -w- simply dropped 
                                                 
48 [k-], [w-] and [ɯ] are all produced at the velum. 
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out in CT and SWT dialects but left traces in the vowel in NT. In all SWT, including 
Siamese, White Tai, Lue, Lao, etc., the vowel *ɯ lowered to *ɤ regularly before a 
non-velar nasal coda. This *ɤ is now reflected as /o/ in SWT (see §5.6.2.3). In many 
NT varieties including Yay, Saek, Tianlin, Lingyue, Donglan, etc., it had a rounding 
effect on the following vowel so that now the most common vocalic nucleus in this 
etymon is /u/. However, in a few dialects, including Pingguo and Nandan, the *ɢw- 
was simplified *w-, e.g. Pingguo Pingguo /wɯnA2/. While the etyma reconstructed 
with PT cluster *qw- in the current system are included in Li (1977: 240-241) under 
*xw- (Li 1977: 240-241), *ɢw- is listed under and *ɣw- (Li 1977: 214-219, 272). 
Table 4-13 shows etyma with PT *qw-, and *ɢw. 
 
Table 4-13 Etyma with PT *qw-, and *ɢw- respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to hang’ *qwe:nA kʰwɛ:nA1  ve:nA1 Kapong /wɛ:nA1/ 
‘face down’ *qwamC kʰwamC1 kʰumC1 hamC1 Kapong /wamC1/ 
‘spirit’ *qwanA kʰwanA1 kʰwanA1 vanA1 Kapong /wanA1/ 
‘human, person’ *ɢwɯnA kʰonA2 kʰɤnA2 hunA2  
 
Notice that the *qw- in ‘face down’ and the *ɢw- in ‘human’ became simplified 
early on in Yay, i.e. PT *qwamC > *hwamC > /hamC1/ ‘face down’, and PT *ɢwɯnA > 
*hwɯnA2 > /hunA2/ ‘human’. In Yay, /h-/ is the regular reflex of *qw- and *ɢw-. 
 
4.2.3.3 Labial + *-w- 
Four labial clusters with *-w- have been identified for PT: *bw-, *pw-, *mw- 
and *ʰmw-. The cluster *mw- is amply attested by reflexes in modern dialects. 
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Normally, PT *m- is reflected as /m-/ with tones in the second series in all dialects. 
However, there is a set of etyma which are reflected as /m-/ in SWT and CT but as /f-/ 
in most NT dialects. In other words, the SWT and CT reflex points to earlier *m- (see 
§3.6.6.1) but the NT reflex points to *w- (see §3.6.8.3). Following Li (1977: 73-74), I 
reconstruct *mw- for this set of etyma49.  
 
Table 4-14 Etyma with PT *mw- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘clf. for tools’ *mwa:kD  ma:kDL2 fa:kDL2  
‘hand’50 *mwɯ:A mɯ:A2 mɯ:A2 fɯŋA2  
‘day’ *mwɯ:C mɯ:C2 mɯ:C2 fɯ:C2  
‘drunk’ *mwi:A   fiA2 W. Nung /mi:A2/ 
‘sprirt’ *mwa:ŋA   fa:ŋA2 Chongzuo /ma:ŋA2/ 
 
While evidence for *mw- is the most robust, *bw-, *pw-, and *ʰmw are 
supported by only a few examples. These etyma are shown in Table 4-15. In Li’s 
reconstruction, they are reconstructed as *b- (Li 1977: 66), *pɰ- (Li 1977, 278-279), 
and *ʰmw- (Li 1977: 75-76, 263)  respectively.  
 
                                                 
49 It is also possible that ultimately this set of etyma had *r.m- in PT. Although 
Proto-Kra (Ostapirat 2000) *r-maŋA ‘spirit’ and *r-meA ‘drunk’ suggest that these 
etyma also go back to PT *r.m-, Tai internal evidence alone does not indicate 
sesquisyllabic onsets. 
50 The final /-ŋ/ found in many NT dialects is a sporadic development, possibly PT 
*r.mɯ:A > *r.mɯ:ŋA > Yay /fɯŋA2/. Compare with PT ‘2s pronoun’ in Appendix B. 
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Table 4-15 Etyma with PT *bw-, *pw-, and *ʰmw- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘fat’ *bwi:A pʰi:A2 pi:A2 pi:A2 Huanjiang /pwi:A2/ 
‘lung’ *pwɤtD pɔ:tDL1 pɤtDS1 putDS1 Nandan /pɯətDS1/ 
‘bear’ *ʰmwɯjA mi:A1 mi:A1 mɯəjA1 Huanjiang /mu:jA1/ 
‘pubic hair’ *ʰmwu:j A mɔ:jA1   Po-ai /mi:A1/ 
 
For PT *bwi:A ‘fat’, the medial *-w- is attested in Huanjiang as well as 
Rong’an and Longsheng. Further support comes from its Chinese source 肥 féi, whose 
reconstructed MC form is bjwei. For PT *D pʰjwɐiC ‘lung’, the *-w- is most likely 
preserved as /ɯ/ in Nandan. Moreover, the Late Han pronunciation of its Chinese 
source肺 fèi is pʰuɑs, which lends further support to the reconstruction of medial *-w-. 
As for *ʰmwɯjA ‘bear’ and *ʰmwu:jA ‘pubic hair’, the medial *-w- is not attested as a 
separate segment but traces of its rounding are still found in the rimes. 
 
4.2.3.4 Coronal + *-w- 
Many coronal consonants in PT can be combined with medial *-w- but the 
clusters are usually simplified to simple onsets. At minimum, the following complex 
onsets must be reconstructed for PT: *tw-, *nw-, *rw-, *ʰrw-, and *ʰlw-. These 
clusters are reconstructed as simple onsets *t-, *n-, *r-, *ʰr-, and *ʰl- in Li. The most 
common coronal cluster with medial *-w- is perhaps *rw- shown in Table 4-17. 
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Table 4-16 Etyma with PT *rw- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to pour’ 
‘to vomit’ 
*rwa:tD 
*rwɯəkD 
ra:tDL2  
ɬa:kDL2 
 
ruəkDL2 
Kapong /hwa:tDL2/ 
Bouyei(4) /zvɯəDL2/ 
‘gutter, trough’ *rwɯəŋA ra:ŋA2 ɬa:ŋA2 ruəŋA2  
‘chicken louse’ *rwɤjA rajA2 ɬajA2 riA2 Yishan /ʰjwiA2/ 
‘dry field’ *rwɤjB rajB2 ɬajB2 riB2 Yishan /ʰjwiB2/ 
 
For *rwɤjA ‘chicken louse’ and *rwɤjB ‘dry field’, the *-w- is attested in only a 
few varieties. In Yishan /ʰjwiA2/ and /ʰjwiB2/, PT *r- is reflected as /ʰj-/ and the *-w- is 
still preserved. For *rwɯəkD ‘to vomit’, and *rwɯəŋA ‘gutter, trough’, the medial 
glide is generally lost but its rounding is still preserved on the diphthong in Yay 
/ruəkDL2/, and /ruəŋA2/. Similarly, the medial /-v-/ in Bouyei(4) for ‘to vomit’. 
Moreover, /-w-/ in Kapong /rwa:tDL2/ ‘to pour over’ and the rounded vowel in Po-ai 
/lu:tDL2/ attest the PT medial *-w-. In addition to *rw-, a few other coronal clusters 
existed in PT. Examples of these clusters are given in Table 4-17. 
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Table 4-17 Etyma with PT *tw-, *nw-, *ʰrw-, and *ʰlw- respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to crawl over’ *twajB tajB1 tajB1  Bao Yen /twajB1/ 
‘jackal’ *nwajA najA2  najA1 Bao Yen /nwajA1/ 
‘way’ *ʰrwɤnA honA1  ranA1 Huanjiang /wanA1/ 
‘mushroom’ *ʰrwetD hetDS1 vitDS1 ratDS1 Yishan /ʰjotDS1/ 
‘comb’ *ʰrwɯ:jA wi:A1 vi:A1 rojA1 Nandan /ruəjA1/ 
‘to flow’ *ʰlwajA lajA1 lajA1 lajA1 Bao Yen /lwajB1/ 
 
For *twajB ‘to crawl’, *nwajA ‘jackal’, and *ʰlwajA ‘to flow’, the medial *-w- 
is clearly attested in a number of dialects, cf. Bao Yen /twajB1/, /nwajA1/, /lwajB1/ 
respectively. For *ʰrwɤnA ‘way’, the medial *-w- is preserved as initial /w-/ as in 
Huanjiang /wanA1/, or as rounding of the vowel as in Pingguo /ronA1/. Similarly, the 
medial *-w- in *ʰrwetD ‘mushroom’ is preserved as /v-/ as in Lungchow /vitDS1/ or as 
vowel rounding as in Yishan /ʰjotDS1/. Similarly, the medial *-w- in *ʰrwɯ:jA ‘comb’ 
is preserved as initial /w-/ in Siamese /wi:A1/, /v-/ in Lungchow /vi:A1/, and as 
rounding in most NT dialects as in Yay /rojA1/ and Nandan /ruəjA1/. 
 
4.2.3.5 Three-consonant clusters *CCw- 
PT allowed three consonants to form tautosyllabic clusters under the 
constraints discussed in §4.2. At a minimum, *krw-, *klw, *qrw- *trw- and *crw- 
must be reconstructed at the PT level. Examples of these clusters are given in Table 
4-18. Li (Li 1977: 120, 227-228) reconstructs two-consonant clusters for these etyma. 
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Table 4-18 Etyma with PT *krw-, *klw-, *qrw-, *trw-, and *crw- respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘spider’ *krwa:wA  kʰja:wA1 ca:wA1 Wuming /klwa:wA1/ 
‘small frog’ *krweA   kweA1 Wuming /klweA1/ 
‘salt’ *klwɯəA klɯəA1 kɯ:A1 kuəA1 Rong’an /kwɤA1/ 
‘mountain stream’ *qrwɤjC huəjC1 vu:jC1 viC1 Longsheng /jwiC1/ 
‘to carry on the back’ *trwa:mA ha:mA1 ha:mA1 ra:mA1 Longsheng /jwa:mA1/ 
‘plough, to plough’ *crwajA tʰajA1 tʰajA1 sajA1 Longsheng /kjwaiA1/ 
 
For *krwa:wA ‘spider’ and *krwe:A ‘small frog’, the clusters usually simplified 
to either *kr- or *kw- but a few dialects including Wuming still retain all three 
consonants, cf.  /klwa:wA1/ and /klweA1/. For *klwɯəA ‘salt’, not only did the *-w- 
leave rounding on the rime in dialects like Yay, but the Rong’an form also retains the 
medial. For *qrwɤjC ‘mountain stream’, the medial is reflected both in the /u/ in 
Siamese /huəjC1/ and the /v-/ in Lungchow /vu:jC1/ and Yay /viC1/. For *trwam and 
*crwaj, the medial *-w- is lost in most dialects, but is preserved in some dialects 
including Longsheng, cf. /jwa:mA1/ and /kjwaiA1/. Note that both initial *r- and medial 
*-r- became /j/ in Longsheng. 
 
4.3 Speculative *-w- 
In addition to the complex onsets with medial *-w- above, I also speculate that 
medial *-w- is responsible for some vowel correspondences. This speculative *-w- is 
posited in both monosyllabic and sesquisyllabic PT etyma. There are altogether two 
paradigms of vowel correspondences for which I posit a *-w- despite a lack of 
unequivocal evidence.  
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The first paradigm involves etyma whose SWT and CT reflexes points to an 
earlier long mid vowel but whose NT reflexes point to earlier short high vowels. For 
example, Siamese /tʰɔ:ŋC2/ suggests earlier *do:ŋC but Yay /tuŋC2/ suggests earlier 
*duŋC. In this case, I speculate that a medial *-w- had a lowering effect on following 
*u:, resulting in a long mid vowel *o: in Siamese. In Yay, the *-w- simply dropped 
out, leaving *u: as the reflex.  This situation is in contrast with the PT *o:, which is 
reflected as /ɔ:/ in Siamese, /o:/ in Lungchow, and /o/ in Yay. It also differs from PT 
u:, which is reflected as /u:/ in Siamsese, /u/ in Lungchow, and /u/ in Po-ai. Table 4-19 
presents some etyma for which I propose *wu:. Li reconstructs *uɔ (Li 1977: 278), 
which contrasts with his *wɔ (Li 1977: 277-278).  
 
 Table 4-19 Etyma with PT *wu: 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘stomach, belly’ *dwu:ŋC tʰɔ:ŋC2 to:ŋC2 tuŋC2  
‘young, soft’ *ʔwu:nB ʔɔ:nB2 ʔo:nB2 ʔunB2 Guigang /ʔwunB2/ 
‘to dye’ *ɲwu:mC ɲɔ:mC2 jo:mC2 ɲumC2  
‘spool’ *lwu:tD lɔ:tDL1 lo:tDL1  Po-ai /lutDS1/ 
 
Note that the NT reflex for ‘spool’ point to earlier short vowels rather than 
long vowels because of the regular shortening of PT long *u: in closed syllables (see 
§5.6.1.3). Although reconstructing *-w- for this set of data is very speculative, there 
seems to be some concrete evidence for two of the etyma. The first one is ‘soft’ whose 
reflex in the NT dialect of Guigang shows a medial /-w-/. The second one is ‘to dye’ 
whose Vietnamese counterpart nhuộm ‘to dye’ has a diphthong /uə/ as vocalic nucleus. 
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The speculative *-w- is also posited for the data involving front vowels in Table 4-20, 
for which Li (Li 1977: 274-275) reconstructs *iɛ and *jɛ. 
 
Table 4-20 Etyma with PT *-wi:- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘sunshine’ *C̥.dwi:tD dɛ:tDL1 de:tDL1 ditDS1  
‘late meal’ * C̥.lwi:ŋA lɛ:ŋA2 le:ŋA2 riŋA2  
‘red’ *C̥.dwi:ŋA dɛ:ŋA1 de:ŋA1 diŋA1  
‘wasp’ *b.twi:lA tɛ:nA1 pʰe:nA1 tinA2  
 
PT *e: is regularly reflected as /ɛ:/ in Siamese, /e:/ in Lungchow, and /e/ in 
Yay, while PT *i: is reflected as /i:/, /i/, and /i/ in the three languages respectively. The 
cases above, in contrast, show a different correspondence: Siamese /ɛ:/, Lungchow /e:/ 
but Yay /i/. I speculate that in these cases a medial *-w- lowered the following *i: to a 
long mid vowel *e: in CT and SWT before dropping out. In NT, the *-w- simply was 
lost, leaving *i: as the reflex. For example, Siamese /dɛ:ŋA1/ came from earlier *ɗe:ŋA, 
whose long *e: in turn resulted from lowering of PT *i: in *C̥.dwi:ŋA. In contrast, Yay 
/diŋA1/ came from earlier *ɗiŋA, whose *i was a regular reflex of PT *i: after the 
speculated medial *-w-. Note that the Yay reflex for ‘sunshine’ has DS1 rather than 
DL1 because of the regular shortening of PT long *i: in closed syllables (see §5.6.1.1). 
So far, I have not been able to identify potential evidence for the medial *-w-. 
Therefore, the reconstruction of these cases remain speculative. Note that it is not 
possible, however, to posit *-j- instead of *-w- because this paradigm would be the 
only set of data that had the medial *-j-. 
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The second paradigm involves etyma whose SWT and CT reflexes point to an 
earlier long mid vowel but whose NT reflexes point to an earlier diphthong. For 
example, Siamese /nɔ:ŋC2/ suggests earlier *no:ŋC but Yay /nuəŋC2/ suggests earlier 
*nuəŋC. In this case, I speculate that the PT form of this etymon was *nwo:ŋC. In this 
scenario, the medial *-w- was lost in front of the long *o: yielding a simple long *o: in 
SWT and NT. This *o: is now reflected as /ɔ:/ in Siamese. In NT, the *-w- coalesced 
with the nucleus *o: to become *uə, which is still preserved in Yay. 
In addition to this *o:~*uə correspondence, the paradigm also includes a front 
vowel *e:~*iə set and a back unrounded *a:~*ɯə set. Therefore, for this paradigm, I 
tentatively propose PT *we:, *wɤ: and *wo: for Li’s *jɛ (1977: 274-275), *wa (1977: 
276) and *wɔ (1977: 277-278) respectively. Table 4-21 presents etyma belonging to 
this paradigm. 
 
 Table 4-21 Etyma with PT *we:, *wɤ: and *wo: 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘cucumber’ *p.rwe:ŋA tɛ:ŋA1 pʰe:ŋA1 tiəŋA1  
‘tail’ *ʰrwɤ:ŋA ha:ŋA1 ha:ŋA1 rɯəŋA1  
‘downstairs’ *lwɤ:ŋA la:ŋB2 la:ŋB2  Po-ai /lɯ:ŋB2/ 
‘crossbow’ *ʰnwɤ:C na:C1  nɯəC1 W. Nung /na:C1/ 
‘to disappear’ *ʰrwɤ:jA ha:jA1  rɯəjA1 Lungming /ha:jC1/ 
‘bad’ *rwɤ:jC ra:jC2 ɬa:jC2 rɯəjC2  
‘younger sibling’ *nwo:ŋC nɔ:ŋC2 no:ŋC2 nuəŋC2  
‘elbow’ *C̥.swo:kD sɔ:kDL1  suəkDL1 Lungming /so:kDL1/ 
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The only potential support for the speculated *-w- in this paradigm comes 
from the MC form for 弩 nǔ (< MC nuoB, LH nɑB, OC *nâʔ) ‘crossbow’. Although the 
u in the MC forms may be viewed as concrete evidence for a medial *-w- in Proto-Tai 
*nwɤ:C, the chronology is rather problematic. PT most likely predates Late Han 
Chinese at which stage the rime of弩 was still simple ɑ. Therefore, the reconstruction 
of PT *-w- for this set of data must be taken as tentative. 
 
4.4 Sesquisyllabic clusters 
In §2.3, I established that a PT prosodic word could be either monosyllabic or 
sesquisyllabic. I argued that this sesquisyllabic view of PT phonology best accounts 
for the wide range of sound correspondences observed among the daughter languages. 
According to the proposal, a sequence of consonants that makes up the minor syllable 
plus the major syllable onset, or a sesquisyllabic cluster, can have up to two 
consonants in the minor syllable, and up to three consonants in the major syllable. In 
this section, I identify sesquisyllabic clusters that can be reconstructed for PT before 
proceeding to discuss the process through which sesquisyllables consisting of these 
complex onsets reduced to monosyllables in modern languages. Note that some 
clusters posited here are more speculative than others. Many clusters are attested by 
only one or two etyma, and must therefore be taken as tentative. 
 
4.4.1 Voiceless stop + voiceless stop 
Clusters that consist of two voicless obstruents are perhaps the most common 
type of sesquisyllabic clusters in PT. In many of such *C̥.C̥- clusters, both the minor 
syllable and the major syllable onsets are voiceless stops, e.g. *p.t- and *k.t-. When 
these complex onsets were reduced to fit the monosyllabic template, the resulting 
onsets stayed voiceless. In all modern languages, etyma with this type of PT cluster 
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have tones in the first series. The most robust set is PT *p.t- given Table 4-22. Li 
(1977: 118-119) posits a tautosyllabic *tr- for this set of data. 
 
Table 4-22 Etyma with PT *p.t- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘eye’ *p.ta:A ta:A1 ha:A1 ta:A1 Saek /pra:A1/ 
‘to die’ *p.ta:jA ta:jA1 ha:jA1 ta:jA1 Saek /pra:jA1/ 
‘grasshopper’ *p.takD takDS1  takDS1 Lungming /tʰak/ 
 
Following Ferlus (1990), PT *p.t- simplified to /t-/ in Siamese and Yay but 
went through weakening of the non-initial *.t- in Saek and Lungchow. In Lungchow, 
original *p.t- became *p.r- after the non-initial *.t- became weakened to *.r-. The *p- 
was then lost leaving only a voiceless *ʰr-, which is now reflected as /h-/. In Saek, the 
original *p.t- became *p.r- after weakening but, rather than dropping the initial *p-, 
the sesquisyllabic cluster became a true tautosyllabic cluster /pr-/. 
The second set of etyma that go back to a sesquisyllabic cluster consisting of 
two voiceless stops is presented in Table 4-23. Following Ferlus (1990), I reconstruct 
PT *k.t- for these etyma, for which Li (1977: 117-118) posits *tl-. In this scenario, PT 
*k.t- simplified to /t-/ in Siamese and Yay but became *t.r- in Lungchow through 
weakening of *-t-. This intermediate cluster later simplified to *ʰr-, which is reflected 
now as /r-/ in Yay. In Long’an and a few other dialects, the modern reflex of *k.t- is 
/tʰ-/ which attests the intermediate step *tr-, i.e. *k.t- > *t.r- > *tr- > /tʰ-/ (see §4.4.4).  
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Table 4-23 Etyma with PT *k.t- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘full’ *k.temA temA1 timA1 rimA1 Long’an /tʰimA/ 
‘fart’ *k.tɤtD totDS1 tɤtDS1 ratDS1 Long’an /tʰɯtDS1/ 
‘big leaf’ *k.to:ŋA tɔ:ŋA1 to:ŋA1 roŋA1  
‘to wake up’ *k.tɯ:nB tɯ:nB1 tɯ:nB1 rɯnB1 Long’an /tʰɤnB1/ 
  
In addition to *p.t- and *k.t-, other sesquisyllabic clusters with two stops can 
also be reconstructed. However, their reconstruction is rather tentative because they 
are attested only by one or two examples. These clusters include *p.q-, and *q.p-. Table 
4-24 presents data for these clusters. These cases are viewed as aberrancies in Li (Li 
1977). 
 
Table 4-24 Etyma with PT *p.q- and *q.p- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘leg’ *p.qa:A kʰa:A1 kʰa:A1 ka:A1 Saek /kwa:A1/ 
‘to sell’ *p.qa:jD kʰa:jA1 kʰa:jA1 ka:jA1 Saek /kwa:jA1/ 
‘body hair, feather’ *q.pɯlA kʰonA1 kʰonA1 punA1  
 
 As discussed in §2.3.2, the labiality in Saek /kwa:A1/ and Saek /kwa:jA1/ is a 
retention from PT, as these two etyma still preserve the initial *p- in Sui /pa:1/ ‘leg’ 
and /pe1/ ‘to see’. Therefore, I posit *p.qa:A ‘leg’ and *p.qa:jA at the PT level 
respectively. The former has been related to PAN *paqa ‘thigh’ (Ostapirat 2005). As 
for ‘body hair’, it is not clear if the CT/SWT from *qon are related to the NT form 
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from *pɯl. If they are, they should be reconstructed as *q.pɯlA at the PT level. That 
is, SWT and CT simply dropped the non-initial *.p- but kept the labiality in the vowel. 
In contrast, NT lost the initial *q- when *q.p- simplified. Qinzhou, Yongnan, and 
Fusui show /pʰunA1/, /pʰɤnA1/, and /pʰɯnA1/ respectively. The aspiration in /pʰ-/ in 
these three dialects seems to be a trace of the initial *q.-  
 
4.4.2 Voiceless obstruent + voiced stop 
PT had a number of sesquisyllabic clusters with voiceless obstruents followed 
by voiced stops. These C̥.C̬- clusters became simple implosives in most dialects, 
except for Saek where they became weakened to simple sonorants. Note that the Saek 
reflex of *C̥.b- is /v-/ but this fricative must have relatively recently developed from 
*w-. The first set of data, presented in Table 4-25, can be reconstructed with *C̥.b-. 
 
Table 4-25 Etyma with PT *C̥.b- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘shoulder’ *C̥.ba:B ba:B1 ba:B1 ba:B1 Saek /va:B1/ 
‘thin’ *C̥.ba:ŋA ba:ŋA1 ba:ŋA1 ba:ŋA1 Saek /va:ŋA1/ 
‘light’ *C̥.bawA bawA1 bawA1 bawA1 Saek /vawA1/ 
‘side’ *C̥.bɯəŋC bɯəŋC1 bɤ:ŋC1  Saek /viəŋC1/ 
‘to poison’ *C̥.bɯəA bɯəA1 bɤ:A1  Saek /viəA1/ 
 
In these etyma, most dialects point unanimously to an earlier *ɓ- but Saek /v-/ 
suggests *ʰw-. This correspondence can be accounted for by positing PT *C̥.b-. In this 
scenario, the medial *-b- in most dialects became an implosive *ɓ- when the voiceless 
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*C̥- dropped out51, e.g. PT *C̥.ba:B ‘shoulder’ > *ɓa:B > Siamese /ba:B1/ In contrast, 
the medial *.b- in Saek went through weakening and became *.w- before the voiceless 
*C̥- was lost, e.g. PT *C̥.ba:B ‘shoulder’ > * C̥.wa:B > *ʰwa:B > Saek /va:B1/. Note that 
Ostapirat (2005) relates this etymon to PAN *qabaRa. In this account, the first 
consonant *q- in PAN *qabaRa corresponds to the initial *C̥- in PT *C̥.ba:B. A second 
set of data is given in Table 4-26. These etyma go back to PT *C̥.d-. 
 
Table 4-26 Etyma with PT *C̥.d- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘black’ *C̥.damA damA1 damA1  Saek /ramA1/ 
‘bone’ *C̥.dukD du:kDL1 du:kDL1 dokDL1 Saek /rɔ:kDL1/ 
‘raw’ *C̥.dipD dipDS1 dipDS1 dipDS1 Saek /ripDS1/ 
‘catfish’ *C̥.dokD dukDS1  dokDS1 Saek /rɔkDS1/ 
‘mountain’ *C̥.do:jA dɔ:jA1  dojA1 Saek /rɔ:jA1/ 
 
In parallel to *C̥.b-, the PT sesquisyllabic cluster *C̥.d- became an implosive 
*ɗ- in almost all dialects. Again, the only exception is Saek which has a weakened 
reflex *-r- in these etyma. For example, the non-initial *.d- in PT *C̥.dipD became 
implosivized before the voiceless initial *C̥- was lost, and is now reflected as /d-/ in 
Siamese, Lungchow, and Yay, e.g. *C̥.dipD > *ɗipD > Siamese /dipD1/. In contrast, in 
Saek the non-initial *.d- went through weakening and became *.r- before the voiceless 
initial *C̥- was lost, e.g. *C̥.dipD > *C̥.ripD > *ʰripD > Saek /ripD1/. Among the etyma 
                                                 
51 It is not clear what phonetic reasons underly the change from non-initial voiced stop 
preceded by a voiceless onstruent became implosive. However, this change is 
consistent with the fact that implosives are tonogenetically half-voiced, half-voiceless 
(see §6.2).    
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shown in Table 4-26, two have been claimed to have Austronesian connections 
(Ostapirat 2005): PT *C̥.dipD ‘raw’ and PAN *qudip ‘alive’; and *C̥.damA ‘black’ and 
PAN *tidem ‘black, dark’. These two Austronesian etyma lend support to the 
reconstruction of *C̥.d- clusters for these etyma. 
In addition to *C̥.b- and *C̥.d-, a sesquisyllabic cluster with non-initial *.ɟ- 
may have existed. The only potential case is ‘to stand’, which is reflected as /jɯ:nA1/ 
in Siamese and Lungchow, and as /dɯnA1/ in Yay. While the former points to earlier 
*ˀjɯ:nA, the latter suggests *ɗɯ:nA. These divergent developments probably reflect PT 
*C̥.ɟɯ:nA. Specifically, the non-initial *.ɟ- became implosivized when preceded by a 
voiceless obstruent as expected but the resulting implosive was not *.ʄ-. Since *.ʄ- has 
never been allowed in Tai languages, in the SWT and CT dialects, 
implosive/glottalized palatal is precisely *ˀj-. As for NT, the non-initial *.ɟ- became 
implosive *ɗ- rather than *.ʄ- on account of this same ban against the palatal 
implosive.  
The development of implosives from plain voiced stops in the non-initial 
position strongly suggests that there was no contrast between medial voiced stops and 
their implosive counterparts. In other words, PT only distinguished plain voiced stops 
*b, and *d from implosives *ɓ and *ɗ in the initial position.  
 
4.4.3 Voiced obstruent + voiceless stop 
As discussed in §3.4, a number of etyma with “voicing alternation” seem to go 
back to Proto-Kra-Dai. I have speculated that these items go back to sesquisyllabic 
clusters with voiced obstruents followed by voiceless stop in PT. These *C̬.C̥- clusters 
became aspirated in CT and SWT but became voiced in NT. However, it is not clear 
what the initial voiced consonants were. Most likely, the initial *C̬- is different in 
different etyma. Etyma in Table 4-27 go back to PT *C̬.t-. 
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Table 4-27 Etyma with PT *C̬.t- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to arrive’ *C̬.tɤŋA tʰɯŋA1 tʰɤŋA1 taŋA2  
‘to come into contact’ *C̬.tɯ:kD thu:kDL1 thukDS1 tɯkDS2  
‘wild’ *C̬.tɯəlB tʰɯənB1 tʰɤ:nA1 -t tɯənB2  
‘to flood’ *C̬.tuəmB tʰuəmB1 tʰu:mB1 tumB2  
 
The PT sesquisyllabic cluster *C̬.t- was resolved differently in SWT and CT on 
one hand, and in NT on the other. In NT, the non-initial *.t- assimilated to *C̬- and 
became voiced, e.g. PT *C̬.tɤŋA > *dɤŋA > Yay /taŋA2/. In contrast, it became aspirated 
in SWT and CT dialects, i.e. *C̬.tɤŋA > *tʰɤŋA > Siamese /tʰɯŋA1/. This etymon is 
probably related to PAN *dateŋ ‘to arrive’ (Thurgood 2007: 255) which shows the 
expected sequence *C̬- + *.t-. Table 4-28 presents etyma that had *C̬.k-, and *C̬.q- at 
the PT level.  
 
Table 4-28 Etyma with PT *C̬.k-, and *C̬.q- respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘son-in-law’ *C̬.kɯəjA kʰɤ:jA1 kʰɤ:jA1 kɯəjA2  
‘pit’ *C̬.kumA kʰumA1 kʰumA1 kumA2  
‘rice’ *C̬.qawC kʰa:wC1 kʰawC1 hawC2  
‘to bite’ *C̬.qɤpB kʰopDS1 kʰopDS1 hapDS1  
‘excrement’ *C̬.qɯjC kʰi:C1 kʰi:C1 hajC1  
‘bitter’ *C̬.cɤkD kʰomA1 kʰumA1 hamA2  
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In parallel with *C̬.t-, and *C̬.c-, the PT sesquisyllabic cluster *C̬.k- became a 
simple voiced *g- in NT but became voiceless aspirated *kʰ- in CT and SWT. For 
example, *C̬.kɯəjA ‘son-in-law’ became *gɯəjA > /kɯəjA2/ in Yay but became *kʰɯəjA > 
/kʰɤ:jA1/ in Siamese. Similarly, PT *C̬.q- became a simple voiced *ɢ- in NT but became 
voiceless aspirated *kʰ- in CT and SWT, merging with *C̬.k-. For example, *C.qɯjC 
‘excrement’ became *ɢɯjC > /hajC2/ in Yay but became *kʰi:C > /kʰi:C1/ in Siamese.  
 
4.4.4 Voiceless stops + liquids/glides 
As discussed in §2.4.3, it is possible in a sesquisyllabic language to have a 
contrast between tautosyllabic clusters and sesquisyllabic clusters consisting of a stop 
followed by a liquid, e.g. *pr- vs. *p.r-. In PT, a few sesquisyllabic clusters with 
medial liquids or glides can be reconstructed. Among these clusters, clusters of type 
*C̥.r- can be reconstructed with confidence. Table 4-29 presents example of PT *k.r-. 
This cluster corresponds to Li’s *kʰl- (Li 1977: 226-228). 
 
Table 4-29 Etyma with PT *k.r- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to imprison’ *k.raŋA kʰaŋA1 haŋA1 caŋA1  
‘to drive away’ *k.rapD kʰapDS1   Wuming /klapDS1/ 
‘top for spinning’ *k.ra:ŋB kʰa:ŋB1 ha:ŋB1 ca:ŋB1  
‘illness, fever’ *k.rajC kʰajC1 hajC1 cajC1  
‘to beg’52 *k.ro:A kʰɔ:A1 ho:A1  Nandan /kjoA1/ 
 
                                                 
52 Gedney (n.d.) and Hudak (2008) have /kʰo:A1/ for Lungchow but Li (1940) and 
Zhang et al. (1999) has /ho:A1/. 
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  For the etyma given above, Lungchow points to a voiceless liquid *ʰr- but 
Siamese and Yay suggest an earlier cluster *kr-, which did not come from PT *kr- 
(see §4.2.1.4). This otherwise unexplained correspondence strongly indicates PT 
sesquisyllabic *k.r-, which either became a true cluster *kr-, or simply lost the initial 
*k- to become *ʰr-, depending on the language. For example, PT *k.raŋA became 
*kraŋA before aspirating to *kʰraŋA, which is now reflected as a simple /kʰaŋA1/ in 
Siamese. In contrast, the same etymon PT *k.raŋA became *ʰraŋA in Lungchow and is 
now reflected as /haŋA1/. Another sesquisyllabic cluster with a medial liquid that can 
be reconstructed with confidence is *p.r-, which contrasted with *pr- (see §4.2.1.1). In 
addition, Wuming /klapDS1/ ‘to drive away’ and Nandan /kjoA1/ ‘to beg’ shows that 
these two etyma are also found in NT. Li (1977: 86-87) reconstructs *pr- for this set of 
data. Table 4-30 presents etyma that go back to PT *p.r-. 
 
Table 4-30 Etyma with PT *p.r- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to be exposed’ *p.ra:kD ta:kDL1 pʰja:kDL1 ta:kDL1 Saek /pra:kDL1/ 
‘to burst’ *p.re:kD tɛ:kDL1 pʰe:kDL1 tekDL1 Saek /pre:kDL1/ 
‘to hunt’ *p.rawB  pʰjawB1 tawB1  
‘cucumber’ *p.rwe:ŋA tɛ:ŋA1 pʰe:ŋA1 tiəŋA1 Saek /priəŋA1/ 
 
In the above data set, the Lungchow reflex /pʰj-/ points to earlier *pr-, but this 
*pr- must be secondary. This is because Saek shows unaspirated /pr-/ rather than the 
expected aspirated reflex /pʰr-/ for PT *pr- (see §4.2.1.1). Moreover, Siamese and Yay 
both show /t-/ indicating an earlier *t-. To account for this correspondence, I posit 
*p.r- which merged with PT *p.t- to give /t-/ in Siamese and Yay, and /pr-/ in Saek 
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(see §4.4.1). In parallel to *k.r- above, this PT *p.r- became reduced to a monosyllabic 
cluster and merged with PT *pr- in Lungchow, which now reflect this complex onset 
as /pʰj-/. Note that the etyma ‘cucumber’ have the speculative *-w- in addition to *p.r- 
clusters, i.e. *p.rwe:ŋA (see §4.3). 
In addition to *k.r- and *p.r-, we may tentatively posit *t.r- and *c.r- for the 
following etyma: ‘to break’ and ‘to ask’ respectively. The etymon ‘to break’ is 
reflected as /hakDS1/, /tʰakDS1/, /tʰakDS1/, and /rak DS1/ in Siamese, Ningming, Long’an, 
and Yay respectively. These reflexes point to earlier *tr-, but the reflexes in many CT 
dialects point to *t-, e.g. Leiping and Lungchow /takDS1/. It is likely that PT *t.r- 
merged with *tr- earlier on in most dialects (see §4.2.1.2) but became simplified to *t- 
in such CT dialects as Lungchow, etc. As for ‘to ask’, the reflexes in Siamese, 
Lungchow, and Yay are /tʰa:mA1/, /tʰa:mA1/, and /sa:mA1/, all pointing to *cr-. 
However, their counterparts in Debao, Jingxi, Western Nung, and Guangnan Nung are 
/kʰja:mA1/, /kʰja:mA1/, /cʰa:mA1/, and /cʰa:mA1/ respectively. I propose that in parallel to 
*t.r-, PT *c.r- merged with *cr- early on in most dialects, i.e. *c.r- > *cr- > /tʰ-/ or /s-/ 
(see §4.2.1.3).  In Debao and like dialects, however, PT *c.r merged with *k.r- before 
both becoming *kr- > *kʰr- > /kʰj-/ (see §4.2.1.4). 
There is also evidence for sesquisyllabic clusters of the shape *C̥.w-. This 
sesquisyllabic cluster corresponds to *ʰw- in Li’s system (1977: 82). Table 4-31 lists 
some examples of PT *q.w-. 
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Table 4-31 Etyma with PT *C̥.w- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘sweet, delicious’ *C̥.wa:lA wa:nA1 va:nA1 va:nA1  
‘to sow’ *C̥.wa:lB wa:nB1 va:nB1  Wuming /wa:nB1/ 
‘rattan’ *C̥.wa:jA wa:jA1 va:jA1 va:jA1  
 
The etyma in this set of data all have tones in the first series and point to earlier 
*ʰw-. However, it is not possible to posit the voiceless glide for these cases because 
*ʰw- is regularly reflected as /f-/ in Siamese and Lungchow. Therefore, I posit a 
sesquisyllabic cluster *C̥.w- to account for this correspondence. It is not clear what 
voiceless consonant the *C̥.- might have been, but evidence from outside of Tai 
suggests *q.w- for ‘sweet’ and ‘rattan’. In particular, Proto-Lakkja (L-Thongkum 
1992) has *kʰwa:nA for ‘sweet’. The initial *kʰ- seems to correspond to PT *q-, as 
Proto-Lakkja *k- corresponds regularly to Tai *k-. As for ‘rattan’, the reconstructed 
PAN form is *qúway, which also has *q- as initial. Therefore, it is possible that 
‘sweet’ and ‘rattan’ had *q.w- as onset in PT. 
 
4.4.5 Voiced consonant + liquid/glide 
In parallel to sesquisyllabic clusters of the type *C̥.r- above, PT also had 
sesquisyllabic cluster with non-initial liquids or glides preceded by voiced consonants, 
including *C̬.r-, and *C̬.l-. Etyma that go back to these clusters all have tones in the 
second series, indicating that the initial consonants were voiced. Among these, *m.l- is 
the only cluster whose initial consonant can be recovered unequivocally.  
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Table 4-32 Etyma with PT *m.l- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘slippery’ *m.lɯ:lB lɯ:nB2 lɤ:nB2  Saek /mlɯ:lB/ 
‘grain’ *m.lecD metDS2  natDS2 Saek /mlɛkDS2/ 
‘insect’ *m.le:ŋA mɛ:ŋA2 me:ŋA2 neŋA2  
‘body louse’ *m.lelA lenA2 minA2 nanA2 Saek /mlɛlA2/ 
 
The regular reflex of *m.l- in Siamese is /l-/ as in ‘slippery’ and ‘body louse’. 
The /m-/ in ‘seed’ and ‘insect’ is an instance of dialect borrowing as discussed in 
Pittayaporn (to appear-b) Except for *m.l-, there is no evidence for what their places 
of articulation or manners of *C̬.- might have been. The first set of etyma, given in 
Table 4-33, go back to PT *C̬.r-. 
 
Table 4-33 Etyma with PT *C̬.r- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘root’ *C̬.ra:kD ra:kDL2 la:kDL2 ra:kDL2  
‘boat’ *C̬.rwɯəA rɯəA2 lɯ:A2 ruəA2  
‘day after’ 
‘tomorrow’53 
*C̬.rɯ:A rɯ:nA2 lɯ:A2 rɯA2  
‘bedbug’ *C̬.rɯətD rɯətDL2 lɤ:tDL2  Longsheng /rɤ:tDL2/ 
 
                                                 
53 The Siamese form /-rɯ:nA2/ is now part of a monomorphemic word /ma.rɯ:nA2/ 
from an original compound /mɯ:C2 rɯ:nA2/. The /-n/ was acquired under the influence 
of the deictic /ni:C2/ ‘this’, because /ma.rɯ:nA2/ often occurs in the expression 
/marɯ:nA2 ni:C2/ ‘this coming day after tomorrow’. Also, see Li (1977: 128-129). 
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In the above data set, Siamese and Yay point to earlier *r- but Lungchow 
indicates *l-. To account for this discrepancy, Li (1977: 127-128) reconstructs *dr- for 
these etyma, but there is no evidence that the cluster had an initial *d-. In the current 
proposal, I propose that this set of etyma had sesquisyllabic clusters with a voiced 
initial followed by a non-initial liquid *.r-. The non-initial liquid *.r- in this 
environment merged with *.l- in the same environment. The result of this 
neutralization in Lungchow and many CT dialects is /l-/ while its reflex in Yay and 
other NT dialects is /r-/. The /r-/ in Siamese is a retention of the contrast between *C̬.r- 
and *C̬.l-, as will be come clear in the discussion of *C̬.l- below. 
Parallel to *C̬.r-, PT also had *C̬.l- clusters, exemplified by the etyma in Table 
4-34.  In these etyma, Siamese and Lungchow point to earlier *l- but Yay indicates *r-
. This is the same case of neutralization that we have just seen with respect to *C̬.r-. In 
particular, *C̬.r- completely merged with *C̬.l- in CT and SWT but the reflexes are 
different in the two groups. Lungchow and many CT dialects show /l-/ as reflex of 
*C̬.l- while Yay and other NT dialects has /r-/. Again, PT *C̬.r- is also reflected as /l-/ 
in Lungchow and /r-/ in Yay. The contrast is preserved in Siamese and other SWT 
dialects where *C̬.l- is reflected as /l-/, contrasting with /r-/ from PT *C̬.r-. 
 
Table 4-34 Etyma with PT *C̬.l- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to pull, drag’ *C̬.la:kD la:kDL2 la:kDL2 ra:kDL2  
‘to steal’ *C̬.lakD lakDS2 lakDS2 rakDS2  
‘fingernail, toenail’ *C̬.lepD lepDS2 lipDS2 rit DS2 -f  
‘wind’ *C̬.lɯmA lomA2 lumA2 rumA2  
‘to lick’ *C̬.liəA liəA2 li:A2 riəA2  
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Li (1977: 124-125) reconstructs *dl- for these etyma, but cognates in Lakkja 
indicate that the initial *C̬.- was not the same in all etyma. The Lakkja forms for ‘to 
pull’, ‘to steal’, ‘fingernail’, and ‘wind’ are /kja:kD2/, /la:kD2/, /pli:pD1/, and /jɤmA2/ 
respectively. Although these Lakkja forms suggest different initial consonants for all 
of these etyma, the sound correspondence between Lakkja and Tai has not been 
worked out. Therefore, the sesquisyllabic clusters for this set of etyma are temporarily 
written as *C̬.l-. 
 
4.4.6 Clusters with non-initial nasals 
PT had a number of sesquisyllabic clusters with non-initial nasals. One of the 
most robustly supported is *t.n-. Almost all modern dialects show reflexes of *ɗ- for 
this set of etyma, but Saek unexpectedly has /tr-/. Li (1977: 129-131) included etyma 
in this set under his *ˀdr- together with etyma that are reflected as /ʰr-/ in Saek (see 
§4.4.2). Ferlus (1990) in contrast proposes that Saek /tr-/ came from original *ˀl- but 
believes that this glottalized liquid had become *ɗ- at the PT stage54. Although I agree 
with Ferlus that Saek /tr-/ represents a retention of a stage before the formation of *ɗ-, 
I claim that Saek /tr-/ goes back to a sesquisyllabic cluster *t.n- at the PT stage. 
Examples of etyma with PT *t.n- are given in Table 4-35. 
 
                                                 
54  Ferlus (1990: 12) does not reconstruct distinctions because of Saek’s marginal 
position within Tai.  
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Table 4-35 Etyma with PT *t.n- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘star’ *t.na:wA da:wA1 da:wA1 da:wA1 Saek /tra:wA1/ 
‘earthworm’ *t.nɯəlA dɯənA1 dɤ:nA1 dɯənA1 Saek /truəlA1/ 
‘to transplant’ *t.namA damA1 damA1 damA1 Saek /tramA1/ 
‘to be related by marriage’ *t.no:ŋA dɔ:ŋA1  doŋA1 Saek /trɔ:ŋA1/ 
‘cockspur’ *t.nɤ:jA dɯəjA1  daA1 Saek /tra:A1/ 
 
The etyma in this set show that PT *t.n- coalesced and became *ɗ- in most 
dialects except for Saek, where the non-initial *.n- became *.r-. For example, PT 
*t.namA ‘to transplant’ became *ɗamA > /damA1/ in Siamese but *tramA > /tramA1/ in 
Saek. Therefore, Saek still preserves the original distinction between PT *ɗ-, *C̥.d-, 
and *t.n- (see §2.3.2). PT *t.namA ‘to transplant’ seems to be related to the PAN 
form *taɬem ‘to plant’55, lending support for the reconstruction of PT *t.n- for this 
set of etyma. 
In addition to *t.n, PT also had clusters that consisted of other voiced stops 
followed by a non-initial *.n-. Examples of etyma with *C̬.n- are given in Table 4-36. 
 
                                                 
55 This form corresponds to *taNem in Blust’s notation (Wurm & Wilson 1975). 
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Table 4-36 Etyma with PT *C̬.n- 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘water’ *C̬.namC na:mC2 namC2 ramC2  
‘bird’ *C̬.nokD nokDS2 nukDS2 rokDS2  
‘bamboo shoot’ *C̬.na:ŋA   ra:ŋA2 Long’an /na:ŋA2/ 
‘dew, mist’ *C̬.na:jA  na:jA2  Longsheng /rwa:jA2/ 
 
Although the tonal reflexes in modern forms unequivocally indicate that the 
the leftmost consonant of these *C̬.n- clusters was voiced, it not clear exactly what 
consonants they were. Li (1977: 131-132) posit *nl/r- for these etyma but Lakkja data 
reveals clearly that the *C̬.- in each etymon was different. Proto-Lakkja (L-Thongkum 
1992) had *numC, *ʔmlokD, and *s-Na:ŋA for ‘water’, ‘bird’ and ‘bamboo shoot’, 
respectively. Furthermore, Ostapirat (2005) links the first two to PAN *daɬúm 
‘water’56 and *manuk ‘bird’, which also show different initial consonants. Therefore, I 
temporarily write *C̬.n- for these etyma. One exception is ‘bamboo shoot’, for which I 
posit *r.na:ŋA. The evidence for the initial *r- comes from some CT dialects such as 
Debao, Jingxi, Guangnan Nung, Western Nung. These varieties have either /r-/, /l-/, or 
/ð/, all of which point to *r- instead of the expected /n-/, cf. Debao /namC2/ ‘water’, 
/nɔkDS2/ ‘bird’ but /la:ŋA2/ ‘bamboo shoot’. 
 
4.4.7 Other clusters 
In addition to the sesquisyllabic clusters discussed so far, some other 
combinations may have also existed in PT. Among these, some clusters consisted of 
two consonants, e.g. *r.t-, *t.h-, *q.s-, *m.p-, *s.c-, *z.ɟ-, *g.r-, *m.n- etc. Others may 
                                                 
56 This form corresponds to *daNum in Blust’s notation (Wurm & Wilson 1975). 
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have been more complex, e.g. *gm̩.r-, *ɟm̩.r-, *c.pl-, *g.lw- etc. However, they are 
sometimes attested by only one or two etyma. For example, the only case of *q.s- so 
far is *q.sepD ‘centipede’ which is reflected as Siamese /kʰepDS1/ (< PSWT *kʰrepDS1), 
Lungchow /kʰipDS1/, Jingxi /kʰjapDS1/. Qinzhou /lypDS1/, Wuming /θipDS1/, Du’an 
/θipDS1/. No other etymon shows this correspondence. Although one may argue that 
the etyma claimed to have these complex onsets in fact are not reconstructible, the fact 
that they are found throughout Tai and that they are usually regular regarding the 
rimes and the tones suggests that they might have been part of PT. Therefore, these 
clusters are tentatively reconstructed until more evidence becomes available. Refer to 
Appendix B for the reconstructions of individual etyma. 
Moreover, the inventory of reconstructed simple and complex onsets suggests 
that many more sesquisyllabic clusters may have existed. First of all, diverse types of 
sesquisyllabic onsets have been reconstructed for PT, but only a limited number of 
combinations have been reconstructed. For example, only one clusters consisting of a 
voiceless stop followed by a nasal has been reconstructed—*t.n-. Similarly, *k.r-, 
*p.r-, *t.r, and *c.r- have been reconstructed for sesquisyllabic clusters containing 
non-initial *-.r-, but *q.r- is still missing. Second, an abundance of voiceless nasals 
have been reconstructed for PT despite the presence of sesquisyllabic clusters. In SEA, 
voiceless sonorants are usually results of loss of a voiceless consonant at the left edge 
of tautosyllabic or sesquisyllabic clusters. For example, voiceless nasals in Burmese 
historically came from clusters with non-initial nasals, e.g. hna ‘face’ from *sna 
(Nishida 1975b). Therefore, it is very plausible that many etyma reconstructed with 
voiceless sonorants as onsets might in fact have had sesquisyllabic clusters.   
Taken together, these two facts about the inventory of reconstructed simple 
and complex onsets in PT seem to suggest that many more sesquisyllabic clusters 
existed but their traces have been lost in modern dialects. The Kam-Sui language 
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Lakkja seems to support this point of view. One crucial case is that of PT voiceless 
sonorants that correspond to Lakkja forms with initial /kʰ-/. These forms include pairs 
like PT *ʰma:A ~ Lakkja /kʰũəA/ ‘dog’, PT *ʰmu:A ~ Lakkja /kʰũ:A/ ‘pig’, PT *ʰmatDS1 
~ Lakkja /kʰũətD1/ ‘flea’, etc. This suggests that these etyma might have in fact been 
sesquisyllabic, i.e. *q.ma:A, *q.mu:A, and *q.matA respectively at the PT level. This 
would be perfectly in parallel with the reconstruction of *q.w- discussed in §4.4.4. 
However, in the current reconstruction, I opt to posit *ʰm- and *ʰr- for these etyma 
rather than *q.m- and *q.r- because Tai-internal evidence is lacking. 
 
4.5 Reduction of sesquisyllabic clusters 
Even though I have argued that PT was a sesquisyllabic language, none of its 
daughter languages attested so far shows this typological profile. The biggest question 
is then what the processes through which PT sesquisyllables reduced to monosyllables 
were. The process of a sesquisyllabic language becoming monosyllabic can be 
referred to as “monosyllabicization.” In many languages of SEA, the 
monosyllabicization can be captured quite straightforwardly by a unified process in 
which sesquisyllables, disyllables, or polysyllables become reduced to monosyllables. 
Such “monosyllabification” is governed by a set of rules that determines the outcome 
of the reduction. For example, Tsat, an Austronesian language of Hainan Island, went 
through a monosyllabification process in which the first syllable was completely lost 
unless the medial was a liquid.  
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Table 4-37 Monosyllabification in Tsat (Sagart 1993) 
 
 Old Cham Tsat 
‘eye’ 
‘bee’ 
‘fish’ 
‘wet’ 
‘white’ 
mata 
hani 
ʔikan 
pasah 
putih 
ta2 
ni2 
ka:n2 
sa1 
ti1 
‘plant’ 
‘village’ 
‘moon’ 
‘new’ 
‘shoulder’ 
pala 
palei 
bulan 
birou 
bara 
pia2  (< pla) 
piei2  (< plei) 
pʰian3  (< blan) 
pʰiə (< brou) 
pʰia3  (< bra) 
 
The first set of data above shows that Old Cham disyllables were normally 
reduced to monosyllables by simply dropping the first syllables. In contrast, the 
second set of data shows that the resulting monosyllables still retained the initial 
consonants if they could combine with the medial consonants to form a cluster. A 
similar process of reduction must have operated in Tai languages but the details may 
have been different. Although one is also tempted to look for a set or sets of principles 
that make up a unified process of monosyllabification for Tai, comparative data in 
modern languages indicate that PT sesquisyllables had gone through various processes 
of cluster modification before the actual process of reduction took place. In this 
section, I outline a preliminary account of the reduction of PT sesquisyllables to 
monosyllables and illustrate how the reduction happened with case studies from four 
dialects: Siamese, Lungchow, Yay, and Saek. 
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4.5.1 Processes of cluster adjustment 
Unlike the case of Tsat, monosyllabicization in Tai did not involve only a 
process of monosyllabification. Rather, it is best characterized as a series of changes 
that ended with a process of monosyllabification. In other words, the sesquisyllabic PT 
had gone through sound changes that modified the original sesquisyllabic clusters 
before the monosyllabification of sesquisyllables finally took place. The sound 
changes that resulted in adjustments of sesquisyllabic clusters prior to the 
monosyllabification include weakening, implosivization, metathesis, assimilation, and 
simplification. 
The process of weakening can be characterized as a change in which a segment 
becomes less consonant-like (Trask 2000: 190). Many of the PT sesquisyllabic 
clusters underwent weakening. For example, the non-initial *.t- in PT *p.t- was 
weakened to *.r- in many dialects including Lungchow and Saek (see §4.4.1). The 
result of this weakening of *.t- is that PT *p.t- became *p.r-. In Lungchow, the 
resulting *p.r- clusters lost the initial *p- and became *ʰr-. This *ʰr- merged with the 
original *ʰr- and is now reflected as /h-/ with tones from the first series. In Saek, the 
*p.r- cluster that resulted from the weakening merged with the original PT *p.r- so 
that both PT *p.r- and *p.t- are now reflected as a monosyllabic cluster /pr-/. Another 
example of weakening is that of PT non-initial voiced stops in *C̥.C̬- clusters (see 
§4.4.2). In Saek, a non-initial *.d- that occurred after an initial voiceless stop was 
weakened to *.r-. The resulting cluster *C̥.r- later went through monosyllabification 
and became *ʰr-, which is now reflected as /r-/. These cases of weakening are 
schematized in Figure 4-1. 
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 *t.ra:A Lungchow /ha:A1/ 
PT *p.ta:A  *p.ra:A      
‘eye’ *pra:A Saek /pra:A1/ 
 
 
PT *C̥.dipD *C̥.rip *ʰripD Saek /ripDS1/ 
 ‘raw’ 
 
Figure 4-1 Weakening of *p.t- and * C̥.d- 
 
The second process of cluster adjustment is implosivization, a change in which 
a segment becomes implosive. In Tai varieties, implosivization occurred mainly in two 
types of clusters: *t.n- and *C̥.d-. In the former, the two consonants in PT *t.n- were 
collapsed together yielding an implosive *ɗ- in almost all dialects. The only language 
that did not undergo the implosivization is Saek, in which the non-initial *.n- 
weakened to /-r-/ (see §2.3.2). In *C̥.d-, PT non-initial *.d- became implosivized to PT 
*.ɗ-.  Later the resulting cluster *C̥.ɗ- was simplified to simple *ɗ-. Again, all Tai 
dialects except for Saek went through this change. The non-initial *.d- was weakened 
to *.r- in Saek (see §4.4.2). The implosivization of *t.n- and *C̥.d- is schematized in 
Figure 4-2. 
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 *ɗamA Siamese /damA1/ 
PT *t.namA        
 ‘to transplant’ *t.ramA Saek /tramA1/ 
 
 *C̥.ɗipD *ɗipD Siamese /dipDS1/ 
PT *C̥.dipD        
 ‘raw’ *C̥.ripD Saek /ripDS1/ 
 
Figure 4-2 Implosivization of *t.n- and *C̥.d- 
 
The third process of cluster adjustment is metathesis, which refers to a change 
in which the order of segments in a word is altered (Trask 2000: 211). Two examples 
of PT sesquisyllabic clusters that were metathesized are *r.t- and *p.q-. The PT cluster 
*r.t- can be found in the etymon *r.tɯəB ‘sweat’. It was metathesized to *t.r- in SWT 
and most CT dialects. The resulting cluster merged with PT *t.r- which later became 
monosyllabified to *tr-. Now the cluster is reflected as /h-/ in both Siamese and 
Lungchow (see §4.2.1.2 and §4.4.4). Shangsi and a few other CT dialects did not 
metathesize but voiced the non-initial *.t- under the influence of *r.-, yielding *r.d-. 
This intermediate cluster was later reduced and became *d-, e.g. Shangsi /tyB2/ from 
*r.dɯəB < PT *r.tɯəB. The second example is the development of PT *p.q- in Saek. In 
this NT language, PT *p.q- is reflected /kw-/, suggesting that *p.q- metathesized to 
*q.p- before the non-initial *.p- was weakened to *.w-. In other dialects, the initial 
*p.- simply dropped out due to the monosyllabification. The metathesis of *r.t- and 
*p.q- is schematized in Figure 4-3. 
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PT *r.tɯəB * t.rɯəB Siamese /hɯəB1/ 
 ‘sweat’ 
   
PT *p.qa:A *q.pa:A *q.wa:A Saek /kwa:A1/ 
 ‘leg’ 
 
Figure 4-3 Metathesis of *r.t-, and *p.q-      
 
The fourth process to be discussed is assimilation, which refers to a change in 
which a segment becomes more similar to another segment in the same phonological 
sequence (Trask 2000: 30). An example of assimilation in PT sesquisyllabic clusters is 
the case of PT *p.t-. In Debao and a number of other CT dialects, this PT cluster went 
through weakening so that its non-initial *.t- became *.r-, resulting in a cluster *p.r-. 
This new *p.r- clusters subsequently went through assimilation such that its *p.- 
assimilated to *.r- resulting in *t.r-. This *t.r- merged with the original PT *tr- and is 
now reflected as /tʰ-/ in Debao (see §4.2.1.2 and §4.4.4).  
 
   
PT *p.ta:A *p.ra:A *t.ra:A *tra: A  Debao /tʰa:A1/ 
 ‘eye’ 
 
Figure 4-4 Assimilation of *p.t-      
 
The last process that targeted PT sesquisyllabic clusters is simplification, 
which refers to the reduction of a consonant cluster by dropping one or more of its 
constituents (Trask 2000: 310). An example of simplification in Tai occurred with PT 
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*t.h- in *t.hajC ‘to weep’. In all NT and a few CT dialects, the cluster *t.h- lost its non-
initial *.h- and became a simple *t-, merging with the original PT *t-. In Yay, *t.hajC 
is now reflected as /tajC1/. Note that the process of monosyllabification is essentially a 
simplification process although for purposes of the discussion it is treated as a distinct 
process in this account. The simplification of *t.h- is schematized in Figure 4-5. 
 
   
PT *t.hajC *tajC Yay /tajC1/ 
 ‘to weep’ 
 
Figure 4-5 Simplification of *t.h-     
 
In this subsection, I have shown that at least five processes of cluster 
adjustment are commonly found among Tai languages. It is not the case that all 
dialects underwent all of these processes. Nor is it true that all dialects went through 
the same subsets of processes. In the following subsection, I discuss the process of 
monosyllabification which reduced the sesquisyllabic clusters that had undergone the 
cluster modification to monosyllabic clusters.   
 
4.5.2 Monosyllabification of sesquisyllables 
After undergoing the processes of cluster adjustments described above, PT 
sesquisyllables subsequently went through a process of monosyllabification. The 
general result of this process was that sesquisyllabic clusters were reduced to true 
tautosyllabic clusters. Like the case of Tsat briefly discussed earlier, the 
monosyllabification of Tai languages can be captured with a set of developments that 
determines the outcome of the cluster simplification. These developments conspire so 
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that the results of the reduction obeyed the Sonority Sequencing Principle (see 
§2.2.2.2). 
The first development involves sesquisyllabic clusters with medial liquids. A 
PT sesquisyllabic *C̥.l- or *C̥.r- cluster whose initial *C̥- was a voiceless stop kept 
both consonants but became a tautosyllabic cluster. For example, PT *k.r- became 
*kr- in SWT and NT when the monosyllabification took place. PT *k.r- became *kr- 
and then aspirated to PSWT *kʰr-. It is now reflected as /kʰ-/ in Siamese. In some CT 
dialects, PT *k.r- had undergone simplification and became *ʰr- before the 
monosyllabification took place. In Lungchow, it is now reflected as /h-/ (see §4.4.4). 
Another example is PT *p.r- which became *pr- in Lungchow when the 
monosyllabification took place, merging with the original *pr-. Subsequently, 
aspiration of clusters with medial *-r- took place and transformed it to *pʰr-, which is 
now reflected as /pʰj-/ (see §4.4.4). The monosyllabification of *k.r- and *p.r- is 
schematized in Figure 4-6. 
 
 
 *ʰraŋA Lungchow /haŋA1/ 
PT *k.raŋA        
 ‘to imprison’ *kraŋA Siamese /kʰaŋA1/ 
 
PT *p.ra:kD *pra:kD Lungchow /pʰja:kDL1/ 
 ‘to be exposed’ 
 
Figure 4-6 Monosyllabification of *k.r- and *p.r- 
 
The second development determines more generally which consonant within a 
cluster was dropped. As a rule, the first syllable of a *C.C- cluster is dropped while the 
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second is retained.  For example, PT *k.t- went through two lines of development. NT 
dialects went through the first one which involved weakening of non-initial *.t-, i.e 
*k.t- > *k.r-. CT and SWT, on the other hand, did not go through weakening and 
remained *k.t-. Therefore, at the time of monosyllabification, PT *k.t- had two distinct 
reflexes: *k.r- in NT and *k.t- in CT and SWT. According to this first principle, the 
second consonant of each of their reflexes was kept while the first was dropped. 
Therefore, NT *k.r- was monosyllabified to *ʰr-, but CT and SWT *k.t- went to *t-. 
The *ʰr- is now reflected as /r-/ in Yay (see §3.6.9.1) while the *t- is reflected as /t-/ in 
Siamese and Lungchow (see §3.6.1.2). Another illustration of this development is the 
case of *t.h-. This PT sesquisyllabic cluster went through simplification and became 
*t- in Long’an but remained *t.h- in CT and SWT. At the time of monosyllabification, 
the *t.h- preserved in SWT and CT was simplified to *h- as this fricative is the second 
consonant of the cluster. In contrast, the *t- in Long’an did not go through 
monosyllabification because it was already monosyllabic. The development of these 
two clusters can be schematized in Figure 4-7. 
 
 *k.remA *ʰremA Yay /rimA1/ 
PT *k.temA        
 ‘full’ *temA Siamese /temA1/ 
    
 *tajC  Long’an /tajC1/ 
PT *t.hajC    
 ‘to cry’  Siamese /hajC1/ 
 
Figure 4-7 Monosyllabification of *k.t- and *t.h- 
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The last development determines the phonation type of the resulting clusters. 
Like many other languages of SEA, it is the phonation type of the first consonant that 
is preserved on the resulting clusters, cf. Chamic (Brunelle 2008; Thurgood 1999). For 
example, PT *p.r- became *p.t- in SWT and some NT dialects. The resulting *p.t- 
cluster was eventually monosyllabified to a voiceless *t- because both *p- and *t- 
were voiceless. In contrast, PT *C̥.d- became *C̥.r- in Saek through weakening (see 
§4.4.2). At the time of monosyllabification, the initial *C̥- was lost but its phonation 
type was preserved on the resulting *ʰr. Therefore, modern Saek has /r-/ with the first 
series of tones for PT *C̥.d-, reflecting the voicelessness of the initial *C̥. Another 
example is the case of the voicing-alternation items (see §3.4 and §4.4.3). Voicing 
alternation items that had *d- in an earlier stage of NT came from PT *C̬.t-. At the 
time of monosyllabification, the voiced *C̬- was dropped but the non-initial *.t- took 
on its voicing and became *d-. The reflex of PT *C̬.t- in Yay is /t-/ with tones in the 
second series, reflecting the phonation type of the first consonant in PT *C̬.t-. The 
developments of *p.t-, *C̥.d-, and *C̬.t- are schematized in Figure 4-8. 
 
  
PT *p.ta:A  *ta:A Siamese /ta:A1/ 
 ‘eye’       
   
PT *C̥.dipD *C̥.ripD *ʰripD Saek /ripDS1/ 
 ‘raw’ 
 
PT *C̬.tɤŋA *dɤŋA Yay /tɤŋA2/ 
 ‘to arrive’ 
 
Figure 4-8 Monosyllabification of *p.t-, *C̥.d-, and *C̬.t- 
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In this subsection, I have discussed the monosyllabification of PT 
sesquisyllables. I have shown that it is not the original PT sesquisyllabic clusters that 
underwent the monosyllabification because the process occurred after a number of 
sound changes, e.g. weakening, assimiliation, simplification etc., had taken place (see 
§4.5.1). Therefore, the sesquisyllabic clusters that were materials for the 
monosyllabification were the result of those changes. The monosyllabification itself 
consisted of three developments that work together to transform sesquisyllables to 
monosyllables whose onset obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle.   
 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter, I have discussed the two types of PT complex onsets: 
tautosyllabic clusters and sesquisyllabic clusters. I have shown that tautosyllabic 
clusters in PT can consist of up to three consonants and must obey the Sonority 
Sequencing Principle. Sesquisyllabic clusters, on the other hand, usually violated the 
Sonority Sequencing Principle. In modern Tai dialects, PT sesquisyllables have been 
reduced to monosyllables through a long process of reduction. I have shown that this 
process cannot be viewed as a unified process of monosyllabification because PT 
sesquisyllabic clusters had undergone various phonological changes before they were 
finally reduced to tautosyllabic clusters.  In sum, this chapter is the first systematic 
attempt at positing sesquisyllables for PT and their developments into monosyllabic 
words in modern Tai languages. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 PROTO-TAI RIMES 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Perhaps the least understood aspect of PT reconstruction is its vocalic system. 
The central problem seems to be that the number of correspondence sets that have 
been identified is so great that one is led to account for it by positing a complex 
vocalism (Li 1977: 297-299). While Li (1977) holds that PT vowel system lacked 
vowel length but consisted of a large number of diphthongs and triphthongs, Sarawit 
(1973) posits a vowel-length contrast and thus a smaller set of complex vowels. This 
problem has also lead Haudricourt (1975) and Strecker (1983) to envision PT as a 
disyllabic language with a relatively simple vowel system.  
In contrast to the vowels, the system of final consonants is by consensus 
judged to be straightforward. This view is reflected in the work of Li (1977: 58) who 
states that the PT final system is preserved with very little change in most dialects. 
The inventory of codas that Li proposes includes only stops, nasals, and glides, with a 
possible liquid *-l as attested in Saek. However, approaching these two components of 
PT phonology separately is probably ill-conceived. Given that vowels and codas 
frequently function together as one unit cross-linguistically, it is highly likely that their 
mutual influence is at work in the observed correspondence patterns among modern 
languages. In this study, the PT vowels and codas are treated together as rimes. 
In Chapter 2, I established that PT was a sesquisyllabic language in which 
prosodic words can be either monosyllabic or sesquisyllabic. Due the maximality and 
minimality constraints, each PT prosodic word must be exactly one iambic foot. In this 
chapter, I propose an inventory of PT rimes made up of a comparatively small number 
of vowels and a relatively rich set of final consonants. Three aspects of the rime 
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system are discussed: 1) the reconstruction of the vowel-length contrast, 2) the 
solution to the so-called “Gedney’s Puzzle,” and 3) the existence of final*-l, *-c, and 
possibly *-ɲ. Lastly, I present the reconstructions of each PT rime. 
 
5.2 Inventory of PT rimes 
In §2.3, I argued that PT is best characterized as a sesquisyllabic language, 
which allowed both simple monosyllabic and sesquisyllabic words. Obviously, each 
monosyllable can only have one rime. This is also the case for sesquisyllables because 
the first “half-syllable” allows neither a contrastive vowel, nor a real coda consonant, 
as discussed in §2.4.3 and §2.5. Therefore, the rime of a sesquisyllable refers more 
specifically to the rime of the major syllable.  
As outlined in §2.5.1.2, size requirements on the prosodic word dictate that 
each PT rime must contain exactly two timing units, allowing for long open rimes (-V:), 
short closed rimes (-VC), and long closed rimes (-V:C). Examples of words allowed 
by the PT phonotactics are *ka:A ‘crow’, *katD ‘to take a bite’, and *ka:tD ‘mustard 
green’, but not *kaA. Because PT rimes cannot take up more than two timing units, the 
coda in CV:C syllables likely share the second mora with the vowel as is the case in 
Siamese as analyzed by Morén and Zsiga (2006).  
I propose that the PT vowel system consists of 7 simple vowels, each occurring 
as long or short, and five diphthongs. The PT inventory of simple vowels is given in 
Table 5-1. This triangular system is typologically well-attested (Maddieson 1984b).  
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Table 5-1 Inventory of PT simple vowels 
 
 front back 
unrounded unrounded rounded 
high *i, *i:  *ɯ, *ɯ: *u, *u: 
mid *e, *e: *ɤ, ɤ: *o, *o: 
low  *a, *a:   
 
Overall, this inventory is identical to that proposed by Sarawit (1973) but 
differs substantially from the conventional reconstruction. Two aspects that should be 
highlighted are the contrastive vowel length and the three-way height contrast. For 
each vowel quality, both short and long vowels were contrastive. As far as vowel 
height is concerned, a vowel can be either high, mid, or low. The low series consists 
only of a long and short *a: and *a. Turning to complex vowels, the inventory of PT 
diphthongs is given in Table 5-2. 
 
Table 5-2 Inventory of PT diphthongs 
 
 front back 
unrounded unrounded rounded 
rising *iə *ɯə *uə 
falling  *ɤɰ 
*aɰ  
 
 
An outstanding characteristic of the proposed diphthong inventory illustrated 
above is its relative small size, especially when compared to the system of Li (1977) 
and Sarawit (1973). This system consists of three rising diphthongs and two falling 
diphthongs. These diphthongs do not contrast for length. The lack of length contrast in 
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diphthongs is expected because long diphthongs would exceed the two timing units 
allowed. As short diphthongs have two timing units by definition, long diphthongs 
would have to be linked to three timing units. Except for *ɤɰ and *aɰ posited here, 
surface rising diphthongs are treated as vowels plus glides phonologically because 
they do show length contrast. For example, *[ai] is phonologically a vowel *a 
followed by *-j contrasting with *[a:i], which is phonologically *a:j.   
Of the PT consonants that can occur in onset position, fewer than half can 
function as codas. In each syllable, only one final consonant is allowed. The inventory 
of PT codas is given in Table 5-3. 
 
Table 5-3 Inventory of PT codas 
 
 labial alveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 
stop *p *t *c *k   
fricative       
nasal *m *n (*ɲ) *ŋ   
liquid  *l     
glide *w  *j    
 
The set of PT final consonants can be characterized as the onset inventory 
reduced by synchronic positional neutralizations. In terms of manners of articulation, 
PT did not distinguish between fricatives and stops so that the only final obstruents 
allowed were voiceless stops. As for sonorants, only nasals and the lateral *-l could 
occupy the coda slot. This manner neutralization can be understood as a neutralization 
of the feature [+/-continuant] found widely across languages. In terms of places of 
articulation, the dorsal places of articulation were extremely impoverished when 
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compared to onset position. Although velar, uvular, and glottal consonants could all 
function as onsets, only the velar stop and nasal can be in coda position. This can be 
considered another case of positional neutralization. As for phonation type, most 
noticeable is the absolute lack of contrast. While PT onsets can be either voiceless, 
implosive/glottalized, or voiced, only one phonation-type is possible for each manner 
of articulation in coda position: all final obstruents are voiceless but all final sonorants 
are voiced. This can be understood as laryngeal neutralization. This generalization 
agrees with Li’s and Sarawit’s reconstructions. This restricted inventory of coda 
consonants is typologically very common and is one of the most widespread SEA 
areal traits (Matisoff 2001; Rhee 2003). Cross-linguistically, neutralizations of 
manner, place, and laryngeal features are robustly attested. 
 
5.3 PT vowels: quality and quantity 
The question whether there was a quantity contrast among PT vowels is one of 
the most crucial factors in understanding PT phonology. This question also ties very 
closely to the issue of vowel qualities, especially vowel heights. Opinions among 
researchers differ with regard to whether both quality and quantity were contrastive in 
PT vocalism. While Li (1977) and Luo (1997) consider vowel length to have 
developed secondarily in daughter languages, Haudricourt (1948; 1966-1974), Wang 
(1966), Nishida (1954; 1955), and Sarawit (1973) hold that it was contrastive in PT. In 
this section, I argue in favor of the latter position. As a point of departure, the 
inventories of PT simple vowels according to Li and Sarawit are illustrated in Table 5-4. 
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Table 5-4 PT vowel system according to Li (1977) and Sarawit (1973) 
 
*i *ɯ *u  *i, *i: *ɯ, *ɯ: *u, *u: 
*e *ɤ *o  *e, *e: *ɤ, ɤ: *o, *o: 
*ɛ *a  *ɔ   *a, *a:   
       
Li (1977)  Sarawit (1973) 
 
Li (1977) proposes a PT vowel system that distinguished three degrees of 
vowel height but lacked vowel length contrast. He argues that in many dialects long 
and short vowels do not contrast, except for *a and *a:. He interprets the contrast in 
the low vowel as one of quality rather than one of quantity (Li 1977: 259). Taking 
Siamese as a case study, he further argues that the quantity contrast among non-high 
vowels was introduced by borrowing or secondary lengthening. He only recognizes 
Siamese short mid vowels /e/, and /o/, together with long low vowels /ɛ:/ and /ɔ:/ as 
having PT origins. Although he admits that the length contrast among high vowels in 
Siamese does point to a distinction in PT, he argues that Siamese long high vowels /i:/, 
/ɯ:/, /u:/ resulted from monophthongization of PT *ie, *ɯe, *ue.  
Luo (1997: 56-63) assumes Li’s position that PT did not have a vowel-length 
contrast but also argues that the low vowels *ɛ and *ɔ did not exist. Although he 
correctly identifies some cases of low vowels in modern dialects as secondary 
developments, he fails to recognize that many of these cases may have been 
conditioned by vowel length. For example, he claims that PT *e and *o became *je 
and *wo in closed syllables in the SWT dialect of Tai Ya, spoken in the upper reaches 
of the Red River, e.g. /kjemC1/, and /swoŋA1/ from what he would reconstruct as 
*kemC ‘cheek’57 and *soŋA ‘two’58  Although Luo is correct in pointing out that the 
                                                 
57 Reconstructed as *kɛmC in Li’s system and as *ke:mC in the current reconstruction. 
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breaking seen in Tai Ya is secondary, he ignores the fact that there are equally many 
cases of closed-syllable items that show simple /i/ and /o/ (presumably from earlier *e 
and *o respectively), e.g. /mitDS2/ and /hokDS1/ from what he would also have to set up 
*mletD ‘grain’59 and *xrokD ‘six’60.  Moreover, he does not discuss cases of minimal 
pairs such as /pitD1/ ‘duck’ from PT *petD vs. /pjetD1/ ‘eight’ from *pe:tD, and 
/nokD1/‘bird’ from PT *C̬.nokD vs. /nwokD1/ ‘outside’ from PT *l̩.no:kD. It is 
impossible to explain what conditioned the alleged split if the two sets of words come 
from the same PT sources61.  
Prominent proponents of contrastive vowel length in PT are Haudricourt 
(1948; 1966-1974), Sarawit (1973), Nishida (1954; 1955) and Wang (1966), among 
others. Although Haudricourt does reconstruct contrastive short and long vowels, he 
did not provide a picture of the entire system nor discuss it explicitly. The next major 
study to posit a primary length contrast in the PT vowel system is Sarawit (1973) who 
meticulously reconstructs PT vocalism bottom-up by first reconstructing the 
intermediate proto-languages of SWT, CT, and NT.  In contrast to Li, Sarawit 
proposes that the low vowels /ɛ:/ and /ɔ:/ in Siamese and other dialects resulted from 
lowering of long mid vowels */e:/ and */o:/ respectively62. Furthermore, she views the 
quantity contrast among high vowels as a retention from PT rather than the result of 
simplification of original diphthongs as Li proposes. 
Although Li’s and Sarawit’s views are both appealing, only the latter can 
account for the distributional gaps in PSWT. Elsewhere (2008b; to appear-b) I have 
shown that both length and height were contrastive in PSWT only for high vowels: the 
                                                                                                                                            
58 Reconstructed as *klɔŋA in Li’s system and as *klo:ŋA in the current reconstruction. 
59 Reconstructed as *mletD in Li’s system and as *mlecD in the current reconstruction. 
60 Reconstructed as *xrokD in Li’s system and as *krokD in the current reconstruction. 
61 I believe that the change from PT to Tai Ya is as follows: PT */e:/, */o:/ > PSWT 
*/ɛ/, */ɔ/ > /je/, /wo/.  
62 In contrast to Luo, she correctly posits this development only for long vowels. 
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distribution of height in mid and low vowels is predictable. Specifically, the PSWT 
mid vowels *e, *ɤ, and *o are always short and cannot occur in open syllables, but the 
low vowels *ɛ: and *ɔ: are always long and can occur in open syllables. This 
distribution is illustrated in Table 5-5. 
 
Table 5-5 Distribution of PSWT non-high vowels 
 
 open syllables closed syllables 
 long Short long short 
mid    *ok 
low *ɔ:  *ɔ:k  
 
The distributional pattern in Table 5-5 argues against Li’s account and lends 
strong support to Sarawit’s proposal for PT. That is, Li cannot account for why the 
PSWT mid vowels *e, and *o did not occur in open syllables. In his scenario (Li 
1977), PT *ɛ and *ɔ were long because they were subject to regular open-syllable 
lengthening. In the same way, PT *e and *o were not lengthened because they did not 
occur in open syllables. However, it is not clear why PT mid vowels *e and *o were 
banned from open syllables in the first place. 
Sarawit (1973)’s system, in contrast, offers a very powerful explanation for 
these distributional gaps. Although she also believes that PT vowels in open syllables 
are always long, she holds that there was a quantity contrast in PT closed syllables. It 
is precisely this quantity contrast that explains why short *e and *o were not allowed 
in open syllables. That is, only long vowels were allowed in open syllables. This ban 
against short vowels in open syllables is exactly an effect of word minimality 
discussed in §2.2.2.1. Word minimality dictates that a prosodic word must be at least 
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one iambic foot. An open syllable with a short vowel is thus not allowed because it is 
light and cannot head an iambic foot.  
In this scenario, PT long mid *e: and *o: lowered and became PSWT low 
vowels *ɛ: and *ɔ:, retaining their original length. Because PT vowels in open 
syllables were all long, all mid vowels in open syllable became low vowels in PSWT. 
In contrast, their short counterparts *e, and *o did not lower and were kept as short 
mid vowels. Because PT short vowel only occurred in closed syllables, there was no 
PT source for PSWT mid vowels in open syllables. The lack of PT *e and *o thus 
results in the observed gaps in PSWT. Therefore, these otherwise peculiar gaps are 
strong evidence for quantity contrast in PT. Dhananjayananda (1997)’s study 
illustrates how these gaps were filled in Siamese.  
Not only does this system of contrast nicely account for the comparative data, 
but it is also consistent with the typology of the prosodic word in SEA. As shown in 
§2.4.3, sesquisyllabic languages impose a bimoraic minimum on the prosodic word so 
that all monosyllables and the major syllables of sesquisyllabic words are heavy. This 
is exactly the system reconstructed for PT. Furthermore, the proposed vowel inventory 
is a very likely one from a typological point of view. More specifically, the vowel 
system posited here is a triangular system, which has been shown to be typologically 
more common than square systems like that proposed by Li (Maddieson 1984b). 
 
5.4 Solving Gedney’s Puzzle 
First discussed in detail by Gedney (1972b), the so-called “Gedney’s Puzzle” 
refers to particular sets of vowel correspondences involving high vowels. A number of 
Tai etyma unequivocally go back to PT simple vowels *i, *ɯ, and *u in Li’s system, 
which correspond to long *i:, *ɯ:, and *u: in the system proposed here. Another set of 
etyma clearly go back to PT rimes *aj, *aw, and *aɰ. In addition to these two sets, 
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there are a number of items that seem to point to earlier *i:, *u:, and *ɯ: in some 
languages but *aj, *aw, and *aɰ in others. The reverse patterns also exist. To illustrate 
the issue, first examine the two sets of data provided in Table 5-6 and Table 5-7.  
 
Table 5-6 Items that unequivocally go back to PT */i:/, */ɯ:/, and */u:/, i.e. 
the ‘year’ set 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Yay 
‘year’ 
‘four’ 
*i 
pi:A1 
si:B1 
pi:A1 
ɬi:B1 
piA1 
θiB1 
‘day’ 
‘book’ 
*ɯ mɯ:
C2 
sɯ:A1 
mɯ:C2 
ɬɯ:A1 
fɯC2 
θɯA1 
‘pig’ 
‘door’ 
*u 
mu:A1
tu:A1 
mu:A1
tu:A1 
muA1
tuA1 
 
In Table 5-6 above, Siamese, Lungchow, and Yay represent SWT, CT, and NT 
respectively. These three varieties all have /i:/, /u:/, and /ɯ:/ for these 
correspondences. However, some varieties, e.g. Debao and Lungming, have 
diphthongized their original long high vowels, e.g. Lungming /pejA1/ ‘year’, /sɤɰA1/ 
‘book’, and /mowA1/ ‘pig’. Having established that vowel quantity was contrastive in 
PT, it is clear that the data provided above points to original simple long high vowels.  
Li reconstructs *i (Li 1977: 262-263), *ɯ (Li 1977: 264-265), and *u (Li 1977: 266-
267) for this set of etyma. For convenience, this set of data may be referred to as the 
‘year’ set. 
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Table 5-7 Items that unequivocally go back to PT */aj/, */aɰ/, and */aw/, i.e.  
the ‘egg’ set 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Yay 
‘egg’ 
‘to cough’ 
*ɤj kʰaj
B1
ɁajA1 
kʰjajB1
ɁajA1 
rajB1 
ɁajA1 
‘leaf’ 
‘clear’ 
*ɤɰ baj
A1
sajA1 
baɰA1
ɬaɰA1 
baɰA1 
θaɰA1 
‘old’ 
‘head louse’ 
*ɤw kaw
B1
hawA1 
kawB1
hawA1 
kawB1 
rawA1 
 
In Table 5-7, all the three varieties unequivocally show reflexes of earlier *aj, 
*aɰ, and *aw for the etyma above. In dialects where PT high vowels diphthongized, 
the contrast between the two sets of PT rimes is still preserved. For example, Debao 
has /ɤj/ for PT *i: but /aj/ for PT *aj, cf. /pɤjA1/ from PT *pi:A ‘year’ and /pajA1/ from 
*pajA ‘to go’. Note that in Li’s system the rimes of ‘to cough’ and ‘egg’ are 
reconstructed as *ɤj (Li 1977: 285-286), the rime of ‘leaf’ and clear’ as *ɤɰ (1977: 
288-289), and the rime of ‘old’ and ‘head louse’ as *ɤw (Li 1977: 290). This set of 
data may be referred to as the ‘egg’ set.  In contrast to the two sets shown so far, for 
other items, modern dialects seem to give conflicting evidence on how the PT rimes 
for these words should be reconstructed.  
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Table 5-8 The ‘fire’ set of Gedney’s Puzzle correspondences 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Yay 
‘fire’ 
‘dry field’ 
*ɛj faj
A2
rajB2 
fajA2
ɬajB2 
fiA2 
riB2 
‘breath’ 
‘dry’ 
*eɰ/ɛɰ caj
A1
 
caɰA1
kʰaɰB1 
sɯA1 
‘empty’ 
‘nine’ 
*jɤw pla:w
B1
ka:wC1 
pjawB1
kawC1 
pjuB1 
kuC1 
 
We may refer to the data in Table 5-8 as the ‘fire’ set. Siamese lacks ‘dry’ but 
White Tai has /xaɰB1/. Similarly, Yay does not have this form but Po-ai has /hɯ:B1/. It 
is generally held that the data in this set pattern with the ‘egg’ set in SWT and CT, but 
pattern with the ‘year’ set in NT. That is, the CT and SWT reflexes for the etyma in 
this set seem to suggest complex rimes *aj, *aɰ, and *aw in PT but their NT 
counterparts seem to go back to simple rimes *i:, *ɯ: and *u:. Li reconstructs *ɛj (Li 
1977: 286) for ‘fire’ and ‘dry field’, *ɛɰ or *eɰ for ‘breath’ and ‘dry’ (Li 1977: 289), 
and *jɤw for ‘empty’ and ‘nine’ (Li 1977: 291). To complicate the situation, the 
reverse pattern also exists.  
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Table 5-9 The ‘long’ set of Gedney’s Puzzle correspondences 
 
Gloss Li Siamese Lungchow Yay 
‘long’ 
‘excrement’63 
*ei 
ri:A264
kʰi:C1 
ɬi:A2
kʰɤjC1 
rajA2 
hajC2 
‘crab’ 
‘paternal grandfather’
*ew 
pu:A1
pu:B1 
pu:A1
 
pawA1 
 
 
The set of etyma in Table 5-9 may be referred to as the ‘long’ set. CT lacks the 
etymon ‘paternal grandfather’ altogether while some NT languages still retain it, cf. 
Po-ai /pawB1/. The received generalization is that it patterns with the ‘year’ set in SWT 
and CT, but with the ‘egg’ set in NT. In other words, the CT and SWT reflexes of 
etyma belonging to this set point to earlier *i:, *ɯ:, and *u: but their NT reflexes 
suggest *aj, *aɰ, and *aw. Li posits *ej for ‘long’, and ‘excrement’ (Li 1977: 286), 
and *ew for ‘crab’ and ‘paternal grandfather’ (Li 1977: 291). Notice that the pattern 
/ɯ/~/aɰ/, though expected, is not attested. 
As Gedney argues (1972b), it is clear that this puzzle does not indicate 
doublets in PT, since no language is known to have inherited both the monophthongal 
and diphthongal forms for any given etymon. However, it remains unclear what these 
data indicate about the rime system of PT. Confronted with such puzzling sets of data, 
various researchers have proposed different accounts. Li (1977), followed by Liang 
and Zhang (1996) accounts for these “Gedney’s Puzzle” items by positing very fine 
contrasts among complex vowels as we have seen in our discussion of the data sets. 
Sarawit (1973) similarly posits complex vowels for these etyma but differs in the 
actual forms posited. In contrast, Haudricourt (1975), followed by Strecker (1983), 
                                                 
63 This is a ‘voicing alternation’ item. See §3.4. 
64 This form means ‘oval’ in Thai 
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proposes that this is a kind of “umlaut” phenomenon. Specifically, the vowel of the 
first syllable in a disyllabic etymon affected the vowel of the second syllable 
differently in the process of monosyllabicization. Li’s, Sarawit’s, and Haudricourt’s 
solutions are compared in Table 5-10. Note that it is not clear what Haudricourt would 
posit for the ‘year’, ‘egg’, and ‘long’ sets. 
 
Table 5-10 Comparison of solutions to “Gedney’s Puzzle” 
 
 Li Sarawit Haudricourt 
‘year’ *i *i:  
‘egg’ *ɤj *aj  
‘fire’ *ɛj *ia:j *CaCi 
‘long’ *ej *ɤj  
 
Although it is extremely likely that some kind of “umlaut”-like sound changes 
were operating at some point in the history of these etyma, it cannot be the case that 
they occurred at the PT stage or later. First of all, this issue is closely tied to the 
canonical shape of the PT prosodic word. As discussed in §2.3.2, it is unlikely that the 
PT prosodic word was disyllabic. Haudricourt’s view is thus ruled out by the 
sesquisyllabic theory that we have earlier argued for. Moreover, for the umlaut view to 
work, we must assume two separate one-step reductions of disyllables to 
monosyllables in SWT and CT on one hand, and in NT on the other. That is, *CaCi 
must have been reduced directly to *Cai in SWT/CT and to *Ci: in NT without any 
intermediate step. This is because such an intermediate step would have to involve the 
same sort of complex vowels that Li and Sarawit posit.  
Another piece of evidence against Haudricourt’s view is that it falsely predicts 
only two types of languages. Languages pertaining to the first type are those that 
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merged the ‘long’ set with the ‘year’ set, and merged the ‘fire’ set with the ‘egg’ set. 
SWT and CT are generally said to belong to this type. The second type consists of 
those varieties that merged the ‘long’ set with the ‘egg’ set, and merged the ‘fire’ set 
with the ‘year’ set. NT is viewed as belonging to this type. In contrast, Li’s and 
Sarawit’s accounts allow at least eight types of languages as schematized in Table 5-11. 
 
Table 5-11 Types of languages allowed by Li’s and Sarawit’s account 
 
 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Type 7 Type 8
‘year’  
 
  
 
 
 
 
‘fire’   
 
 
‘long’  
 
  
 
‘egg’     
 
Tai varieties of type 1 do not show any mergers and have four different 
reflexes for the four sets. Varieties belonging to type 2 merged the ‘year’ set with the 
‘fire’ set, and the ‘egg’ set with the ‘long’ set. Yay represents this type of language. 
Dialects belonging to type 3 show two reflexes for the four sets. They merged the 
‘year’ set with the ‘long’ set, and the ‘egg’ set with the ‘fire’ set. Siamese and 
Lungchow both belong to this type. Types 4 and 5 merged three of the four sets 
together. Type 4 has the same reflex for the ‘fire’, the ‘long’, and the ‘egg’ sets while 
type 5 merged the ‘year’, ‘fire’, and ‘long’. Similar to type 3, types 6 and 7 have three 
reflexes for the four sets. Type 6 merged the ‘year’, and the ‘fire’ sets, but kept the 
‘egg’  and the ‘long’ sets apart. In contrast, type 7 has one reflex for the ‘long’ and the 
‘egg’ sets, but keeps the ‘year’ and the ‘fire’ sets distinct. Lastly, languages belonging 
to type 8 show only one reflex for the four sets. This last type is not informative as it 
can be arrived at from different paths. In short, Li’s and Sarawit’s accounts allow for 
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patterns of mergers that differ from the two found in Siamese, Lungchow on one hand, 
and Yay on the other. Even though it was formerly believed that only languages 
belonging to type 2 and type 3 exist, languages belonging to other types are in fact 
attested in southern Guangxi as shown in Table 5-12. 
 
Table 5-12 Tai varieties that do not belong to type 2 or type 3 
 
 
 
Shangsi, Chongzuo, and Ningming are all type-5 languages because they 
merged the ‘year’, ‘fire’, and ‘long’ sets but kept ‘egg’ set apart. Wuming may belong 
to type 7. It seems to have merged the ‘long’ and the ‘egg’ sets but left the ‘year’ and 
‘fire’ sets distinct. However, some etyma in the ‘year’ set show /oj/ rather than the 
expected /i/, e.g. ‘older sibling’ and ‘bladder’. Note that the Ningming form for 
‘chicken louse’ unexpectedly shows /aj/. Based on the actual attestation of these types, 
 Shangsi Chongzuo Ningming Wuming 
‘year’ 
‘gall’ 
‘fat’ 
po:yA1
bo:yA1 
po:yA2 
pɤjA1
bjɤjA1 
pɤjA2 
pɤjA1
wɤjA1 
pɤjA2 
pi:A1 
bi:A1 
pi:A2 
‘fire’ 
‘dry field’ 
‘chicken louse’ 
fo:yA2
lo:yC2 
lo:yA2 
fɤjA2
lɤjC2 
lɤjA2 
fɤjA2
lɤjC2 
lajA2 -v 
fojA2 
rojC2 
rojA2 
‘long’ 
‘excrement’ 
lo:yA2
kʰo:yC1 
lɤjA2
kʰɤjC1 
lɤjA2
kʰɤjC1 
rajA2 
xajC2 
‘egg’ 
‘tree’ 
‘intestine’ 
lajB1
fajC2 
ɬajC1 
lajB1
fajC2 
ɬajC1 
lajB1
fajC2 
ɬajC1 
rajB1 
fajC2 
θajC1 
 type 5 type 7 
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I adopt Li’s and Sarawit’s general position and propose that the four sets go back to 
four different rime categories as schematized in Figure 5-1. 
 
‘fire’  *aj 
*ɤj 
  *i: 
 *aɰ 
*ɤɰ 
 *ɯ: 
 *aw 
*ɤw 
 *u: 
 *vɤjA  ‘fire’ *cɤɰA  ‘breath’ *plɤwB  ‘empty’ 
    
‘long’  *aj 
*ɯj 
  *i: 
  
 
 *aw 
*ɯw 
 *u: 
 *rɯjA ‘long’  *pɯwB ‘crab’ 
 
Figure 5-1 Proposed solution for “Gedney’s Puzzle” 
 
In this proposal, each of the four sets of etyma goes back to a distinct rime 
category. The etyma in the ‘year’ set had either *i:, *ɯ:, or *u: while members of the 
‘egg’ set go back to PT *aj, *aɰ, *aw. Etyma that belong to the ‘fire’ set are 
reconstructed with either *ɤj, *ɤɰ, and *ɤw. These three rimes merged with *i:, *ɯ:, 
and *u: in NT languages as well as Shangsi, Ningming, and Chongzuo but merged 
with *aj, *aɰ, and *aw in SWT, most CT languages, and Wuming. In contrast, etyma 
belonging to the ‘long’ set are reconstructed with *ɯj or *ɯw. These two rimes 
merged with *i: and *u: respectively in SWT and CT, including the three type-5 
dialects but merged with *aj, and *aw in NT varieties including Wuming.  
In addition, this proposal neatly accounts for the fact that etyma showing *ɯ: 
in SWT/CT but *aɰ in NT are not attested. If they existed, these items would belong 
to the ‘long’ set. According to the proposal, they would have to be reconstructed with 
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PT *ɯɰ, which would not be distinguishable from PT *ɯ:. We see, then, not only 
that this proposal accounts for “Gedney’s Puzzle” by positing relatively simple rime 
categories, it also correctly predicts a gap in the data.  
Often lumped together with the “Gedney’s Puzzle” items are some etyma that 
show irregular reflexes. Treating those items as belonging to the “Gedney’s Puzzle” 
paradigm gives an impression that modern dialects freely choose between the 
monophthongal or diphthongal forms of the so-called “Gedney’s Puzzle” items 
(Gedney 1989b: 60-61). In fact, these aberrant cases should be treated separately as 
exceptions, as they are cases of function words or words that occur with high 
frequency. It is largely unpredictable which vocalic variant a given dialect has, as 
illustrated in Table 5-13. 
 
Table 5-13 Etyma with irregular reflexes usually discussed under “Gedney’s 
Puzzle” 
 
 PT Siamese Tai Nüa Lungchow Shangsi Wuming 
‘1s pron.’ 
‘2s pron.’ 
‘good’ 
‘to give’ 
‘to go’ 
*ku:A/*kawA 
*mɯŋA/*maɰA 
*ɗɤjA 
*haɰC 
*pajA 
ku:A1
mɯŋA2 
di:A1-v 
haɰC1 
pajA1 
kawA1
maɰA2 
di:A1 -v 
hɯ:C1 -v 
pajA1 
kawA1
mɯŋA2 
dajA1 
hɯC1 -v 
pajA1 
kawA1 
maŋA2 
do:yA1 
do:yA1 
po:yA1 -v 
kawA1 
mɯŋA2 
dajA1 
haɰC1 
pajA1 
 
 
The first-person singular pronoun seems to have been two separate forms in 
PT, *ku:A and *kawA. Similarly, its second-person counterpart seem to have also been 
two separate forms *mɯŋA, and *maɰA65 (Refer to Strecker (1984) for a detailed 
                                                 
65 The distinction between *ku:A and *mɯŋA, on one hand, and *kawA and *maɰA on 
the other, may have been prosodically conditioned allomorphy. In particular, *ku:A 
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study of PT personal pronouns). The etymon ‘good’ is generally rendered in modern 
Tai dialects with the reflex of PT *ɤj, except in SWT dialects, represented here by 
Siamese and Tai Nüa, where it shows the reflex of *ɯj. Similarly, the verb ‘to give’ 
seems to go back to PT *aɰ, but shows reflexes of *ɯ: in the CT dialects of 
Ningming, Longzhou, and Daxin, as well as some SWT dialects, e.g. Tai Yuan. 
Lastly, the verb ‘to go’ clearly had *aj in PT but unexpectedly has the reflex *i: in 
Shangsi, and Chongzuo. These unexpected cases must be treated as irregular and must 
be kept separate from the more regular “Gedney’s Puzzle” sets. Also note that the 
etyma in this set are either function word, or lexical items with a high frequency of 
occurrence.  
 
5.5  Enriching the codas 
The conventional reconstruction of PT holds that only eight consonants can 
function as codas: *-p, *-t, *-k, *-m, *-n, *-ŋ, *-j, and *-w (Li 1977: 58-59). This 
characterization is consistent with the syllable typology of modern Tai languages. 
However, the discovery of the displaced NT language Saek (Gedney 1989c; 
Haudricourt 1958; 1960; 1963a) has opened up the possibility that the coda system of 
PT may have been richer than we originally assumed. In this section, I argue that, in 
addition to final *-l preserved in Saek, final *-c and possibly *-ɲ must also have 
existed in PT. Moreover, I show that these three consonants play a vital role in the 
development of the vowels.  
One of the intriguing characteristics of Saek is its final /-l/, unattested 
elsewhere in Tai. Li (1977: 58-59) does not reconstruct final *-l for PT but notes that 
some etyma that he reconstructs with *-n may in fact got back to *-l. The reason for 
                                                                                                                                            
and *mɯŋA were possibly the unstressed forms while *kawA and *maɰA were 
stressed. 
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his reservation is lack of Saek data. The situation changed dramatically after Gedney’s 
extensive study of this language (Hudak 1993). By examining the distribution of /-l/ in 
Saek, he argues convincingly that Saek /-l/ is a case of retention (Gedney 1993). First 
of all, he points out that most Saek words with final /-l/ are native Tai words. It is 
impossible to find a possible conditioning environment that changes final *-n to /-l/ in 
a great number of words but left it unaffected in many others. More importantly, he 
shows that final /-l/ in Saek is amply attested in rimes directly inherited from PT but is 
absent from rimes that were introduced later. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that PT 
had rimes ending in *-l. 
Comparison between Saek and Laha, a Kra language, also supports Gedney’s 
view that PT had final */-l/ (Ostapirat 1995). Many forms found in both Saek and 
Laha agree in having /-l/ as shown in Table 5-14. In addition to the cognates cited by 
Ostapirat (1995), I also cite ‘body louse’ as another Kra-Dai etymon with final /-l/. 
The Laha and Proto-Kra forms are taken from Ostapirat (2000). The etymon 
‘grandchild’ is problematic because the Saek form has /-n/ instead of the expected /-l/. 
The final *-l may have become /-n/ in Saek due to dissimilation from the onset /l-/. 
 
Table 5-14 Shared etyma with final /-l/ in Saek and Kra 
 
 Saek Laha Proto-Kra 
‘husked rice’  
‘shake’ 
‘body louse’  
‘grandchild’ 
‘to snore’ 
sa:lA1 
sɛlB1 
mlɛlA2  
la:nA1 
trɛlA1 
sa:lA1
salB1 
mdalA2 
kla:lA1 
kalA1 
*salA 
*səlB 
*m-drəlA 
*klalA 
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Although Saek is the only Tai language that has final /-l/, traces of PT*-l can 
also be found in the vowel correspondences among its sister languages. Most revealing 
are the data sets given in Table 5-15. The PT mid front vowel /e/ stays front in SWT 
and CT e.g. *cetD > Siamese /cetD1/ and Lungchow /citD1/. In contrast, it normally 
became *a in NT varieties, e.g. PT *cetD > Yay /satD1/ and Saek /cɛtD1/. Except for a 
few cases, Saek has changed earlier short *a to /ɛ/. The unexpected /-n/ in ‘grandchild' 
is perhaps result of dissimilation or dialect mixing. 
 
Table 5-15 Etyma with PT */en/ and */-el/ 
 
 Siamese Lungchow Qinzhou Yay Saek PT 
‘seven’ 
‘mushroom’ 
‘great-grandchild’66 
cetD1
hetD1 
le:nA1-t 
citD1
vitD2 -i 
 
citD1
lytD1 
linC1 
satD1
ratD1 
 
cɛtD1 
(hetD1) 
(le:nA1) 
*cetD
*ʰrwetD 
*ʰlenC 
‘body louse’ 
‘to become’67 
‘civet cat’ 
lenA2
penA1 -i 
henA1 
minA2
pinA1 -i 
hinA1 
manA2
panA2 
 
nanA2 
panA2 
ɲanA1 
mlɛlA 
phalA2 -v 
ɲɛlA1 
*mlelA
*belA 
*ʰɲelA 
 
In Qinzhou, however, there is a split between ‘seven’, ‘mushroom’, and ‘great-
grandchild’ on the one hand, and ‘body louse’, ‘to become’, and ‘civet cat’ on the 
other. The vowels in the first set of etyma have been raised but still retain their front 
quality. The /y/ in ‘mushroom’ results from a coalescence of *-w- and *i. In contrast, 
the vowels in the second set have not been raised but were retracted and lowered to /a/. 
As all these items have final /-l/ in Saek, the backing of PT *e in these words should 
                                                 
66 The original tone for this etymon is most likely *C but it became *A in SWT due to 
contamination from *ʰla:nA ‘grandchild’. The vowel in the Siamese form has been 
secondarily lengthened. 
67 This form is found in /panA2 jeŋB2/ ‘how’. 
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be considered to have been conditioned by PT *-l. Note the contrast between ‘great-
grandchild’ and ‘body louse’. Although they are both reflected with /-n/ in Qinzhou, 
the vowels are different. Therefore, these two sets of data show that final /-l/ caused 
PT *e to split into /i/ and /a/ in Qinzhou. Also note that the Saek forms for 
‘mushroom’ and ‘great-grandchild’ are borrowings from Siamese or Lao. 
In addition to final *-l, evidence from Saek as well as from non-Tai languages 
points to the existence of final *-c in PT. Even though final palatals are common in 
SEA, especially among Mon-Khmer languages, they are not attested in any modern 
Tai language. However, Gedney (1989c: 961) notes that some of the Saek etyma that 
show a change from *at to /ɛt/ sometimes show a further change to /ɛk/. These etyma 
are shown in Table 5-16.  I propose that etyma belonging to this set in fact go back to 
final *-c. 
 
Table 5-16 Etyma with final */-c/ 
 
 Siamese Lungchow Yay Saek PT 
‘fish scale’ 
‘ant’ 
‘grain’ 
‘to cut’ 
‘to dust off’ 
kletD1 
motD2 
metD2 
tatD1 
patD1 
kitD1 
mɤtD2 
 
tatD1 
patD1 
cipD1 -f68 
matD2 
natD2 
tatD1 
patD1 
tlɛkD1 
mɛkD2 
mlɛkD2 
tɛkD1 
pɛkD1 
*klecD1 
*mɤcD2 
*mlecD2 
*tacD1 
*pacD1 
 
One may argue that the final /-k/ in Saek is an innovation as it is preceded in 
all these examples by a front vowel /ɛ/. However, this cannot be the case for two 
                                                 
68 There exist many cases of sporadic /-p/ instead of the expected /-t/, e.g. Southern 
Shan /hepDS1/ and Ningming /ɬapDS1/ from *ʰrwitD ‘mushroom’, and Lungming /kip/, 
Western Nung /cip/, and Wuming /klip/ from *klecD ‘fish scales’ 
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reasons. First, the front quality of the vowel in Saek cannot be said to have been the 
condition for a change from *-t to /-k/ because many words with the rime /ɛt/ do exist, 
e.g. cɛtD1 ‘seven’ and /rɛt D1/ ‘fart’. Remember that Saek /ɛ/ before coronal codas 
corresponds regularly to /a/ in other NT varieties. Second, the Siamese and Lungchow 
forms show clearly that this mysterious coda consonant was preceded by many 
different vowels including *ɤ, *e, and *a. These vowels do not form a natural class 
that could potentially condition a change from *-t to /-k/. Therefore, the “aberrant” 
final /-k/ in Saek should be considered evidence for PT *-c. 
Evidence from outside of Tai also supports the hypothesis that PT had final *-c. 
First of all, Be, one of Tai’s closest kin, shows unique reflexes in items given in Table 
5-17. PT *-t corresponds regularly to Be /-t/ as in ‘fart’, and PT *-k regularly to Be /-
k/, as ‘bird’. However, the etyma that show the /-t/~/-k/ correspondence in Tai have 
final /-ʔ/ in Be. The fact that Be shows this three-way contrast supports the hypothesis 
that PT had a distinct final *-c. This correspondence set has been noted by Ostapirat 
(2005: 119), who believes that PT *-c was inherited from Proto-Kra-Dai.  
Since it has been established that PT allows palatal consonants in the coda, one 
would also expect to find the palatal nasal occurring in coda position. Although the 
reconstruction of PT *-c is unequivocal, there is rather little evidence for final *-ɲ. 
The only potential case I have identified so far is ‘to eat’, which is reflected as /kinA1/ 
in all SWT varieties but as /kɯnA1/ in NT dialects like Wuming and Yay. We can 
speculate that the PT form for ‘to eat’ was *kɯɲA but the vowel was fronted so that 
the PSWT form for this etyma was *kinA. Therefore, I tentaitively hypothesize that PT 
had both *-c and *-ɲ. 
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Table 5-17 Final *-c in Tai and Be 
 
 Siamese Saek Be 
‘fart’ 
‘flea’ 
‘bedbug’ 
totD1 
matD1 
rɯətD2 
rɛtD1 
matD1 
ruətD2 
ɗutD1 
matD1 
liətD2 
‘bird’ 
‘deep’ 
‘mucus’ 
nokD2 
lɯkD2 
mu:kD2 
nɔkD2 
lakD2 
mu:kD2 
nokD2 
lakD2 
mukD2 
‘fish scale’ 
‘ant’ 
‘grain’ 
‘to cut’ 
‘to dust off’ 
kletD1 
motD2 
metD2 
tatD1 
patD1 
tlɛkD1 
mɛkD2 
mlɛkD2 
tɛkD1 
pɛkD1 
liʔD1 
muʔD2 
moʔD2 
 
ɓaʔD1 
 
5.6 Reconstructions of PT rimes 
Etyma from Siamese (SI), Lungchow (LC), and Yay (Y), are provided in each 
section to represent the three clusters of the modern varieties. Remember that this is 
not to say that they represent three genealogical subgroups of Tai (See §1.2 and §7.3 
for discussion).  
 
5.6.1 Rimes with high vowels 
The PT high vowels *i, *i:, *ɯ, *ɯ:, *u, and *u: are relatively stable, 
especially when compared to the mid vowels. Except in a few environments, these 
high vowels normally remain high in all languages. There seems to have been no 
restriction on the codas that particular vowels could co-occur with. However, short 
vowels were not allowed in open syllables due to the minimality requirement 
discussed in §2.2.2.1. 
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5.6.1.1 Rimes with *i and *i: 
PT high vowels *i and *i: are usually kept as high vowels in modern dialects. 
In open rimes, the long vowel *i: retains its original quality in most dialects, including 
Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, Yay, and Wuming. However, in some CT and NT dialects 
such as Lungming, Debao, Yongnan, Shangsi, Hengxian, and Longsheng, PT *i: 
became diphthongized in open syllables. An interesting case of a diphthongized reflex 
is /o:y/ in Shangsi, which is quite different from /ɤj/, /ej/, /ɯj/, or /uj/  in other dialects. 
PT *i:# corresponds to *i# in Li’s reconstruction (1977: 262-263). Examples of PT 
*i:# are given in Table 3-50.  
  
Table 5-18 Etyma with PT *i:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘soot’ *ʰmi:C mi:C1 mi:C1 mi:C1 Lungming /mejC1/ 
‘four’ *si:B si:B1 ɬi:B1 θiC1 Lungming /sejC1/ 
‘year’ *pi:A pi:A1 pi:A1 piA1 Lungming /pejA1/ 
‘to have’ *mi:A mi:A2 mi:A2 miA2 Lungming /mejA2/ 
 
In closed syllables, both *i and *i: can occur. In some dialects such as Siamese, 
Lao, and Saek, the original quantity contrast is retained. In some other dialects, the 
contrast has been lost but the tonal reflexes on checked syllables provide clues to the 
original length of the etyma. For example, Southern Shan only has a length contrast 
for /a/ and /a:/ but shows different tonal reflexes for checked syllables with PT *i: and 
*i,  e.g. /lip55/ from *ɗipD ‘raw’ vs. /nip21/ *ʰni:pD ‘to pinch’ (see §6.5.1 for 
discussion). Li reconstructs *iC (Li 1977: 261-262) and *iəC (Li 1977: 263-264) for 
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*iC and *i:C in the current reconstruction, respectively. Table 5-19 provides examples 
of PT *iC and *i:C. 
 
Table 5-19 Etyma with PT *iC and *i:C 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to taste’ *ɟimA cʰimA2 cimA2 simA2  
‘short’ *tinB  tinB1 tinB1 Black Tai /tinB1/ 
‘pangolin’ *lilB  linB1 linB1 Black Tai /linB1/ 
‘raw’ *C̥.dipD dipDS1 dipDS1 dipDS1  
‘foot’ *ti:nA ti:nA1  tinA1 Lungming /tinA1/ 
‘to climb’ *pi:nA pi:nA1  pinA1 Lungming /pinA1/ 
‘knife’ *mi:tD mi:tDL2 mitDL2 mitDS2  
‘to pinch’ *ni:pD ni:pDL1 nipDL1 nipDS1  
 
Siamese normally preserves the original quantity contrast. In other words, PT 
*i is reflected as /i/ while PT *i: is reflected as /i:/ in Siamese. However, it has 
undergone a secondary shortening. In particular, PT *i: became shortened in Siamese 
words with the rising tone69, e.g. /hinA1/ ‘stone’ rather than */hi:nA1/, and /jiŋA1/ rather 
than */ji:ŋA1/. This is in sharp contrast with Lungchow and Yay, which both lost the 
distinction between the two high vowels without trace. Note that *i: in checked 
syllables regularly shortened in Yay as well as most other NT dialects, e.g. *mi:tD > 
/mitDS2/ instead of /mitDL2/. 
 
                                                 
69  This tone goes back to PT *A on syllables with PT fricatives, and voiceless 
sonorants in word-initial position.  
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5.6.1.2 Rimes with *ɯ and *ɯ: 
The high back unrounded vowels *ɯ and *ɯ: are the least stable among the 
PT high vowels. Like their front counterparts, only long *ɯ: was allowed in open 
rimes. They are preserved as back unrounded vowels in most dialects including 
Siamese, Black Tai, Lue, Lungchow, Western Nung, Daxin, Yay, Tianlin, Du’an, 
Saek, etc. Similarly to *i:#, this PT back vowel shows a diphthongal reflex /ɤɰ/ in 
such dialects as Lungming, Debao, Hengxian, and Longsheng. However, many 
dialects show special developments. For example, Qinzhou, Yongnan, Fusui, and 
Shangsi merged PT *ɯ:# with *i:# and now have /uj/, /ej/, /ɯj/ and /o:y/ respectively 
as reflex for both. PT *ɯ:# corresponds to *ɯ# in Li’s reconstruction (1977: 262-
263). Examples of PT *ɯ:# are given in Table 5-20. 
  
Table 5-20 Etyma with PT *ɯ:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘hand’70 *mwɯ:A mɯ:A2 mɯ:A2 fɯŋA2  
‘day’ *mwɯ:C mɯ:C2 mɯ:C2 fɯC2  
‘day after tomorrow’71 *C̬.rɯ:nA rɯ:nA2 lɯ:A2 rɯ:nA2  
‘to buy’ *z.ɟɯ:C sɯ:C2 ɬɯ:C2 sɯC2  
‘writing, book’ *sɯ:A sɯ:A1 ɬɯ:A1 θɯA1  
 
In closed rimes, both the short *ɯ and the long *ɯ: were allowed. Similarly to 
their front counterparts, the original quantity contrast is retained only in some varieties. 
However, unlike the other high vowels, the quality of PT *ɯ and *ɯ: have been 
                                                 
70 The final /-ŋ/ in Yay and other NT dialects for this etymon is aberrant. 
71 Refer to footnote 53 for discussion on the aberrant /-n/ in the Siamese form. 
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affected by the codas. For example, they are lowered to /ɤ/ in many dialects including 
Lungchow, Leiping, and Lungchow. This development is seen most clearly when the 
rimes had an alveolar coda. PT *ɯ:n and *ɯ:l are reflected as /ɤn/ in Lungchow. For 
these two sets of etyma, Li (1977: 265) reconstructs *ɯən. In Siamese and other SWT 
languages, short *ɯn lowered to *ɤn (> PSWT *on) but long *ɯ:n did not. Li 
reconstructs (Li 1977: 274) *wɯn for this PT short rime72. 
 
Table 5-21 Etyma with PT *ɯn, *ɯ:n, and *ɯ:l respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘sky’ *ɓɯnA bonA1  bunA1 Po-ai /mɯnA1/ 
‘rain’ *q.wɯnA fonA1 pʰɤnA1 hunA1 Po-ai /hɯnA1/ 
‘human, person’ *ɢwɯnA kʰonA2 kɤnA2 hunA2 Po-ai /hɯnA2/ 
‘night’ *ɣɯ:nA kʰɯ:nA2 kɤnA2 hɯnA2  
‘other’ *ʔɯ:nB ʔɯ:nB1 ʔɤnB1  Wuming /ʔɯnB1/ 
‘firewood’ *wɯ:lA fɯ:nA2 fɤnA2 funA2  
‘to slide’ *mlɯ:lB lɯ:nB2   Saek /mlɯ:lB2/ 
 
This development of rimes with alveolar codas above is in contrast to rimes 
with final labial consonants. PT *ɯm and *ɯ:m became *um and *u:m in many 
dialects including Longzhou, Qinzhou, Guangnan Nung, Yay and Wuming. The 
rounding of *ɯm and *ɯ:m must have been due to the influence of *-m. Li 
                                                 
72 Coincidentally, both ‘human’ and ‘rain’ had medial *-w- in PT. However, this 
medial *-w- is not the same as the *w in Li’s *wɯn. The etymon ‘sky’ clearly 
illustrates this fact as it did not have *-w- in PT, i.e. PT *ɓɯnA > ɓɤnA > PSWT ˀbonA 
> Siamese /bonA1/. The rounding in the Siamese forms was not caused by the *-w-. 
Rather, it is a result of a regular change from *ɤ to PSWT *o, cf. PT *sɤnC ‘heal’ > 
Siamese /sonC1/. 
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reconstructs *ɯum (1977: 265) and *wom (1977: 273-274) for these two PT rimes.  
The development of *ɯŋ and *ɯ:ŋ is in turn quite different from that of *ɯm and 
*ɯ:m. In contrast, PT *ɯ and *ɯ: before velar codas are usually lowered to /ɤ/ or /a/ 
in SWT, CT, and NT dialects. Both *ɯŋ and *ɯ:ŋ are reflected as /ɯŋ/ in Siamese, 
but as /aŋ/ and /ɯ:ŋ/ in Ningming. Since the only etymon with PT *ɯ:ŋ is not found in 
NT, it is not clear what its reflex is. Li (1977: 264) reconstructs *ɯŋ for the short rime 
but did not give a reconstruction for its long counterpart. Etyma in Table 5-22 show 
the development of PT *ɯm, *ɯ:m, *ɯŋ, and *ɯ:ŋ. These rimes are illustrated by 
‘wind’, ‘to forget’, ‘to steam’, and ‘one’ respectively. 
 
Table 5-22 Etyma with PT *ɯm, *ɯ:m, *ɯŋ, and *ɯ:ŋ respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘wind’ *C̬.lɯmA lomA2 lumA2 rumA2  
‘to forget’ *lɯ:mA lɯ:mA2 lumA2 lumA2  
‘to steam’ *ʰnɯŋC nɯŋC1  naŋC1 Ningming /naŋC1/ 
‘one’ *ʰnɯ:ŋB nɯŋB1 nɤŋB2 -t  Ningming / nɯ:ŋB1/ 
 
In addition to the effect of places of articulation discussed above, manners of 
articulation of the coda also came into play in the development of the high back 
unrounded vowel. For example, *ɯt became *ut in Po-ai, in contrast to *ɯn above 
which remains /ɯn/. Another example is the development of PT *ɯ: before the velar 
stop *-k. This rime became /u:k/ in Siamese, and /uk/ in Lungchow, but remains 
unrounded in Po-ai and Yay /ɯk/. Notice the regular shortening of high vowel *ɯ: 
preceding stop codas in NT, parallel to *i: and *u: (see §5.6.1.1and §5.6.1.3). The 
correspondents of PT *ɯ:t, and *ɯ:k in Li’s system are *ɯut (1977: 265), and *ɰuk 
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(1977: 268) respectively. Notice the contrast between *ɯu and *ɰu in Li’s system. In 
Table 5-23, ‘distance from thumb to fingertip’ represents *ɯ:p, ‘insipid’ represents 
*ɯ:t, and ‘child’ and ‘to come into contact’ represent *ɯ:k. Also, note that *ɯ:p 
rounded to /up/ in Yay because of the labial coda, in parallel to *ɯm and *ɯ:m above.   
   
Table 5-23 Etyma with PT *ɯ:p,*ɯ:t, and *ɯ:k respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘distance from thumb 
to fingertip’ 
*ɣɯ:pD kʰɯ:pDL2  hupDS2  
‘insipid’ *cɯ:tD cɯ:tDL1   Po-ai /ɕutDS1/ 
‘child’ *lɯ:kD lu:kDL2 lukDL2 lɯkDS2  
‘to come in contact’ *C̬.tɯ:kD tʰu:kDL1 tʰukDS1 tɯkDS2  
 
The coda is not the only component of the syllable that can affect the 
development of the vowel; the medial glide could also play a crucial role. One very 
important change of PT *ɯ: that is conditioned by the medial *-w-. In particular, PT 
*ɯ:# fused with the medial *-w- that preceded it, resulting in special developments as 
shown in Table 5-24. The sequence *-wɯ: became simplified to *u: in CT and SWT 
but became a diphthong *ɯə in most NT dialects. The NT dialect of Lingyue seems to 
be the only dialect that still retains the medial *-w-, cf. /lwaA2/ ‘ear’ and /ŋwaA2/ 
‘snake’.  Li (1977: 268) posits *ɰu# for this set of data.  
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Table 5-24 Etyma with PT *wɯ:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Yay Others 
‘ear’ *k.rwɯ:A hu:A1 hu:A1 rɯəA2 -i Lingyue /lwaA2/ 
‘snake *ŋwɯ:A ŋu:A2 ŋu:A2 ŋɯəA2 Lingyue /ŋwaA2/ 
 
Also refer to §5.4 for the reconstruction of PT *ɯw and *ɯj. 
 
5.6.1.3 Rimes with *u and *u: 
PT high vowels *u and *u: are usually kept as high vowels in modern dialects. 
In open rimes, the long vowel *u: retains its original quality in most dialects, including 
Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, Yay, and Wuming. However, some CT and NT dialects such 
as Lungming, Debao, Yongnan, Shangsi, Hengxian, and Longsheng, PT *u: became 
diphthongized to /ɤw/, /ow/, or /aw/ in open syllables. PT *u:# corresponds to *u# in 
Li’s reconstruction (Li 1977: 266-267). Examples of PT *u:# are given in Table 5-25.  
  
Table 5-25 Etyma with PT *u:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘pig’ *ʰmu:A mu:A1 mu:A1 mu:A1 Lungming /mowA1/ 
‘rat’ *ʰnu:A nu:A1 nu:A1 nu:A1 Lungming /nowA1/ 
‘to be at’ *ˀju:B ju:B1 ju:B1 ɲu:B1 Lungming /jowB1/ 
‘door’ *tu:A tu:A1 tu:A1 tu:A1 Lungming /towA1/ 
‘pair’ *gu:B kʰu:B2 ku:B2 ku:B2 Lungming /kowB2/ 
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In closed syllables, both *u and *u: can occur. In some dialects such as 
Siamese, Lao, and Saek, the original quantity contrast is retained. In some other 
dialects, the contrast has been lost but the tonal reflexes on checked syllables provide a 
clue to the original length of the etyma. For example, Southern Shan only has a length 
contrast for /a/ and /a:/ but shows different tonal reflexes for checked syllables with 
PT *u and *u:,  e.g. /tup55/ from *dupD ‘to beat’ vs. /lup21/ *C̬.lu:pD ‘to stroke’ (see 
§5.3 for discussion). Li reconstructs *uC (Li 1977: 266) and *uəC (Li 1977: 267) for 
*uC and *u:C in the current reconstruction respectively. Table 5-26 provides examples 
of PT *uC and *u:C. 
 
Table 5-26 Etyma with PT *uC and *u:C respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to cook’ *ʰruŋA huŋA1 huŋA1 ruŋA1  
‘to be entangled’ *ʰɲuŋB juŋB2 juŋB2 ɲuŋB2  
‘puppet’ *hunB hunB1  hunB1 W. Nung /hunB1/ 
‘to beat’ *dupD tʰupDS2  tupDS2 W. Nung /tupDS2/ 
‘to carry in the arm’ *ʔu:mC ʔumC1 ʔumC1 ʔumC1  
‘to lead’ *cu:ŋA cu:ŋA1 cu:ŋA1   
‘mucus’ *mu:kD mu:kDL2 mu:kDL2 mukDS2  
‘to stroke’ *C̬.lu:pD lu:pDL2  rupDS2 W. Nung /lupDS2/ 
 
Siamese normally preserves the original quantity contrast. PT *u is reflected as 
/u/ while PT *u: is reflected as /u:/. However, the Siamese form for ‘to carry in the 
arm’ underwent a secondary shortening, possibly conditioned by tone. Notice the 
regular shortening of *u: to /u/ before stop codas in NT, illustrated by Yay /mukDS2/ 
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‘mucus’ and /rupDS2/ ‘to stroke’. This shortening also occurred with long *i:C (see 
§5.6.1.1) and *ɯ:C (see §5.6.1.2). Note that *uk went through special developments in 
SWT and NT as illustrated by the data in Table 5-27. 
 
 Table 5-27 Etyma with PT *uk 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘bone’ *C̥.dukD du:kDL1 dukDL1 dokDL1 Lungming /nokDS1/ 
‘loom’ *trukD hu:kDL1 hukDL1 rokDL1 Lungming /lokDS1/ 
‘tomorrow’73 *ɟm̩.rukD pʰru:ŋDL2 pjukDL2 sokDL2 Lungming /cokDL2/ 
 
Corresponding to *uok in Li’s system (1977: 267-268), PT *uk was lengthened 
to *u:k in all SWT and many CT dialects including Lungchow, Leiping, Ningming, 
etc. In all NT varieties including Yay, *uk became lengthened and lowered to *o:k. 
The modern forms in Siamese, Lungchow, and Yay all show DL tones, indicating an 
earlier long vowel. There are some CT dialects that retained the original short vowel. 
For example, Lungming and Western Nung have DS tones in these etyma, pointing to 
an earlier short vowel. 
 
5.6.2 Rimes with mid vowels 
PT had altogether three pairs of short and long mid vowels: *e, *e:, *ɤ, *ɤ:, *o, 
and *o:. Like their high vowel counterparts, short vowels were not allowed in open 
syllables due to the minimality requirement discussed in §2.2.2.1. However, unlike PT 
                                                 
73 The Siamese form shows /-ŋ/ instead of the expected /-k/ due to assimilation to 
/ni:C2/, cf. expression /pʰru:ŋDL2 ni:C2/ ‘tomorrow’ in present-day Siamese. 
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high vowels, the long *e: and *o: regularly lowered to *ɛ: and *ɔ: in a great number of 
SWT and NT dialects.  
 
5.6.2.1 Rimes with *e and *e: 
PT had two mid front vowels *e and *e:, which contrasted with each other in 
quantity. PT *e:# was lowered to *ɛ:# in SWT and some CT dialects. Examples of 
languages that underwent the lowering include Siamese, Lao, Southern Shan, Black 
Tai, Lue, Sapa, Bao Yen, Cao Bang, and the NT language Saek. The PT *e: is 
generally preserved as a mid vowel in the remaining CT and NT dialects. Like their its 
vowel counterparts, only long *e: can occur in open rimes due to the minimality 
constraint on the prosodic word as discussed in §2.2.2.1. PT *e:# corresponds to *ɛ# 
in Li’s reconstruction (1977: 273-274). Examples of PT *e:# are given in Table 5-28.  
  
Table 5-28 Etyma with PT *e:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘old (of living beings)’ *ke:B kɛ:B1 ke:B1 ceB1  
‘to untie’ *ke:C kɛ:C1 ke:C1  Wuming /ke:C1/ 
‘mother’ *me:B mɛ:B2 me:B2 meB2  
‘raft’ *be:A pʰɛ:A2 pe:A2 peA2  
‘fish net’ *kre:A hɛ:A1 he:A1 reA1  
 
In closed syllables, both *e and *e: can occur. In SWT dialects including 
Siamese, Lao, Black Tai, etc., PT *e in closed syllables is generally retained as a mid 
vowel. However, it is raised to /i/ before nasal codas in some dialects such as Lue and 
White Tai.  Among CT varieties, it is raised to /i/ in most dialects including 
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Lungchow, Lungming, Leiping, Shangsi, and Qinzhou. It is, however, preserved as /e/ 
in a few varieties including Daxin and Guangnan Nung. In all NT dialects including 
Yay, Saek, and Wuning, PT *eC is regularly raised to /iC/. Li (1977: 269-270) 
reconstructs *je for this set of data. Table 5-29 illustrates the development of PT *eC. 
 
Table 5-29 Etyma with PT *eC 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘full’ *k.temA temA1 timA1 rimA1  
‘needle’ *qemA kʰemA1 kʰimA1 cimA1  
‘child (young person)’ *ɗekD dekDS1 dikDS1   
‘to pick up’ *kepD kepDS1 kipDS1 cipDS1  
‘fingernail’ *C̬.lepD lepDS2 lipDS2 ritDS2 -f  
 
However, there is a special development shared by most NT languages 
including Saek, Yay, Po-ai, Yongbei, Hechi, Rong’an, Guigang, etc. In these varieties, 
PT *e when followed by an alveolar coda became /a/ so that PT *et, *en, and *el are 
now reflected as /at/, /an/ and /an/ respectively.  Table 5-30 provides example of *et, 
*en, and *el. Notice that the Lungchow forms evidence the general raising of *eC to 
*iC discussed above. 
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Table 5-30 Etyma with PT *et, *en, and *el respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘seven’ *cetD cetDS1 citDS1 ɕatDS1  
‘mushroom’ *ʰrwetD hetDS1 vitDS1 ratDS1  
‘porcupine’ *ʰmenC menC1 minC1  Saek /manC1/ 
‘great-grandchild’ *lenC le:nA1 -t   Po-ai /lanC1/ 
‘body louse’ *mlelA lenA2 minA2 nanA2 Saek /mlɛlA2/ 
‘civet cat’ *ʰɲelA henA1 hinA1 ɲanA1 Saek /ɲɛlA1/ 
 
In contrast to *e, PT *e: in closed rimes follow the same course of 
development as *e: in open rimes. That is, it is reflected as /ɛ:/ in SWT and some CT 
varieties but preserved as /e:/ in most dialects. Examples of PT *e:C are given in Table 
5-31. Li (1977: 273-274) reconstructs *ɛC for this set of data.  
  
Table 5-31 Etyma with PT *e:C 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘cheek’ *ke:mC kɛ:mC1 ke:mC1 cemC1  
‘drought’ *C̬.le:ŋC lɛ:ŋC2 le:ŋC2 reŋC2  
‘strong, strength’ *re:ŋA rɛ:ŋA2 ɬe:ŋA2 reŋA2  
‘eight’ *pe:tD pɛ:tDL1 pe:tDL1 petDL1  
‘to burst’ *p.re:kD tɛ:kDL1 pʰe:kDL1 pekDL1  
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5.6.2.2 Rimes with *ɤ and *ɤ: 
PT mid back unrounded vowels *ɤ and *ɤ: show a wide range of reflexes in 
modern dialects. Like the other mid vowels, *ɤ and *ɤ: only contrasted in closed 
syllables. In a number of CT dialects including Western Nung and Jingxi, as well as 
most NT dialects including Yay, Saek, Qiubei, Shanglin, Guigang etc., *ɤC lowered to 
/aC/. In all SWT varities including Siamese, Lao, Lue, Black Tai, and White Tai, PT 
*ɤC is generally reflected as /oC/. A number of CT and NT varieties such as Shangsi, 
Yongnan, Laibin, and Yishan also underwent the rounding of *ɤ. In contrast, in a 
number of CT dialects including Lungchow, Leiping, Lungming, Debao, and 
Chongzuo, to cite a few, the short *ɤC remains /ɤC/, except before labial codas, where 
they became rounded and raised to /up/ or /um/. Table 5-32 gives examples of etyma 
that go back to PT *ɤC. The current interpretation of the data largely agrees with 
Sarawit (1973) and Wang (1966) but differs from Li (1977: 271-272), who posits *oC 
for this set of etyma. 
 
Table 5-32 Etyma with PT *ɤC 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘ant’ *mɤcD motDS2 mɤtDS2 matDS2  
‘heel’ *sɤnC sonC1 ɬɤnC1 θanC1  
‘fart’ *k.tɤtD totDS1 tɤtDS1 ratDS1  
‘chest’ *ʔɤkD ʔokDS1 ʔɤkDS1 ʔakDS1  
‘frog’ *kɤpD kopDS1 kupDS1 kapDS1  
‘sour’ *sɤmC somC1 ɬumC1 θamC1  
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The reflex of PT long *ɤ: in closed rime is in sharp contrast with *ɤ. Following 
Sarawit (1973) and Wang (1966), *ɤ:C have two main reflexes. In NT and a few CT 
dialects, *ɤ:C simply lowered to /a:C/ in parallel with *ɤC. Languages that show this 
development include Yay, Saek, Guigang, Longsheng, Qiubei, Qinzhou, Yongnan etc. 
The second group of dialects includes SWT and CT varieties such as Siamese, 
Dehong, Lao, Lue, Longzhou, Longming, Dabao, Daxin, etc. In these dialects, PT 
*ɤ:C diphthongized to /ɯəC/ in contrast to the other long mid vowels *e: and *o: 
which simply lowered to /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ (see §5.6.2.1 and §5.6.2.3). Table 5-33 provides 
examples of etyma with PT *ɤ:C. Li (1977: 282) posits *ɯa for this set of data. Note 
that Lungchow /ɤ:C/ comes from earlier *ɯəC (< PT *ɯaC and *ɤ:C). 
 
Table 5-33 Etyma with PT *ɤ:C 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘house’ rɤ:nA rɯənA2 ɬɤ:nA2 ra:kA2  
‘rope’ ɟɤ:kD cʰɯəkDL2 cɤ:kDL2 sa:kDL2  
‘boil (intr.)’ ɗɤ:tD dɯətDL1 dɤ:tDL1 da:tDL1  
 
In open syllables, the minimality requirement allowed long *ɤ: but bars short 
*ɤ from occurring. PT *ɤ:# is raised, merging to *ɯ: in SWT and CT dialects 
including Siamese, Lao, Lungchow, Lungming, Debao, Jingxi, etc. In all NT dialects 
and a few CT varieties including Yongnan, Long’an, Fusui, Shangsi, and Chongzuo, it 
became rounded and merged with PT *o:#.  Qinzhou is special in that it is the only 
dialect that simply lowered *ɤ:# to /a:/.  A handful examples of *ɤ:# are available, as 
given in Table 5-34. Note that ‘meat’ shows a peculiar development in SWT and CT 
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due to its onset, i.e. *n.mɤ:C > PSWT *nɯəC > Siamese /nɯəC2/ vs. *n.mɤ:C > *mlɤ:C 
> Yay /noC2/. 
 
Table 5-34 Etyma with PT *ɤ:# and *ɤ:l 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘straight’ *zɤ:B sɯ:B2 ɬɯ:B2 θoB2 Qinzhou /ɬa:B2/ 
‘name’ *ɟɤ:B cʰɯ:B2 cɯ:B2 soB2  
‘meat’ *n.mɤ:C nɯəC2 nɯ:C2 noC2 Qinzhou /na:C2/ 
‘new’ *mɤ:lB majB1 maɰB1 moB1 Qinzhou /moB1/ 
‘to put’ *s.cɤ:lB sajB1  soB1  
 
Also included in Table 5-34 are etyma with *ɤ:l, which shows a different 
development from *ɤ: with other codas. In SWT and most CT, PT *ɤ:l became *ɤɰ 
earlier on, merging with original *ɤɰ. It is now reflected as /aj/ in Siamese but /aɰ/ in 
Lungchow (see §5.4). In NT and a few CT dialects, PT *ɤ:l merged with *ɤ:# so that it 
is now reflected as /o/ in Yay. Also refer to §5.4 for the reconstruction of PT *ɤj, *ɤɰ, 
and *ɤw. 
 
5.6.2.3 Rimes with *o and *o: 
The PT mid back rounded vowels *o and *o: went through different paths of 
development. In parallel with *e:#, PT long *o:# was lowered to /ɔ:/ in SWT and some 
CT dialects. Examples of languages that underwent the lowering include Siamese, 
Lao, Southern Shan, Black Tai, Lue, Sapa, Bao Yen, Cao Bang, and the NT language 
Saek. PT *o:# is still generally preserved as a mid vowel in the remaining CT and NT 
dialects. Like its high vowel counterparts, only the long *o: can occur in open rimes 
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due to the minimality requirement on PT prosodic word as discussed in §2.2.2.1. PT 
*o:# corresponds to *ɔ# in Li’s reconstruction (1977: 277-278). Examples of PT *o:# 
are given in Table 5-28.  
  
Table 5-35 Etyma with PT *o:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘stump’ *ko:A kɔ:A1 ko:A1 koA1  
‘well, spring’ *ɓo:B bɔ:B1 bo:B1 boB1  
‘shaman’ *ʰmo:A mɔ:A1 mo:A1 moA1  
‘bee’ *to:B tɔ:B1 to:B1 toB1  
‘neck’ *ɣo:A kʰɔ:A2 ko:A2 hoA2  
 
In closed syllables, both *o and *o: can occur. The *o however did not develop 
exactly like its front counterpart *e. In SWT and CT dialects including Siamese, Lao, 
Black Tai, Leiping, Lungming, etc., PT *o in closed syllables is generally retained as a 
mid vowel. However, it is raised to /u/ before nasal codas in some dialects such as Lue 
and White Tai. In contrast, a few CT varieties raised *oC to /uC/ across the board. 
Some examples of these dialects are Lungchow, Western Nung, and Qinzhou. In 
parallel with *eC, in most NT dialects including Yay, Tianlin, Donglan, and Wuming, 
PT *oC is regularly raised to /uC/. Li (1977: 272-273) reconstructs *wo for this set of 
data. Table 5-36 illustrates the development of PT *oC. 
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Table 5-36 Etyma with PT *oC 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to boil (tr.)’ *tomC tomC1 tumC1 tumC1  
‘buttock *konC konC1 kun C1   
‘to itch’ *ɣomA   humA2 S. Shan /kʰomA2/ 
‘to shrink’ *ʰrotD hotDS1  rutDS1  
‘crooked’ *gotD kʰotDS2 kutDS2   
 
However, there is a special development shared by most NT languages 
including Yay, Po-ai, Yongbei, Hechi, Rong’an, Guigang, etc. In these varieties, PT 
*o when followed by a velar coda did not raise to *u so that PT *ok, and *oŋ remain 
/ok/ and /oŋ/.  Table 5-37 provides examples of *o followed by velar codas. This set of 
data is reconstructed with *ok, and *oŋ in Li’s system (1977: 271-272). 
 
Table 5-37 Etyma with PT *ok, and *oŋ respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘bird’ *C̬.nokDS nokDS2 nukDS2 rokDS2  
‘to drop’ *tokD tokDS1 tukDS1 tokDS1  
‘dry land’ *ɓokD bokDS1 bukDS1 bokDS1  
‘to take down’ *ploŋA ploŋA1 pjuŋA1 pjoŋA1  
‘forest’ *ɗoŋA doŋA1 duŋA1 doŋA1  
‘lost’ *ʰloŋA loŋA1 luŋA1 loŋA1  
‘knee’ *χowB kʰawB1 kʰawB1 hoB1  
‘to blow’ *m.powB pawB1 pawB1 poB2  
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Note a special development of *ow. In SWT and CT dialects, PT *ow became 
*aw merging with the original PT *aw (see §5.4). The change in vowel quality is 
probably a dissimilation in contact with final *-w. In NT, the rime *-ow became *o:# 
merging with original PT *o:# discussed above. Li (1977: 291) also posits *ow for this 
set of data. 
In contrast to *o, PT *o: in closed rimes followed the same course of 
development as *o: in open rimes. That is, it is reflected as /ɔ:/ in SWT and some CT 
varieties but preserved as /o:/ in most dialects. Examples of PT *o:C are given in 
Table 5-38. This set of data is reconstructed with *ɔC in Li’s system (1977: 277-278, 
287-288). 
  
Table 5-38 Etyma with PT *o:C 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to exit’ *ʔo:kD ʔɔ:kDL1 ʔo:kDL1 ʔokDL1  
‘blind’ *ɓo:tD bɔ:tDL1 bo:tDL1 botDL1  
‘fragrant’ *ho:mA hɔ:mA1 ho:mA1 homA1  
‘drum’ *klo:ŋA klɔ:ŋA1 kjo:ŋA1 coŋA1  
‘sugarcane’ *ʔo:jC ʔɔ:jC1 ʔo:jC1 ʔojC1  
  
5.6.3 Rimes with low vowel *a and *a: 
The low vowels *a and *a: are the most stable of all the PT vowels. Like other 
vowel pairs, only the long *a: was permitted in open syllables due to the minimality 
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requirement. PT *a:# is generally retained as long /a:/ 74 . Li (1977: 275-276) 
reconstructs *a for this PT long vowel. Examples of PT *a:# are given in Table 5-39.  
  
Table 5-39 Etyma with PT *a:# 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to kill’ *qa:C kʰa:C1 kʰa:C1 ka:C1  
‘dog’ *ʰma:A ma:A1 ma:A1 ma:A1  
‘fish’ *pla:A pla:A1 pja:A1 pja:A1  
‘to scold’ *ɗa:B da:B1 da:B1 da:B1  
‘to open mouth’ *ʔa:C ʔa:C1 ʔa:C1 ʔa:C1  
 
The length contrast between PT *a and *a: in closed rimes is usually retained 
even in varieties that have lost it elsewhere. For example, high and mid vowels in 
Wuming do not contrast for length but low vowels /a/ and /a:/ do, cf.  /plakDS1/ from 
PT *prakD ‘vegetable’ vs. /pla:kDL1/ from *pra:kD ‘forehead’. Moreover, varieties that 
have lost the length contrast completely still have different reflexes for *a and *a:. For 
example, Bouyei dialects substituted the original length in low vowels by a quality 
contrast so that it has /ɑ/ for *a and /a/ for *a:, cf. /pjɑkDS1/ from PT *prakD 
‘vegetable’ vs. /pjakDL1/ from *pra:kD ‘forehead’. Table 5-39 provides examples of PT 
*aC and *a:C. These two rimes correspond to *əC (Li 1977: 270-271) and *aC (Li 
1977: 275-276) in Li’s system. 
 
                                                 
74 Since /a/ and /a:/ never contrast in open syllables, data from Chinese sources usually 
analyze [a:#] as /a/. I systematically re-transcribe it to /a:/. 
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Table 5-40 Etyma with PT *aC and *a:C respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to take’ *ʔawA ʔawA1 ʔawA1 ʔawA1  
‘black’ *ɗamA damA1 damA1 damA1  
‘to spin’ *panB panB1 panB1 panB1  
‘to steal’ *ʰlakD lakDL2 lakDL2 rakDL2  
‘to take a bite’ *katD katDS1 katDS1 katDS1  
‘father’s younger brother’ *ʔa:wA ʔa:wA1 ʔa:wA1 ʔa:wA1  
‘village’ *ɓa:nC ba:nC1 ba:nC1 ba:nC1  
‘handle’ *ɗa:mA da:mA1 da:mA1 da:mA1  
‘to drag’ *C̬.la:kD la:kDL2 la:kDL2 ra:kDL2  
‘mustard green’ *ka:tD ka:tDL1 ka:tDL1 ka:tDL1  
 
The above sets of data provide a clear illustration of the contrast between *aC 
and *a:C. Not only are the reflexes still distinguished by vowel length, their tonal 
reflexes also attest the original vowel length contrast. For example, Siamese /lakDS2/ 
from PT *C̬.lakD ‘to steal’ has DS2 tone but /la:kDL2/ from PT *C̬.la:kD ‘to drag’ shows 
DL1. Also, note a special development of *aC in etyma with medial *-w-. In many CT 
and NT dialects including Debao, Jingxi, Yay, Wuming, Yongbei and Saek, the 
medial *-w- and the vowel *a usually fused together to become /ɔ/ or /o/, e.g. Saek 
/ɣɔnA2/ from *ɣwanA ‘smoke’. This special rounding apparently did not occur with *a:, 
cf. Saek /va:nA2/ from *xwa:nA ‘axe’. 
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5.6.4 Rimes with diphthongs 
Among the five diphthongs *iə, *ɯə, *uə, *ɤɰ, and *aɰ in PT, the three rising 
diphthongs generally pattern together. Generally, they are still preserved in some SWT 
dialects including Siamese, Lao, and Black Tai but have been monophthongized in all 
other dialects. The results of the monophthongization are mid vowels /e/, /ɤ/, and /o/ in 
Phu Thai, White Tai, Southern Shan, Dehong, and Lue, but high vowels /i/, /ɯ/, and 
/u/ in Lungming, Leiping, Debao, Yongnan, Chongzuo, Wuming, Yishan, Qiubei etc. 
Some varieties such as Yay, Lingyue, and Tiandong however only monophthongized 
PT *uə but kept *iə, and *ɯə in tact. In Lungchow, *ɯə gives /ɤ:/ (< *ɯ:, see 
§5.6.1.2) in closed syllables but /ɯ:/ in open syllables. Table 5-41 gives examples of 
etyma with PT *iə, *ɯə, *uə. These PT diphthong corresponds to *ie, (Li 1977: 280-
281) *ɯe (Li 1977: 281-282), and *ue (Li 1977: 283-284) in Li’s system. 
 
Table 5-41 Etyma with PT *iə, *ɯə, and *uə respectively 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘to lick’ *C̬.liəA liəA2 li:A2 riəA2  
‘sticky *ʰniəwA niəwA1  niəwA1  
‘disgusted’ *ɓɯəB bɯəB1 bɯ:B1   
‘moon’ *ɓlɯənA dɯənA1 bɤ:nA1 dɯənA1  
‘blood’ *lɯətD lɯətDL2 lɤ:tDL2 lɯətDL2  
‘deaf’ *nuəkD nuəkDL1 nu:kDL1 nu:kDL1  
‘to scald’ *luəkD luəkDL2 lu:kDL2 lu:kDL2  
‘coconut grub’ *ɗuəŋC duəŋC1  duŋC1  
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Note a special development widely found in all the three groups. PT *iəw 
simplified to *ɛ:w in many dialects including Lungchow, Leiping, Yay, Wuming etc. 
For example, Lungchow has /de:wA1/ for PT *ɗiəwA ‘single’ rather than */di:wA1/ 
indicating that the change *iəw > *e:w occurred before the change from *iə to /i:/. 
Siamese still retains the original rime, cf. Siamese /diəwA1/. Table 5-42 gives 
examples of PT *iəw. 
 
Table 5-42 Etyma with PT *iəw 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘single, only one’ *ɗiəwA diəwA1 de:wA1 dewA1  
‘withered’  *ʰriəwB hiəwB1 he:wB1 rewB1  
‘green’ *xiəwA kʰiəwA1 kʰe:wA1 hewA1  
 
The falling diphthong *aɰ developed very differently from the rising ones.  In 
a number of languages across the three dialect clusters, *aɰ merged with *aj so that it 
is now reflected as /aj/ in Siamese, Lao, Tai Yuan, Yongnan, Qinzhou, Tiandong, 
Hechi, etc.; /ɔj/ in Debao and Jingxi, or /o:y/ in Shangsi and Chongzuo. In contrast, the 
PT *aɰ simplified to /ɤ/ in some NT dialects including Saek, Liujiang, Yishan, and 
Rong’an. Of course, there are varieties that still retain the diphthong as /aɰ/, including 
Black Tai, White Tai, Lungchow, Lungming, Daxin, Yanshan Nung, Yay, Wuming, 
Shanglin, Laibin, etc. Table 5-43 presents some etyma that go back to PT *aɰ. This 
PT diphthong corresponds to Li’s *ɤɰ (1977: 288-289). 
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Table 5-43 Etyma with PT *aɰ 
 
Gloss PT SI LC Y Others 
‘leaf’ *ɓaɰA bajA1 baɰA1 baɰA1  
‘clear, clean’ *saɰA sajA1 saɰA1 saɰA1  
‘gizzard’ *p.taɰA tajA1 taɰA1 taɰA1  
‘near’ *k.raɰC klajC1 kʰraɰC1 caɰC1  
‘daughter-in-law’ *baɰC pʰajC2  paɰC2  
 
The diphthong *ɤɰ will not be discussed here because it has already been 
discussed in relation to the so-called “Gedney’s Puzzle” (see §5.4). Note that PT *ɤɰ  
and *aɰ are written as if they were sequences of vowel plus glide to reflect the fact 
that they pattern with *ɤj, *ɤw, *aj, and *aw with regards to “Gedney’s Puzzle”. 
However, phonologically they are clearly complex vowels. First of all, they do not 
show length contrast. If they had been sequences of vowel plus glide, we would expect 
*ɤ:ɰ and *a:ɰ to have existed. Moreover, *ɰ never occurs with other vowels, i.e. 
sequences like *eɰ, *oɰ, *iɰ and *uɰ did not exist. If *ɰ had functioned as a final 
consonant, it should have been found in combination with other vowels as well. 
 
5.7 Summary 
In this chapter I have proposed a system of PT rimes that differ markedly from 
the conventional reconstruction (Li 1977). First, I have shown that PT had a full-
fledged vowel length contrast which interacted closely with syllable structure. Second, 
I have accounted for the so-called “Gedney’s puzzle” by positing four sets of rimes 
that do not add any complexity to the system. Lastly, I proposed that final *-l, *-c, and 
perhaps *-ɲ also existed in PT in addition to those assumed in the conventional 
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reconstruction. The evidence for these codas comes from Saek as well as less aberrant 
varieties of Thai. Unlike previous proposals, the current system takes seriously the 
effect of medial and coda consonants on the development of the vowels. These 
improvements eliminate the need to posit improbably fine contrasts or unrealistically 
complex vowels in the PT phonology. Not only does this proposal account better for 
the whole range of data, it is also simpler and more symmetrical. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 PROTO-TAI TONES 
 
6.1 Introduction 
A reconstruction of a proto-language is an attempt to present a concrete picture 
of that linguistic system. With this in mind, the reconstruction of PT cannot be 
complete without addressing the poorly understood issue of PT tone shapes. This 
statement is at odds with the general impression that the tonal system of PT has 
already been firmly established. It is true that a great amount of research has clearly 
shown that PT had four tonal categories, conventionally labeled *A, *B, *C, and *D 
(Gedney 1972a; Li 1977; Nishida 1954; Wulff 1934). However, the reconstructed 
system is still abstract, as the concrete characteristics of each tone are still unknown. 
One major problem is the lack of an adequate methodology for tonal 
reconstruction. Recently, some attempts to reconstruct the phonetic characteristics of 
proto-tone systems have been made, e.g. Proto-Southwestern Tai (Brown 1965), Old 
Black Tai (L-Thongkum 2002), Proto-Shan (Morey 2004), and Proto-Northern Min 
(Handel 2003), but most of them are confined to a group of closely-related dialects 
whose tonal systems are almost identical, both in terms of contrasts and realizations. 
This methodological inadequacy in turn stems from poor theoretical and empirical 
understanding of tone change in general. Faced with this challenge, this chapter 
approaches the question not only from a comparative perspective but also from the 
standpoint of systematic similarities between tonal categories across varieties.  
In this chapter, I first review the literature on PT tones highlighting those 
findings that will be crucial in the reconstruction of the PT tone shapes. Then, I 
present a brief theoretical discussion of the mechanisms that underlie tonal changes. 
Then, I propose a concrete reconstruction of PT tonal categories with respect to pitch 
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height, pitch contour, vowel duration, and voice quality. The evidence for such a 
system comes mainly from modern reflexes of the tonal categories. I claim that PT 
belongs to the “pitch-plus-voice quality” type of tone language. In other words, both 
pitch and voice quality were crucial to the identity of PT tones. Lastly, I present an 
inventory of PT etyma classified according to their reconstructed tones. 
 
6.2 3+1: The PT tonal system 
One of the most important advancements in the field of Comparative Tai is the 
successful reconstruction of tonal categories in PT. Because the methodology and 
theory behind the reconstruction has been discussed in great detail in great many fora 
(Edmondson & Solnit 1997; Gedney 1972a; Li 1977), in this section I only briefly 
highlight those aspects of the PT tonal system that are crucial to the understanding of 
PT phonology as well as review the earlier reconstruction of PT tones. 
The PT tonal system can be characterized as a “three-plus-one” tonal system.  
Most, if not all, researchers working on the history of Tai languages agree that the 
proto-language had three contrastive tones, conventionally labeled *A, *B, and *C. 
However, the contrast among these tonal categories only existed in “non-checked” 
syllables, or syllables that ended in a vowel or a sonorant consonant. In addition to 
these three categories, a fourth category *D can be said to have existed in checked 
syllables, or syllables that have a stop coda. Since the *D tone is the only tone that 
occurs in checked syllables, one may say that checked syllables neutralize the contrast 
observed in non-checked syllables. Phonologically, what distinguished *D from *A, 
*B, and *C was its syllable structure. Despite this lack of tonal contrast, it was 
probably not the case that *D did not have characteristic tonal properties associated 
with it. Rather, it is likely that its phonetic characteristics resembled those of one of 
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the three tones on non-checked syllables. However, for convenience I follow standard 
practice in referring to as if it was a separate tonal category. 
Clearly, it is not an accident that the *ABCD system reconstructed for PT 
resembles those systems found in Chinese (Baxter 1992; Karlgren 1964; Li 1980; 
Pulleyblank 1991) and other language groups in SEA (Haudricourt 1961), e.g. 
Hmong-Mien (Chang 1975) and Vietnamese (Haudricourt 1954b), etc. It is not trivial 
that all these groups have historically been in intense contact with Chinese. The 
connections between the PT and Chinese tonal systems are especially striking. Not 
only are the two systems structurally identical, their tones also show robust 
correspondences. Specifically, vocabulary shared between Tai and Chinese permits us 
to establish connections between Chinese tones and Tai tones (Li 1976; 
Manomaivibool 1975; Wulff 1934) as schematized in Table 6-1. The Middle Chinese 
forms are from Pulleyblank (1991). The correspondences between Tai and Chinese 
tones will provide useful information for the reconstruction of PT tones (see §6.5). 
 
Table 6-1 Correspondences between Tai and Chinese tones 
 
 PT Middle Chinese 
*A *so:ŋA ‘two’ 
*bwi:A ‘fat’ 
雙 ṣåŋ 
肥 bjwei 
Even 
平 
*B *ha:nB ‘goose’ 
*ɣe:ŋB ‘shin’ 
雁 ŋanC
脛 ɣieŋC 
Departing 
去 
*C *ha:C ‘five’ 
*ma:C ‘horse’ 
五 ŋuoB
馬 maB 
Rising 
上 
*D *pe:t ‘eight’ 
*ŋɯək ‘crocodile’ 
八 păt 
鱷 ŋâk 
Entering 
入 
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Table 6-1 illustrates the tonal correspondence between PT and MC. Etyma that 
had *A in PT regularly showed Even tone in MC, as exemplified by ‘two’ and ‘fat’. 
Similarly, etyma that show *B in PT had Departing tone in MC. Lastly, etyma that had 
*C in PT had Entering tone in MC. This systematic correspondence between Tai and 
Chinese is useful in the reconstruction of PT tones as well as in the dating of Chinese 
borrowings into Tai. However, this is not to say that all Chinese loans in PT came 
from a single stage of Chinese. As shown convincingly by Manomaivibool (1975; 
1976), many Chinese etyma in Tai must have been borrowed prior to the MC period. 
Moreover, it is also true that there are many cases where the generalization does not 
hold. For example, *kajB ‘chicken’ had *B in PT but its Chinese source 雞 jī (< MC 
kiei) had Even tone. These cases have been analyzed by Manomaivibool (1975). 
Nevertheless, why Old Chinese and Middle Chinese loans behave similarly in this 
respect requires an in-depth study.  
Even though the tonal systems among modern Tai varieties differ greatly, they 
can always be shown to have developed from this *ABCD tonal system (Gedney 
1972a). However, none of the modern dialects keeps the three-plus-one system intact. 
This is because daughter languages have all undergone tonal splits conditioned by the 
laryngeal features of the onsets. In all Tai languages, the four original tones have split 
into at least two series, those reflecting original voiceless and those reflecting original 
voiced onsets. This kind of voicing-based tonal split across *A, *B, *C, and *D tones 
may be referred to as “register split”.   
In addition to voicing, other laryngeal features that condition tonal splits in Tai 
languages include aspiration, glottalization, and frication. In checked syllables, vowel 
length may introduce a tonal split in the *D category. It is crucial to note that it is the 
laryngeal features of the onset at the time of splits rather than the original PT onset 
features that were the determining factors in tonal splits. Presumably, an onset feature 
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at any period could have triggered a tonal split, but many of the features that did this 
were not present in the proto-language. For example, many SWT and CT dialects 
including Siamese, Southern Thai, Lungming, etc. have gone through tonal splits 
based on aspiration but this does not mean that PT had contrastive aspiration. Rather, 
the aspiration-based tonal splits indicate that by the time the splits occur those 
individual dialects had already developed a series of contrastive aspirated stops. If the 
tonal splits had to refer necessarily to the original PT laryngeal features, aspiration-
based tonal split could not have arisen in any Tai dialects, as PT did not contrast for 
aspiration (see §3.5).  
To complicate the picture, tones that resulted from such splits may later merge, 
further obscuring the tonal correspondence among different dialects. The best tool for 
capturing the history of tonal splits and mergers in individual Tai varieties is generally 
known as the “tone-box” method (Gedney 1972a), briefly discussed in §1.4.3. Table 
6-2 shows phonological factors that have been commonly found to have conditioned 
tonal splits and mergers in Tai dialects including voicing, aspiration, and 
glottalization. Because tonal reflexes provide clues to the phonation types of the 
onsets, tones in modern languages are referred to according to their etymological 
sources (see §1.4.3). For instance, using “1” and “2” to represent original voiced and 
voiceless onsets respectively, tone A2 refers to tone in a given daughter language that 
developed from PT *A tone conditioned by voiced onsets. Simarly, tone DS1 refers to 
tone in a given in dialect whose etymological source is tone *D with short vowel 
conditioned by voiceless onsets. 
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Table 6-2 Phonological factors commonly found to condition tonal splits and 
mergers (modified from Gedney 1972a) 
 
  *A *B *C *DS *DL 
1 
aspirated 
*f-, hm-, ph-,… 
     
unaspirated 
*p-,… 
     
glottalized/implosive 
*ɓ-,… 
     
2 voiced *v-, m-, b-,… 
     
 
Most modern varieties show a simple register split, i.e. bipartition across the 
four tonal categories based on voicing. Tones in modern dialects that were conditioned 
by earlier voiceless and glottalized onsets are referred to as A1, B1, C1, and D1 tones. 
Similarly, tones that were conditioned by earlier voiceless onsets are label A2, B2, C2, 
and D2 tones. The tonal systems of White Tai and Western Nung, given in Table 6-3 
and Table 6-4, respectively, represent dialects with this kind of basic split.  The 
difference between the two is that the latter further split *D according to vowel length, 
but the former did not. The *D tone with short vowels is labeled *DS while the *D 
tone with long vowels is usually referred to as *DL. Because tones in checked 
syllables are analyzed as belonging to the same categories as those in non-checked 
syllables, these types of dialects are expected to show six tones altogether. However, 
the Southern Shan dialect described by Cushing (Hudak 2008) given in Table 6-5 later 
merged B2 and C1 to yield five tones instead of six. 
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Table 6-3 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in White Tai 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 2 3 2 2 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 4 5 6 5 5 
 
 
Table 6-4 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Western Nung 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 2 3 6 2 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 4 5 6 4 5 
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Table 6-5 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Southern Shan 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 2 3 4 2 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 4 3 5 5 3 
 
One fact that is crucial to the reconstruction of the shapes of the PT tones is 
that *DL very often patterns with *B for the purposes of tonal mergers and splits 
(Chamberlain 1975; Gedney 1989a). In other words, the two categories often are 
sensitive to the same conditioning features in the onsets, and are often reflected as the 
same tones in modern dialects. An example is the case of Western Nung in Table 6-4, 
among others. In this variety, there was a simple register split in both *B and *DL. 
Moreover, the two categories agree in having tones 2 and 5 as reflexes of the first and 
second series, respectively. White Tai and Southern Shan also share this pattern of 
tone mergers with Western Nung. This strong connection between *B and *DL 
suggests that *D shared many phonetic properties with *B. 
Some varieties show tonal splits based on aspiration or glottalization in 
addition to the basic register split. The Southern Thai dialect of Surat Thani (L-
Thongkum 1978) in Table 6-6 is a clear case of a variety that went through an 
aspiration-based tonal split. This variety underwent a three-way split across *A, *B 
and *C but later merged tones that developed from *A1 with tones that developed 
from *B1. In contrast, the NT dialect of Po-ai in Table 6-7 is an example of a variety 
that underwent a tonal split based on glottalization. In this case, the *A tone was split 
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into three tones—one from original voiceless onsets, one from original 
glottalized/implosive onsets, and one from voiced onsets. 
 
Table 6-6  Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Southern Thai 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1  2 2 2 
unaspirated 3  7 7 7 
glottalized      
voiced 4 5 6 6 5 
 
Table 6-7 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Po-ai 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
voiceless 1 5 3 2 5 
glottalized 6   3  
voiced 2 6 4  6 
 
Of particular interest are dialects that still retain the original PT voiced onsets 
despite having undergone register splits. These varieties include many CT dialects of 
northeastern Vietnam and southwestern Guangxi (Haudricourt 1960; Kosaka 1997; L-
Thongkum 1997; Ross 1996) as illustrated by the dialect of Cao Bang in Table 6-8. 
Varieties of this type indicate that the binary register split and the devoicing of the 
voiced onsets, though closely connected, are two separate sound changes. The pattern 
of tone splits and mergers in Cao Bang is given Table 6-8, where each tone is also 
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annotated with Chao’s tone numbers (Chao 1930). Examples of the retained voicing 
contrast are provided. In this variety, the vowels are breathy after voiced onsets 
(Pittayaporn 2007d).  
 
Table 6-8 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Cao Bang  
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [53] 3 = [43] 2 = [34] 5 3 
unaspirated      
glottalized 5 = [21]     
voiced  4 = [33] 6 = [25] 5 6 
 
A1 = pi:1 ‘year’ < *pi:A A2 = bi:5 ‘fat’ < *bwi:A 
B1 = tɤw3 ‘turtle’ < *tawB B2 = dɤw4 ‘ashes’ < *dawB 
C1 = pa:2 ‘turtle’ < *pa:C C2 = bja:6 ‘knife’ < *ɟm.ra:C  
 
Moreover, Cao Bang and other dialects that retain voicing reveal how the basic 
binary register split and neutralization of phonation type in onsets occurred. In 
particular, they show that voicing of voiceless sonorants caused the original tones to 
split into two series (L-Thongkum 1997). Originally, the PT tonal categories were 
influenced by the phonation type of the onsets so that they had different phonetic 
realizations after voiced onsets and voiceless onsets. In the second step, these phonetic 
differences became phonologized, creating two categorically distinct pitch registers. 
These registers were redundant because they were still predictable from the phonation 
type of the onset. Subsequently, the voiceless sonorants became voiced, merging with 
the original voiced sonrants. It is this merger that caused the redundant registers to 
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become phonemic, resulting in a complete binary register split. The number of tones in 
each dialect consequently doubled. Cao Bang and other conservative dialects have 
only completed this step of the evolutionary path. The fourth step is the devoicing of 
the original voiced obstruents. Most Tai dialects have completed this step but the 
reflexes of the devoiced onsets could either be plain voiceless consonants or aspirated 
consonants. While Lue, Black Tai, Lungchow, Lungming, Yay, and most dialects 
show unaspirated reflexes, Siamese, Lao, Leiping, and Saek have aspirated reflexes. 
The interrelated processes of binary register split and neutralization of phonation type 
in onsets discussed is schematized in Figure 6-1. 
 
Stage  
I 
*ʰn-,  *t- 
*A, *B, *C, *D 
phonetic effect of phonation type 
on tonal realization *n- *d- 
  
Stage  
II 
*ʰn-,  *t-,  *A1, *B1, *C1, *D1 categorical but redundant pitch 
registers *n- *d- *A2, *B2, *C2, *D2 
 
Stage 
III 
*n- 
*t-,  *A1, *B1, *C1, *D1 phonemic registers in sonorants 
*d- *A2, *B2, *C2, *D2 
 
Stage 
III 
*n- *t- 
*A1, *B1, *C1, *D1 pitch registers not predictble from 
onsets *A2, *B2, *C2, *D2 
 
 Further tonal splits and mergers 
 
Figure 6-1 Binary register split and neutralization of phonation types 
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Despite the fact that register split and devoicing are found through out Tai, it is 
not the case that these changes had already occurred before the diversification of PT. 
On the contrary, the binary register split and the devoicing took place relatively 
recently in the history of individual Tai dialects. Chamberlain (1975; 1991) dates the 
register split back to the PT period but such a position is untenable. The original 
distinction between voiced and voiceless onsets clearly survived until late in the 
history of modern dialects. For example, Ayutthaya inscriptions dated to the 15th 
century CE (Fine Arts Department 1986) still reflect the distinction between voiceless 
and voiced consonants (Gedney 1991; Pittayaporn 2007a). Moreover, feeding and 
bleeding relationships among changes indicate that the devoicing occurred only after 
Black Tai had changed *ɣ- to *g- (Pittayaporn 2007a). These kinds of evidence 
demonstrate beyond doubt that the interrelated process of register split and devoicing 
are relatively late events in the history of individual Tai languages. 
In talking about the realizations of tonal categories, one needs to seriously 
consider the role of voice quality in distinguishing among the tones. It is extremely 
common typologically for tones to be distinguished by voice quality in addition to 
pitch. A well-known case is Northern Vietnamese, in which three out of six tones 
exhibit salient glottal properties (Gedney 1989a; Maspéro 1912; Nguyễn & 
Edmondson 1998; Thompson 1965). The “curve” tone (hỏi) is falling-rising and 
usually creaky. The “broken” tone (ngã) starts with an abrupt fall followed by a sharp 
rise. The abrupt fall is accompanied by strong glottalization of vowel necleus. 
Similarly, the “drop” tone (nặng) is a falling tone which ends in a glottal constriction. 
In fact, some researchers have claimed that PT had contrastive phonation types (Sagart 
1988), or lacked prosodic contrast (Gedney 1989d). In the remainder of this section, I 
review evidence for voice quality in *B and *C. 
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There is evidence that the *ABCD tonal system of PT may have made use of 
voice quality. Gedney (1989d) points out that in a great number of CT and SWT 
varieties tones that have developed from PT *C are characterized by glottalization. 
According to Gedney’s impressionistic observations, this glottalization is usually 
realized as extreme tension of the glottis throughout the articulation of the vowel, 
ending in a complete glottal constriction at the end of the syllable. Unfortunately, to 
date there have been no systematic instrumental studies of glottalization across 
dialects. Moreover, most dialect descriptions use the term glottalization very loosely 
without distinguishing between creakiness and final glottal constriction (see §6.5.5 for 
the distinction between creakiness and glottal constriction). However, from Gedney’s 
discussion it is safe to assume that the glottalization he proposes for *C was a final 
glottal constriction. Western Nung in Table 6-9 is a clear example of a dialect that has 
been described as having glottalized tones. 
 
Table 6-9 Western Nung tonal inventory 
 
A1 low rising [14] A2 mid-high level [44] 
B1 low falling [21] B2 mid falling [31] 
C1 mid-low level, glottalized [22ˀ] C2 high level, glottalized [55ˀ] 
 
In Western Nung, the two tones that developed from PT *C are realized as 
mid-low level and high level tones, both with clear glottalization. In contrast, the other 
tones, which come from PT *A and *B, do not show such voice quality. This strong 
tendency for tones that have developed from *C to be glottalized suggests that at least 
one of the PT tones may have been characterized by voice quality in addition to pitch. 
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Gedney (1989d) specifically proposes that PT *C tone had a final glottalization or 
final glottal stop at an earlier stage before the tonal splits occurred.  
Gedney’s proposal that PT *C was a glottalized tone is in contrast with 
Sagart’s hypothesis (1988) that *C was a creaky tone. Although Sagart recognizes that 
modern dialects usually show final glottalization for tones that developed from *C, he 
refers to it as “creakiness” and does not reconstruct *C with final glottalization. He 
accounts for glottalization in modern reflexes of *C by positing creaky voice quality. 
This choice of reconstruction is motivated by his view that it was *B that ended with a 
glottal stop. I will show shortly that this could not have been the case.  
As for PT *B, Gedney (1989d) speculates that it had a final *-h. First of all, he 
draws on the connection between *B and *DL to argue that *B may had been a final 
consonant like its *DL counterparts. Moreover, he shows that Indic words that end in 
/-h/, when borrowed into Siamese, lost the final fricative, and were assigned to tone 
*B. This leads him to speculate that *B tone in PT developed from final *-h. If this 
theory is correct, PT must be considered a completely non-tonal system. Specifically, 
the categories *A, *B, and *C would have to be characterized as plain syllables, 
syllables ending in *-h, and syllables ending in *-ʔ, respectively. Although this view 
that *B syllables may have had a final *-h at the PT level is not impossible, the tone 
assignment in Indic borrowings cannot be taken as evidence for this account. First of 
all, Gedney (1989d) himself points out that his account for *B is based only on data 
from a relatively recent layer of Siamese vocabulary. Second, he admits the possibility 
that the Indic words ending in /-h/ were assigned to the *B category because they 
were phonetically somehow similar to syllables ending in stops. 
In contrast to Gedney’s view of *B, Sagart (1988) hypothesizes that syllables 
with PT *B tone had a modal voice rime that ended with a glottal stop. He reasons that 
the fact that *B patterned with *D with respect to tonal mergers and splits indicates 
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that they ended with the same type of consonants, namely stops, cf. Vietnamese 
tonogenesis (Haudricourt 1954b). He also argues that positing final *-ʔ for *B 
accounts for Gedney’s Indic loanword data discussed above as well as the fact that 
Siamese words ending in /-ʔ/ belong to the DS category. Basically, he hypothesizes 
that Siamese incorporated Indic and Mon-Khmer borrowings with /-h/ by converting 
the final glottal fricative to a final glottal stop /-ʔ/. Consequently, those loanwords 
were naturally considered as belonging to the *D category. According to this 
explanation, the glottal stop was lost after a long vowel but is kept after a short vowel 
in Siamese. It is crucial to note that Sagart does not distinguish between creakiness on 
vowels and final glottalization. 
However, this explanation is unlikely for two reasons. Firstly, if PT *B was in 
fact a glottal stop /-ʔ/, we would expect to see a contrast between PT etyma with long 
vowel followed by a glottal stop, i.e. *CV:ʔ, and etyma with short vowel followed by 
a glottal stop, i.e. *CVʔ. However, there is no evidence for such contrast in PT. Sagart 
himself cites a personal communication with Ferlus, who correctly points out that 
many of the Siamese /CVʔB/ words are loanwords, especially from Khmer. Secondly, 
the final /-ʔ/ in Siamese is clearly epenthetic in nature and usually does not have an 
etymological source. Bennett (1995) shows that the final glottal stop in Siamese is 
phonologically inserted to satisfy word minimality which dictates that a stressed 
syllable must be heavy (see §2.2.2.1). 
In contrast to Gedney’s and Sagart’s interpretations, I view this set of Siamese 
borrowing data as a result of loanword adaptation. In particular, Indic etyma with final 
/-h/ are assigned to the *B category because they follow the same pattern as Indic 
words ending in other obstruents. Based on data in Gedney (1965), Indic words ending 
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in obstruents75, including the voiceless stops -p, -t, -c, and -k, and the fricatives -s, -ś, 
and -ṣ, were regularly assigned to the *D category when borrowed into Siamese, e.g. 
รถ /rotDS2/ ‘car’ from Sanskrit rath(a-), ทิศ /tʰitDS2/ ‘direction’ from diś, บาท /ba:tDL1/ 
from pād(a-), and โรค /ro:kDL2/ from rog(a-). Given that /-h/ is an obstruent, we would 
expect it to follow the same pattern. For instance, we expect */pʰa:hDL2/ ‘bearer’ from 
vāh(a-), */ʔutDS1sa:hDS1/ ‘to make an effort’ from utsāh(a-). However, the final /-h/ 
was in fact dropped in the process of loanword adaptation because final fricatives are 
not permissible in Siamese, leaving these etyma to end with an open syllable, cf. พา่ห์ 
/pʰa:B2/ and อุตส่าห์ /ʔutDS1sa:B1/. Because Siamese B1 and B2 are the open-syllable 
counterparts of DL1 and DL2 respectively (refer to Table 6-12), these forms are 
considered to have tone B1 and B2 rather than DL1 and DL2. 
This explanation also accounts for Sagart’s observation that Siamese words 
ending in /-ʔ/ belong to the DS category. According to this scenario, the final /-h/ in 
loanwords with short vowels was dropped when incorporated into Siamese, which 
does not allow final fricatives. By dropping the /-h/, the loanwords are left with a short 
vowel without a coda. This kind of light syllable was banned by word minimality, 
triggering the /-ʔ/ epenthesis so as to preserve the original short vowel. For example, 
Khmer braḥ /preah/ ‘honorific prefix’ would have been incorporated into Siamese as 
*bra, but the phonology of PT automatically inserted /-ʔ/ so that the etymon was 
actually borrowed as *braʔ, which is now pronounced พระ /pʰraʔ/ in Siamese. This 
interpretation is supported by the fact that loanwords that do not have a final 
consonant in the source Indic language also have final /-ʔ/, e.g. Siamese อาย ุ /ʔa:A1 
yuʔB2/ ‘age’ from āyu-, คณะ /kʰanaʔB2/ ‘group’ from gana- etc.76 Therefore, the tonal 
                                                 
75  Indic etyma were usually borrowed into Siamese with the final vowel truncated 
(Gedney 1965: 77). For example, Sanskrit เลข lekha- gives /le:kDL2/ without the final -a. 
76 The fact that Khmer, through which Siamese borrowed most of its Indic vocabulary, 
has /ʔa:yuʔ/ for ‘age’, and /kʰanaʔ/ for ‘group’ indicates that the Indic sources did not 
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assignment of Indic loanwords in Siamese cannot be used as evidence for positing a 
laryngeal coda for PT *B as proposed by Gedney and Sagart. 
In sum, PT consisted of three contrastive tonal categories *A, *B and *C in 
non-checked syllables. Checked syllables, which had no tonal contrast, and are usually 
labeled *D for convenience, most likely had the same tone as *B. While it is unclear 
what the phonetic characteristics of those tonal categories were, modern reflexes of *C 
suggest that voice quality played an important role in the contrast between PT tones. 
In the following section, a discussion of mechanisms of tonal change is presented to 
provide the basis for the reconstruction of PT tones. 
 
6.3 Directionality of tone change 
The typology of sound changes has long played a role in historical phonology, 
although this role is sometimes controversial (see (Hock 1991: 617-629)). The 
essential usefulness of an understanding of the typology of sound change is to clarify 
likely asymmetries in the directionality of change, e.g. [ki] > [ci] is more likely than 
[ci] > [ki]. Unfortunately, it is still a mystery how tonal contours change after tonal 
categories have been established, despite advances in research on tonogenesis and 
register split (e.g. Abramson & Erickson 1978; Haudricourt 1954b; Hombert, Ohala, 
& Ewan 1979; Matisoff 1973; Thurgood 2002b). In order to discuss the development 
of PT tones, it is necessary to have a framework that addresses the way tonal contours 
change over time. As a solution to this lack of research, I adopt the framework that I 
myself developed in Pittayaporn (2007b).  Even though the framework is tentative, it 
is useful as a synthesis of earlier work on tone. 
                                                                                                                                            
end in a final consonant. Final consonants in Sanskrit are normally preserved in 
Khmer, e.g. /tɯt/ ‘direction’ from diś, and /kruəh/ ‘(mis)fortune’ from gṛha-.  
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Drawing on the advances in the phonetic study of lexical tone (e.g., Abramson 
1978; Gandour 1994; Xu 1997; 2004), this framework attempts to establish a theory of 
tone change by positing mechanisms that predict the directions of tonal contour 
change. Following Ohala (2003), I assume that each phonological unit is realized with 
a great deal of orderly phonetic variation, as shown by fine-grained instrumental 
analyses. Studying this phonetic variation and speakers’ accommodation of ambiguity 
that it entails can provide a principled way of determining the likelihood of sound 
changes.  
In this framework, I claim that a change in tonal contour (i.e. change in the 
overall f0 trajectory) results from a reorganization of the tonal variants that occur in 
different environments (phonetic, phonological, stylistic, sociolinguistic, etc.). 
Drawing on synchronic studies of tonal variation, I propose three major mechanisms 
of tone change that make predictions about the directionality of tone change: 1) 
segment-tone interaction, 2) contextual variation, and 3) perceptual maximization.  
 
6.3.1 Segment-tone interaction 
It is well-established that segments may cause variation in the f0 trajectory of 
tones (e.g. Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan 1979; Maddieson 1984a). I argue that the 
interaction between tones and segments may cause the tonal onset to shift. The most 
common effect of onset on f0 is the f0 lowering following voiced consonants, but 
other effects exist as well. Solnit and Kingston (1989) and Kingston (2004) discuss 
how higher f0 can develop after voiced onsets. In addition, Xu (2003) shows that the 
onsets of Mandarin tones are phonetically lowered after aspirated onsets. It seems that 
whether a given type of segment would raise or depress f0 does not follow 
automatically from the phonetics but depends on the phonology of the language 
(Kingston 2004; Kingston & Diehl 1994). 
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Under this view, any change in overall contour shape is an incidental 
consequence of the onset shift.  Furthermore, the mechanism of segment-tone 
interaction is predicted not to affect the tone offsets. For example, for a case in which 
aspiration in the onset induces pitch lowering, a mid level tone would more likely 
yield a low rising tone than a low level one (see Figure 6-2a). Similarly, a mid level 
tone is more likely to become a high falling tone in cases where aspiration causes pitch 
raising. 
 
 
 
segment-tone 
interaction 
contour 
reduction peak sliding 
perceptual 
maximization 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
 
Figure 6-2 Schematization of the mechanisms of tone change 
 
This claim is supported by the fact that the greatest effect is observed at the 
onset of the vowel. Note that the effects on the f0 values of vowels after initials of 
different laryngeal configurations may be significantly different long after the onset of 
the vowel (Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan 1979).  
 
6.3.2 Contextual variation 
The phonetic realizations of lexical tones have been shown to vary across 
phonetic and phonological contexts (e.g. Gandour 1994; Xu 1997).  I claim that the 
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fact that the underlying targets of lexical tones are often not fully reached due to such 
effects as contour reduction, peak delay, etc. (Xu 2004) causes “distorted” variants to 
be generalized and taken as the best approximation of the underlying representation. 
The intuition is that the frequency of contextually-affected contours is greater than that 
of “ideal” contours. 
 
6.3.2.1 Contour reduction 
Dynamic tones are realized with reduced contours when the relevant syllables 
are in non-final positions. I claim that the mechanism of contour reduction only targets 
the contour shape and leaves the tonal onset intact. A change due to contour reduction 
can therefore be viewed as a change from a dynamic tone to a static tone without 
modification of the tonal onset. For example, a change from high falling tone to high 
level tone is more likely than a change in the opposite direction (see Figure 6-2b).  
This is supported by the fact that reduced variants show a flatter contour 
characterized by a smaller amount of f0 excursion, and a less extreme f0 value for the 
tonal offset. However, in these contours the tonal onset stays in the range expected for 
the onset of the full contour. Under this view, the less extreme f0 in the tonal offset is 
a result of the flattening of the contour shape.  
 
6.3.2.2 Peak sliding 
I argue that it is more likely for the peak of a tonal contour to slide rightward 
than leftward. In such cases of peak sliding, the tonal onset should stay intact but the 
contour shape should change as a result of the rightward sliding of the peak. For 
example, a change from a falling tone to a convex tone is more likely than one in the 
opposite direction (see Figure 6-2c). 
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Xu (2001) finds that the f0 peak of a Mandarin syllable carrying a high or a 
rising tone may in fact occur in the following syllable.  He argues that because sharp 
rises take a relatively long time to terminate, the f0 turning point may occur somewhat 
after the syllable boundary in certain environments and in fast speech. As f0 peaks 
tend to be delayed77 rather than early, tone peaks have a greater tendency to shift 
rightward than leftward. 
 
6.3.3 Perceptual maximization 
As avoidance of perceptual confusions between phonologically distinct 
categories is usually hypothesized to be an important ingredient for successful 
communication (Flemming 2004), I claim that pitch height and pitch excursion may 
enhance each others to achieve maximal perceptual contrasts. Specifically, the greater 
the f0 excursion, the less likely a dynamic tone is to be perceived as static. For 
example, a change from a mid falling tone to a high falling tone is more likely than 
one in the opposite direction (see Figure 6-2d). 
This mechanism is based on Flemming’s (2004) argument that perceptual 
difficulties are not derived from properties of particular sounds but from constraints on 
categorization of speech sounds. In addition, Stevens et al. (1986) observe that 
contrastive sounds are often enhanced by redundant features that help listeners to 
perceive the distinctions. With respect to tones, Yip (2001) argues that the existence of 
dynamic tones allows a great number of contrasts without placing static tones tightly 
together in the perceptual space (also see Hombert 1977). As argued by t’Hart et al. 
(1990), the size of a pitch change must exceed a certain threshold to play a part in 
communicative functions.  
                                                 
77 While “peak sliding” refers to the diachronic displacement of the f0 peak, “peak 
delay” refers the synchronic phenomenon of late occurrence of the f0 peak. 
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While contour reduction tends to convert contour tones into static tones, 
perceptual maximization works within dynamic tones to heighten peak-trough 
contrasts. They need not have contradictory effects. If a dynamic tone has variants that 
differ in terms of the pitch value of the tone onset, this mechanism predicts that the 
variant that shows the greatest f0 excursion is likely to be generalized. 
The three mechanisms of tonal changed discussed in Pittayaporn (2007b) as 
summarized above will be the basis for the discussion of the development of PT tones 
in the following section. In particular, they will be referred to in discussing how 
modern tonal reflexes can be projected back to their respective three-plus-one systems. 
Having established the theoretical background for tonal changes, we now turn to the 
modern reflexes of the PT tonal categories. 
 
6.4 Tonal reflexes of PT in daughter varieties 
Comparing modern reflexes of PT tones is a challenging task because of the 
magnitude of the variation among modern tone systems. Various changes that bring 
about splits and mergers of tonal categories have produced a very complex set of 
correspondences which makes strict application of the comparative method a daunting 
task. However, the picture becomes clearer when the data are organized from the point 
of view of the *ABCD system. The introduction of internal reconstruction helps 
reduce the number of correspondences, facilitating the reconstruction of the proto-
tonal system. First, we arrive at the tonal system of the patterns of tonal splits and 
mergers of the proto-language in question. Then, we apply internal reconstruction to 
individual varieties to discover propertiess that they inherited from each of the proto-
tones. These steps in effect reduce modern tone systems to *ABCD systems, whose 
tonal categories can be more conveniently compared.  
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In the following discussion, I will focus on the structural characteristics of each 
system that are helpful in arriving at an internal reconstruction. I will discuss the 
phonetic details of the change only when necessary. For our purposes, only seven tone 
systems are compared. The particular varieties are chosen because 1) their first-series 
tones and second-series tones can be straightforwardly collapsed into the original 
three-plus-one system, and 2) they represent different geographical regions of the Tai-
speaking area. These varieties include Siamese, Black Tai, Leiping, Cao Bang, 
Wuming, Liujiang, and Lianshan. Because the CT dialect of Cao Bang in northern 
Vietnam, spoken the center at the Tai-speaking territory, still preserves the original 
voiced onsets, and its first-series tones and their corresponding second-series tones 
still have similar tone shapes, its tonal system (given again in Table 6-10) is the first to 
be examined. 
 
Table 6-10 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Cao Bang78  
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [53] 3 = [43] 2 = [34] 5 3 
unaspirated      
glottalized 5 = [21]     
voiced  4 = [33] 6 = [25] 5 6 
 
The main mechanism that brought about the observed tone system in Cao Bang 
is segment-tone interaction (see §6.3.1). The two tones that developed from *A both 
                                                 
78 This analysis is based on my own fieldwork. It differs from Hoang (1997)’s analysis 
in which the glottalized onsets patterned with the voiceless onsets in the *A column. 
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have falling contours, clearly pointing back to a high falling tone. Assuming that in 
Cao Bang’s register split voiced consonants depressed the onset of the tones, tone A2 
(= tone 5) can be derived by lowering the onset of tone *A1 (= tone 1). Interestingly, 
the glottalized/implosive onsets pattern with the voiced onsets in this column, as in 
many other dialects. However, the phonetic motivation for this patterning is irrelevant. 
Similarly, the two tones that come from *B indicate an earlier mid falling tone. 
Lowering the onset of B1 (= tone 3) straightforwardly gave B2 (= tone 4). Notice that 
for *B the implosives patterned with voiceless initials. In contrast to *A and *B, Cao 
Bang *C must have a rising tone. Lowering of C1 (= tone 2) also straightforwardly 
gives C2 (= tone 6). Therefore, the original Cao Bang tonal system consisted of a high 
falling, a mid falling, and a mid rising tone. Note the connection between *B1 and 
*DL1. The next variety to be examined is the CT dialect of Leiping, spoken in 
southwestern Guangxi. Its tone system is given in Table 6-11 
 
Table 6-11 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Leiping 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [454] 2 = [44] 3 = [13ˀ] 2 2 
unaspirated 2 = [44] 5 = [11]    
glottalized      
voiced 4 = [21]   4 5 
 
The easiest tone to reconstruct for Leiping is *C because it does not show any 
split. Therefore we can posit an earlier glottalized rising tone for this Leiping tone. For 
tones *A and *B, it is apparent that A1 (= tones 1 and 2) and B1 (= tone 2) are 
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distinguished from A2 (= tone 4) and B2 (tone 5) respectively in terms of register. 
While tones A1 and B1 are high tones, tones A2 and B2 are low tones. Therefore, we 
can posit a falling tone and a level tone for Leiping *A and *B respectively. In 
addition, *DS and *DL are both connected to *B. We can consider tone 4 [21] in DS2 
to have secondarily developed from the phonetically similar tone 5 [11] due to syllable 
structure. We can thus see that *DS in Leiping is also linked to *B. In sum, Leiping 
had a falling tone, a level tone, and a rising tone. The next variety to be discussed is 
the SWT dialect Siamese in Table 6-12. 
 
Table 6-12 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Siamese 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 5 = [24ˀ] 2 = [21] 3 = [42] 2 2 
unaspirated 1 = [33]     
glottalized      
voiced  3 = [42] 4 = [453ˀ] 4 3 
 
The mechanism of tone-segment interaction can also derive the modern 
Siamese five-tone system from the *ABCD system. In this case, the first-series tones 
consistently have lower onsets than their second-series counterparts. As tones B1 (= 
tone 2), B2C1 (tone 3), and C2 (tone 4) are all falling tones, we can posit falling tones 
for both *B and *C. Siamese *B thus must have been a mid falling tone, while *C 
must have been a high falling tone. In addition, *C must have been glottalized as 
indicated by the presence of glottalization in C2. Similarly, tone A1 (= tone 5) most 
likely resulted from lowering of the onset of tone A2 (= tone 1) due to the preceding 
aspiration, therefore indicating that Siamese *A was mid level tone. As for *D, we 
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again see a link between *DL and *B. *DS, however, does not seem to have had 
connection to *DL. However, if we consider tone 2 [21] in DS1 to have resulted from 
a reduction of tone 3 [42] due to syllable structure, we arrive at a new connection 
between *C and *DS. In sum, Siamese had mid level, mid falling, and high falling 
tones before the register split. The next variety to be discussed is Black Tai, a SWT 
dialect of northwestern Vietnam, given in Table 6-13. 
 
Table 6-13 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Black Tai 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [22] 2 = [45] 3 = [21ˀ] 2 2 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 4 = [55] 5 = [44] 6 = [31ˀ] 5 5 
 
The Modern Black Tai tone system is a straightforward case of a binary 
register split. The second-series tones A2 (=tone 4), B2 (= tone 5), and C2 (=tone 6) 
can be viewed as a higher version of the first-series tones A1 (= tone 1), B1 (= tone 2), 
and C1 (= tone 3) respectively79. As tones A1 and A2 are all level tones, we can posit 
a level tone for the original Black Tai system. Similarly, both C1 and C2 are 
glottalized falling tones, indicating that Black Tai *C must have been a glottalized 
falling tone. In the case of *B, tone B2 can be considered tone B1 with a raised onset 
                                                 
79 Although voiced onsets usually induce lower pitch, cases of high tones from earlier 
voiced onsets are amply attested as discussed in Kingston and Solnit (1989) and 
Kingston (2004). 
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resulting from the register split80. Therefore, we can reconstruct Black Tai *B as a 
rising tone. Therefore, Black Tai *A, *B, and *C were a mid, a rising, and a falling 
tone, respectively. Notice that both *DL and *DS are tied to *B. The next variety to be 
discussed is the NT dialect of Wuming in central Guangxi given in Table 6-14. 
 
Table 6-14 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Wuming 
 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [33] 5 = [24] 3 = [55] 5 5 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 2 = [31] 6 = [13] 4 = [51] 6 6 
 
The pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Wuming is identical to that of Black 
Tai but the contour shapes are very different. Columns A and C are parallel. Tones A1 
(= tone 1) and C1 (= tone 3) are both level but C1 is higher. Similarly, tones A2 (= 
tone 2) and C2 (= tone 4) are both falling but C2 is higher. Therefore, we can 
reconstruct two falling tones for Wuming *A and *C respectively. The difference 
between the two must have been pitch height. *A must have been a mid tone while *C 
must have been a high tone.  As for *B, both the first-register and second-register 
reflexes, i.e. B1 (= tone 5) and B2 (= tone 6) respectively, are rising tones in the lower 
pitch region. Therefore, we can reconstruct Wuming *B as a low rising tone. From a 
                                                 
80 In Gedney’s impressionistic transcription, tone B1 is described as high rising [45]. 
To consider tone B2 as tone B1 with a raised onset, we need to speculate that this high 
rising tone in Black Tai may in fact be something between [34] and [45]. 
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systemic point of view, the original contrastive property of Wuming tones seem to 
have been pitch height—mid for *A, low for *B, and high for *C.  In addition, the 
identity between *B and *D in modern Wuming suggests that the two tones were the 
same tone, or had properties in common. Now consider the NT dialect of Liujiang in 
the northeast of Guangxi, given in Table 6-15. 
 
Table 6-15 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Liujiang 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [42] 5 = [33] 3 = [53] 381 5 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 2 = [231] 6 = [22] 4 = [24] 4 6 
 
Liujiang’s tonal system is quite similar to that of Wuming both in terms of 
splits and mergers and in terms of the actual tone shapes. Like Wuming, A1 (= ton3 
1), and A2 (= tone 2) are both falling tones, even though A2 is in fact rising-falling. 
We can thus posit a falling tone for Wuming *A. However, Liujiang differs from 
Wuming in that C1 is a falling tone but C2 is rising. Therefore, it is not clear what 
tone to posit for *C. As for *B, Liujiang has level tones both for B1 and B2, indicating 
an earlier level tone. Again, *B is linked to *DL as in most modern Tai dialects. 
Moreover, there is a very clear connection between *C and *DS, as in Siamese. The 
                                                 
81 Zhang et al. (1999) describe Liujiang DS1 as [55] and follow the Chinese tradition 
in considering this checked-syllable tone as a separate tone. However, I view [55] as a 
checked-syllable allophone of tone 3 [53]. 
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last tone system to be examined is that of Lianshan, a NT variety spoken in 
Guangdong, provided in Table 6-16. 
 
Table 6-16 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Lianshan 
 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 = [42] 5 = [35] 3 = [55] 3 5 
unaspirated      
glottalized      
voiced 2 = [132] 6 = [13] 4 = [214] 6 6 
 
The Lianshan tone system shows both the basic binary register split and the 
quantity-based split in *D syllables. Both tone A1 (= tone 1) and A2 (= tone 2) are 
falling tones but they differ in terms of onset. While the former starts in the upper part 
of the pitch range, the latter starts very low and rises before falling slightly. This early 
low pitch possibly resulted from lowering through the mechanism of segment-tone 
interaction. Therefore, we can posit a falling tone for *A. The reconstruction of 
Lianshan *B is straightforward since both B1 (= tone 5) and B2 (= tone 6) are rising 
tones. Therefore, the *B tone must have been a rising tone in an earlier stage of 
Lianshan. As for tone *C, it is not clear what tone shape it may have had because C1 
(= tone 3) and C2 (= tone 4) agree neither in pitch height or contour shapes. Like 
many other Tai dialects, the there is a connection between *B and *DL. In addition, 
the link between *C and *DS identified for Siamese and Liujiang is also found in 
Lianshan. Although we expect tone 4 for DS2 rather than tone 6, but it is very likely 
that tone 6 [13] in short checked syllables resulted from a contour reduction of tone 4 
[214]. 
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In this section, I have applied internal reconstruction to individual dialects to 
arrive at the tone system before the binary register splits occurred. We will next use 
the Comparative Method to arrive at the formal characteristics of the PT tonal 
categories. In the following section, the seven *ABCD systems will be compared in 
order to infer the characteristics of the common ancestral *ABCD system.  
 
6.5 Reconstructing the contrasts 
Having internally reconstructed the shapes of the *A, *B, *C, and *D tones in 
individual varieties, the next step is to compare these reflexes to arrive at a concrete 
reconstructions the PT tonal categories. In order to put forward a proposal about the 
nature of the PT tonal contrast, I first reconstruct the following aspects of the PT tonal 
categories: pitch height, pitch contour, vowel duration, and voice quality. Then, I 
proceed to discuss the four phonetic parameters and the claim that PT tones should in 
fact be considered register complexes.   
 
6.5.1 Comparing *ABCD in daughter languages 
In this sub-section, I propose a concrete reconstruction of PT tones by 
comparing reflexes of PT tones in individual varieties before the binary split as 
established by internal reconstruction in §6.4. In comparing the reflexes, if all the 
varieties agree, the choice of reconstruction is obvious. In contrast, if the languages 
present two possible reconstructions, other considerations come into play. For 
example, by comparing modern reflexes alone, *A can be either falling or level but I 
posit a level contour for *A because *C is clearly falling (see below). Lastly, if the 
languages present more than two possibilities, no conclusion can be made. The first 
PT tone to be considered is *A, whose reflexes in individual varieties discussed earlier 
are given in Table 6-17. 
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Table 6-17 PT *A in individual varieties  
 
 Siamese Black 
Tai 
Cao 
Bang 
Leiping Wuming Liujiang Lianshan 
height mid  high  mid   
contour level level falling falling  falling falling 
voice 
quality 
       
 
The reflexes of PT *A in individual Tai varieties suggest two characteristics of 
this proto-tone. First, PT *A must have been either a mid or a high tone. In other 
words, it must have been in the upper region of the pitch range. This is because 
varieties whose pre-register split reflexes can be internally reconstructed either had a 
mid or a high tone for *A, never a low tone. Second, the contour of PT *A must have 
been either level or falling as reflected in individual varieties except for Wuming. 
None of the varieties discussed show a rising tone. The situation for tone *B is very 
different as summarized in Table 6-18. 
 
Table 6-18 PT *B in individual varieties  
 
 Siamese Black 
Tai 
Cao 
Bang 
Leiping Wuming Liujiang Lianshan 
height mid  mid  low   
contour falling rising falling level  level rising 
voice 
quality 
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The reflexes of *B in individual varieties only point to possible pitch heights 
but not contours of PT *B. Individual dialects had either mid or low tones as reflexes 
for PT *B. In other words, they indicate that PT *B occupied the lower range of the 
pitch range. As for tonal contour, there is no clear tendency among individual dialects. 
Level, falling, and rising contours are attested among individual varieties. Therefore, 
the only characteristic of PT *B that we can posit at this point on the basis of reflexes 
in the daughter dialects compared is the pitch height. The case of *C, summarized in 
Table 6-19, is clearer.  
 
Table 6-19 PT *C in individual varieties 
 
 Siamese Black 
Tai 
Cao 
Bang 
Leiping Wuming Liujiang Lianshan 
height high  mid  high   
contour falling falling rising rising    
voice 
quality 
ˀ ˀ  ˀ    
 
Like PT *A, tone *C was reflected either as a high or a mid tone in the pre-
register split stage of individual languages. This suggests that tone *C must have 
occupied the upper range of the pitch range. As for the contour shape, individual 
varieties show falling or rising reflexes, suggesting that the PT tone *C may have a 
dynamic tone, not a level tone. In addition, Gedney (1989d)’s observation that reflexes 
of *C tones are often glottalized is true for the pre-register split stage of the dialects 
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discussed. This fact supports his proposal that PT *C had glottalization 82  as an 
important characteristic.  
Although we cannot make completely conclusive characterizations of the 
shapes of PT tones at this point, non-trivial relationships among the categories have 
become apparent. First of all, tones *A and *C must have been higher in pitch than 
tone *B because they most likely occupy the upper part of the pitch range. The *B 
tone, in contrast, must have been relatively low in pitch. Second, we also see a 
difference in terms of pitch contour among the PT tones. *A is unlikely to go back to a 
rising tone while *C could not have been a level tone. Moreover, we also see that, at 
least for one tone, voice quality was an important property. Specifically, tone *C 
mostly was characterized by glottalization. 
 Based on the result of the comparison above, I now put forward a 
reconstruction of the phonetic characteristics of the PT tonal categories. The three 
contrastive tones in the PT *ABCD system differed from each other in four 
dimensions: 1) pitch level, 2) tonal contour, 3) vowel duration, and 4) voice quality. A 
proposed reconstruction of PT *A, *B, *C, and *D is presented in Table 6-20 .   
 
                                                 
82 Gedney (1989d) seems to view this glottalization as a segment *-ʔ while I view it as 
part of the tone.  
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Table 6-20 Phonetic characteristics of PT tones 
 
 *A *B *C *D 
pitch height mid low high low 
contour level rising falling rising 
vowel duration  long short  
voice quality modal creaky glottal 
constriction 
 
 
    
 
I propose that PT *A was a modal tone with mid level contour. In contrast,*B 
was a creaky tone with a low rising contour, and relatively long vowel duration. 
Lastly, *C had a high falling contour ending in a glottal constriction, and a relatively 
short vowel duration. Again, *D is viewed as belonging to the same tone as *B. In the 
following sub-sections, I discuss each of the phonetic properties that characterized the 
PT tonal categories. 
 
6.5.2 Vowel duration 
In tonal system, different tones co-vary with duration of the vowels (Abramson 
1962; Gandour 1977; Kong 1987; Yu to appear). For PT tonal categories, the 
tonogenetic behavior of *D reveals more relationships of just such a systemic nature. I 
propose that PT *B had a relatively long vowel duration but PT *C was relatively 
short. Table 6-21 summarizes the connection of *D to *B and *C in the individual 
varieties. 
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Table 6-21 Connection of *D to *B and *C 
 
 *DL *DS 
Siamese *B *C 
Black Tai *B 
Cao Bang *B  
Leiping *B 
Wuming *B 
Liujiang *B *C 
Lianshan *B *C 
 
As seen above, PT *D has connections with both *B and *C. The strongest 
link is that between *B and *D. In general, *D followed the same pattern of splits and 
mergers as *B. The clearest case are Black Tai, Leiping, and Wuming, where *D 
belongs to the same tone as *B synchronically. In cases where *D split into *DL and 
*DS, *DL patterns with *B as is the case for Siamese, Cao Bang, Liujiang, and 
Lianshan. As Gedney discusses (1989d), this suggests that tone *D was phonetically 
very similar to the *B tone at the PT level (see §6.2). As for *DS, it patterns with *C 
in many cases suggesting that when *D split into two tonal categories, *DS came to be 
identified with *C instead of *B.  
These inter-relationships among *B, *C, and *D reveal that duration may have 
played an important role in the contrast between *B and *C. If *B and *DL were 
phonetically similar, and *C and *DS were similar, then the difference between *B 
and *C on one hand and the difference between *DL and *DS on the other must be of 
the same nature. Since the difference between *DL and *DS is clearly that of vowel 
length, the difference between *B and *C therefore may have been one of duration. In 
other words, PT *B must have been in some way longer than *C.  
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Because PT is proposed to have had a vowel-length contrast in closed 
syllables, vowel duration, which functioned as one of the phonetic correlates of tones, 
must have interacted directly with contrastive segmental vowel length. In non-checked 
syllables *A, *B, and *C, the duration of the phonologically short vowels was 
probably roughly half the duration of the phonologically long vowels. When 
comparing across tones, the short and the long vowels with tone *B were longer than 
their respective counterparts with tone *C. Most crucially, long vowels that were 
shortened due to *C were still significantly longer than short vowels in any of the 
tones. Similarly, lengthened short vowel with tone *B were significantly shorter than 
long vowel with any of the tones. This type of interaction between tone and vowel 
length is exactly what we find in Siamese (Abramson 1962) illustrated in Table 6-22.  
  
 Table 6-22 Siamese tones correlated with average vowel durations in msec 
(Abramson 1962: 107)83 
 
 short vowel long vowel 
low tone 163 524 
high tone 97 436 
 
The Siamese data in Table 6-22 presents a comparison between Siamese long 
and short vowels in syllables with the low tone (= B1) and the high tone (= C2). It 
shows clearly that the phonetic vowel duration that functions as a property of tones 
does not interfere with the phonological vowel length contrast. Short vowels and long 
vowels are kept distinct from each other on syllables with different tones. For any 
given tone, the duration of long vowels in Siamese is more than twice as great as the 
duration of their respective short counterparts.  
                                                 
83 Only the data for speaker W.N. are shown here. 
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The situation may have been a little different for checked syllables, or tone *D. 
First of all, bear in mind that PT *D did not contrast for tones. Second, it is not 
uncommon for vowels in checked syllables to be phonetically shorter than vowels in 
non-checked syllables (Gordon 2001; Zhang 2002). Therefore, it is not surprising that 
a phonologically short vowel in a *D syllable would have roughly the same duration 
as the short vowel in a *C syllable. It is also not impossible for the duration of a long 
vowel on *D syllables to be so short as to resemble that of a short vowel on *B 
syllables. This kind of situation would give rise to a length-based tonal split in which 
*DS patterns with *C and *DL with *B, as is observed among Tai dialects. Such split 
is exactly what we happened in so many Tai varieties including Siamese, White Tai, 
Western Nung etc. (see §6.2). 
 
6.5.3 Pitch height 
Pitch heigh is one of the most important phonetic properties of tones. The pitch 
height characteristics of the PT tonal categories have been partially uncovered by 
comparing their reflexes in daughter dialects (see §6.5.1). The comparison reveals that 
*C had a higher pitch than *B. In addition, the pattern of tonal splits and mergers also 
provides crucial information. In particular, the behavior of *D with respect to tonal 
mergers and splits points to a shorter duration for *C than for *B (§6.5.2). Based on 
this intriguing pitch-duration patterning, I propose that the pitch heights of PT *A, *B, 
*C were in the mid, low, and high respectively. As for *D, I claim that pitch height 
was not among its distinctive phonetic properties. 
This patterning of higher pitch with short vowels on one hand, and lower pitch 
with long vowels on the other, is a very common phenomenon cross-linguistically. 
Diachronically, this pitch-duration patterning has been shown to be the source of tonal 
contrasts in two Mon-Khmer languages: U (Diffloth 1991) and Hu (Diffloth 1991; 
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Svantesson 1991). In these cases, low tones have been shown to have developed from 
long vowels while high tones developed from short vowels. Synchronically, various 
studies on Thai (Abramson 1962), English (Lehiste 1970), Kui (L-Thongkum 1989), 
and Chong (L-Thongkum 1991) among others have shown that vowel duration 
inversely relates to the pitch. 
Therefore, positing a low and high tone respectively for PT *B and *C nicely 
accounts for both the fact that *B had a lower tone than *C, and the fact that the *B 
was somehow longer than *C. As for PT *A, I posit a mid tone for two reasons. The 
first reason is that dialect data suggest that *A was higher than *B. Therefore, it must 
have been either a mid or a high tone. However, treating *A as a mid tone is more 
likely because *C is already a high tone. As for the vowel duration, *A does not 
usually pattern with either *DS or *DL with respect to tonal splits and mergers. 
Therefore, it is unclear whether the height of *A had an effect on the duration of the 
vowel. As for *D, the fact that it is a checked-syllable variant of *B suggests that it 
also occupied the lower part of the pitch range. 
 
6.5.4 Pitch contour 
In addition to pitch height and vowel duration, the comparative data discussed 
in §6.5.1 also suggest that pitch contours were important phonetic properties of PT 
tones. Here I propose that PT *A, *B, *C, and *D had level, rising, falling, and rising 
contours respectively. 
If we base our analysis on the contours in individual daughter dialects alone, 
PT *C could be reconstructed with either a rising or a falling contour. Similarly, there 
is no agreement among dialects whether tone *A had a level, or a falling contour. 
However, the glottalization, which is clearly indicated by the comparative data, favors 
a falling contour for *C. Phonetically, a glottal closure may have an effect of either 
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raising or lowering of the pitch of the preceding vowel (e.g. Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan 
1979; Mazaudon 1977; Thurgood 2002b). This means that a level contour is not a 
likely candidate for a glottalized tone. Therefore, I posit a falling contour for *C, 
reserving level contour for *A.  
Since *A and *C are reconstructed with a level contour and a falling contour 
respectively, we can thus posit a rising contour for PT *B. This hypothesis for *B is 
supported by two facts. First, languages that point to a rising contour in *B are spoken 
very far apart. Black Tai is a SWT dialect spoken in the northwest of Vietnam while 
Lianshan is a NT dialect spoken in the northwest corner of Guangdong. This makes 
the rising contour seem like a case of retention. Second, both experimental and 
typological studies (Gordon 2001; Kong 1987; Yu to appear; Zhang 2002) have shown 
that vowels under rising tones tend to be longer than vowels on level and falling tones. 
The longer duration of tone *B discussed earlier is thus very suggestive of a rising 
contour. Therefore, I posit a rising contour for PT *B.  
Finally, I also reconstruct a rising contours for *D because of its identity to *B. 
One may argue that, typologically, checked syllables with rising contour are 
typologically marked (Gordon 2001; Zhang 2002), casting doubt on the view that *D 
had a rising contour. However, many modern Tai dialects attest rising tones on 
checked syllable, cf. Wuming, Lianshan, and Cao Bang in §6.4. Wuming, crucially, 
has only rising tones on checked syllables. Moreover, the reflexes of *DS in numerous 
modern dialects, e.g. Tai Yuan, the Lao dialect of Nong Khai, Yay, Liujiang, etc., are 
rising tones. Given the typological restriction against rising tones on checked 
syllables, it is very implausible that these diverse daughter languages would 
independently developed rising contours on checked syllables with short vowels. 
Therefore, the rising contours in reflexes of tone *D must be considered a retention 
from PT. 
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6.5.5 Voice quality 
The last phonetic property of the PT tones to be discussed is voice quality. In 
addition to the glottalization of tone *C that is robustly supported by the reflexes in 
modern dialects, we can hypothesize about the voice quality of PT *A and *B. I 
propose that PT *A, *B, *C, and *D had modal, creaky, finally glottalized, and creaky 
voice qualities respectively. 
Before proceeding to discuss the voice qualities of PT tones, a distinction 
between “creakiness” and “final glottal constriction” must be made. “Creakiness”, or 
“laryngealization”, refers to the irregular, low-frequency vibration of the vocal folds 
extended over a relatively long period of the duration of the vowel (Gordon & 
Ladefoged 2001; Michaud 2004).  It is produced with the vocal folds tightly adducted 
but open enough to allow voicing. In contrast, “final glottal constriction” refers to a 
complete or almost complete closure of vocal fold at the end of the rime (Michaud 
2004). The vocal fold vibration of the vowel is not irregular. The differences between 
the two is demonstrated by Michaud (Michaud 2004: 137-139), who clearly compares 
the “broken” and the “drop” tones in Vietnamese. While the former is creaky, the 
latter is characterized by a glottal constriction.  
The reconstruction of voice quality for *A is straightforward because there is 
no evidence to date that would indicate a special voice quality. Therefore, it is likely 
that at the PT level *A had a modal voice quality. For *C, reflexes in modern dialects 
robustly indicate that it must be reconstructed with a characteristic glottalization (see 
§6.5.1). However, the nature of the glottalization needs clarification. In most dialect 
descriptions, the term glottalization is never explicitly defined. However, it is clear 
from Gedney (1989d: 210)’s discussion that the glottalization found in reflexes of *C 
is not creakiness but a final glottal constriction preceded by a transitional period of 
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intermittent voicing following modal voicing. Therefore, I propose that PT *C 
characteristically had a final glottal constriction. The regular correspondence of *C to 
the Rising tone in Chinese also lends additional support to the reconstruction of final 
glottal constriction as part of PT *C. This is because the Rising tone is believed to 
have developed from OC final glottal stop (Baxter 1992; Haudricourt 1954b) and to 
have modal voice quality ending in a glottal stop in MC (Sagart 1986). 
Additional support for creakiness in *B comes from the durational difference 
between PT *B and *C. That PT *B had a relatively long duration while *C had a 
relative short duration suggests that they had creaky voice and final glottal constriction 
respectively. As discussed by Michaud (2004), final glottal constriction tends to end 
the syllable abruptly, resulting in a shorter vowel duration. For example, Vietnamese 
rimes carrying the ‘drop’ tone are impressionistically described as “immediately cut 
off by a strong glottal stop (Thompson 1965: 41). Acoustically, the “drop” tone is 
shorter than the other tones and ends in a glottal stop (Pham 2003).  Similarly, 
Burmese tone 4, which developed from earlier /-ʔ/, is extra-short phonetically 
(Bradley 1982). Therefore, the association of *C with final glottal constriction fits 
together very nicely with the shorter duration of the proto-tone. 
As for *B, the reconstruction of voice quality is not unequivocal. That *C is 
reconstructed with final glottal constriction and *A with modal voice suggests that *B 
might have also had a characteristic voice quality at the PT level. Therefore, I 
hypothesize that PT *B had a creaky voice quality. Support for this hypothesis comes 
from a few dialects not included in §6.4 and §6.5.1. Dialects that show non-modal 
voice quality for reflexes of PT *B are found in three geographical areas: the Shan-
speaking area, Lao-speaking area, and the CT area of northeastern Vietnam. Various 
dialects from these areas have been described as having glottalized reflexes of PT *B. 
In the Shan-speaking area, we have the dialects of Hsi Paw (Strecker 1979), Kengtung 
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(Hudak 1994), and Hsenwi (Strecker 1979) in Myanmar; the dialect of Mae Sot 
(Sarawit 1979) in Thailand; and the dialect of Chefang in Yunnan (Hudak 1994). In  
the Lao-speaking area, we have the Nyo dialect of Tha Uthen in northeast Thailand 
(Hudak 1997). Lastly, in northeast Vietnam, we have Nung Fan Slihng (Freiberger 
1964; Freiberger & Bé 1976; Saul & Freiberger Wilson 1980) and two other CT 
dialects from Po Muc (Hudak 1995), and Bac Va (Hudak 1995)84.  
Because the dialect descriptions usually do not distinguish between the two 
types of glottalization, i.e. final glottal constriction and creaky voice, we can only 
conclude that these dialects show glottalized voice quality in tones that developed 
from PT *B.  Another complication is that the creak-like quality in B tones in some 
dialects such as tone B1 in Chefang may in fact have developed secondarily as an 
enhancement property of low tones, cf. Mandarin tone 3 (Belotel-Grenié & Grenié 
1994; Davison 1991). Among the varieties mentioned, Nung Fan Slihng, shown in 
Table 6-23, is the strongest piece of evidence for the creakiness of tone *B due to the 
clarity of its description (Freiberger 1964; Freiberger & Bé 1976; Saul & Freiberger 
Wilson 1980). 
 
                                                 
84 Sagart (1988) was the first to use the glottalized tones in Hsi Paw Shan, Mae Sot 
Shan, and Nung Fan Slihng as evidence for reconstruction of PT tones. Also see §6.2 
for arguments against his proposal that *B had a final glottal stop. 
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Table 6-23 Pattern of tonal splits and mergers in Nung Fan Slihng  
  
 
 
As shown above, the reflexes of PT *B2 and *C2 in Nung Fan Slihng are both 
glottal tones. As expected, the C2 tone ends with glottal constriction. It is described as 
having a “high rising glide and a final glottal stop (Freiberger 1964).” Tone B2 ends 
with a glottal constriction similar to C2, but additionally shows creakiness in the 
vowel. According to the description, it “ends with a final glottal stop, but 
laryngealization may occur over all the voiced phonemes (Freiberger 1964).” I claim 
that this optional laryngealization in tone B2 is a remnant of the creaky voice 
characteristic of PT *B. It is also possible that the laryngealization is a synchronic 
enhancement property of low tones which does not have anything to do with PT voice 
quality. However, the fact that the low falling tone, i.e. C1, is not also described as 
showing laryngealization suggests that the creakiness is not an enhancement feature of 
low tones. 
Further support for the creakiness of PT *B comes from the regular 
correspondence to Chinese Departing tone (see §6.2). The most obvious explanation 
for the correspondence between PT *B and the Chinese Departing tone is that were 
phonetically similar. There is a consensus among Chinese historical linguists that the 
Departing tone in MC developed from OC final *-h from an  earlier *-s (Baxter 1992; 
 *A *B *C *DS *DL 
aspirated 1 
low-rising 
6 
 
5 
low falling 
4 6 
unaspirated, vcl. 
sonorants 
4 
high-rising 
4  1 4 
glottalized  6  
low glottal 
  6 
voiced 3 
mid level 
 2 
high glottal 
3  
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Haudricourt 1954b; Pulleyblank 1991; Sagart 1999). However, opinion varies with 
respect to the intermediate stage between non-tonal OC and the modern Chinese 
dialects which are fully tonal. Haudricourt (1954a) and Pulleyblank (1984) believe 
that the intermediate stage of the Departing tone was a final aspiration. In contrast, 
Sagart (1986; 1988) argues that the Departing tone in MC was a short tone with creaky 
phonation. Reconciling these hypotheses about the development of the Departing tone, 
we arrive at the following evolutionary path: *-h (from earlier *-s) > creaky or 
aspirated > pitch-based tone. Together with the glottalized reflexes of *B in modern 
dialects, the correspondence between PT *B and the Departing tone can therefore be 
taken as additional support for creaky voice in PT *B. 
Additional support for creakiness in *B comes from the durational difference 
between PT *B and *C. That PT *B had a relatively long duration while *C had a 
relative short duration suggests that they had creaky voice and final glottal constriction 
respectively. According to Gordon and Ladefoged (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001), non-
modal voice qualities tend to increase the duration of vowels cross-linguistically. For 
example, Jalapa Mazatec (Silverman et al. 1995) creaky vowels are longer than their 
modal counterparts. Similarly, the rime of Vietnamese “broken” tone syllable is 
creaky and has greater duration. Therefore, the association of *B with greater vowel 
duration supports the hypothesis that *B was a creaky tone.  
Further, I propose that PT *D did not have a voice quality characteristic of the 
tone itself. Instead, I claim that voice quality was neutralized in checked syllables. 
However, I believe that the vowel in *D syllables were phonetically glottalized due to 
the following final stops. This glottalization explains why *B and *D patterned 
together. In particular, glottalization in *D resembled the creakiness characteristics of 
*B. As discussed by Hombert et al. (1979), Mazaudon (1977), and Thurgood (2002b), 
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glottalization of vowels preceding final stops has been reported for numerous 
languages of SEA, e.g. Khaling, Kiranti  etc.  
 
6.5.6 PT as a “pitch-plus voice quality” tone language 
I have proposed above a concrete reconstruction of PT tones *A, *B, *C, and 
*D. In the proposal, PT tone *A had mid level pitch contour with modal voice. In 
contrast, tone *B had a low rising contour with by a relatively long vowel duration, 
and creaky voice. *C had a high falling contour with short vowel duration, and final 
glottal constriction. Lastly, *D, which contrasted with the other tones in terms of 
syllable structure, had a low rising pitch contour similar to *B. Not coincidentally, this 
proposed PT tone system resembles closely that proposed for Proto-Kra (Ostapirat 
2000). This bundling of phonetic features closely resembles the situation in Northern 
Vietnamese. In this dialect of Vietnamese, tones are not distinguished solely by pitch 
but are complex bundles of pitch contour and voice quality (Brunelle 2009; Maspéro 
1912; Michaud 2004; Pham 2003). For example, the “broken” tone shows salient 
laryngealization, while the “drop” tones are characterized by a final glottal 
constriction. Moreover, the “broken” tone has a greater rime length in contrast with a 
relatively short rime length in the “drop” tone. Therefore, I claim that PT, like 
Vietnamese, was a “pitch-plus-voice quality” tone language85. 
 
6.6 From PT tones to modern reflexes 
Having proposed a concrete reconstruction of PT tones, I now illustrate how 
modern reflexes can be derived from the reconstructed tones. Based on the framework 
outlined in §6.3, the discussion will be limited to the seven varieties analyzed in §6.4: 
Cao Bang, Leiping, Black Tai, Siamese, Wuming, Liujiang, and Lianshan. 
                                                 
85 I adopt this term from Michaud (2004). 
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As discussed earlier, the *A tone was a modal tone with a mid level contour in 
PT but is reflected as a level or falling tone in daughter languages. In Siamese and 
Black Tai, PT *A was kept as a level tone before the register split. In contrast, Cao 
Bang changed tone *A to a high falling tone before the register split. As for Liujiang, 
Lianshan, and Leiping, *A tone was also a falling tone but the pitch height is 
unknown. Perhaps, this is because the level contour of PT *A was in fact slightly 
falling as is the case for the modern Siamese mid tone (Morén & Zsiga 2006). This 
phonetic fall may have been reanalyzed in these four varieties so that *A became a 
mid falling tone in these four dialects. The high falling contour is Cao Bang can then 
be accounted for by the mechanism of perceptual maximization (§6.3.3), which raised 
the onset from mid to high so that the fall is perceptually more distinct.  
PT *B is reconstructed here as a creaky tone with a low rising contour. 
However, the creakiness has been completely lost in all the varieties discussed here. 
Moreover, its reflexes in individual varieties vary tremendously. Black Tai and 
Lianshan both have a rising tone, which can be regarded as a case of retention. Leiping 
and Liujiang had a level tone, which may have been derived from the PT rising 
contour by contour reduction (§6.3.2.1). That is, the rising contour was flattened, 
yielding a level contour. For Siamese and Cao Bang, the *B tone had a falling contour 
before the register split, the opposite of the original PT rising contour. We can account 
for the radical change by two simple steps, keeping in mind that a tone with a low 
onset usually starts in the mid region before falling to reach the low target (Xu 2004). 
The first step was the loss of pitch rise through peak sliding (§6.3.2.2). This 
mechanism left *B with a simple fall that started in the mid region. In the next step, 
the fall may have become reanalyzed as a distinctive characteristic of *B. 
As for *C, I reconstruct a high falling contour with a final glottal constriction. 
Wuming kept this PT tone as a high tone but it is not clear what the contour was like. 
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In modern Wuming, the glottal constriction has been lost. The CT dialects of Leiping 
and Cao Bang both had rising tones for *C. The change can be explained in a few 
steps. First, the initial rise, which was originally, a transition from the mid region, 
became more prominent as the peak was realized later in the rime through the 
mechanism of peak delay. After this prominent rise became phonologized, it became a 
target of perceptual maximization such that the tone onset was lowered to create a 
steeper pitch rise, yielding a true rising tone. This series of changes is attested in the 
case of modern Siamese tone 4 (Pittayaporn 2007b; Theranon 2002a, 2002b). Note 
that Cao Bang has lost its original glottal constriction while Leiping maintains it. As 
for Siamese and Black Tai, both the falling contour and glottal constriction were still 
present at time of the register split.  
PT *D was phonetically similar to *B even though the truly contrastive 
characteristic was the syllable structure. This means that *D had a low rising contour 
as discussed above. However, in most dialects *D later split into *DS and *DL based 
on vowel length. *DS, which had short vowels at the time of this split, remained 
unified with *DL and *B in some dialects including Black Tai, Leiping, and Wuming. 
In contrast, it was re-associated with *C in many dialects including Siamese, Liujiang, 
and Lianshan. In these varieties, *DS came to be the same tone as *C because its short 
vowel resembled the relatively short vowel duration characteristic of *C. In addition, 
there are also some cases where *DS possibly became associated with *A, e.g. Cao 
Bang, Leiping, and Southern Shan86.   
In contrast to *DS, *DL, which developed from checked syllables with long 
vowels, in most cases remained the same tone as *B. The seven varieties used as 
representatives in §6.4, including Siamese, Black Tai, Cao Bang, Leiping, Wuming, 
                                                 
86 In Yay and most NT varieties, the shortening of high vowels before stops (see §5.6.1) occurred before 
the length-based split occurred, as indicated by the fact that etyma that had these rimes in PT all show 
DS tones rather than DL tones in these languages. 
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Liujiang, and Lianshan, all retained the connection until the binary register split. In a 
handful of languages, however, there is no clear trace of such a link. These varieties 
include Lao dialects in Laos and northeastern Thailand, as well as Southern Tai 
dialects in Southern Thailand and northern Malaysia.  
In this section, I have shown that the proposed concrete reconstruction of PT 
tones can straightforwardly account for the wide range of modern reflexes using a 
framework of tone change that was independently motivated. This is a good indication 
that the propsoed reconstruction is a plausible one. 
 
6.7 Summary 
Although it has long been established that PT had four tonal categories *A, *B, 
*C, and *D, this chapter constitutes a major advancement in uncovering the specific 
phonetic content of the four PT tonal categories. In particular, I proposed that PT was 
a tone language that made use of both pitch and voice quality for tonal contrast. I 
posited a modal tone with a mid level contour for *A; a creaky tone with a low rising 
contour and a relatively long vowel duration for *B; and a high falling contour ending 
with a glottal constriction with a relative short vowel duration for *C.  Lastly, *D 
patterned with *B because they were phonetically similar. Specifically, I posited a low 
rising contour for *D. Not only is the proposed tonal system very plausible from a 
phonetic and areal point of view, it can also account for the range of variation among 
reflexes in different modern dialects in a simple way. 
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CHAPTER 7  
DISCUSSION 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The reconstruction of PT that I have motivated in this dissertation holds that 
PT was a sesquisyllabic language in which phonological words were either 
monosyllables or sesquisyllables. Diachronically speaking, this stage is one step away 
from the monosyllabicism observed in modern Tai languages. This view of PT 
phonology differs markedly from Li’s reconstruction (1997) and offers a very different 
picture of the historical development of Tai languages. This chapter discusses the 
implications of this reconstruction. I first compare the proposed reconstruction of PT 
phonology with Li’s reconstruction. Subsequently, I propose a preliminary 
subgrouping schema of Tai languages. I then relate my reconstruction of PT 
phonology to the most recent findings about Kra-Dai historical phonology, and also 
discuss two factors that contribute to the convergence among modern Tai dialects.   
 
7.2 Comparison of PT reconstructions 
As discussed in Chapter 1, Li’s reconstruction of PT (Li 1977) holds that PT 
was a monosyllabic language with a rich set of onsets, and a massive vowel system, 
but a relatively impoverished set of codas. As for tone, previous reconstructions only 
provide abstract labels for the reconstructed tonal categories. The current 
reconstruction differs markedly from that conventional view of PT phonology as it 
claims that PT was a sesquisyllabic language that had both monosyllabic and 
sesquisyllabic prosodic words. This view leads to a very different reconstruction of PT 
onsets and rimes, as we have seen. Moreover, the current system proposes a concrete 
reconstruction of the tonal categories established by previous research. In this section, 
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I provide a comparison between the current reconstruction and the heretofore 
prevalent view of PT phonology. 
According to previous reconstructions, PT had a rich consonant system 
consisting of a four-way phonation type contrast among stops and five contrastive 
places of articulation. The current reconstruction, on the other hand, posits only three 
contrastive phonation types, but posits six contrastive places of articulation. With 
respect to phonation types, the current system reconstructs plain voiceless, implosive, 
and voiced stops, but lacks the aspirated stop series that is central to previous 
reconstructions. For example, Li (1977) reconstructs altogether four labial stops *p, 
*pʰ, *ˀb, and *b, but the view of PT phonology adopted here only posits three: *p, *ɓ, 
and *b. As for places of articulation, my reconstruction posits a distinctive uvular 
series, in addition to the labial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal series proposed in 
earlier reconstructions. For example, while Li reconstructs four different plain stops 
*p, *t, *k, and *ʔ, plus an affricate *tɕ, the current reconstruction of PT phonology 
posits altogether six voiceless stops *p, *t, *c, *k, *q, and *ʔ.  
As for manner of articulation, the current and previous reconstructions agree in 
having stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and glides, but differ in three respects. First, 
the current system treats the palatal affricates of previous reconstructions as stops: *c 
and *ɟ. Second, it lacks the labial fricatives *v, and *f but has a uvular fricative *χ and 
possibly palatal fricatives *ɕ and *ʑ. Fthe palatal glide *j does not exist in the current 
system. The only palatal glide in the system is *ˀj but it belonged to the glottalized 
series rather than the sonorants. Note that *w- and *ʰw- in the current proposal do not 
correspond to *w- and *ʰw- in previous reconstructions. Table 7-1 gives the PT 
consonants posited in the current reconstruction and their equivalents in Li’s 
reconstruction (1977) as well as alternative proposals (Ferlus 1990; Sarawit 1973). 
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Table 7-1 PT consonants and their correspondents in previous 
reconstructions 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus
1 *p- *p- *p- *p- 
2 *t- *t- *t- *t- 
3 *c- *tɕ- *c- *c- 
4 *k- *k- *k-, *kj- *k- 
5 *q- *kʰ- *kʰ- *ŋk2- 
6 *ʔ- *ʔ- *ʔ- *ʔ- 
7 *ɓ- *ˀb- *ˀb- *ɓ- 
8 *ɗ- *ˀd- *ˀd- *ɗ- 
9 *ˀj- *ˀj- *ˀj- *ˀj- 
10 *b- *b- *b- *b- 
11 *d- *d- *d- *d- 
12 *ɟ- *ɟ- *ɟ-, *ɟw- *ɟ- 
13 *g- *g- *g- *g- 
14 *ɢ- *ɣ- *ɣ- *g-/*ɣ- 
15 *s- *s- *s- *s- 
16 (*ɕ-) *tɕ- *c- *c- 
17 *x- *x- *x- *x- 
18 *χ- *x- *x- *ŋx2- 
19 *h- *h- *h- *h- 
20 *z- *z- *z-, *zw- *z- 
21 (*ʑ-) *dʑ- *ɟ-  
22 *ɣ- *ɣ- *ɣ- *ɣ- 
23 *ʰm- *ʰm- *ʰm- *ʰm-, *C.m- 
24 *ʰn- *ʰn- *ʰn- *ʰn- 
25 *ʰɲ- *ʰɲ- *ʰɲ- *ʰɲ- 
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Table 7-1 (Continued) 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus
26 (*ʰŋ-) *ʰŋ- *ʰŋ- *ʰŋ- 
27 *m- *m- *m- *m- 
28 *n- *n- *n- *n- 
29 *ɲ- *ɲ- *ɲ-, *ŋj- *ɲ- 
30 *ŋ- *ŋ- *ŋ-  
31 *ʰw- *f- *f- *f- 
32 *ʰr- *ʰr- *ʰr- *ʰr- 
33 *ʰl- *ʰl- *ʰl- *ʰl- 
34 *w- *v- *v- *v- 
35 *r- *r- *r- *r- 
36 *l- *l- *l-, *lw- *l- 
 
As in Li’s reconstruction, two or more consonants can combine to form 
complex onsets. The biggest difference with regard to complex onsets is that the 
current system, like Ferlus’s, posits sesquisyllabic clusters while Li’s reconstruction 
allows only tautosyllabic clusters. This means that many sesquisyllabic clusters in this 
proposal correspond to tautosyllabic clusters in Li’s reconstruction. For example, *p.t- 
in the current system corresponds to *tr- in Li’s reconstruction. The PT tautosyllabic 
clusters that I have posited are given in Table 7-2 together with their equivalents in 
Li’s (1977) and other reconstructions (Ferlus 1990; Sarawit 1973). 
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Table 7-2 PT consonants and their correspondents in previous 
reconstructions 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus 
1 *pr- *pʰl/r- *pʰl/r- *pʰr- 
2 *tr- *tʰr- *tʰr- *tʰr- 
3 *cr- *tʰl- *tʰl- *cʰr- 
4 *kr- *xr- *xʰr- *xr- 
5 *qr- *kʰl- *kʰl- *kʰr2- 
6 *br- *br- *br- *br- 
7 *gr- *gr- *gr- *gr- 
8 *pl- *pl- *pl- *pl- 
9 *kl- *kl- *kl- *kl- 
10 *ɓl- *ˀbl/r- *ˀbl- *ɓl- 
11 *gl- *gl- *gl- *ɣl- 
12 *pw- *pɰ- *p- *p- 
13 *bw- *b- *b- *b- 
14 *mw- *mw- *mw-  
15 *ʰmw- *ʰmw- *ʰmw-  
16 *kw- *kw- *kw- *kw- 
17 *xw- *xw- *xw- *xw- 
18 *ɣw- *ɣw- *ɣw- *ɣw- 
19 *ŋw- *ŋw- *ŋw- *ŋw- 
20 *qw- *xw- *xw- *xw- 
21 *ɢw- *ɣw- *ɣʰw- *ɣw- 
22 *sw- *s- *swj-  
23 *rw- *r-, rw- *rw-, *rwj-  
24 *tw- *t-   
25 *nw-  *nw-  
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Table 7-2 (Continued) 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus 
26 *ʰrw- *ʰr- *ʰrw-, *ʰŋrw-  
27 *ʰlw- *ʰl- *ʰlw-  
28 *krw- *kʰrw- *kʰlw- *kʰrw- 
29 *klw- *kl- *klw-  
30 *qrw- *xr- *xʰrw-  
31 *trw- *tʰr- *tʰrw-  
32 *crw- *tʰl- *tʰlw-  
 
PT sesquisyllabic onsets posited in the current reconstruction and their 
equivalents in Li’s reconstruction (1977) as well as alternative proposals (Ferlus 1990; 
Sarawit 1973) are provided in Table 7-3. Note that it is not possible, at least at this 
stage, to give an exhaustive list of sequisyllabic clusters in PT. 
 
Table 7-3 Examples of PT sesquisyllabic clusters and their 
correspondents in previous reconstructions 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus 
1 *p.t- *tr- *tr- *p.t2- 
2 *k.t- *tl- *tl- *k.t- 
3 *p.q- *x- *xw-  
4 *q.p- *x- *x-  
5 *q.t- *tr- *tr-  
6 *C̥.b- *b- *ˀbw- *ɓ- (<*ˀv-) 
7 *C̥.d- *ˀdl/r- *ˀdl- *ɗ- (<*ˀr-) 
8 *C̥.ɟ- *ˀj-   
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Table 7-3 (Continued) 
 
 PT Li Sarawit Ferlus 
9 *C̬.t- *tʰ- *tʰ- *nt3- 
10 *C̬.c- *s- *s-  
11 *C̬.k- *kʰ- *kʰ- *ŋx3- 
12 *C̬.q- *kʰ- *kʰ- *ŋk3- 
13 *k.r- *kʰl- *kʰl-, *xʰrw- *kʰr1- 
14 *p.r- *pr- *pr- *p.t1- 
15 *t.r- *tʰr-   
16 *c.r- *tʰl- *tʰl- *cʰr- 
17 *q.w- *ʰw- *ʰw- *ʰw- 
18 *m.l- *ml/r- *ml- *ml- 
19 *C̬.r- *dr- *dr- *r/l 
20 *C̬.l- *dl- *dl- *l/r 
21 *t.n- *ˀdl/r- *ˀdr- *ɗ- (<*ˀl-) 
22 *C̬.n- *nl/r- *nr- *C.n- 
23 *g.r- *ɣr- *ɣr- *ɣr- 
24 *q.s- *kr- *kr-  
25 *m.p- *p- *p- *mp1- 
26 *s.c- *s-   
27 *z.ɟ- *z-   
28 *r.t- *tʰr-   
29 *t.h- *tʰr-   
30 *n.m- *n-   
31 *gm̩.r- *br-  *br- 
32 *ɟm̩.r- *vr- *vr- *mr- 
33 *c.pl- *pl-   
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The system of PT rimes proposed in this reconstruction also differs markedly 
from previous reconstructions both with respect to the vowels and the codas. Although 
the current system agrees with Li’s proposal that PT contrasted three vowel heights, 
the two systems disagree with the respect to vowel quantity. Unlike Li’s 
reconstruction, the current system, like Sarawit’s, posits a vowel length contrast for 
each vowel quality. Consequently, the quality distinction in the conventional system 
between mid and low vowels is replaced by a length distinction. As for the codas, the 
current system proposes a richer set of coda consonants that includes *-l, *-c, and *-ɲ 
in addition to those posited in Li’s reconstruction. Most importantly, this 
reconstruction crucially differs from Li’s in not reconstructing the typologically 
suspect contrast between pairs like *wo and *uo, or pairs like *oɰ and *ɤɰ. Table 7-4 
shows clearly that the rime system of the current reconstruction is simpler and more 
symmetrical than those of Li’s and Sarawit’s systems. 
 
Table 7-4 PT rimes and their correspondents in previous reconstructions 
 
 PT Li Sarawit 
1 *-i:# -i:# *-i:# 
2 *-iC  *-iC  *-iC 
3 *-i:C  *-iəC  *-i:C  
4 *-ɯ:# *-ɯ#, *-ɰu# *-ɯ:# 
5 *-ɯC *-wɯn, *-ɯum, *-ɯŋ, *-ej, *-ew *-ɯC, *-oim, *-ɤŋ, *-ɤw, *-ɤj 
6 *-ɯ:C *-ɯən, *-ɯun, *-wom, *-ɯut, *-ɰuk *-ɯ:C, *-waC 
7 *-u:# *-u# *-u:# 
8 *-uC *uC, *-ouk *-uC 
9 *-u:C *-uəC  *-u:C, *-eu:k, *-eu:# 
10 *-e:# *-ɛ#  *-e:# 
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Table 7-4 (Continued) 
 
 PT Li Sarawit 
11 *eC  *-eC, *-jeC *eC , *ei:, *-ɤn 
12 *-e:C *ɛC  *-e:C 
13 *-ɤ:#  *-ɯ#, *-wo: 
14 *-ɤC *oC, *-ɛj, *-eɰ/-ɛɰ, *-jɤw *-ɤC, *-oC, *-ia:j, *-ia:w, *ɤ:w 
15 *-ɤ:C *-ɯaC, *-oɰ#, *-ɤ:C, *-ɯa:C, *-ua:ɰ, *ua:# 
16 *-o:# *-ɔ# *-o:# 
17 *-oC *-oC, *-woC, *-ow *-ok, *-oŋ, *-oit, *-oi:C, *-euC 
18 *-a:# *-a# *-a:# 
19 *-aC *-ɤC *-aC 
20 *-a:C *-aC *-a:C 
21 *-iə *-ie, *-iaw, * -iaj *-ia 
22 *-ɯə *-ɯe, *-ɯaj, *-uɯ *-ɯa, *-ɯa:C, *-ua:C 
23 *-uə *-ue, *-uaj *-ua 
24 *-aɰ *-ɤɰ *-aɰ 
 
Last but not least, the tonal system of PT in the current system is identical to 
earlier reconstructions in terms of number of categories. In PT, there were four tonal 
categories—*A, *B, *C, and *D. However, the current reconstruction goes beyond Li 
and other researchers in proposing a concrete reconstruction of these categories. Pitch, 
voice quality, and vowel duration are all claimed to be part of the identities of the 
tones. In particular, PT *A was a modal tone with a mid level contour, *B was a 
creaky tone with a low rising contour and a relatively long vowel duration, *C was a 
high falling contour ending in a glottal constriction with a relatively short vowel 
duration, and *D was a low rising contour restricted to checked syllables.  
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My reconstruction nicely accounts for the three outstanding problems in the 
historical development of Tai languages discussed in §1.3.2. The first problem is the 
large number of correspondences not satisfactorily accounted for by earlier 
reconstructions. This problem is overcome by distinguishing loanwords from native 
PT words, and by positing sesquisyllabic roots alongside the conventionally 
reconstructed monosyllabic roots. This is clearly illustrated by the case of the “voicing 
alternation” discussed in §3.4. The current reconstruction shows that a number of 
etyma standardly cited as examples of the voicing alternation are in fact not 
reconstructible at the PT level, e.g. ‘bean’, ‘ten’ etc. For etyma that cannot be 
explained as borrowings, the current reconstruction proposes that they were derived 
from sesquisyllabic clusters, e.g. *C̬.tɤŋA ‘to arrive’. Other Kra-Dai languages show 
plain voiceless stops for these sesquisyllabic etyma, e.g. Proto-Kam-Sui *taŋA ‘to 
arrive’, supporting the claim that they go back to clusters containing voiceless stops.  
The second problem faced by earlier reconstructions, Li’s in particular, is the 
complexity of the vowel system. My reconstruction approaches this problem by taking 
seriously the conditioning environments for vowel changes. The “Gedney’s Puzzle” 
paradigm illustrates clearly how the proposed vocalism handles the problem. Rather 
than positing complex rimes for etyma in this paradigm as in Li’s reconstruction, the 
current approach argues that the observed pattern of reflexes resulted from divergent 
changes of the vowels conditioned by final glides. The vowel *ɯ in *pɯwA ‘crab’ 
became rounded in Siamese due to the influence of the final glide *-w. The resulting 
*-uw then merged with PT *-u: to give /pu:A1/ in modern Siamese. The situation is 
different from Yay, where *-ɯ lowered to *-a probably through dissimilation from 
*-w. The resulting *-aw then merged with the inherited PT *-aw to give modern Yay 
/paw A1/. 
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The third problem is the aberrancy of Saek, which shows numerous 
idiosyncracies irreconcilable within all earlier reconstructions. The current 
reconstruction views most of these properties as clues to the PT phonology not 
retained elsewhere. For example, etyma that show reflexes of earlier *w- in Saek but 
*ɓ- in all other Tai languages are reconstructed with sesquisyllabic clusters in PT, e.g. 
*C̥.ba:ŋA ‘thin’ for Saek /va:ŋA1/ (< *wa:ŋA/) but Siamese /ba:ŋA1/ (< *ɓa:ŋA/). 
Another example is Saek /-l/, which is viewed in this reconstruction as a retention of 
PT final *-l. It should be noted that not all idiosyncrasies in Saek are retentions from 
PT. The /j-/ reflex of PT *z- is clearly an innovation on the part of Saek, most likely 
due to the influence of Vietnamese. 
Further, Li’s and other previous reconstructions suffer from the abstractness of 
the reconstructed tones. They do not offer a concrete characterization of the tonal 
categories *A, *B, *C, and *D. The current reconstruction adopts an explicit 
framework of tone change and combines internal reconstruction and the Comparative 
Method to arrive at a concrete reconstruction of PT tones. The proposed tonal 
reconstruction describes PT tones in terms of pitch level, pitch contour, voice quality, 
and vowel duration. Typologically, it characterizes PT as a pitch-plus-voice quality 
tonal system. 
In sum, the current reconstruction differs markedly from Li’s reconstruction 
with respect to all aspect of the phonology: structure of prosodic words, onsets, rimes, 
and tones. It accounts for outstanding problems that cannot be resolved within Li’s 
system including the large number of onset correspondences, the complexity of the 
vowel system, the aberrancy of Saek, and the abstractness of the tonal categories. 
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7.3 Tai subgrouping 
The conventional subgroup structure of the Tai family is that proposed by Li 
(1960; 1977), as discussed in §1.2. According to this view, the Tai language family 
comprises three primary branches, Southwestern Tai (SWT), Central Tai (CT), and 
Northern Tai (NT), as illustrated in Figure 7-1. Alternative views (Chamberlain 1975; 
Ferlus 1990; Gedney 1989b; Haudricourt 1956; Strecker 1985) hold that CT and SWT 
form one primary branch which is a sister to NT. Note that Haudricourt (1956) further 
notes the existence of some understudied dialects that are intermediate between his 
two primary branches.  
 
 
Figure 7-1 Tai subgrouping according to Li (1960). 
 
Although the disagreements among the different proposals are not trivial, it is 
safe to say that they are all based on the traditional reconstruction of PT, that is, Li 
(1977). Because the current reconstruction of PT phonology differs markedly from the 
traditional system, the subgrouping it implies will be significantly different from its 
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predecessors. Using phonological innovations as criteria for subgrouping, I propose in 
this section a tentative subgrouping of Tai dialects from the perspective of the current 
reconstruction without discussing earlier proposals in detail. The proposed subgroup 
structure of Tai is given in Figure 7-2. 
 
Figure 7-2 Tentative subgroupings of some Tai dialects studied 
 
Proto-Tai 
 
   
  
 A B 
ru  Ningming  
 E F  
ru  Lungchow  C D 
G H Leiping Chongzuo  ru 
ru Lungming Shangsi I J 
K L  Daxin   Qinzhou  ru  
ru Debao    M  N 
O P Jingxi   Wuming Saek 
ru Bao Yen  G. Nung  Yongnan  Po-ai 
 Q R Cao Bang W. Nung Long’an Yay  
Shan Sapa Wenma Y. Nung Fusui Lingyue 
Siamese  Rong’an 
Black Tai  Qiubei 
Lue  Bouyei 
Other SWT dialects Other NT dialects 
  
  
The Tai family tree shown in Figure 7-2 contains altogether 10 terminal nodes: 
B, C, F, H, I, L, M, N, P, Q, and R. The varieties grouped together under these nodes 
are combined to form larger subgroups represented in the family tree by nodes A, D, 
G, I, J, K, and O. Methodologically, I assume that a single sound change does not 
define a subgroup because most, if not all, innovations can diffuse through contact 
among dialects. What determines a subgroup is the clustering of several innovations. 
Furthermore, I assume that innovations that define each subgroup must be exclusively 
shared only by the members of the subgroup. In fact, many innovations are used as 
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criteria for defining more than one group. Because the proposed classification is 
preliminary in nature, the precise sets of phonological innovations that define the 
different subgroups have not been systematically identified. 
The change from *ɯj and *ɯw to *i: and *u: is a good illustration of how 
innovations are used in this preliminary subgrouping. This sound change is used as a 
criterion for both group A and C. For group A, the change from *ɯj and *ɯw to *i: 
and *u: clusters with four other innovations, three of which are not shared by C. 
Similarly, subgroup C shows three other innovations, two of which are shared with 
subgroup D rather than C. Therefore, A and C must be recognized as two separate 
subgroups. In this sense, Lungchow belongs to subgroup A because it shows clustering 
of the five innovations that define subgroup A. The membership of the terminal 
subgroups and the phonological criteria that define them are shown in Table 7-5. 
 
Table 7-5 Phonological criteria for subgrouping of Tai languages 
 
Groups Innovations Varieties 
A 1) *ɯj, *ɯw = *i:, *u: 
2) *ɤj, *ɤw, *ɤɰ = *aj, *aw, *aɰ 
3) *we, *wo  = *e:, *o: 
4) *ɟm̩.r- > *br- 
5) *ɯ:k > *u:k 
Subgroups F, H, L, P, Q, and R 
B 1) *ɤj, *ɤw, *ɤɰ = *i:, *u:, *ɯ: 
2) *ɯj, *ɯw = *i:, *u: 
3) *we:, *wo:  = *e:, *o: 
Ningming 
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Table 7-5 (Continued) 
 
Groups Innovations Varieties 
C 1) *ɯj, *ɯw = *i:, *u: 
2) :*we:, *wo:  = *e:, *o: 
3) *k.t- = *tr- 
4) *ɟm̩.r- > *ɟr- 
Chongzuo, Shangsi, Caolan 
D 1) *ɤj, *ɤw, *ɤɰ = *i:, *u:, *ɯ: 
2) *we, *wo  = *i:, *u: 
3) *k.t- = *tr- 
4) *ɟm̩.r- > *ɟr- 
Subgroups I, M, and N 
E 1) *p.t- = *p.r- 
2) *ɯm > *ɤm 
Subgroups H, L, P, Q, and R 
F  Lungchow, Leiping 
G *k.r- = *qr- Subgroups L, P, Q, and R 
H *qr- = *ʰr- Lungming, Daxin  
I *ɤ:# = *a:# Qinzhou 
J *ɤn, *ɤt, *ɤc = *an, *at, *ac Subgroups M an N 
K *e:, *o: > *ɛ: and *ɔ: Subgroups P, Q, and R 
L *qr- = *kr- Debao, Jingxi, Western Nung, 
Guangnan Nung, Yanshan Nung 
M *p.t- = *tr- Wuming, Yongnan, Long’an, Fusui 
N *ɯj, *ɯw = *aj, *aw Saek, Yay, Po-ai, Bouyei, Hengxian, 
Yongbei, Pingguo, Tiandong, Tianlin, 
Lingyue, Guangnan Sha, Qiubei, 
Liujiang, Yishan, Huanjiang, Rong’an, 
Longsheng, Hechi, Nandan, Dong’an, 
Dulan, Shanglin, Laibin, Guigang, 
Lianshan. 
P  Bao Yen, Cao Bang, Wenma 
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Table 7-5 (Continued) 
 
Groups Innovations Varieties 
O *ɤn > *on Subgroups Q, and R 
Q *kr- = *ʰr- Black Tai, White Tai, Dehong, Tai 
Aiton, Tai Phake, Southern Shan, Tai 
Ya, Lue, Nyo, Yoy, Kaloeng, Phuan, 
Phu Thai, Lao, Khuen, Tai Yuan, 
Siamese, Southern Thai, Tak Bai 
R *kr- = *s- Sapa 
 
In Table 7-5 some subgroups are given only one or two innovations, but this 
does not mean that the subgroups are defined by those innovations only. Varieties 
belonging to a given subgroup must show all the innovations that are shared by all 
nodes that dominate that subgroup. For example, Siamese belongs to Q because it 
shows all the innovations that characterize A, E, G, K, O, and Q. This means that 
subgroup Q is defined not by one single innovation *kr- > *ʰr- but by 11 innovations. 
Similarly, Wuming belongs to subgroup M because it shows all innovations associated 
with nodes D, J, and M. In other words, subgroup M is defined by six innovations 
altogether. 
Note that some of the subgroups are defined negatively, In other words, they 
do not share any innovation that would distinguish them from their sister subgroup(s), 
but are grouped together due to absence of the innovations that their sisters went 
through. For example, Bao Yen and Cao Bang are put together in one group because 
they clearly belong to K but do not show the change from *ɤn to *on, characteristic of 
subgroup O. To my knowledge, they do not share any innovations that can identify 
them as members of subgroup O. Alternatively, we might posit a flat structure for 
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subgroup K, which would consist of three separate branches, namely, Cao Bang, Bao 
Yen, and subgroup O. 
The proposed preliminary subgrouping of Tai dialects shows some notable 
features. First, the subgroup represented by node Q comprises languages 
conventionally included in the reconstructions of PSWT (Jonsson 1991; Li 1977; 
Pittayaporn 2008b, to appear-b). In this sense, SWT is the only one of Li’s three 
groups that is recognized as a valid subgroup. It corresponds to subgroup Q in the 
family tree in Figure 7-2. Note, however that in addition to the dialects previously 
recognized as SWT included here in the Q group, other varieties sharing a large 
number of SWT traits are not included in Q. The only such language included in my 
sample is Sapa. This variety is extremely similar to subgroup Q, but did not go 
through the change from *kr- to *ʰr- characteristic of SWT. In addition, it shows the 
change from *kr- to *s- not found in the SWT dialects in subgroup Q. Some 
understudied Tai varieties along the Red River not included in this study, e.g. Payi 
(Kullavanijaya & L-Thongkum 2000), and Yuanyang (Zhou & Luo 2001), might have 
a similar relationship to SWT. 
Second, none of the subgroups in the proposed subgrouping corresponds 
exactly to NT in Li’s classification. The subgroup that most closely resembles Li’s NT 
is subgroup J, which comprises all of Li’s NT dialects plus the CT dialects Yongnan, 
Long’an, and Fusui in central Guangxi. Of particular relevance is Yongnan, which is 
almost identical to the NT dialect of Wuming. The only two differences are that in 
Yongnan *Cr- clusters are reflected as aspirated, and the cluster *tr- that resulted from 
the merger of PT *tr-, *p.t-, and *p.r-, is reflected as /tʰ-/. In contrast, Wuming has 
unaspirated reflexes for the *Cr- clusters, and has /r-/ for the intermediate *tr-. Given 
their closeness to the NT dialect Wuming, the three CT dialects in subgroup J thus 
constitute a very strong piece of evidence for considering aspiration to be a recent 
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areal development. In short, Li’s NT can be kept as a subgroup only if the defining 
criteria are modified to include such dialects as Yongnan, Long’an, and Fusui.    
Third, the CT group does not have any genetic status in this subgrouping 
schema. Varieties classified as CT by Li’s criteria are distributed in all four primary 
branches A, B, C, and D in the proposed subgrouping. This supports Strecker’s view 
(1985) that the phonological innovations shared by CT dialects and used by Li as 
subgrouping criteria are in fact recent areal innovations. Furthermore, distributing CT 
dialects among the four primary branches of Tai means that Li’s hypothesized CT by 
itself in fact encompasses the full genetic diversity of Tai languages. As shown in 
Figure 7-2, all of Li’s SWT dialects together make up subgroup Q, which is one low-
level subgroup within a single primary branch (A). Similarly, all NT dialects together 
with Wuming-like CT dialects form subgroup J, which represents only part of the 
diversity within primary branch D. This situation straightforwardly captures the 
homogeneity of SWT and NT widely noted in the literature (Gedney 1989b; 
Pittayaporn 2008b). 
Lastly, this proposal does not consider Saek as an outlier of Tai but merely a 
minor subgroup within one of the primary branches. More specifically, Saek is a 
member of subgroup N, which comprises all NT dialects in Li’s classification except 
Wuming. As Saek shares a great number of phonological innovations that characterize 
NT (Gedney 1989c; Haudricourt 1963a), it follows that Saek belongs to subgroup N 
within the proposed subgrouping. Therefore, the peculiarities of Saek must be 
considered relatively recent innovations or retentions from the common ancestor of 
subgroup N. For example, PT *t.n- must have survived until after the separation of 
Saek from the rest of subgroup N so that the sesquisyllabic cluster did not undergo the 
implosivization of *t.n- found in all other Tai dialects. After the separation, Saek went 
its own way and changed *t.n- into /tr-/. 
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As has become clear, the preliminary subgroup structure proposed here shows 
characteristics that depart greatly from the conventional three-way classification. It 
does not recognize either Li’s CT or NT as genealogical subgroups, even though 
subgroup N resembles NT rather closely. Nor does it view SWT as one of the primary 
branches. Most importantly, it claims that the Tai family tree is rather flat as it consists 
of more than two primary branches. In short, the reconstruction of PT phonology 
proposed in this study implies a subgroup structure radically different from all earlier 
proposals. 
 
7.4 PT phonology in Kra-Dai context 
Not only is the current reconstruction of PT phonology consistent with 
advances in the comparative study of Kra-Dai made in the past decades, but it also 
presents new ideas that further our understanding of Kra-Dai phonology. In this 
section, I briefly discuss three implications that the current reconstruction of PT has 
for Kra-Dai phonology: 1) the shape of the prosodic word, 2) the complexity of the 
vowel system, and 3) the nature of the lexical contrast underlying the *ABCD system. 
The first implication is the shape of the prosodic word in Proto-Kra-Dai 
(PKD). Mounting evidence from other Kra-Dai languages shows that PKD could not 
have been strictly monosyllabic (see §2.3) but it is not clear exactly what the situation 
in PKD was. The current reconstruction of PT seems to suggest that the canonical 
shape of the PKD prosodic word might have been disyllabic. Assuming a genetic 
relationship between Kra-Dai and Austronesian, Benedict (1982; 1988; 1997a) and 
Haudricourt (1975) propose that monosyllables in modern Tai languages resulted from 
a transference of the vowel in the first syllable of disyllables to the second, e.g. PKD 
*ɓulanA > PT *ɓlɯənA ‘moon’ as discussed in (see §2.3.1). Although I showed that 
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PT was sesquisyllabic rather than disyllabic, such “vocalic transfer”, to use Benedict’s 
term, is likely to have occurred prior to the formation of PT. 
At several points, reconstructions in this dissertation seem to support the 
position that PKD was a disyllabic language. In particular, it suggests that the 
sesquisyllabic etyma in PT and their cognates in other Kra-Dai languages followed 
independent but parallel developments from common disyllabic sources. For example, 
PT *C̥.dipD ‘raw’ corresponds to Sui (Institute of Language and Culture for Rural 
Development & Thailand and the Kam-Tai Institute 2003) /ˀdjupDS1/ ‘raw’, suggesting 
PKD *C̥u.dipD. The PKD form may have gone through two parallel vocalic transfers, 
which resulted in the discrepancy in the vowel reflex between the PT and the Sui 
forms. In Tai, the transferred vowel *u landed in front of the original vowel of the 
second syllable *i. It was then lost through simplification, i.e. PKD *C̥u.dipD > 
*C̥.duipD > PT *C̥.dipD. In contrast, in Sui, the transferred vowel *u was relocated 
after *i, which subsequently underwent through glide formation to *-j-, i.e. *C̥u.dipD > 
*C̥.diupD > Sui /ˀdjupDS1/. If this scenario is correct, PKD must be reconstructed with 
disyllabic prosodic words.  
The second implication is the complexity of the vowel system. The current 
reconstruction presents a very symmetrical and relatively rich vocalism for PT. One of 
the most daunting challenges in the study of Kra-Dai phonology is its vocalism. The 
lack of an understanding of the PKD vowel system is reflected in Strecker (1988), who 
shows that examining the vowel correspondences among Kam-Sui languages alone 
has proven to be a daunting task. To my knowledge, there has not been any systematic 
study of the Kra-Dai vocalic system. The literature on comparative Kra-Dai has 
focused mainly on the consonants, e.g. Ostapirat (2005), and Edmondson and Yang 
(1988). 
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Putting aside complications created by the vocalic transfer discussed above, a 
clearer picture of the PKD vowel system promises to emerge as a result of the 
proposed PT vocalism. The best illustration is perhaps the case of PKD long back 
unrounded vowels *a:, *ɯ:. In Li’s system, a diverse set of vocalic nuclei including 
PT *a, *ɯa, *(ɰ)u, and *ɯ, all correspond to Sui (Institute of Language and Culture 
for Rural Development & Thailand and the Kam-Tai Institute 2003) /a:/87 as shown in 
Table 7-6. 
 
Table 7-6 Proto-Tai and Sui reflexes of PKD back unrounded vowel. 
 
Etyma Li’s PT Sui PKD 
‘stone mountain’ 
‘village’ 
*pʰraA 
*ˀbanC 
*pra:A 
*ɓa:nC 
pra:A1 
ˀba:nC1 *a: 
‘house’ 
‘rope’ 
*rɯanA 
*dʑɯakD 
*rɤ:nA 
*ɟɤ:kD 
ɣa:nA 
la:kDL1 
*ɤ: 
‘ear’ 
‘child’ 
*xrɰuA 
*lɰukD 
*k.rwɯ:A 
*lɯ:kD 
qʰa:A1 
la:kDL2 *ɯ: 
‘hand’ *mwɯA *mwɯ:A mja:A2 
 
With the current reconstruction of PT phonology, it has now become clear that 
Sui /a:/ corresponds regularly to back unrounded *a:, *ɤ:, and *ɯ: in PT as shown in 
Table 7-6. Most likely, PT retains the PKD long back unrounded vowels intact while 
Sui merged them all into /a:/. From a Kra-Dai perspective, this systematic 
correspondence seems to indicate that PKD had a relatively rich vowel system with 
                                                 
87 Sui /a/ in open syllables is retranscribed as /a:/. 
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length contrast. In other words, PKD vocalism may have been very similar to the 
reconstructed PT vowel system. 
The last implication to be discussed is the nature of the lexical prosodic 
contrast in PKD. Although it has never been systematically examined, it is generally 
assumed that PKD was a tonal language. The basis for this assumption is clearly the 
typological fact that all attested Kra-Dai languages are tonal. This view is clearly 
reflected in Ostapirat (2005), who attempts to correlate PAN final consonants to tones 
*A, *B, *C, and *D in Kra-Dai. Although the current reconstruction of PT phonology 
does not provide unequivocal evidence for or against this standard view, it highlights 
the striking similarities among the tonal systems of Kra-Dai languages. 
The current reconstruction claims that PT had 3 contrastive tones *A, *B, and 
*C on non-checked syllables but neutralized them into the so-called *D tone on 
checked syllables. This is exactly the tonal system found in all of the other branches of 
Kra-Dai, including Kra (Ostapirat 2000), Hlai (Norquest 2007) 88 , and Kam-Sui 
(Thurgood 1988). Moreover, both pitch and voice quality are claimed to be crucial to 
the identity of the lexical tones. PT *A was a modal tone with a mid level contour. *B 
was a creaky tone with a low rising contour. Lastly, *C was a high falling contour 
ending with a glottal constriction. Clearly not accidentally, the Proto-Kra tonal system 
as proposed by Ostapirat (2000) is very similar to the proposed PT system with 
regards to the number of categories and their phonetic contents. This intriguing 
resemblance among the tonal systems of the different branches needs to be explained. 
Perhaps the tonal categories were part of PKD, but it is equally plausible that they 
represent parallel developments in different branches. 
                                                 
88 Norquest (2007) reconstructs Proto-Hlai with an ABCD tonal system but further 
project these categories back to final laryngeals in the Pre-Hlai stage. 
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The implications discussed above illustrate the relevance of the current 
reconstruction of PT to the study of Kra-Dai. The proposed reconstructed PT phonology 
is a significant step forward in understanding the Kra-Dai family as a whole.  
 
7.5 Convergence of Tai varieties 
The reconstruction of PT phonology proposed in this dissertation presents a 
clear picture of the development of Tai languages. More specifically, it takes an 
explicit position that the history of Tai varieties is essentially one of convergence. 
Despite its ability to explain the range of comparative data, its claim that PT was a 
sesquisyllabic language is at variance with the typological fact that all modern Tai 
languages are monosyllabic, at least in the native portion of the lexicon (see §2.3). 
Although cases in which daughter languages are typologically very different from the 
parent language are common, the fact that all modern Tai varieties agree in exhibiting 
strong monosyllabicity, despite the sesquisyllabicity of PT, invites discussion. The 
situation is quite different from the case of Chamic languages, where the modern 
languages do not conform to one single type (Lee 1966; Thurgood 1999). Although 
these mainland Austronesian languages have arguably evolved away from the 
disyllabicism of Proto-Chamic toward monosyllabicism, they attest various stages of 
development so that disyllabic, sesquisyllabic, and monosyllabic Chamic languages 
are all attested. I claim that two factors led to the typological homogeneity of modern 
Tai dialects: prolonged dialect contact and shared external influence. 
The first factor is the prolonged contact among Tai dialects. The preliminary 
subgroup structure reveals a large number of innovations that cut across subgroup 
boundaries. Such innovations indicate that the dialects remained in contact with each 
other after initial diversification so that an innovation that originated in one group can 
diffuse to others. A clear example of an innovation that spread across subgroup 
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boundaries is aspiration of PT *Cr- (see §3.5.2). All modern dialects except for 
Wuming and those in the N subgroup underwent the process of aspiration but, contra 
Li (1960), the change does not define any of the subgroups. The case of Yongnan and 
Wuming discussed above shows clearly that aspiration of *Cr- is a case of diffusion. 
Another example is the neutralization of *C̬.l- and *C̬.r- found commonly in subgroup 
N. Although the majority of dialects in this subgroup have /r-/ or other consonants that 
came from earlier *r- (see §3.6.8.1 and §4.4.5) as reflex of this merger, Saek still 
keeps the two distinct as /l-/ and /r-/ respectively. Similarly, a diverse range of 
varieties in the A branch show /l-/ for both, but Sapa and the Q subgroup (i.e, 
subgroup O) still maintain the distinction (see §4.4.5). These two cases are just a few 
examples of the many phonological innovations that diffuse from one subgroup to 
others. These innovations are clear attestations of the prolonged dialect contact that led 
to the observed typological homogeneity among Tai dialects. 
The second factor is shared external influence. Obviously, the language that 
had the greatest influence on Tai languages was Chinese (Benedict 1975; Li 1976; 
Manomaivibool 1975; Maspéro 1912; Wulff 1934). The Chinese influence is evident 
both in the amount of Chinese vocabulary found in Tai languages and in the fact that 
the three-plus-one tonal system of PT was structurally identical to the Middle Chinese 
tonal system. The Chinese influence on Tai must have persisted for an extended period 
of time as Manomaivibool (1975; 1976) shows successfully that Siamese, despite 
being the most Indianized of all Tai dialects, nevertheless consists of at least four 
layers of Chinese loanwords: 1) pre-Middle Chinese (including OC and LH), 2) 
(Early) Middle Chinese (MC), 3) Late Middle Chinese (LMC), and 4) post-Middle 
Chinese.  
Siamese is not the only variety that shows these layers. Etyma from the earliest 
three layers are found widely among Tai dialects. For example, 稼 jià ‘sow crops’ (OC 
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*krâh, LH kaC, MC kɑC, LMC kja:`) is the source for PT *kla:C  ‘rice seedling’. It 
belongs to the pre-Middle Chinese layer. The presence of the liquid *-l- indicates that 
the borrowing predated the Later Han dynasty. Similarly, many etyma found widely in 
Tai belong to the Middle Chinese layer. For instance, Chinese 破 pò ‘to smash’ (OC 
*phâih, LH phɑiC, MC pʰwâB, LMC pʰua`) is found in Siamese and Lungming as 
/pʰa:B1/ ‘to split’ and in Yay as /pa:B1/. This post-PT loan must have been incorporated 
around the Early Middle Chinese period as suggested by the rime /a:/. Lastly, Chinese 
borrowings from the Late Middle Chinese layer are also commonly found in Tai 
dialects. For example, 夫 fū ‘husband’ (OC *pa, LH puɑ, MC pju, LMC fuə̆) is 
attested in most if not all SWT and CT dialects, e.g. Siamese /pʰuəA/, and Western 
Nung /pʰu:A/ ‘husband’. The aspirated /pʰ-/ in modern dialects suggests that OC and 
MC *p- had already been spirantized to f- in the source language, dating the borrowing 
of this etymon to Late Middle Chinese. These examples of Chinese loanwords clearly 
show that Tai languages have been in contact with Chinese since Han times at least, 
and that contact has been persistent and widespread across Tai varieties, even after 
differentiation. This prolonged contact with Chinese contributed to the observed 
typological homogeneity among Tai dialects. 
The prolonged contact among Tai dialects and the shared Chinese influence 
were the most important factors responsible for the typological homogeneity of Tai 
dialects on the one hand, and the typological discrepancy between reconstructed PT 
and its daughter languages on the other. Even though the sesquisyllabicity of PT as 
reconstructed here at first glance seems at odds with the monosyllabicity characteristic 
of modern Tai varieties, such a discrepancy is in fact expected for dialects that remain 
in close contact for an extended period of time. In this sense, the typological 
homogeneity among Tai languages is a product of convergence rather than a shared 
retention from PT. More specifically, Tai dialects, which remained in contact with 
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each other, all followed the same path toward monosyllabicity, with Chinese as a 
model. As shown by Matisoff (2001), monosyllabicization is clearly an areal 
phenomenon of Mainland Southeast Asia. In Kra-Dai, this tendency to become 
monosyllabic is particularly strong, to the extent that all but a very few languages have 
become monosyllabic. 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
This dissertation presents a new phonological reconstruction of PT. It takes as 
its premises a systematic application of the Comparative Method and the force of 
language contact upon language change. Essentially, the interpretation of the 
comparative data was constrained by explicit and motivated hypotheses that did not 
underestimate the role of areal convergence and dialect contact in language change. 
Moreover, it incorporates a large amount of dialect data, much of which has only 
become available recently. The resulting reconstruction thus has various advantages 
over previous proposals. 
The first advantage is the success of the current reconstruction in accounting 
for the various problems in historical studies of Tai languages in a unified way. My 
reconstruction of PT phonology claims that PT was a sesquisyllabic language despite 
the monosyllabicity characteristic of modern Tai languages. This view of PT connects 
several phenomena that are generally regarded as unconnected and gives them a 
unified account. Such phenomena include the voicing alternation, certain alleged split 
reflexes in Saek, and many other complex correspondences that are viewed here as 
results of a single phenomenon of monosyllabification. 
The second advantage of the current reconstruction is its simplicity. Although 
the proposed reconstructed PT sound system is complex in some areas, such as having 
sesquisyllablic roots and a richer set of contrasts among places of articulation, it 
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allows us to eliminate many more complexities in other areas of the system. For 
example, reconstructing a richer place contrast help reduce the number of phonation 
type contrasts. The establishment of the uvular series and the elimination of the 
aspiration contrast were independently motivated, but the former got rid of the need to 
reconstruct aspirated *kʰ-, the only aspirated phoneme in Li’s system that is supported 
by a large number of cognate sets. 
Finally, the PT reconstruction here clearly distinguishes between shared 
retentions and shared innovations that resulted from convergence. One of the  most 
serious shortcomings common among earlier proposals is a lack of appreciation of the 
effect of language contact. As a result, many phonological changes that diffused 
among Tai languages through contact were taken to be properties retained from PT. 
One of the best examples is the case of aspiration. Because contrastive aspiration is 
one of the most common properties shared by a large set of modern Tai varieties, it is 
assumed in Li’s reconstruction to have to been a characteristic of PT. The current 
reconstruction systematically examined Tai-internal comparative data and showed that 
aspiration developed secondarily in different dialects that remained in contact after PT 
broke up into different branches. 
In conclusion, this dissertation is an attempt to overcome the challenging task of 
distinguishing universal tendencies, chance, diffusion, genetic retentions, and parallel 
development in the Tai language family of Mainland Southeast Asia, one of the world’s 
most intriguing linguistic areas. Equipped with the classic Comparative Method, an 
abundance of highquality comparative data, and an appreciation of language contact, the 
current reconstruction of PT phonology presents a vivid picture of the history of Tai 
languages as characterized by divergent changes overridden by sucessive waves of 
convergent trends that radically transformed the ancestral Proto-Tai language into a 
network of typologically homogenous dialects that differ markedly from their parent. 
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in
 C
T 
an
d 
SW
T 
w
ith
 *
-l-
. T
he
 S
ia
m
es
e 
fo
rm
 g
en
er
al
ly
 re
fe
rs
 to
 'h
ai
r k
no
t' 
bu
t m
ea
ns
 'h
ea
d'
 in
 th
e 
ex
pr
es
si
on
 /p
uət
D
L1
 si
ənA
1  w
iən
A
2  k
la
:w
C
1 / 
'to
 
ha
ve
 a
 h
ea
da
ch
e,
 to
 b
e 
co
nf
us
ed
'. 
 S
ee
 'h
ai
r k
no
t'.
 
2.
 
cf
. 頭
tó
u 
‘h
ea
d’
 (S
ag
ar
t 1
99
9)
 fr
om
 M
C
 d
əu,
 L
H
 d
o,
 a
nd
 O
C
 *
dô
. T
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 is
 n
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 N
T,
 a
nd
 m
ig
ht
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
po
st
-P
T 
lo
an
w
or
d.
  
5.
 
R
ef
le
xe
s i
n 
so
m
e 
di
al
ec
ts
, e
.g
. N
in
gm
in
g 
/h
on
A
1 /,
 p
oi
nt
 to
 a
n 
im
m
ed
ia
te
 st
ag
e 
*χ-
. S
ee
 'l
eg
'. 
6.
 
Th
e 
Si
am
es
e 
fo
rm
 m
ea
ns
 'n
os
e 
br
ig
de
'. 
11
. 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
m
at
á 
‘e
ye
’. 
14
. 
Th
e 
C
ao
 B
an
g 
fo
rm
 is
 fo
un
d 
on
ly
 in
 c
om
po
un
ds
, e
.g
. /
kʰi
:C
1  v
an
A
2 / 
'fo
od
 st
uc
k 
be
tw
ee
n 
te
et
h'
. 
15
. 
cf
. 顎
 è
 ‘p
al
at
e’
 (S
ch
ue
ss
le
r 2
00
7:
 2
24
) f
ro
m
 M
C
 ŋâ
k,
 L
H
 ŋɑ
k,
 a
nd
 O
C
 *
ŋâk
. 
16
. 
N
T 
va
rie
tie
s p
oi
nt
 to
 e
ar
lie
r *
m
l-.
 T
he
 c
lu
st
er
 is
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
du
e 
to
 in
flu
en
ce
 o
f t
he
 fi
na
l *
-m
 in
 P
T 
*C̬
.n
am
C
 'w
at
er
', 
w
ith
 w
hi
ch
 th
e 
et
ym
on
 
'sa
liv
a' 
us
ua
lly
 o
cc
ur
s, 
cf
. S
ae
k 
/n
am
C
2  m
la
:jA
2 / 
'sa
liv
a'.
 
18
. 
Th
e 
in
iti
al
 *
k.
- m
ay
 h
av
e 
be
en
 a
 p
re
fix
 th
at
 w
as
 lo
st
 e
ar
ly
 o
n 
in
 d
ia
le
ct
s t
ha
t h
av
e 
re
fle
xe
s w
ith
 to
ne
 A
2.
 
19
. 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 in
de
pe
nd
en
tly
 c
am
e 
to
 b
e 
th
e 
ge
ne
ra
l w
or
d 
fo
r '
to
ot
h'
 in
 m
os
t d
ia
le
ct
s, 
e.
g.
 L
ao
, W
hi
te
 T
ai
, L
un
gc
ho
w
, C
ao
 B
an
g,
 e
tc
. 
Si
am
es
e 
st
ill
 p
re
se
rv
es
 th
e 
or
ig
in
al
 m
ea
ni
ng
. S
ee
 't
oo
th
'. 
20
. 
Sh
an
gs
i s
ho
w
s /
kʰ-
/ i
ns
te
ad
 o
f t
he
 e
xp
ec
te
d 
/h
-/.
 
22
. 
cf
. 喉
 h
óu
 ‘t
hr
oa
t’ 
(M
C
 ɣə
u;
 L
H
 g
o;
 O
C
 *
gô
). 
 
24
. 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
qa
bá
ɣa 
‘s
ho
ul
de
r’
. 
25
. 
cf
. 肩
 ji
ān
 ‘s
ho
ul
de
r’
 (M
C
 k
ie
n;
 L
H
 k
en
; O
C
 *
kê
n)
. 
27
. 
Th
e 
/-ŋ
/ i
n 
Y
ay
 a
nd
 o
th
er
 N
T 
la
ng
ua
ge
s r
es
ul
te
d 
fr
om
 a
 sp
or
ad
ic
 n
as
al
iz
at
io
n,
 i.
e.
 *
m
w
ɯ:
A
 >
*m
w
ɯ̃:
A
 >
 *
m
w
ɯ:
ŋA .
 
28
. 
N
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 N
T.
 
29
. 
Th
e 
lo
ng
 v
ow
el
 in
 S
ae
k 
se
em
s i
rr
eg
ul
ar
 b
ut
 th
e 
La
kk
ja
 c
og
na
te
 /p
li:
pD
L1
/ a
ls
o 
ha
s a
 lo
ng
 v
ow
el
. 
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30
. 
Th
e 
Y
ay
 fo
rm
 m
ea
ns
 'a
 p
ie
ce
 o
r s
ec
tio
n 
of
 a
 tr
ee
 c
ut
' a
nd
 m
ig
ht
 n
ot
 b
e 
re
la
te
d.
 
31
. 
So
m
e 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
W
um
in
g,
 Y
on
gb
ei
, S
ha
ng
si
, a
nd
 N
in
gm
in
g 
po
in
t t
o 
an
 im
m
ed
ia
te
 st
ag
e 
*χ-
. 
32
. 
Sa
ek
 /k
-/ 
is
 a
be
rr
an
t. 
It 
m
ig
ht
 b
e 
a 
re
su
lt 
of
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 'l
eg
'. 
33
. 
cf
. 脛
 jì
ng
 ‘s
hi
n’
 (M
C
 ɣi
eŋC
; L
H
 g
eŋC
; O
C
 *
gê
ŋh)
. L
un
gm
in
g 
un
ex
pe
ct
ed
ly
 h
as
 /k
-/.
  
38
. 
cf
. 腰
 y
āo
 ‘w
ai
st
’ (
M
C
 ʔij
äu
, L
H
 ʔiɑ
u,
 O
C
 ʔia
w
). 
39
. 
PT
 *
C
.w
ɯǝ
tD
 >
 *
hw
ɯǝ
tD
. 
41
. 
Sa
pa
 /d
ɯA
1 / 
is
 fo
un
d 
in
 /d
ɯA
1  m
aj
C
2 / 
'w
oo
d 
kn
uc
kl
e' 
on
ly
. S
ee
 'g
al
l b
la
dd
er
, b
ile
'. 
49
. 
cf
. 尿
 n
ià
o 
‘u
rin
e’
 (S
ch
ue
ss
le
r 2
00
7:
 4
01
)f
ro
m
 M
C
 n
ie
uC
, L
H
 n
eu
C
, a
nd
 O
C
 *
ni
âu
(k
)h
. I
nd
ep
en
de
nt
ly
 in
 S
W
T 
an
d 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
, *
n-
 
be
ca
m
e 
pa
la
ta
liz
ed
 in
 fr
on
t o
f *
-i-
, y
ei
ld
in
g 
*ɲi
əw
. N
T 
fu
rth
er
 si
m
pl
ify
 th
e 
in
te
rm
ed
ia
te
 fo
rm
 to
 d
ue
 *
ɲɤw
, i
.e
. *
ni
əw
 >
 *
ɲiə
w
 >
 *
ɲɤw
. 
C
T 
/n
ew
/, 
/n
e:
w
/ a
nd
 /n
ɛ:w
/ m
os
t l
ik
el
y 
re
su
lte
d 
fr
om
 si
m
pl
ifi
ca
tio
n 
of
 *
iəw
 to
 *
e:
w
, c
f. 
'si
ng
le
, o
ne
', 
bu
t i
t i
s a
ls
o 
po
ss
ib
le
 th
at
 th
ey
 a
re
 
la
te
 C
hi
ne
se
 lo
an
s, 
cf
. M
an
da
rin
 n
ia
o.
 
53
. 
In
 m
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
Sh
an
, Y
ay
, S
ae
k,
 e
tc
., 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ea
ns
 'b
ra
in
'. 
In
 o
th
er
 d
ia
le
ct
s, 
it 
al
so
 re
fe
rs
 to
 'b
on
e 
m
ar
ro
w
', 
cf
. B
ao
 Y
en
 
/ʔɔ
:k
D
L1
 d
u:
kD
L1
/ '
br
ai
n'
. S
ee
 'b
ra
in
'. 
54
. 
Th
e 
on
se
t r
ef
le
xe
s i
n 
Y
ay
 a
nd
 o
th
er
 N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 sh
ow
 sp
or
ad
ic
 n
as
al
iz
at
io
n 
un
de
r t
he
 in
flu
en
ce
 o
f *
-n
. 
57
. 
C
on
tra
st
 P
T 
*n
.m
- >
 *
m
n-
 >
 *
m
l- 
in
 N
T 
w
ith
 P
T 
*n
.m
- >
 *
nɯ
- i
n 
SW
T 
an
d 
C
T.
 
59
. 
C
ao
 B
an
g 
sh
ow
s P
T 
*r
.t-
 >
 *
tr-
 >
 /t
h-
B
1 / 
bu
t S
ha
ng
si
 in
di
ca
te
s *
r.t
- >
 *
d-
 >
 /t
 -B
2 /.
 S
ta
nd
ar
d 
Si
am
es
e 
no
w
 sh
ow
s a
n 
irr
eg
ul
ar
 /ŋ
-/,
 
po
ss
ib
ly
 d
ue
 to
 sp
on
ta
ne
ou
s n
as
al
iz
at
io
n.
 
60
. 
cf
. 膿
 n
ón
g 
‘p
us
’ (
M
C
 n
uo
ŋ; 
LH
 n
ou
ŋ; 
O
C
 *
nǔ
ŋ).
 
63
. 
Th
e 
/-l
-/ 
in
 S
ia
m
es
e 
/k
hl
aj
A
2 / 
is
 u
ne
xp
ec
te
d.
 C
T 
fo
rm
s /
la
jA
2 / 
or
 /j
aj
A
2 / 
ar
e 
no
t r
el
at
ed
 to
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
. 
64
. 
In
 m
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
W
hi
te
 T
ai
, B
la
ck
 T
ai
, L
ue
, L
ei
pi
ng
, e
tc
., 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ea
ns
 'b
ra
in
'. 
In
 o
th
er
 d
ia
le
ct
s, 
it 
oc
cu
rs
 in
 a
 c
om
po
un
d 
w
ith
 *
ʔw
u:
kD
 'b
on
e 
m
ar
ro
w
', 
cf
. B
ao
 Y
en
 /ʔɔ
:k
D
L1
 ʔɛ
:k
D
L1
/ '
br
ai
n'
. S
ee
 'b
on
e 
m
ar
ro
w
'. 
66
. 
cf
. 肺
 fè
i ‘
lu
ng
’ (
M
C
 p
ʰjw
ɐiC
, L
H
 p
ʰuɑ
s, 
O
C
 *
ph
at
s)
. 
67
. 
La
kk
ja
 /k
ja
:jC
1 / 
'in
te
st
in
e' 
su
gg
es
ts
 P
T 
*k
.sa
jC
, b
ut
 T
ai
-in
te
rn
al
 e
vi
de
nc
e 
is
 la
ck
in
g.
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70
. 
C
ao
 B
an
g 
/d
-/ 
m
ig
ht
 h
av
e 
be
en
 d
ue
 to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 'n
av
el
 (2
)'.
 T
he
 c
on
fu
si
on
 b
et
w
ee
n 
'n
av
el
' a
nd
 'g
al
l b
la
dd
er
, b
ile
' i
s c
om
m
on
 
am
on
g 
Ta
i d
ia
le
ct
s, 
cf
. S
ap
a 
/s
aj
C
1  b
iA
1 / 
'n
av
el
, u
m
bl
ili
ca
l c
or
d'
 fr
om
 P
T 
*s
aj
C
 ‘i
nt
es
tin
e’
 +
 *
ɓli
:A
  ‘
ga
ll 
bl
ad
de
r, 
bi
le
’. 
73
. 
Th
e 
irr
eg
ul
ar
 to
na
l r
ef
le
xe
s m
ig
ht
 b
e 
re
la
te
d 
to
 th
e 
ta
bo
o 
na
tu
re
 o
f t
hi
s e
ty
m
on
. 
75
. 
It 
is
 c
on
ce
iv
ab
le
 th
at
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 w
as
 in
 fa
ct
 *
q.
m
a:
A
, c
f. 
La
kk
ja
 /k
ʰw
õA
1 /,
 b
ut
 T
ai
 e
vi
de
nc
e 
is
 la
ck
in
g,
  
76
. 
It 
is
 p
os
si
bl
e 
to
 re
co
ns
tru
ct
 *
q.
m
u:
A
, f
or
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
, c
f. 
La
kk
ja
 /k
ʰũA
1 /,
 b
ut
 T
ai
-in
te
rn
al
 e
vi
de
nc
e 
is
 la
ck
in
g.
 
79
. 
cf
. 馬
 m
ǎ ‘
ho
rs
e’
 (M
C
 m
aB
; L
H
 m
aB
; O
C
 *
m
râ
ʔ).
 
80
. 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
tu
m
áy
 ‘b
ea
r’
. 
82
. 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 re
co
ns
tru
ct
ib
le
 a
t t
he
 P
T,
 th
ou
gh
 u
lti
m
at
el
y 
fr
om
 象
 x
ià
ng
 ‘e
le
ph
an
t’ 
(M
C
 zj
aŋB
; L
H
 zi
ɑŋB
; O
C
 *
s-
ja
ŋʔ)
. W
um
in
g 
/ɕi
əŋC
2 /,
 Y
on
gb
ei
 /t
sɯ
:ŋC
2 /,
 L
ia
ns
ha
n 
/θe
:ŋC
2 / 
am
on
g 
ot
he
rs
 a
re
 la
te
r M
an
da
rin
 lo
an
 fr
om
 th
e 
sa
m
e 
C
hi
ne
se
 e
ty
m
on
. 
83
. 
PT
 *
kw
ɯə
ŋA  
> 
*w
ɯə
ŋA  
> 
/v
ɯə
ŋA2
/ i
n 
Y
ay
 a
nd
 S
ae
k.
 
87
. 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 fo
rm
 /p
a:
ŋB1
/ i
s u
nr
el
at
ed
. 
90
. 
PT
 *
ʰɲ-
 b
ec
am
e 
*h
- i
n 
fr
on
t o
f f
ro
nt
 v
ow
el
s i
n 
al
l S
W
T 
an
d 
so
m
e 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
. 
92
. 
Th
ai
 fo
rm
 /n
im
B
2 / 
is
 n
ot
 re
la
te
d 
93
. 
Se
e 
'tr
ee
, w
oo
d'
. 
95
. 
Th
e 
vo
w
el
 ir
re
gu
la
r v
ow
el
 re
fle
xe
s i
n 
SW
T 
an
d 
m
an
y 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 su
gg
es
t t
ha
t t
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 m
ig
ht
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
po
st
-P
T 
lo
an
. T
he
 
un
as
pi
ra
te
d 
/p
-/ 
in
di
ca
te
s a
n 
ea
rly
 d
at
e 
of
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
(s
ee
 §
3.
5)
 
96
. 
cf
. 雁
 y
àn
 ‘w
ild
 g
oo
se
’ (
M
C
 ŋa
nC
; L
H
 ŋa
nC
; O
C
 *
ŋra
ns
). 
97
. 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
m
an
úk
 ‘b
ird
’. 
99
. 
cf
. 燕
yà
n 
‘s
w
al
lo
w
’ (
M
C
 ʔie
nC
; L
H
 ʔe
nC
; O
C
 *
ʔên
s)
. 
10
0.
 
Se
e 
'tr
ee
, w
oo
d'
. 
10
4.
 
Th
e 
Y
ay
 fo
rm
 /θ
aj
A
1 / 
is
 n
ot
 re
la
te
d 
an
d 
m
ig
ht
 h
av
e 
co
m
e 
fr
om
 C
hi
ne
se
 螄
 sī 
‘s
na
il’
.  
C
ho
ng
zu
o 
ha
s b
ot
h 
/ɬai
1/
 a
nd
 /h
o:
i1
/. 
10
6.
 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 p
oi
nt
 to
 *
B
. I
t i
s h
ar
d 
to
 d
et
er
m
in
e 
w
ha
t t
he
 o
rig
in
al
 to
ne
 w
as
. 
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10
7.
 
PT
 *
ŋiə
w
A
 >
 *
ɲiə
w
A
 >
 L
un
gc
ho
w
 /j
i:w
A
2 /.
 
10
9.
 
W
um
in
g 
ha
s /
kl
w
eC
1 /.
 F
or
 C
T,
 se
e 
Ji
ng
xi
 a
nd
 D
eb
ao
 /k
w
eC
1 /.
 
11
1.
 
Sa
ek
 /r
ɔ:A
2 / 
 is
 n
ot
 re
la
te
d.
 It
 is
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 V
ie
tn
am
se
 rù
a 
'tu
rtl
e'.
 
11
3.
 
Li
ng
yu
e 
/ŋw
aA
2 / 
at
te
st
s P
T*
-w
-. 
11
4.
 
cf
. 鱷
è 
‘c
ro
co
di
le
’ (
Sc
hu
es
sl
er
 2
00
7:
 2
23
) f
ro
m
 fr
om
 M
C
 ŋâ
k,
 L
H
 ŋɑ
k,
 a
nd
 O
C
 *
ŋâk
. T
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 c
am
e 
to
 m
ea
n 
'm
yt
hi
ca
l w
at
er
 
cr
ea
tu
re
' i
n 
SW
T 
an
d 
m
an
y 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
. 
11
5.
 
Th
is
 w
or
d 
m
ig
ht
 h
av
e 
in
 in
 fa
ct
 b
ee
n 
*l
.ta
:k
D
 in
 P
T,
 a
s s
ug
ge
st
ed
 b
y 
La
kk
ja
 /l
a:
kD
L2
/ '
la
nd
 le
ec
h'
, b
ut
 T
ai
-in
te
rn
al
 e
vi
de
nc
e 
is
 la
ck
in
g.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 li
ke
ly
 to
 b
e 
re
la
te
d 
to
 P
A
N
 *
qa
ɬim
át
ek
 a
nd
 *
qa
ɬim
at
éq
, b
ot
h 
m
ea
ni
ng
 'l
ee
ch
'. 
12
2.
 
cf
. 螟
蛉
 m
ín
g-
lín
g 
‘in
se
ct
’. 
Se
e 
§4
.4
.5
 a
nd
 P
itt
ay
ap
or
n 
(to
 a
pp
ea
r-
b)
 fo
r d
is
cu
ss
io
n 
of
 th
e 
Si
am
es
e 
re
fle
x.
 
12
3.
 
cf
. P
ro
to
-S
em
ai
 *
sm
ɤ:c
. S
ee
 d
is
cu
ss
io
n 
in
 §
5.
5.
 
12
7.
 
Sa
ek
 /l
ɯə
p6
/ i
s l
oa
n 
fr
om
 S
ia
m
es
e 
or
 L
ao
. 
13
0.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ig
ht
 h
av
e 
in
 fa
ct
 b
ee
n 
*q
.m
at
D
 in
 P
T,
 *
q-
 b
ei
ng
 a
n 
an
im
al
 su
ff
ix
, c
f. 
La
kk
ja
 /k
ʰw
õt
D
S1
/ '
fle
a'.
 T
ai
 e
vi
de
nc
e 
is
 la
ck
in
g.
 S
ee
 
'd
og
' a
nd
 'p
ig
'. 
13
2.
 
Th
e 
m
ed
ia
l -
w
- i
s p
re
se
rv
ed
 in
 so
m
e 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
H
ua
nj
ia
ng
 /r
w
iA
2/
 a
nd
 N
an
da
n 
/lw
ej
A
2/
. 
13
3.
 
W
um
in
g 
/k
lw
a:
w
A
1 / 
an
d 
Li
uj
ia
ng
 /k
jw
a:
w
A
1 /,
 a
m
on
g 
ot
he
rs
, p
re
se
rv
e 
th
e 
m
ed
ia
l *
-w
-. 
14
1.
 
cf
. 角
 ji
ǎo
 ‘h
or
n’
 (M
C
 k
åk
; L
H
 k
ɔk;
 O
C
 *
kr
ôk
). 
B
ao
 Y
en
 /s
-/ 
su
ug
es
ts
 P
T 
*q
r-
 b
ut
 o
th
er
 d
ia
le
ct
s a
ll 
po
in
t t
o 
*q
-. 
 
14
2.
 
cf
. 牙
 y
á 
‘tu
sk
’ (
M
C
 ŋa
; L
H
 ŋa
; O
C
 *
ŋrâ
). 
 
14
6.
 
A
be
rr
an
t f
in
al
 /-
p/
 in
 so
m
e 
C
T 
an
d 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
, e
.g
. Y
ay
 /c
ip
3/
, L
ei
pi
ng
 /k
ip
D
S1
/, 
an
d 
N
in
gm
in
g 
/k
ip
D
S1
/. 
A
ls
o 
se
e 
'm
us
hr
oo
m
', 
'ti
ck
', 
an
d 
'h
ai
l'.
 
14
8.
 
Se
e 
'tr
ee
, w
oo
d'
. 
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14
9.
 
 B
ao
 Y
en
, C
ao
 B
an
g 
an
d,
 a
nd
 a
 fe
w
 o
th
er
s s
ho
w
 re
fle
x 
of
 *
p.
t-,
 b
ut
 L
ei
pi
ng
, L
un
gm
in
g,
 a
nd
 S
ae
k,
 a
m
on
g 
ot
he
rs
, s
ho
w
 re
fle
x 
of
 P
T 
*t
-. 
In
 th
is
 la
tte
r s
et
 o
f d
ia
le
ct
s, 
th
e 
on
se
t m
ig
ht
 b
e 
du
e 
to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 *
ta
pD
 'li
ve
r',
 c
f. 
Si
am
es
e 
ex
pr
es
si
on
 /t
ap
D
S1
 ta
jA
1 / 
'in
te
rn
al
 
or
ga
ns
'. 
15
0.
 
Sp
or
ad
ic
 n
as
al
iz
at
io
n 
in
 m
an
y 
va
rie
tie
s i
nc
lu
di
ng
 S
ia
m
es
e.
 
15
1.
 
PT
 *
ɯə
j s
im
pl
ifi
ed
 to
 /ɯ
ə#/
 in
 m
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
Si
am
es
e.
 
15
3.
 
Th
e 
Si
am
es
e 
fo
rm
 /n
aj
A
2 / 
is
 a
be
rr
an
t, 
po
ss
ib
ly
 d
ue
 to
 d
is
si
m
ila
tio
n 
fr
om
 /l
ek
D
S2
/ '
iro
n,
 m
et
al
', 
i.e
. *
le
kD
S2
 la
jA
2 
> 
/le
kD
S  n
aj
A
2 /.
 
15
4.
 
Se
ve
ra
l h
ig
h-
fr
eq
ue
nc
y 
w
or
ds
 in
 B
ao
 Y
en
 a
nd
 C
ao
 B
an
g 
ha
ve
 /a
j/ 
an
d 
/a
w
/ i
ns
te
ad
 o
f t
he
 e
xp
ec
te
d 
/ɤj/
 a
nd
 /ɤw
/. 
16
2.
 
N
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 N
T 
16
4.
 
Th
e 
*q
.-,
 is
 te
nt
at
iv
el
y 
re
co
ns
tru
ct
ed
 to
 a
cc
ou
nt
 fo
r t
he
 /h
-/ 
in
 Y
ay
. 
17
0.
 
N
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 S
W
T.
 F
or
 C
T,
 D
eb
ao
, J
in
gx
i, 
Y
an
sh
an
 N
un
g,
 a
nd
 G
ua
ng
na
n 
N
un
g 
ha
ve
 /r
a:
ŋA2
/. 
17
3.
 
cf
. 稼
 ji
à 
‘s
ow
 g
ra
in
’ (
M
C
 k
aC
; L
H
 k
aC
; O
C
 *
kr
âh
). 
18
3.
 
I t
en
ta
tiv
e 
re
co
ns
tru
ct
 *
ɢw
- t
o 
di
st
in
gu
is
h 
it 
fr
om
 *
w
-, 
w
hi
ch
 w
ou
ld
 g
iv
e 
/fa
:ŋA
2 
/ i
n 
Si
am
es
e 
an
d 
Lu
ng
ch
ow
. 
18
7.
 
Si
am
es
e 
an
d 
La
o 
/s
aj
A
2 / 
is
 a
 M
on
-K
hm
er
 b
or
ro
w
, c
f. 
N
ya
ku
r /
ch
rɛ̤y
/ (
Sh
or
to
 2
00
6)
. 
19
0.
 
cf
. 芥
 ji
è 
‘m
us
ta
rd
 p
la
nt
’ (
M
C
 k
ăiC
; L
H
 k
ɛs;
 O
C
 *
kr
êt
s)
 
19
1.
 
Pr
ot
o-
K
ra
 h
as
 *
m
əlA
 (O
st
ap
ira
t 2
00
0)
 su
gg
es
tin
g 
PT
 *
m
al
A
 b
ut
 S
ae
k 
ha
s /
-n
/, 
po
ss
ib
ly
 a
n 
in
flu
en
ce
 fr
om
 L
ao
 o
r S
ia
m
es
e.
 
19
5.
 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
le
ŋa 
‘s
es
am
e’
. 
19
6.
 
Po
ss
ib
ly
 a
 la
te
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 C
hi
ne
se
 茶
 ‘t
ea
’ (
M
C
 ḍa
; L
H
 ḍa
i; 
O
C
 *
dr
a 
< 
*r
-lâ
). 
Th
e 
fo
rm
 /c
ɛB2
/ i
n 
B
la
ck
 T
ai
, a
nd
 W
hi
te
 T
ai
, a
s w
el
l 
as
 /c
ɛ:A
2 / 
in
 B
ao
 Y
en
 is
 fr
om
 V
ie
tn
am
es
e 
tr
è 
 't
ea
'. 
19
8.
 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
qu
w
ai
 ‘r
at
ta
n’
. 
20
2.
 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 fo
rm
 /h
et
D
S1
/ i
s a
 S
ia
m
es
e/
La
o 
lo
an
 b
ec
au
se
 b
ot
h 
th
e 
on
se
t a
nd
 th
e 
vo
w
el
s a
re
 u
ne
xp
ec
te
d.
 N
in
gm
in
g 
ha
s /
ɬap
D
S1
/ w
ith
 a
n 
ab
er
ra
nt
 /-
p/
. 
20
3.
 
cf
. 蕨
 ju
é 
‘f
er
n,
 b
ra
ck
en
’ (
M
C
 k
jw
ɐt;
 L
H
 k
yɑt
; O
C
 *
ko
t).
 
20
6.
 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
da
ɬúm
 'w
at
er
' (
B
lu
st
's 
*d
aN
um
). 
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20
7.
 
cf
. P
ro
to
-M
al
ay
o-
Po
ly
ne
si
an
 *
ap
uy
 <
 P
A
N
 *
se
ha
pú
y 
‘f
ire
’. 
20
8.
 
cf
. 熛
 b
iāo
 ‘l
ea
pi
ng
 fl
am
e’
 (S
ch
ue
ss
le
r 2
00
9)
 fr
om
 M
C
 p
jiä
u ,
 L
H
 p
ia
u,
 a
nd
 O
C
 *
pi
au
. P
T 
*-
e:
w
 b
ec
am
e 
PS
W
T 
*-
ɛ:w
, w
hi
ch
 is
 n
ow
 
re
fle
ct
ed
 a
s /
-e
:w
/. 
Se
e 
'li
qu
id
'. 
21
0.
 
cf
. 煤
 m
éi
 ‘s
oo
t, 
co
al
’ (
au
th
or
’s
 e
ty
m
ol
og
y)
 fr
om
 M
C
 m
w
ậi,
 L
H
 m
ə, a
nd
 O
C
 *
m
ə̂.  
21
2.
 
Sa
ek
 /l
uəA
1 / 
ha
s a
n 
irr
eg
ul
ar
 ri
m
e,
 a
nd
 is
 li
ke
ly
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 L
ao
. 
21
4.
 
Li
 (1
97
7:
 9
5)
 c
ite
s L
un
gc
ho
w
 /p
ja
w
B
2 / 
as
 re
fle
x 
of
 th
is
 e
ty
m
a 
bu
t t
hi
s f
or
m
 in
 fa
ct
 c
am
e 
fr
om
 a
 d
iff
er
en
t e
ty
m
on
—
 *
br
aw
B
 ‘l
ea
f a
sh
es
’. 
D
eb
ao
 h
av
e 
bo
th
 /t
aw
B
2 / 
fr
om
 *
da
w
B
 a
nd
 /p
ja
w
B
2 / 
fr
om
 *
br
aw
B
. 
21
6.
 
N
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 S
W
T 
an
d 
C
T.
 
21
7.
 
R
on
g’
an
 h
as
 /k
w
ɤA
1/
 a
tte
st
in
g 
th
e 
m
ed
ia
l *
-w
-. 
21
9.
 
Pr
ot
o-
K
ra
 h
as
 *
(m
-)
ɳəl
A
 ‘f
at
’(
O
st
ap
ira
t 2
00
0)
 su
gg
es
tin
g 
PT
 *
m
al
A
 b
ut
 S
ae
k 
ha
s /
-n
/, 
po
ss
ib
ly
 a
n 
in
flu
en
ce
 fr
om
 L
ao
 o
r S
ia
m
es
e.
 
22
0.
 
Th
e 
Si
am
es
e.
 C
ao
 B
an
g,
 a
nd
 L
un
gc
ho
w
 fo
rm
s m
ea
n 
'm
ud
'. 
22
1.
 
N
ot
 fo
un
d 
in
 C
T.
 
22
2.
 
Th
is
 is
 m
os
t l
ik
el
y 
a 
re
la
tiv
e 
ea
rly
 C
hi
ne
se
 lo
an
 fr
om
 b
ef
or
e 
th
e 
La
te
r H
an
 p
er
io
d,
 c
f. 
沙
 sh
ā ‘
sa
nd
’ (
M
C
 ṣa
; L
H
 ṣa
 <
 ṣa
i; 
O
C
 *
sr
âi
). 
22
5.
 
So
m
e 
N
T 
an
d 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 h
av
e 
/u
ə/. 
22
8.
 
C
om
pa
rin
g 
th
e 
vo
w
el
 w
ith
 C
hi
ne
se
 fo
rm
s, 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ay
 h
av
e 
be
en
 b
or
ro
w
ed
 fr
om
 C
hi
ne
se
 re
la
tiv
el
y 
re
ce
nt
ly
, c
f. 
地
 d
ì ‘
ea
rth
, 
gr
ou
nd
’(
M
C
 d
iC
; L
H
 d
iC
; O
C
 *
r-
la
ih
) 
23
1.
 
Th
e 
re
co
ns
tru
ct
io
n 
of
 th
e 
on
se
t i
s t
en
ta
tiv
e 
be
ca
us
e 
cr
uc
ia
l e
vi
de
nc
e 
fr
om
 N
T 
is
 la
ck
in
g.
 
23
4.
 
B
ao
 Y
en
 /s
-/ 
su
ug
es
ts
 P
T 
*-
r-
 b
ut
 a
ll 
ot
he
r d
ia
le
ct
s i
nd
ic
at
es
 th
at
 P
T 
di
d 
no
t h
av
e 
a 
liq
ui
d 
in
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
. 
23
6.
 
cf
. V
ie
tn
am
es
e 
su
ối 
'm
ou
nt
ai
n 
st
re
am
'. 
Lo
ng
sh
en
g 
ha
s /
jw
i/ 
fr
om
 e
ar
lie
r *
rw
iC
.  
24
3.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 w
as
 th
e 
ge
ne
ra
l P
T 
w
or
d 
fo
r '
st
ar
'. 
24
4.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 n
or
m
al
ly
 u
se
d 
to
ge
th
er
 w
ith
 *
t.n
a:
w
A
 's
ta
r' 
to
 re
fe
r t
o 
st
ar
s i
n 
th
e 
sk
y,
 in
 c
on
tra
st
 w
ith
 fa
lli
ng
 st
ar
s, 
cf
. B
ao
 Y
en
 /d
a:
w
A
1  
di
:B
1 / 
'st
ar
 in
 th
e 
sk
y'
 v
s. 
/d
a:
w
A
1  h
a:
ŋA1
/ '
fa
lli
ng
 st
ar
', 
/h
a:
ŋA1
/ b
ei
ng
 B
ao
 Y
en
's 
re
fle
x 
fo
r '
ta
il'
. 
24
8.
 
cf
. 霧
 w
ù 
‘f
og
’ (
M
C
 m
ju
C ;
 L
H
 m
uo
C
; O
C
 *
m
oh
). 
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25
0.
 
C
ao
 B
an
g 
ha
s /
bɤn
A
1 / 
fo
r '
he
av
en
', 
an
d 
/v
a:
C
2 / 
fo
r '
sk
y'
 a
nd
 'w
ea
th
er
'. 
Th
e 
Si
am
es
e 
fo
rm
 m
ea
ns
 'o
n,
 a
bo
ve
' 
25
1.
 
Se
e 
'sk
y,
 h
ea
ve
n'
. 
25
4.
 
Ti
an
lin
 h
as
 /m
ja
:p
D
L2
/. 
25
7.
 
A
m
on
g 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
, L
on
gs
he
ng
 a
nd
 W
um
in
g 
ha
ve
 /r
w
a:
jA
2 / 
an
d 
/ra
:iA
2 / 
re
sp
ec
tiv
el
y.
 
25
9.
 
Th
e 
sh
or
t v
ow
el
 in
 S
ia
m
es
e 
is
 u
ne
xp
ec
te
d.
 T
he
 N
T 
an
d 
C
T/
SW
T 
m
ay
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
un
re
la
te
d.
 
26
0.
 
cf
. 陰
 y
īn 
‘o
ve
rc
as
t, 
sh
ad
e’
 (a
ut
ho
r's
 e
ty
m
ol
og
y)
 fr
om
 M
C
 ʔjə
m
, L
H
 ʔɨm
, a
nd
 O
C
 *
ʔəm
 (B
ax
te
r’
s *
ʔ(r
)ju
m
). 
Sa
ek
 h
as
 /j
um
A
1/
 b
ut
 th
is
 is
 
pr
ob
ab
ly
 n
ot
 re
la
te
d.
 
26
2.
 
Sa
ek
 /l
ɛ:ŋ
C
2 / 
is
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
a 
bo
rr
ow
in
g 
fr
om
 S
ia
m
es
e 
or
 L
ao
. T
he
 e
xp
ec
te
d 
vo
w
el
 re
fle
x 
is
 /e
:/.
 
26
5.
 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 h
av
e 
*C
 d
ue
 to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 *
nw
o:
ŋC  
'y
ou
ng
er
 si
bl
in
g'
. 
26
7.
 
Fo
r N
T,
 T
ia
nl
in
, L
in
gy
ue
, P
in
gg
uo
, H
ec
hi
, e
tc
., 
al
l h
av
e 
/p
aw
B
1 /.
 
26
9.
 
Th
e 
SW
T 
fo
rm
 is
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
ed
 b
y 
th
e 
po
st
-P
T 
et
ym
on
 *
ja
:B
 'm
at
er
na
l g
ra
nd
m
ot
he
r'.
 S
ee
 L
i (
19
71
) a
nd
 M
at
is
of
f (
19
92
) f
or
 d
is
cu
ss
io
n)
. 
27
3.
 
SW
T 
la
ng
ua
ge
s h
av
e 
*A
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
du
e 
to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 *
hl
a:
nA
 'g
ra
nd
ch
ild
'. 
Sa
ek
 /l
e:
nA
1/
 is
 a
 S
ia
m
es
e 
bo
rr
ow
in
g.
 
27
7.
 
Lu
ng
ch
ow
 a
nd
 S
ha
ng
si
 sh
ow
 re
fle
xe
s o
f *
B
2,
 p
er
ha
ps
 d
ue
 to
 in
flu
en
ce
 o
f *
m
e:
B
 o
r *
bo
:B
. 
27
8.
 
Si
am
es
e 
ha
s a
n 
ar
ch
ai
c 
fo
rm
 /ʔa
:w
A
1 /.
 
28
2.
 
K
os
ak
a 
(2
00
7)
 c
la
im
s t
ha
t t
he
 ir
re
gu
la
r S
ae
k 
on
se
t r
ef
le
x 
re
su
lts
 fr
om
 c
on
ta
ct
 w
ith
 *
lɯ
:k
D
 'c
hi
ld
', 
i.e
. *
lɯ
:k
D
 b
aɰ
C
 >
 (*
lɯ
:k
D
 g
bw
aɰ
C
) >
 
*l
ɯ:
kD
 g
w
aɰ
C
 >
 S
ae
k 
/lɯ
kD
S2
 k
hw
ɤ:C
2 /.
 
28
4.
 
Th
e 
fin
al
 /-
ŋ/ 
in
 S
ap
a 
an
d 
B
ao
 Y
en
 re
su
lts
 fr
om
 a
n 
as
si
m
ila
tio
n 
to
 th
e 
on
se
t o
f *
no
:jC
 's
m
al
l',
 c
f. 
Sa
pa
 /d
iŋA
1  n
oj
C
2 / 
'ch
ild
'. 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 fo
rm
 
is
 /d
ɛkD
S1
/ i
s l
oa
n 
fr
om
 S
ia
m
es
e 
or
 L
ao
. 
28
6.
 
Th
e 
Si
am
es
e 
fo
rm
 n
ow
 m
ea
ns
 's
er
va
nt
'. 
28
9.
 
Th
e 
si
m
pl
e 
on
se
t s
ug
ge
st
s t
ha
t t
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 m
ig
ht
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
re
la
tiv
el
y 
re
ce
nt
 lo
an
, c
f. 
娘
 n
iá
ng
 ‘y
ou
ng
 w
om
an
, m
ot
he
r’
 fr
om
 M
C
 n
rɨa
ŋ 
(P
ul
le
yb
la
nk
 1
99
1)
 
29
1.
 
N
T 
po
in
ts
 to
 *
B
, p
ro
ba
bl
y 
du
e 
to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 P
T 
*m
e:
B
 'm
ot
he
r' 
or
 p
os
t-P
T 
*j
a:
B
 'l
ad
y'
, c
f. 
Si
am
es
e 
/m
ɛ:B
2  m
a:
jC
1 / 
'w
id
ow
' a
nd
 
Y
ay
 /j
a:
B
2  m
a:
jB
1 / 
'w
id
ow
'. 
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29
3.
 
cf
. 字
  z
ì ‘
po
lit
e 
na
m
e,
 w
rit
te
n 
ch
ar
ac
te
r’
 (M
C
 d
zɨC
; L
H
 d
zi
əC ;
 O
C
 *
dz
əh)
. 
29
4.
 
cf
. 主
zh
ǔ ‘
ho
st,
 m
as
te
r, 
ow
ne
r’ 
(a
ut
ho
r’s
 e
ty
m
ol
og
y)
 fr
om
 tśj
uB
, L
H
 tśj
oB
, O
C 
to
ʔ. S
ae
k 
al
so
 h
as
 /c
a:
w
C1
/, 
a b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fro
m
 S
ia
m
es
e 
or
 L
ao
. 
29
5.
 
SW
T 
an
d 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 p
oi
nt
 to
 *
C
, p
ro
ba
bl
y 
du
e 
to
 c
on
ta
m
in
at
io
n 
fr
om
 /k
ra
:C
/ '
sl
av
e'.
 
29
8.
 
cf
. 巫
 w
ū‘s
ha
m
an
’ (
M
C
 m
ju
, L
H
 m
uɑ
, O
C
 *
m
a)
. 
29
9.
 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 fo
rm
 /p
ʰi:A
1 / 
is
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 T
ha
i o
r L
ao
. 
30
0.
 
C
ao
 B
an
g 
/m
a:
ŋA2
/ m
ea
ns
 'c
of
fin
 fo
r d
ea
d 
bo
dy
'. 
30
1.
 
cf
. 魂
 h
ún
 ‘s
pi
rit
ua
l s
ou
l’ 
(M
C
 ɣw
ən,
 L
H
 ɣu
ən,
 O
C
 *
w
ə̂n)
. 
30
6.
 
Sa
ek
 h
as
 /j
a:
A
1 / 
bu
t t
hi
s i
s m
os
t l
ik
el
y 
a 
Si
m
es
e/
La
o 
lo
an
. 
31
2.
 
Th
e 
fr
ic
at
iv
e 
*ʑ
 is
 te
nt
at
iv
e.
 
31
5.
 
W
um
in
g 
ha
s t
w
o 
fo
rm
s f
or
 ‘p
ill
ar
’: 
na
tiv
e 
Ta
i /
θaw
 A
1 /,
 a
nd
 a
 re
ce
nt
 lo
an
 /ɕa
ɰA
2 / 
fr
om
 C
hi
ne
se
 柱
 zh
ù 
‘p
os
t, 
pi
lla
r’
. 
31
9.
 
cf
. 凳
 d
èn
g 
‘s
to
ol
, b
en
ch
’ f
ro
m
 M
C
 təŋ
h . 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ig
ht
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
re
la
tiv
el
y 
la
te
 b
or
ro
w
in
g.
 
32
7.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 re
la
te
d 
to
 P
A
N
 *
pa
na
q 
‘c
ro
ss
bo
w
’, 
C
hi
ne
se
 弩
 n
ǔ ‘
cr
os
sb
ow
 (M
C
 n
uo
B , 
LH
 n
ɑB ,
 O
C
 *
nâ
Ɂ),
 a
s w
el
l a
s M
on
-K
hm
er
 *
sn
aʔ 
(S
ho
rto
 2
00
6)
. T
he
 m
ed
ia
l *
-w
- p
er
ha
ps
 su
gg
es
ts
 e
ar
lie
r *
p.
na
:C
. 
32
9.
 
PT
 *
i:w
 b
ec
am
e 
/iəw
/ i
n 
Y
ay
. S
ee
 't
o 
ca
rr
y 
(a
 b
ag
)'.
 
33
0.
 
Fo
r N
T,
 L
in
gy
ue
 /h
ɔA1
/. 
33
1.
 
cf
. 鉗
 q
iá
n 
‘p
in
ce
rs
, t
ho
ng
s’
 (M
C
  g
jä
m
; L
H
 g
ɨam
; O
C
 *
ga
m
). 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 m
ig
ht
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
po
st
-P
T 
bo
rr
ow
in
g.
 
33
4.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
a 
m
ay
 h
av
e 
fu
nc
tio
ne
d 
bo
th
 a
s a
 n
ou
n 
'ca
rr
yi
ng
 p
ol
e' 
an
d 
a 
ve
rb
 't
o 
ca
rr
y 
w
ith
 a
 c
ar
ry
in
g 
po
le
', 
cf
. S
ia
m
es
e 
/h
a:
pD
L1
/. 
33
7.
 
W
um
in
g 
ha
s /
ra
:ŋB
1 / 
in
st
ea
d 
of
 th
e 
ex
pe
ct
ed
 /k
la
:ŋB
/. 
33
8.
 
cf
. 盎
 à
ng
 ‘b
ow
l’ 
(M
C
 Ɂâ
ŋC ;
 L
H
 Ɂɑ
ŋC ;
 O
C
 *
Ɂâŋ
h)
. 
34
2.
 
Th
e 
re
co
ns
tru
ct
io
n 
of
 th
e 
on
se
t i
s t
en
ta
tiv
e 
be
ca
us
e 
cr
uc
ia
l e
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 re
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 b
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 re
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 c
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 b
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, b
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 fé
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 b
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 re
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t l
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 b
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 d
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 ńa
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 p
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 c
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 p
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at
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-e
-. 
62
4.
 
SW
T 
an
d 
so
m
e 
C
T 
va
rie
tie
s p
oi
nt
 to
 *
p-
 b
ut
 N
T 
an
d 
so
m
e 
ot
he
r C
T 
po
in
t t
o 
*b
-. 
62
6.
 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
ta
la
w
 ‘t
o 
fe
ar
’. 
64
3.
 
cf
. 剝
 b
ō ‘
to
 p
ee
l’ 
(M
C
 p
åk
; L
H
 p
ɔk;
 O
C
 *
pr
ôk
). 
Th
e 
co
rr
es
po
nd
en
ce
 is
 re
gu
la
r b
ut
 if
 th
is
 is
 in
de
ed
 a
 C
hi
ne
se
 lo
an
, t
he
 a
bs
en
ce
 o
f *
-
l- 
su
gg
es
ts
 th
at
 it
 is
 a
 re
la
tiv
el
y 
re
ce
nt
 lo
an
. 
65
3.
 
Th
e 
la
ck
 o
f *
-r
- s
ug
ge
st
s t
ha
t i
t m
ay
 in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
po
st
-P
T 
lo
an
 fr
om
 C
hi
ne
se
, c
f. 
解
 ji
ě to
 u
nt
ie
, u
nd
o’
 (M
C
 k
aɨB
; L
H
 k
ɛB ;
 O
C
 *
kr
êɁ)
. 
65
8.
 
Sh
an
gl
in
 a
nd
 G
ua
ng
na
n 
/ʔw
at
D
S1
/ a
tte
st
s t
he
 P
T 
*-
w
-. 
66
0.
 
So
m
e 
SW
T 
la
ng
ua
ge
s, 
e.
g.
 L
ao
, P
hu
 T
ha
i, 
et
c.
, h
av
e 
fo
rm
s t
ha
t w
ou
ld
 p
oi
nt
 to
 e
ar
lie
r *
ɓo
:ŋA
, w
hi
ch
 is
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
no
t r
el
at
ed
 to
 th
is
 
et
ym
on
, c
f. 
K
ap
on
g 
/d
ɔ:ŋ
A
1 / 
'to
 p
ic
kl
e' 
vs
. /
bɔ:
ŋA1
/ '
a 
ki
nd
 o
f d
ip
pi
ng
 sa
uc
e 
(n
ot
 in
vo
lv
in
g 
pi
ck
in
g)
'. 
66
8.
 
Sh
an
gs
i /
du
tD
L1
/ m
ea
ns
 'f
ev
er
'. 
66
9.
 
cf
. V
ie
tn
am
es
e 
lu
ộc 
'to
 b
oi
l (
tr.
)'.
 
67
1.
 
cf
. 蒸
 zh
ēŋ 
‘to
 st
ea
m
’ (
au
th
or
's 
et
ym
ol
og
y)
 fr
om
 M
C
 tśj
əŋ,
 L
H
 tśɨ
ŋ, a
nd
 O
C
 *
təŋ
. 
67
8.
 
So
m
e 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
W
um
in
g,
 Y
on
gb
ei
, S
ha
ng
si
, a
nd
 N
in
gm
in
g 
po
in
t t
o 
an
 im
m
ed
ia
te
 st
ag
e 
*χ-
. S
ee
 'l
eg
'. 
67
9.
 
Fo
r N
T,
 se
e 
Q
iu
be
i /
dʑ
əm
A
1 /.
 
68
0.
 
cf
. 敗
 b
ài
 ‘t
o 
be
 d
ef
ea
te
d’
 (M
C
 b
ai
C
; L
H
 b
as
; O
C
 *
br
at
s)
. 
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68
3.
 
Se
e 
'tr
ee
, w
oo
d'
. 
68
5.
 
La
kk
ja
 h
as
 /l
ak
D
S2
/. 
So
m
e 
N
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 h
av
e 
re
fle
xe
s t
ha
t w
ou
ld
 p
oi
nt
 to
 *
ɟak
D
, e
.g
. W
um
in
g 
/ɕa
kD
S2
/, 
bu
t t
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 is
 a
 p
os
t-P
T 
lo
an
, 
an
d 
is
 re
la
te
d 
to
 S
ia
m
es
e 
/s
ɯk
D
S1
/, 
cf
. 賊
 zé
i ‘
th
ie
f’
 (a
ut
ho
r’
s e
ty
m
ol
og
y)
 fr
om
 M
C
 d
zək
, L
H
 d
zək
, a
nd
 O
C
 *
dz
ə̂k.
 
68
6.
 
M
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
cl
ud
in
g 
Lu
ng
ch
ow
, Y
ua
n 
et
c.
 p
oi
nt
s t
o 
*ɯ
:. 
Th
is
 m
on
op
ht
ho
ng
al
 re
fle
x 
m
ay
 h
av
e 
to
 d
o 
w
ith
 th
e 
fa
ct
 th
at
 th
e 
ve
rb
 't
o 
gi
ve
' o
cc
ur
s f
re
qu
en
tly
 a
nd
 is
 e
xt
re
m
el
y 
su
sc
ep
tib
le
 to
 p
ho
no
lo
gi
ca
l r
ed
uc
tio
n 
an
d 
gr
am
m
at
ic
al
iz
at
io
n.
 
68
8.
 
B
ao
 Y
en
 h
as
 /k
w
ɛ:tD
L1
/ f
ro
m
 V
ie
tn
am
es
e 
qu
ét
 't
o 
sw
ee
p'
. 
69
5.
 
In
 m
an
y 
N
T 
an
d 
C
T 
la
ng
ua
ge
s i
nc
lu
di
ng
 D
eb
ao
, L
un
gc
ho
w
, W
um
in
g,
 L
iu
jia
ng
 e
tc
., 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 h
as
 c
om
e 
to
 m
ea
n 
'ti
re
d'
. 
69
8.
 
cf
. 漏
 lò
u 
‘to
 le
ak
’ (
M
C
 ləu
C
; L
H
 lo
C
; O
C
 *
rô
(k
)h
). 
Th
e 
un
iq
ue
 v
ow
el
 c
or
re
sp
on
de
nc
e 
m
ay
 in
di
ca
te
 a
 re
la
tiv
el
y 
re
ce
nt
 d
at
e 
of
 b
or
ro
w
in
g.
 
69
9.
 
Si
am
es
e 
irr
eg
ul
ar
ly
 ra
is
ed
 *
o 
to
 /u
/ b
ef
or
e 
/-k
/ i
n 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
. T
he
 S
ae
k 
fo
rm
 m
ay
 b
e 
a 
Si
am
es
e 
bo
rr
ow
in
g.
 
70
2.
 
Sa
ek
 /h
ot
4/
 is
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 S
ia
m
es
e 
or
 L
ao
. 
70
4.
 
cf
. P
A
N
 *
m
at
áy
 ‘t
o 
di
e’
 
70
9.
 
cf
. 塗
 tú
 ‘t
o 
sm
ea
r’
 (M
C
 d
uo
; L
H
 d
ɑ; 
O
C
 *
lâ
). 
71
1.
 
G
ui
ga
ng
, L
on
g'
an
, a
nd
 W
um
in
g 
 h
av
e 
/k
ra
pD
S1
/, 
/k
ʰla
pD
S1
/, 
/k
la
pD
S1
/ r
es
pe
ct
iv
el
y.
 
71
3.
 
W
um
in
g 
/li
aw
C
2 / 
is
 a
 la
te
r b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 M
an
da
rin
. T
he
 S
ae
k 
fo
rm
 /l
ɛ:w
C
2 / 
is
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 L
ao
 o
r S
ia
m
es
e,
 a
s s
ug
ge
st
ed
 b
y 
th
e 
vo
w
el
 /ɛ:
/. 
71
6.
 
Se
e 
'1
s p
ro
no
un
 (s
tro
ng
)'.
 
71
7.
 
PT
 h
ad
 b
ot
h 
*k
u:
A
 a
nd
 *
ka
w
A
. S
ee
 S
tre
ck
er
 (1
98
4)
 fo
r d
is
cu
ss
io
n.
 T
he
 d
is
tri
bu
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
tw
o 
m
ay
 h
av
e 
be
en
 p
ro
so
di
ca
lly
 c
on
di
tio
ne
d,
 
i.e
. *
ka
w
A
 o
cc
ur
re
d 
in
 p
ro
so
di
ca
lly
 p
ro
m
in
en
t p
os
iti
on
s, 
w
hi
le
 *
ku
:A
 o
cc
ur
re
d 
in
 p
ro
so
di
ca
lly
 w
ea
k 
po
si
tio
ns
. 
71
8.
 
Se
e 
St
re
ck
er
 (1
98
4)
 fo
r d
is
cu
ss
io
n.
 T
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
oc
cu
rr
ed
 in
 p
ro
so
di
ca
lly
 p
ro
m
in
en
t p
os
iti
on
, c
f. 
th
e 
re
du
ce
d 
fo
rm
 *
m
aɰ
A
. 
72
0.
 
Se
e 
St
re
ck
er
 (1
98
4)
 fo
r d
is
cu
ss
io
n.
 T
hi
s e
ty
m
on
 p
ro
ba
bl
y 
oc
cu
rr
ed
 in
 p
ro
so
di
ca
lly
 p
ro
m
in
en
t p
os
iti
on
, c
f. 
th
e 
st
ro
ng
 fo
rm
 *
m
ɯn
A
. 
72
2.
 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 re
fle
x 
/o
:/ 
m
ay
 h
av
e 
re
su
lte
d 
fr
om
 a
 re
du
ct
io
n 
of
 e
al
ie
r *
-a
w
. 
72
3.
 
Th
is
 fo
rm
 m
ig
ht
 n
ot
 b
e 
re
co
ns
tru
ct
ib
le
 a
t t
he
 P
T 
le
ve
l. 
72
4.
 
cf
. 雙
 sh
uā
ng
 ‘p
ai
r’
 (M
C
 ṣå
ŋ; 
LH
 ṣɔ
ŋ; 
O
C
 *
sr
ôŋ)
. 
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72
5.
 
cf
. 三
 sā
m
 ‘t
hr
ee
’ (
M
C
 sâ
m
; L
H
 sɑ
m
/ s
əm
; O
C
 *
sə̂m
). 
72
6.
 
cf
. 四
 sì
 ‘f
ou
r’
 (M
C
 si
C
; L
H
 si
s;
 O
C
 *
si
s/
 sl
is
). 
72
7.
 
C
f. 
五
 w
ǔ ‘
fiv
e’
 (M
C
 ŋu
oB
; L
H
 ŋɑ
B ;
 O
C
 *
ŋâɁ
). 
72
8.
 
cf
. 六
 li
ù 
 ‘s
ix
’ (
M
C
 lj
uk
; L
H
 li
uk
; O
C
 *
ru
k;
 B
ax
te
r’
s O
C
 *
C
-r
ju
k)
. 
72
9.
 
cf
. 七
 q
ī ‘s
ev
en
’ (
M
C
 ts
ʰje
t; 
LH
 ts
ʰit 
; O
C
 *
ts
ʰit 
< 
*s
nh
it)
. 
73
0.
 
cf
. 八
 b
ā ‘
fiv
e’
 (M
C
 p
ăt;
 L
H
 p
ɛt; 
O
C
 *
pr
êt
). 
73
1.
 
cf
. 九
jiǔ
 ‘n
in
e’
 (M
C
 k
jəu
B ;
 L
H
 k
uB
; O
C
 *
ku
Ɂ/ 
kw
əɁ)
. 
73
2.
 
cf
. 幾
 jǐ 
‘h
ow
 m
an
y’
 (M
C
 k
je
iB
; L
H
 k
ɨiB ;
 O
C
 *
kəj
Ɂ).
 T
he
 to
na
l r
ef
le
x 
is
 ra
th
er
 ir
re
gu
la
r b
ec
au
se
 th
is
 is
 a
 g
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 it
em
. 
73
6.
 
Th
e 
vo
w
el
 re
fle
xe
s a
re
 n
ot
 c
om
pl
et
el
y 
re
gu
la
r b
ec
au
se
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 a
 g
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 w
or
d.
 
73
7.
 
cf
. 多
du
ō ‘
m
an
y’
 (S
ch
ue
ss
le
r 2
00
9)
 fr
om
 M
C
 tâ
, L
H
 tɑ
 <
 tɑ
i, 
an
d 
O
C
 *
tâ
i <
 tl
ai
. 
73
8.
 
Se
e 
'sm
al
l'.
 
74
0.
 
W
um
in
g 
ha
s /
kl
aŋB
2 / 
'h
al
f' 
74
3.
 
Th
e 
Sa
ek
 fo
rm
 is
 a
 b
or
ro
w
in
g 
fr
om
 L
ao
/S
ia
m
es
e.
 
74
7.
 
cf
. 線
xi
àn
 ‘t
hr
ea
d’
 (M
C
 sj
än
C
; L
H
 si
an
C
; O
C
 *
sa
ns
). 
75
0.
 
Th
is
 e
ty
m
a 
is
 a
tte
st
ed
 w
id
el
y 
in
 N
T,
 e
.g
. /
pa
jA
2 / 
in
 N
an
da
n,
 H
en
gx
ia
n,
 G
ui
ga
ng
, e
tc
. 
75
1.
 
cf
. 正
zh
ēng
 ‘f
iv
e’
 (M
C
 tśj
äŋ;
 L
H
 tśe
ŋ; 
O
C
 *
te
ŋ).
 T
hi
s m
ig
ht
 b
e 
in
 fa
ct
 b
e 
a 
po
st
-P
T 
bo
rr
ow
in
g 
(M
an
om
ai
vi
bo
ol
 1
97
6)
. 
75
3.
 
M
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 in
 N
or
th
w
es
te
rn
 V
ie
tn
am
 u
ne
xp
ec
te
dl
y 
ha
ve
 /-
e-
/, 
e.
g.
 L
ao
, B
la
ck
 T
ai
, W
hi
te
 T
ai
, a
nd
 S
ap
a.
 
75
6.
 
cf
. 早
zǎo
 ‘m
or
ni
ng
’ (
M
C
 ts
âu
B ;
 L
H
 ts
ou
B ;
 O
C
 *
ts
ûɁ
). 
 
75
9.
 
In
 N
T,
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 h
as
 b
ee
n 
ge
ne
ra
liz
ed
 a
nd
 n
ow
 m
en
s t
ha
t '
co
ok
ed
 ri
ce
'. 
76
3.
 
Th
e 
fin
al
/-n
/ i
n 
Si
am
es
e 
is
 u
ne
ty
m
ol
og
ic
al
 a
nd
 w
as
 a
cq
ui
re
d 
un
de
r t
he
 in
flu
en
ce
 o
f t
he
 d
ei
ct
ic
 /n
i:C
2/
 ‘t
hi
s’
 in
 th
e 
ex
pr
es
si
on
 /m
ɯə
B
2 
w
a:
nA
2  n
i:C
2 / 
‘th
is
 p
as
t y
es
te
rd
ay
’. 
A
ls
o 
se
e 
Li
 (1
97
7:
 1
28
-1
29
). 
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76
4.
 
Th
e 
fin
al
 /-
ŋ/ 
in
 S
ia
m
es
e 
is
 a
be
rr
an
t a
nd
 m
us
t h
av
e 
be
en
 d
ue
 to
 th
e 
in
flu
en
ce
 o
f /
ni
:C
2/
, c
f. 
th
e 
ex
pr
es
si
on
 /w
an
A
2 
ph
ru
ŋB
2 
ni
:C
2/
. 
76
5.
 
Se
e 
'y
es
te
rd
ay
'. 
76
6.
 
W
um
in
g 
/p
i:A
1 / 
sh
ow
s a
n 
un
ex
pe
ct
ed
 v
ow
el
 re
fle
x 
(s
ee
 §
5.
4)
. 
77
0.
 
SW
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 sh
ow
 re
fle
xe
s o
f *
n-
. T
hi
s i
s a
n 
in
no
va
tio
n 
du
e 
to
 th
e 
in
flu
en
ce
 o
f *
l.n
o:
k 
'o
ut
si
de
', 
w
hi
ch
 is
 re
fle
ct
ed
 a
s *
nɔ:
kD
 in
 P
SW
T.
 
77
1.
 
Th
is
 c
an
no
t g
o 
ba
ck
 to
 *
C
.n
- b
ec
au
se
 S
ae
k 
ha
s /
l-/
 ra
th
er
 th
an
 /n
-/.
 
77
4.
 
SW
T 
an
d 
so
m
e 
C
T 
di
al
ec
ts
 sh
ow
 re
fle
xe
s *
i:.
 T
hi
s i
s p
ro
ba
bl
y 
be
ca
us
e 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 a
 g
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 w
or
d.
 It
 is
 a
ls
o 
po
ss
ib
le
 th
at
 tw
o 
fo
rm
s *
na
jC
 an
d 
*n
i:C
 c
o-
ex
is
te
d.
 S
ee
 *
ka
w
A
 a
nd
 *
ku
:A
 b
ot
h 
'1
s p
ro
no
un
'. 
77
5.
 
So
m
e 
la
ng
ua
ge
s u
ne
xp
ec
te
dl
y 
ha
ve
 /ɤ/
, e
.g
. S
ap
a.
 
78
0.
 
M
an
y 
di
al
ec
ts
 su
ch
 a
s L
ao
, Y
ua
n,
 W
es
te
rn
 N
un
g 
ha
ve
 /b
o:
B
1 / 
ra
th
er
 th
an
 /b
aw
B
1 /.
 T
he
se
 m
on
op
ht
ho
ng
al
 re
fle
xe
s a
re
 re
du
ce
d 
fo
rm
s 
de
ve
lo
pe
d 
in
de
pe
nd
en
tly
 in
 in
di
vi
du
al
 v
ar
ie
tie
s. 
Lu
ng
ch
ow
 a
nd
 Y
ay
 h
av
e 
bo
th
 th
e 
fu
ll 
an
d 
re
du
ce
d 
fo
rm
s. 
Se
e 
'n
ot
 (s
tro
ng
 2
)’
. 
78
1.
 
Se
e 
'n
ot
 st
ro
ng
 (1
)'.
 
78
2.
 
Th
e 
to
na
l i
rr
eg
ul
ar
ity
 is
 n
ot
 su
rp
ris
in
g 
be
ca
us
e 
th
is
 e
ty
m
on
  i
s a
 g
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 it
em
. 
78
6.
 
W
um
in
g 
ha
s /
kɤC
1 /.
 S
om
e 
di
al
ec
ts
 h
av
e 
irr
eg
ul
ar
 to
na
l r
ef
le
xe
s b
ec
au
se
 th
is
 e
ty
m
on
 is
 a
 g
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 it
em
. 
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PP
EN
D
IX
 C
 
 
IN
D
EX
 O
F 
G
LO
SS
A
R
Y
 
 Th
e 
nu
m
be
rs
 in
 th
e 
ri
gh
tm
os
t c
ol
um
n 
ar
e 
th
e 
id
en
tif
yi
ng
 n
um
be
rs
 in
 A
pp
en
di
x 
B.
 
 a
ca
ci
a 
*g
e:
A
 
18
6
al
iv
e 
*ɲ
aŋA
 
49
4
al
l 
*d
aŋA
 
73
6
al
so
 
*k
o:
C
 
78
6
an
no
un
ce
, t
o 
*p
a:
w
B
 
51
7
an
sw
er
, t
o 
*χa
:n
A
 
51
8
an
t 
*m
ɤcD
 
12
3
an
te
lo
pe
 
*w
a:
lA
 
84
 
ap
e 
*k
aŋA
 
86
 
ar
m
 
*q
e:
nA
 
25
 
ar
riv
e,
 to
 
*C̬
.tɤŋ
A
 
58
4
as
ce
nd
 to
 
*χɯ
nC
 
58
6
as
he
s (
w
oo
d)
 
*d
aw
B
 
21
4
as
he
s, 
le
af
 
*b
ra
w
B
 
21
3
as
hg
ou
rd
 
*w
ak
D
 
18
1
as
k,
 to
  
*c
.ra
:m
A
 
51
9
as
le
ep
 
*ɗ
ak
D
 
47
6
as
tri
ng
en
t i
n 
ta
st
e 
*ʰw
ɯə
tD
 
43
5
aw
ak
en
 (s
om
eo
ne
), 
to
 
*p
lo
kD
 
69
9
ax
e 
*x
w
a:
nA
 
32
8
ba
ck
 
*ʰl
aŋA
 
37
 
ba
d 
*r
w
ɤ:j
C
 
44
8
ba
g 
*c
ro
ŋA  
34
2
ba
m
bo
o 
*p
ra
jB
 
17
9
ba
m
bo
o 
ha
t 
*k
lɤp
D
 
35
9
ba
m
bo
o 
sh
oo
t 
*r
.n
a:
ŋA  
17
0
ba
m
bo
o 
st
rip
 fo
r t
yi
ng
 o
r 
w
ea
vi
ng
 
*b
.tw
u:
kD
 
35
5
ba
na
na
 
*k
lu
əjC
 
17
7
ba
na
na
  b
lo
ss
om
 
*p
li:
A
 
15
8
ba
nk
, r
iv
er
 
*ʰw
aŋB
 
23
9
ba
ny
an
 
*r
aj
A
 
18
7
ba
rk
, t
o 
*ʰr
aw
B
 
52
6
ba
si
n 
*ʔa
:ŋB
 
33
8
ba
th
e,
 to
 
*ʔa
:p
D
 
69
3
be
 (i
n 
a 
pl
ac
e)
, t
o 
*ˀj
u:
B
 
62
5
be
 fi
ni
sh
ed
, t
o 
*l
e:
w
C
 
71
3
be
 le
ft 
ov
er
, t
o 
*ʰl
ɯə
A
 
69
7
be
, t
o;
 b̩
ec
om
e,
 to
 
*m̩
.p
el
A
 
62
4
be
ac
h,
 sa
nd
ba
r 
*h
a:
tD
 
24
0
be
ar
 
*ʰm
w
ɯj
A
 
80
 
be
ar
d 
*m
om
B
 
21
 
be
db
ug
 
*C̬
.rɯ
ətD
 
11
7
be
e 
*t
o:
B
 
12
1
be
fo
re
 
*k
o:
nB
 
77
5
be
g,
 to
  
*k
.ro
:A
 
52
0
be
lie
ve
, t
o 
*ɟɯ
ǝB  
62
1
be
lo
w
 
*l
w
ɤ:ŋ
B
 
76
9
be
nd
 o
ve
r, 
to
 
*k
ɤm
C
 
56
4
bi
g 
(1
) 
*ʰl
uəŋ
A
 
40
6
bi
g 
(2
) 
*ɓ
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